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Abstract 
 

Patent law is historically known as a key driver for development. The limited exclusive rights 

provided to inventors incentivise research and development as well as investments in 

innovative products and services. Patents are also known for their social functions. Disclosure 

of the inventions prior to the patent grant and social benefits of the inventions allow the society 

to learn and benefit from these inventions. The combination of the innovation incentives and 

social functions has led some scholars to theorise a “social contract” foundation of patent law.  

 

In recent days, there has been a shift of focus of patent law from its incentive and social 

functions into providing strong protection to inventions through the standards adopted in the 

World Trade Organization’s Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property 

Rights (TRIPS) and TRIPS-plus standards under free trade agreements. This shift of focus has 

created tensions between the interests of the inventors or patent owners and the society.  

The protection-oriented approach to patent law will also create tensions with the Indonesian 

constitutional norms under Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution that require a balance between 

the private and public interests. The field research for this thesis shows that the impact of these 

tensions is particularly fundamental in relation to medicine patents and the operation of the 

health security programme.  

 

This thesis examines the tensions between the protection-oriented form of patent law and the 

Indonesian constitutional norms. It suggests that the “framework of reciprocity”, which is 

derived from the Indonesian constitutional norms through the adaptation of Nick Barber’s 

positive constitutionalism theory, provides a means to assess these tensions. The three-stage 

test developed from the “framework of reciprocity” is applied to test the constitutionality of 

the implementation of the TRIPS Agreement and TRIPS-plus patent standards in Indonesia. A 

patent law standard’s implementation that can meet the test will be constitutional as it can be 

mutually advantageous and sustainable for the inventor and society. This “reciprocal” patent 

law can achieve the social justice for all people of Indonesia as the state’s constitutional 

objective by supporting the operation of the health security programme. 
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Introduction 
 

A. Background 
 

Kevin is my nephew who lives in Yogyakarta, Indonesia. In 2015, at the age of two, he was 

diagnosed with a congenital heart disease that required immediate surgery to repair a defect on 

his heart valve. Before the surgery, he could barely speak or walk. Fortunately, the Indonesian 

government had just launched the national health security programme (JKN programme) in 

2014.2 Kevin could be enrolled in the programme just in time to have his surgery without 

having to worry about the medical costs. He is now growing as a happy and healthy child.  

 

My father on the other hand, was not so lucky. His illness took place in 2004, prior to the launch 

of the health security programme. At that time, he was suffering from a heart attack. I remember 

that the doctor who treated my father gave him an expensive medicine, called Streptase.  

Streptase was an originator medicine3 with Streptokinase as its active substance. Streptokinase 

was known to be effective in treating myocardial infarction or heart attack by relieving blood 

clots in human veins.4 At that time, Streptase’s price was around NZD700 for one dose of 

administration. The medicine’s price was high, but it was twenty times less expensive than 

invasive treatments like angioplasty.5 Due to this cost factor, my family had opted for the non-

invasive treatment through the administration of Streptase. My Father survived the first heart 

attack, but he did not survive the second one ten months later. After Indonesia introduced the 

health security programme, the programme covers both the invasive and pharmacological or 

medicine-based treatments including the Streptokinase therapy.6  

 

 
2 The national health security programme (jaminan kesehatan nasional/JKN programme) is one of the two social 
security programmes in Indonesia that is managed by the Health Social Security Implementing Institution (“BPJS 
Kesehatan”). The other programme is the worker’s security programme that covers formal workers with their 
premiums paid as a combination between the employer’s contribution and salary deduction from the employee. 
Further discussions of Indonesia’s health security programme will be set out in Chapter 1.  
3 The term “originator medicine” is used in this thesis to refer to an innovative medicine that is no longer protected 
by a patent. This thesis refers to a medicine that is still within its patent term as the “patented medicine”. 
4 Jenny Bryan “The rise and fall of the clot buster” (2014) 293 Pharm J, online ed.  
5 American Heart Association “Cardiac Procedures and Surgeries” <www.heart.org>.  
6 See the Indonesian Case Base Groups (INA-CBGs) as the healthcare costs guideline for the Health Security 
Programme under the Minister of Health Regulation No.76 of 2016.  INA-CBGs cover both the angioplasty and 
Streptokinase-based therapy in treating heart disease. 
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My personal experience highlights the importance of the health security programme for the 

Indonesian people. The programme has provided access to health to more than 250 million 

Indonesian people who previously did not have access to good quality and affordable 

healthcare. Through this programme, the government fulfils its constitutional duty under the 

1945 Constitution to provide universal health care to all the Indonesian people.7  

 

Despite the importance of the programme, it has been grappling with mounting deficits mainly 

due to the soaring medicine costs.8 That is why the programme is relying on the use of generic 

medicines to suppress its operational costs.9 Generic medicines are copies of the originator 

medicines that can only be distributed once patents of the originator medicines have expired.10 

Indonesia has been using patent law as the policy tool to control the prompt access of generic 

medicines to supply the health security programme and curb its deficits.11 

 

As a member of the World Trade Organization (“WTO”) Indonesia is required to implement 

the minimum standards of patent law as set out in the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of 

Intellectual Property Rights (“TRIPS Agreement”).12 Indonesia has implemented the TRIPS 

Agreement standards in its patent law since 1997 without properly considering its 

constitutionality.13 In 2016 the Patents Act was amended14 to implement more flexibilities that 

could support the public health objectives to ensure the prompt access of generic medicines to 

supply the health security programme. In recent years there have been demands for Indonesia 

to increase its patent law standards to give more protection to inventions through participation 

in free trade agreements (FTAs). Patent law standards that are more extensive than the TRIPS 

 
7 1945 Constitution is the commonly used term for Indonesia’s Constitution. The obligation to provide universal 
health care through the health security programme is set out in articles 28H(1), 28H(3), 34(2) and (3) of the 
Constitution. See discussion of second part of Chapter 1. 
8 For instance, the programme’s accumulated deficits as of 31 December 2019 had reached NZD5.1 billion (IDR51 
trillion) (see audited financial statements of BPJS Kesehatan for 31 December 2019 period). Further discussion 
on the state of the health security programme is set out in the second part of Chapter 1. 
9 Interview with the officials of the Health Security Programme Implementing Institution (BPJS Kesehatan) (the 
author, Jakarta, 3 September 2019). 
10 World Health Organization “WHO Drug Information” (Vol 30, No.3, 2016) at 370. Unless the generic 
medicines are produced under the strict criteria of compulsory licensing mechanism. See Chapter 2 regarding a 
short description about the implementation of compulsory licensing under the TRIPS Agreement in Indonesia.  
11 Interview with an official of the Director General of Intellectual Property Rights (“DGIP”) (the author, Jakarta, 
19 July 2019). 
12 Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization 1867 UNTS 3 (opened for signature 15 April 
1994, entered into force 1 January 1995), annex 1C (Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property 
Rights) [TRIPS Agreement]. 
13 Patents Act 1997 (Law No.13 of 1997). Patents Act 1997 was enacted during General Soeharto’s authoritarian 
era. No documents can be found that discussed the constitutionality of the TRIPS Agreement provisions. 
14 Patents Act 2016 (Law No.13 of 2016). 
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Agreement standards are referred to in this thesis as the “TRIPS-plus patent standards”. These 

demands have led to the main issue that will be addressed by this thesis, namely whether these 

international patent law norms can meet the demands of the Indonesian constitutional norms 

as set out in the state philosophy of Pancasila15 and the 1945 Constitution. 

 

B. Issues Presented and Literature Review 
 

1. Why the Constitutionality of Patent Law’s Implementation Is Important for 
Indonesia? 

 

This thesis discusses the constitutionality of international patent law norms that have been 

implemented by Indonesia and the norms that might be implemented in Indonesia in the future 

through participation in FTAs. The discussion is focused on the impacts of the implementation 

of these norms on the area of health, namely on the access of generic medicines to supply the 

health security programme.  

 

For Indonesian scholars, this focus might be obvious, too simplistic, or even not novel. 

However, there is no Indonesian and international literature that thoroughly discuss this 

important question. Moreover, analysis on this issue is not an easy task. It requires extensive 

exploration of the Indonesian constitutional principles in the property/economic and health 

areas, as well as the domestic and international patent law theories, and whether the intersection 

between them can happen harmoniously. 

 

The constitutionality analysis of the implementation of international patent law norms is 

conducted in light of the uniqueness of Indonesia’s constitutionalism discourse. This thesis is 

applying the positive constitutionalism approach as coined by Nick Barber as a lens to explore 

and understand Indonesia’s constitutional principles under Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution 

from a perspective familiar to international constitutionalism discourse.16 The positive 

constitutionalism theory focuses on certain constitutional principles that underpin the state and 

 
15 Pancasila or the “five foundations” is Indonesia’s state foundation or state ideology that is set out in paragraph 
4 of the 1945 Constitution preamble. See further discussion on Pancasila in the first part of Chapter 1. 
16 Nick Barber The Principles of Constitutionalism (Oxford University Press, New York, 2018) (“Barber, 
Constitutionalism”). 
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its institutions to enable the state to achieve its main objective of advancing the well-being of 

its people.17  

 

Indonesia’s constitutionalism is unique because it relies on two main instruments, namely 

Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution. Pancasila is considered as the “source of all sources of 

law” which means the state foundation, philosophy and ideology,18 while the 1945 Constitution 

is considered as the basic law in Indonesia.19 That means it serves as the source of legal norms 

that must be observed by every legislative instrument within the hierarchy of laws in 

Indonesia.20 The relationship between these two instruments is relatively abstract because both 

instruments are considered as the fundamental legal norms in Indonesia.21 From the perspective 

of constitutional law theory, it might be easier to consider Pancasila as the “binding preamble” 

to the 1945 Constitution.22 

 

There are three reasons why analysis of the constitutionality of the implementation of 

international patent law norms and their impacts on the health security programme is important 

for decisions about patent law in the future. Firstly, such a constitutionality analysis is currently 

absent in the literature as well as in academic papers23 supporting the enactments of Indonesia’s 

existing Patents Acts. The absence of this constitutionality analysis has seen Indonesia 

constantly subscribes to the “developed country-style” patent law as imposed through 

international agreements like the TRIPS Agreement and FTAs without proper “tailoring” to 

address the local development and public health needs as demanded by the constitutional 

provisions. 

 

 
17 The traditional meaning of constitutionalism focuses on legal enforcement of constitutional limits on state 
power. This approach is often referred to as “negative constitutionalism”. See Barber, Constitutionalism, at 1-2, 
19.  
18 Law No.12 of 2011 as amended by Law No.15 of 2019 on the Formation of Legislation (the “Formation of 
Legislation Act 2011”), art 2 and its explanatory note. 
19 The Legislation Act 2011 art 3 and its explanatory note. 
20 The Indonesian legislative instruments are set out as a form of hierarchy with the 1945 Constitution as highest 
instrument in the hierarchy. See Legislation Act 2011, art 7. See also Chapter 1. 
21 See discussion of Chapter 1. 
22 Wim Voermans, Maarten Stremler and Paul Cliteur Constitutional Preambles, A Comparative Analysis (1st ed, 
Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2017) at 14. See Chapter 1. 
23 The academic paper is a mandatory instrument to support the discussion and deliberation of a joint Bill of the 
Parliament and President. The academic paper contains full discussion and analysis of the positive and negative 
impacts of the statutory instrument on the society once enacted. See the Formation of Legislation Act 2011, art 
43(3) and 44 as well as Annex I on the form of academic paper.  
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Secondly, the constitutionality analysis of international patent law norms’ implementation is 

important because patent law that is inconsistent with the constitutional demands will not 

operate effectively for the society. For instance, it could disrupt the supply of essential public 

goods, such as generic medicines, to the health security programme.24 Moreover, patent law 

that is inconsistent with the constitutional demands will be susceptible to judicial review 

challenges by members of the society to ask the Constitutional Court to annul the laws for 

violating the provisions of the 1945 Constitution.25 

 

Lastly, the analysis of the impacts of these norms’ implementation on the operations of the 

health security programme is important for decisions on patent law in the future because the 

right to health is a fundamental constitutional right of every Indonesian citizen and this right is 

fulfilled by the state through the programme. Every Indonesian citizen shall have the right to 

receive health services26 and to access the social security programme that includes the health 

security programme.27 Moreover, providing universal health care to the Indonesian citizens is 

one of the government’s constitutional duties. In this regard, the government must develop a 

social security system for all citizens and empower the poor and less-fortunate members of the 

society.28 The government must also provide adequate health services facilities.29 

 

2. The “Framework of Reciprocity” to Assess Patent Law’s Implementation in Indonesia 
 

In carrying out the assessment on the constitutionality of international patent law norms’ 

implementation it makes sense to organise a theoretical framework that is built around the 

constitutional provisions of Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution. The thesis develops that 

theoretical framework into a test to analyse the constitutionality of the international patent law 

norms that have been or may be implemented by Indonesia. If the test can identify certain 

 
24 Public goods are goods that are fundamental to the society’s interests. They have the characteristic of non-
rivalry in consumption (its use by one actor does not restrict the ability of another actor to benefit from it) and 
non-excludability in use (unauthorised parties or free riders cannot be prevented from using it). See Keith Maskus 
and Jerome Reichman “The Globalization of Private Knowledge Goods and the Privatization of Global Public 
Goods” (2004) 7 Journal of International Economic Law 279 at 284. 
25 The ability of a member of the society to file a judicial review application to the Constitutional Court to have 
an Act annulled by the Court for a violation of the 1945 Constitution is a unique feature of the Indonesian 
Constitutionalism after the fall of the New Order regime. See art 24(C)(1) and of the Constitution and discussion 
of Chapter 1. 
26 1945 Constitution, art 28H(1). 
27 Art 28H(3). 
28 Art 34(2). 
29 Art 34(3). 
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norms that, if implemented, would become unconstitutional, it would also help to highlight the 

steps that can be taken to address this issue and for patent laws to be implemented 

constitutionally. 

 

As easy as this constitutionality analysis may seem, its application in practice to Indonesia is 

complex, especially as patent law is a Western legal concept.30 The theoretical framework 

developed from Indonesia’s constitutional requirements must firstly be analysed against the 

existing Western patent law theories. The analysis will examine whether patent law as a foreign 

legal concept shares similar features with Indonesia’s constitutional principles under Pancasila 

and the 1945 Constitution and therefore, can be implemented effectively in Indonesia.  

 

Nick Barber’s “positive constitutionalism theory” is instrumental for situating Indonesia’s 

constitutional principles within a systematic theoretical framework. The theory’s principles of 

sovereignty, rule of law, separation of powers and civil society are particularly relevant in 

organising Indonesia’s constitutional principles into a working theoretical framework.31 

 

The exploration of the constitutional principles in property/economic rights and health as 

applied by the Indonesian Constitutional Court in judicial review cases can further contribute 

to a theoretical framework that this thesis refers to as the “framework of reciprocity”. The 

“framework of reciprocity” reflects the delicate reconciliation between the public and private 

interests where the private interest is acknowledged and protected but must be directed towards 

the achievement of common public good. In the context of patent law, the framework of 

reciprocity means the reconciliation between the interests of the inventor/patent owner and 

society where the grant and protection of the inventor/patent owner’s rights must be directed 

towards the achievement of the society’s well-being. In other words, the “framework of 

reciprocity” can also be described as a mutually advantageous and sustainable relationship 

between the inventor/patent owner and society. 

 

 

 
30 The term “Western” is used to refer to the origin of patent law development in the United Kingdom in the 17th 
century and subsequently in the western European countries during the industrialisation era. See discussion of 
Chapter 2. 
31 See third part of Chapter 1. 
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3. The Shift of Patent Law Foundation in International Patent Law Theories 
 

The “framework of reciprocity” in relation to Indonesian constitutional norms then needs to be 

assessed against the international patent law theories. If there are gaps between patent law 

theories and the framework of reciprocity and these gaps cannot not be bridged effectively, 

then the implementation of patent law in Indonesia may become unconstitutional.  

 

Academics have developed different rationales or theories behind patent law. The two 

considered in this thesis are social contract and patent regulatory theory. The social contract 

theory is one of the earliest patent law theories. It was developed in the early days of patent 

law in the 17th century. The social contract theory is built upon the incentive theory.32 Under 

the incentive theory patent exclusive right is required to incentivise innovation and investment 

in research and development, because without it competitors would imitate the invention and 

sell it at a lower price because they do not bear the cost of innovation.33 Since the 

encouragement of innovation is insufficient for the society to benefit, an additional rationale 

was added to justify the grant of patent exclusivity. That is where the inventor must disclose 

the invention through the patent system in order to obtain patent exclusivity so the society will 

have the knowledge of how to work on the invention.34  

 

The combination of the grant of patent exclusivity to the inventor as an incentive for innovation 

and the disclosure of the invention to the society as a consideration for patent exclusivity 

informs the “social contract theory”. The social contract theory focuses on the mutual 

advantage of the inventor and society because it is centred around the reconciliation of the 

inventor’s interest to reap economic benefits from the invention and the society’s interest to 

access, use and work on the invention. 

 

The “social contract” form of patent law has become the foundation of national or domestic 

patent laws in many jurisdictions, where those jurisdictions have ample flexibilities to tailor 

their domestic patent law to suit their development objectives, including to manage the supply 

of much needed public goods like medicines to their society.  

 
32 Susy Frankel and Jessica Lai Patent Law and Policy (1st ed, LexisNexis, Wellington, 2017), at 14. 
33 At 14.  
34 At 14. 
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In its development, the social contract theory has been criticised for becoming too confined to 

the disclosure activities by the inventor. For instance, Drahos has proposed reframing the social 

contract theory from a focus on the act of disclosure to the grant of patent exclusivity by the 

society in exchange for “the release of an invention of social value”.35 This way patent 

exclusivity will only be granted to inventions that bring social benefits to the society, not just 

to some inventions that merely passed the disclosure threshold but cannot be worked by the 

society. 

 

Patent regulatory theory was introduced by Shubha Ghosh as another criticism of social 

contract theory in understanding patent law.36 Ghosh argues that theorising patent law as a 

contract means “accepting uncritically the status of patent as property” and thereby, “reducing 

[patent] law to a property protection tool”.37 Ghosh argues that patent law should be considered  

as a system of regulation instead of social contract. Patent regulation will create a well-

regulated marketplace that fosters reciprocity and promotes openness and trust in the patent 

system.38 That will give assurance to the inventors to invent and openly share their inventions 

based on trust that the other party will reciprocate by not imitating, and by sharing their own 

inventions.39 However, Ghosh seems to apply his theory too narrowly from the inventor or 

patent owner perspective because he does not put the society in the equation. 

 

This thesis disagrees with Ghosh’s critique of social contract theory as a “property protection 

tool” because he misses the point that patent exclusivity is the reciprocal contribution from the 

society as a consideration for the disclosure of the invention, instead of mere incentive to the 

inventor to invent and deter imitation. However, his criticism is relevant to the present situation 

where the feature of contemporary international patent law has shifted from a form of 

innovation incentive to a property protection tool. In a way, Ghosh’s criticism is consistent 

with Drahos’s. Both criticised the state of social contract theory as influenced by the 

 
35 Peter Drahos The Global Governance of Knowledge: Patent Offices and Their Clients, (1st ed, Cambridge 
University Press, New York, 2010) at 29-30. 
36 Shubha Ghosh “Patents and the Regulatory State: Rethinking the Patent Bargain Metaphor After Eldred” (2004) 
19 BTLJ 1315 at 1317. 
37 At 1342-1343. Ghosh views that the social contract theory relies on the grant of patent exclusivity as property 
right to incentivise an inventor to invent and resolves the situation where people tend to imitate than innovate that 
he refers to as the “prisoner’s dilemma” 
38 At 1336-1338, 1372, 1377. 
39 At 1387. 
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contemporary international patent law discourse that has steered away from its incentive and 

social foundations towards a dominant consideration of the inventor’s interests by giving strong 

protections to inventions. 

 

Similar concerns are reflected by other intellectual property law scholars. Dreyfuss and Frankel 

have observed the shift of patent law’s focus from innovation incentive, which was 

implemented in national patent laws and early intellectual property conventions like the Paris 

Convention,40 to giving strong protection to inventions as property rights under the TRIPS 

Agreement and more recently, under free trade agreements (“FTA”).41 They have argued that 

this shift of focus can disconnect patent law from its incentive and social foundations and 

geared towards the achievement of strong protection of property rights that is “largely 

impervious to flexibility and balancing”.42 They view that while the shift can “facilitate 

technology transfer and promote investment in technological progress, [it] can have the 

opposite effect and constrain the ability of states to deal with local economic concerns and 

public health.”43 Dreyfuss and Frankel’s criticism on the shape of contemporary international 

patent law is also in line with Drahos and Ghosh that it is more focused on the inventor’s 

interests and tends to disregard the society’s interests. 

 

The discussion on patent law theories reveals that the initial form of patent law in the social 

contract theory was based on a foundation that puts the inventor and society’s interests in equal 

positions. This mutually advantageous and sustainable relationship between the inventor and 

society has somehow became diminished in the contemporary international patent law where 

too much focus was put on giving strong protection on the invention as the inventor’s “property 

right” through provisions of trade agreements like the TRIPS Agreement and subsequently, the 

FTAs.  

 

 
40 Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property, 20 March 1883, 828 UNTS 305, as revised at 
Stockholm (14 July 1967, entered into force 16 April 1970) [“Paris Convention”]. 
41 Rochelle Dreyfuss and Susy Frankel "From Incentive to Commodity to Asset: How International Law is 
Reconceptualizing Intellectual Property" (2015) 36 Mich J Int'l L 557 at 558, 563 (“Dreyfuss and Frankel, 
Reconceptualizing Intellectual Property”). Dreyfuss and Frankel discusses the reconceptualisation of intellectual 
property rights in general, while this thesis incorporates their arguments in the context of patent law. Moreover, 
they discuss the reconceptualisation of intellectual property from innovation incentive to trade commodity under 
the TRIPS Agreement and as an investment asset under the FTAs’ investment chapter. This thesis is not focussing 
on the shift into trade commodity and investment asset, but it focuses on the result of this shift in the form of 
increasing level of protection on inventions. 
42 At 560, 601. 
43 At 601. 
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4. Compatibility of Patent Law Theories with the “Framework of Reciprocity” 
 

These discussions of existing patent law theories indicate that the incentive and social 

foundations of patent law found in the social contract theory should be compatible with the 

“framework of reciprocity” as developed by this thesis from the constitutional principles of 

Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution. The patent law foundations and “framework of 

reciprocity” share a common focus on the mutually advantageous and sustainable relationship 

between the inventor/patent owner and society. This mutual and sustainable relationship 

between the inventor/patent owner and society should be able to support the achievement of 

social justice for all the Indonesian people. 

 

5. The Three Stages of Constitutionality Test 
 

Despite the compatibility of patent law foundations with the “framework of reciprocity” as 

developed by this thesis, the shift of contemporary international patent law from its innovation 

incentive and social foundations into giving strong protections to inventions creates a gap 

between the “framework of reciprocity” and the contemporary international patent law. 

Scholars like Dreyfuss and Frankel have shown that this shift can be addressed by reconnecting 

patent law to its foundations.44 Moreover, the international patent law standards must be 

accompanied by certain flexibilities to permit a country to carry out continual “recalibration” 

of its patent law to meet its development objectives. To support this, it is important to have a 

treaty whose object and purpose acknowledge the incentive and social foundations of patent 

law. These object and purpose provisions would support the flexibilities for a country to 

implement patent law in a way that can reconcile the inventor/patent owner and society’s 

interests. 

 

To identify any gap between the “framework of reciprocity” and the contemporary 

international patent law, the theoretical framework needs to be developed into a specific test. 

This test will enable the constitutionality analysis of the implementation of international patent 

law norms or standards in Indonesia to be conducted in a more measurable manner. The test 

developed in this thesis consists of three stages, so it is referred to as the “three stages of 

constitutionality test”.  

 
44 At 558, 591, 596.  
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The first stage of the test will focus on the textual formulation of a patent standard to identify 

the incentive for the inventor to invent, and social benefits and adverse consequences to society 

caused by the standard’s implementation. The second stage of the test analyses whether the 

patent standard allows certain exceptions and implementation flexibilities or whether it limits 

or removes existing flexibilities in Indonesia’s patent law. The third stage explores, through 

the application of general rule of treaty interpretation under the Vienna Convention,45 whether 

the exceptions and implementation flexibilities can be implemented effectively by considering 

the treaty’s object and purpose as set out in its objectives and principles.  

 

The three stages of constitutionality test will assess whether a patent standard could be 

implemented constitutionally in Indonesia by considering its impacts on the mutually 

advantageous and sustainable relationship between the inventor/patent owner and society 

towards the state’s objective to achieve social justice for all the Indonesian people. 

 

This three-stage test will be applied to assess the constitutionality of the implementation of the 

TRIPS Agreement standards and their associated flexibilities that have been implemented in 

Patents Act 2016 in Chapter 346, and the constitutionality of the implementation of three 

features of TRIPS-plus patent standards under the FTAs in Chapter 447.  

 

The thesis will compare the three features of the TRIPS-plus standards from the intellectual 

property chapters in the TPP/CPTPP48 and the European Union (EU)’s intellectual property 

chapter proposal for the EU-Indonesia FTA (the “EU-Indonesia Proposal”). These FTAs are 

 
45 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, 1155 UNTS 331 (signed 23 May 1969) (the “Vienna Convention”), 
art 31.1. 
46 The TRIPS Agreement standards analysed in Chapter 3 are the patentable subject matter and patentability 
criteria in article 27(1), the term of patent protection in article 33, and confidentiality protection of undisclosed 
test and other data in pharmaceutical marketing approval process in article 39.3. 
47 The three features of the TRIPS-plus standards analysed in Chapter 4 are the obligation to protect  new uses of 
existing product or process (“new use patent”), patent term extension for any delay in the patent grant and 
medicine marketing approval process (“patent term extension”) and the data exclusivity protection in the medicine 
marketing approval process (“data exclusivity”). 
48 Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (signed on 4 February 2016), hereinafter referred to as “TPP”) is a free 
trade agreement between 12 states namely Australia, Brunei Darussalam, Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, 
New Zealand, Peru, Singapore, United States, and Vietnam. It was superseded by the Comprehensive and 
Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (“CPTPP”) between 11 states after the US’ withdrawal from 
the TPP in 2017. Certain TRIPS-plus patent standards from the TPP were suspended in the CPTPP and might be 
revived if the US re-joins the treaty. 
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chosen due to their relevance to Indonesia.49 The cumulative results of the application of the 

three-stage constitutionality test in Chapters 3 and 4 are set out in Annex A.   

 

C. Research Questions 
 
Based on the issues set out above this thesis embarks on its journey to answer a main research 

question “Can Indonesia Implement a Constitutional Patent Law in the TRIPS and TRIPS-plus 

Era?” 

The main research question will be explored through several sub-questions. Each of these sub-

questions will be discussed chronologically based on the thesis structure: 

1. Why is a constitutionality analysis of patent law’s implementation important for 

Indonesia?  

 

2. How can a theoretical framework based on the constitutional principles of Pancasila and 

the 1945 Constitution be developed in this thesis, as assisted by Nick Barber’s positive 

constitutionalism theory? 

 

3. How can a practical test of constitutionality be developed to test compliance with the 

“framework of reciprocity” in the area of patent law?  

 
4. Is the “framework of reciprocity” consistent with the domestic and international patent law 

theories?  

 
5. Can Indonesia implement the TRIPS Agreement patent standards constitutionally based 

on the three stages of the constitutionality test developed in response to issue 3? What are 

the roles of the existing flexibilities that have been implemented in patent law? Are they 

able to support the achievement of a mutually advantageous and sustainable relationship 

between the inventor/patent owner and society? 

 
6.  Could Indonesia implement the three features of TRIPS-plus patent standards 

constitutionally, based on the three stages of the constitutionality test? Would those 

standards limit or remove existing flexibilities that have been implemented in patent law? 

 
49 See discussion of Chapter 4. 
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7. What are the risks for Indonesia if it does not carry out an analysis of the constitutionality 

of the implementation of international patent law standards before adopting international 

patent rules and seeking to implement them? 

 
D. Structure of the Thesis 

 
This thesis is divided into five chapters, apart from the introduction section.  

 

Chapter 1 discusses the absence of a constitutionality analysis in the implementation of patent 

law norms in Indonesia. It highlights the need to form a theoretical framework to analyse the 

constitutionality of patent law norms or standards that are implemented in Indonesia in relation 

to their impacts on the operation of the health security programme. This framework is 

developed from the relevant principles of Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution as the 

fundamental legal norms in Indonesia. Discussions on the constitutional law literature and 

Constitutional Court’s decisions on relevant judicial review cases, as framed by Nick Barber’s 

positive constitutionalism theory, inform a principle that is referred to as the “framework of 

reciprocity”. This framework focuses on the reconciliation between the private and public’s 

interests, or in the context of patent law between the inventor/patent owner and society’s 

interests, to achieve a collective welfare and prosperity that is referred to as the “social justice” 

principle, being the fifth principle of Pancasila. The framework is developed into a three stages 

of constitutionality test to analyse the constitutionality of the implementation of international 

patent law standards in Indonesia. 

 

Chapter 2 explores the compatibility of domestic and international patent law theories with the 

“framework of reciprocity” that has been developed in Chapter 1. The discussion centres on 

social contract theory, which focuses on innovation incentive and social functions of the 

invention, and patent regulatory theory that focuses on providing assurances to the inventor to 

innovate. The analysis also examines the state of contemporary international patent law that 

has shifted from its innovation-incentive and social foundations into providing a strong 

protection for property rights under the TRIPS Agreement and FTAs. The discussion concludes 

that the initial foundations of patent law that focuses on the mutually advantageous relationship 

between the inventor and society is compatible with the “framework of reciprocity” developed 

in this thesis. However, the shift of contemporary international patent law from patent law’s 
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foundations has created a gap with the “framework of reciprocity”. If this gap is not addressed, 

the implementation of international patent law’s standards in Indonesia could be 

unconstitutional.  

 

Chapter 3 applies the three stages of reciprocity test in relation to the four TRIPS Agreement 

standards, and their associated implementation flexibilities, that have been implemented by 

Indonesia in Patents Act 2016. The discussion includes results of the field study that was 

conducted in Indonesia between July and September 2019. This Chapter specifically addresses 

the research question of whether Indonesia can implement the TRIPS Agreement standards 

constitutionally. 

 

Chapter 4 implements the three stages of reciprocity test in relation to the three features of the 

TRIPS-plus standards, namely the new use patents, patent term extensions and data exclusivity. 

Just like the discussion in Chapter 3, the analysis in Chapter 4 includes the field study results 

to highlight the impacts of the implementation of the three features of the TRIPS-plus standards 

on the constitutional requirements for the state to maintain a balance between the 

inventor/patent owner and society and to provide universal health care through the health 

security programme. This Chapter specifically addresses the research question of whether 

Indonesia could implement these three features of TRIPS-plus standards constitutionally and 

whether these standards would be likely to limit or remove the existing implementation 

flexibilities in Patents Act 2016.  

 

Chapter 5 assesses whether the “framework of reciprocity” could become a workable 

theoretical framework to analyse the constitutionality of international patent law 

norms/standards’ implementation in Indonesia. This Chapter also highlights the current issues 

in the domestic legal framework in relation to the treaty ratification process, which could be 

challenged as inconsistent with the Constitutional requirements for the government to consult 

and obtain the Parliament’s approval in signing FTAs that create extensive and fundamental 

impacts on the people’s lives. This Chapter further highlights the social consequences, and 

legal risks of judicial review, of the government not making this constitutionality analysis prior 

to participation in any FTA that requires Indonesia to implement the TRIPS-plus patent 

standards.   
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E. Contribution of the Research to New Knowledge 
 

The thesis would contribute to the existing literature in international and Indonesian patent law, 

Indonesian constitutional law and international trade law, which have not previously provided 

extensive discussions on the constitutionality of the implementation of international patent law 

standards generally, and specifically in Indonesia. 

 

This thesis also offers the “framework of reciprocity”, derived from the constitutional 

principles of Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution, as a theoretical and empirical framework to 

be used by the Indonesian government or other researchers in analysing the constitutionality of 

international patent law standards’ implementation in Indonesia.   

 

F. Methodology 
 
Empirical Legal Research combined with a Legal and Qualitative Approach 

This thesis engages in empirical legal research to help answer the research questions. 

Partington defines empirical legal research as research that “seeks to understand and explain 

how law works in the real world”.50 The result of this research is useful in “understanding the 

role of law in modern society” and as a reference for the policy makers to “deliver social and 

economic policy”.51  Partington highlights that policy makers could benefit from empirical 

legal research, because the research can “reveal gaps in current legal provisions” and assist 

policy makers in “defining changes needed in law or legal process”.52  

 

The empirical research itself employs a qualitative approach. Tolich and Davidson consider 

that a qualitative approach focuses on “reflecting the quality of something”.53 Strauss and 

Corbin further suggest that a qualitative research will “produce findings not arrived at by 

statistical procedures or other means of quantification”.54 

 

 
50 Martin Partington “Empirical Legal Research and Policy Making” in Peter Cane and Hebert Kritzer (eds) The 
Oxford Handbook of Empirical Legal Research” (1st ed, Oxford University Press, Wiltshire, 2010) 1002 at 1003. 
51 At 1003. 
52 At 1003. 
53 Martin Tolich and Carl Davidson “The Purposes of Research” in Martin Tolich and Carl Davidson (eds) Social 
Science Research in New Zealand (1st ed, Auckland University Press, Auckland, 2018) 21 at 33.  
54 Anselm Strauss and Juliet Corbin Basics of Qualitative Research: techniques and procedures for developing 
grounded theory (2nd ed, Thousand Oaks, Sage, Los Angeles, 2015) at 10-11. 
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In relation to this thesis, the three stages of constitutionality test as developed from the 

“framework of reciprocity” is instrumental in combining legal, theoretical and empirical 

research. The test provides measurable criteria against which the implementation of an 

international patent law standard can be analysed. The application of the test provides a 

qualitative assessment of whether Indonesia can implement the international patent law 

standards under the TRIPS Agreement and FTAs constitutionally. The qualitative assessment 

can also highlight the flexibilities that Indonesia needs to have to implement the patent 

standards constitutionally in its patent law. The empirical research analyses the international 

and domestic legal instruments and literature, including the Constitutional Court decisions and 

some decisions of the WTO Dispute Resolution Panels and Appellate Body. It is also supported 

by the field research.  

 

The field interviews were conducted with relevant stakeholders in Indonesia who are related to 

the implementation of patent law, health security programme, and the international trade 

negotiation. They include senior-level officials from the Indonesian Patent Office (who is 

responsible for patent registration), Ministry of Health (who is responsible for the health policy 

and pharmaceutical industry development), National Health Security Programme 

Implementing Institution (BPJS Kesehatan) (who is responsible for managing the national 

health security programme), Food and Drugs Supervisory Agency (BPOM) (who is responsible 

for medicines marketing approval), and the Ministry of Trade (who is responsible to lead trade 

negotiations). In addition to relevant government officials, interviews were conducted with 

representatives from the medicine patent-owning corporations and generic medicine 

manufacturers, the patent attorney profession and a non-governmental organisations (NGO) 

that focused on trade liberalisation and human rights issues. 

 

The respondents’ inputs informed the understanding of the current relationship between the 

inventor/patent owner and society and how this relationship would be affected if Indonesia 

adopts the more extensive patent protections, such as the TRIPS-plus patent standards. The 

interviews were conducted in a semi-structured approach, with some set of questions but the 

majority of questions as open-ended questions.55 Details of the field research are set out in the 

appendices of this thesis. Appendix I sets out details of the field research participants. 

 
55 Lisa Webley, “Qualitative Approach to Empirical Legal Research” in Peter Cane and Hebert Kritzer (eds) The 
Oxford Handbook of Empirical Legal Research” (1st ed, Oxford University Press, Wiltshire, 2010) 926 at 937. 
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Appendix II contains the Participant Information Sheet that informed the research participants 

about the objectives and scope of the research as well as the approval of the University of 

Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee (UAHPEC) of the field research. Appendix 

III-VIII set out the interview questions to each group of the research participants. 

G. Limitations 
 

Investment Chapter and the Investor-State Dispute Settlement Mechanism 

 

The thesis does not discuss the impacts of categorisation of a patent as an investment asset 

through the investment chapter of a free trade agreement, or the threat of investor-state dispute 

settlement mechanism (ISDS) over intellectual property. These subjects require dedicated 

research on their own.  

Three Features of TRIPS-plus Standards 

Despite various features of the TRIPS-plus standards, this thesis focuses on three features that 

are the most relevant to Indonesia with its priority on national health security programme and 

access to medicines: the new use patent, patent-term extension, and the data exclusivity. These 

three features are specifically absent or excluded from the Patents Act 2016 and could have an 

immediate effect on the market access of generic medicines if implemented. 

 

Corporate Lobbying and the TRIPS-plus Patent Standards 

Although scholars like Drahos and Braithwaite56 have indicated the role of patent owners in 

shaping the form of international intellectual property law in the TRIPS Agreement and the 

FTAs through their lobbying activities, this thesis does not discuss that issue. It focuses instead 

on the TRIPS Agreement and TRIPS-plus patent standards that resulted from these lobbying 

efforts, their impacts on Indonesia’s patent law and health security programme, and how to 

respond to demands to apply them in international trade agreements.  

Limitation on the FTA Negotiating Texts 

There are difficulties in accessing the negotiating text and other working documents of FTAs 

that contain the TRIPS-plus patent standards. For concluded FTAs like the TPP/CPTPP, it is 

only possible to access the final legal text, but not the working documents. It is also difficult to 

 
56 Peter Drahos and John Braithwaite Information Feudalism Who Owns the Knowledge Economy? (1st ed, 
Eartchscan Publications, London, 2002). 
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access the full negotiating documents of an ongoing FTA negotiation like the Indonesia-EU 

FTA. The analysis on the Indonesia-EU FTA is based on the initial intellectual property chapter 

proposal from EU that has been made publicly available. The negotiating text may have 

changed a lot from the initial proposal during the course of negotiation. The final text of the 

EU-Vietnam FTA is therefore used to extrapolate the possible demands from EU to Indonesia 

under the Indonesia-EU FTA to supplement the analysis. 
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Chapter One:                                                                                                   

The Framework of Reciprocity as the Thesis’ Theoretical Framework 
 

 

Ladies and gentlemen, I propose to you the following: If we are looking 

for democracy, it is not Western democracy, but a deliberation that 

provides lives, namely politiek-ecomische democratie (political and 

economic democracy) that can achieve social justice. The Indonesian 

people have talked about it for ages. What does the concept of a Just 

Queen mean? It means sociale rechtvaardigheid (social justice). … Let us 

accept this sociale rechtvaardigheid, namely not only political equality, 

ladies and gentlemen, but we should also create equality in the economic 

sector, namely a good collective prosperity of the people  – Ir. Soekarno, 1 

June 194557  

 

This quote is from Ir. Soekarno, the first President of Indonesia who is also considered as one 

of the founding fathers of Indonesia. It was part of his speech before the Indonesian 

Independence Preparations Investigative Assembly or (BPUPKI) on 1 June 1945 proposing 

five principles that became Indonesia’s state ideology that is called Pancasila. These principles 

were derived from the values and traditions of the Indonesian people. The principle quoted 

above became the fifth principle of Pancasila, namely “social justice for all people of 

Indonesia”. 

 

The quote illustrates the distinctiveness of Indonesia’s constitutionalism. It is not a mere 

transplantation of “Western democracy”; it is a democracy framed by Indonesian values and 

traditions.58 An understanding of this distinctiveness, and specifically that Indonesian 

constitutional norms and interpretations are built around a unique interpretation of the people 

as a collective unit, is key to this Chapter. What this means is that every individual right must 

also have a social function. Every foreign norm that is transplanted into the Indonesian legal 

system must meet this constitutional requirement. Norms that are not compatible with this 

 
57 Floriberta Aning (ed) The Birth of Pancasila: Collection of BPUPKI speeches (Lahirnya Pancasila: Kumpulan 
Pidato BPUPKI) (1st ed, Media Pressindo, Yogyakarta, 2006) at 150.  
58 See discussion of the state founders in the formation of Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution in the first section. 
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requirement must therefore be “calibrated” so they can effectively be implemented in 

Indonesia.  

 

This Chapter develops a theoretical framework from Indonesian constitutional norms that can 

be used to analyse whether the implementation of particular international patent law norms in 

Indonesia should be considered as constitutional. An adaptation of Nick Barber’s theory of 

“positive constitutionalism” provides a helpful lens for understanding the Indonesian 

constitutional norms in relation to international constitutionalism discourse. Barber’s “positive 

constitutionalism” bases the interpretation of constitutionalism on the state’s ability to achieve 

the well-being of the people.59 This thesis argues that a “positive constitutionalism” approach 

better illuminates the relevant constitutional principles of Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution 

than a framework of “negative constitutionalism” that focuses on formal limitations on state 

powers. The first part of the Chapter provides a brief explanation about the theory of positive 

constitutionalism in light of Indonesia’s unique constitutional setting with Pancasila as the 

“binding preamble” and the 1945 Constitution as the “basic law” that together act as the 

fundamental legal norms in Indonesia. 

 

The second part of Chapter 1 uses positive constitutionalism principles of sovereignty, rule of 

law, separation of powers and civil society to identify two groups of constitutional provisions 

of Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution that are most relevant to the theoretical framework of 

the thesis. The first group deals with the right to health as part of basic human rights. The 

second group deals with property rights and economic rights. This part also reveals a tension 

between these groups of constitutional provisions when considering the implementation of 

international patent law norms in relation to the operation of Indonesia’s health security 

programme. If the state grants more protection to the property and economic rights by 

expanding the scope of patent rights, it might bring adverse consequences on the right to health 

by delaying access of generic medicines into the health security programme, which would 

increase the programme’s deficits and pose a threat to its sustainability.  

 

The decisions of the Constitutional Court show that the state has a central role in mediating 

this tension by having sufficient policy space to regulate, supervise and control those areas of 

 
59 Nick Barber The Principles of Constitutionalism (Oxford University Press, New York, 2018) at 10 (“Barber, 
Constitutionalism”). 
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rights so that the exercise of property and economic rights can remain connected to the social 

functions of such rights to maintain the society’s right to health. This mediating role of the state 

allows the development of a mutually advantageous relationship between private actors and 

the society that can support the achievement of social justice for all people of Indonesia as the 

goal of the state. 

 

The last part of Chapter 1 will develop constitutional principles based on Pancasila and the 

1945 Constitution, as interpreted by the Constitutional Court, into a theoretical framework for 

this thesis. The central organising idea of the theoretical framework is the “framework of 

reciprocity”, which aims to produce a mutually advantageous and sustainable relationship 

between private interests and society in general. The framework of reciprocity is premised on 

the belief that such a relationship can only be achieved if there is an effective provision of law, 

namely law that equally considers private and society’s rights. The effectiveness of the 

provision of law in turn depends on whether the state can retain its sovereignty to regulate the 

property, economic and health sectors in ways that consistently reconcile the private and 

society’s rights without interference of any external powers.  

 

Compliance with the “framework of reciprocity” will then be assessed through a “three stages 

of constitutionality test”. The criteria for the three-stage test will be used in subsequent chapters 

to determine whether the implementation of international patent law norms under the TRIPS 

Agreement60 and the free trade agreements (FTAs) are consistent with what the Indonesian 

constitution requires and can be implemented harmoniously in the Indonesian legal order. 

 

A. The Uniqueness of the Indonesian Constitutionalism 
 

1. Why Develop the Theoretical Framework from Constitutional Law Theory? 
 

The fundamental question examined by this thesis, which is encountered when implementing 

international patent law norms under the TRIPS Agreement and FTAs, is whether those 

 
60 Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization 1867 UNTS 3 (opened for signature 15 April 
1994, entered into force 1 January 1995), annex 1C (Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property 
Rights) [TRIPS Agreement]. 
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intellectual property norms are compatible with Indonesian constitutional norms. Despite its 

importance, the field research shows that the government pays little attention to this matter.61  

 

Before Indonesia signs an FTA, a division of the Ministry of Trade will prepare a cost and 

benefit economic analysis of Indonesia’s participation in the agreement. Impacts of the 

intellectual property chapter of the FTA are an aspect that is analysed in the economic paper. 

However, that does not include a specific analysis of whether the patent provisions of the FTA 

are or can be made compatible with the Indonesian constitutional requirements under Pancasila 

and the 1945 Constitution.62 The absence of this constitutionality analysis risks the 

implemented provisions being incompatible with the constitutional norms of Pancasila and the 

1945 Constitution as interpreted by the Constitutional Court, and that the ratification of the 

international trade agreement and new domestic patent laws might be challenged in judicial 

review proceedings as unconstitutional. If that risk is realised, the incompatible provisions 

might disrupt the operations of the already struggling health security programme by causing 

significant delays to access of generic medicines into the programme.63 There is a further risk 

of the ratification of the FTA being annulled by the Constitutional Court. The theoretical 

framework developed in this thesis can provide a more robust foundation to alert the 

government to the fundamental constitutionality issues in the implementation of international 

patent law norms in Indonesia before Indonesia signs any FTA that requires the implementation 

of those norms. 

 

This thesis goes beyond a consideration of whether the patent law texts in international treaties 

are compatible with texts of Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution and analyses the 

constitutionality of the substantive conceptions of the patent law norms by analysing the 

impacts of their implementation on the reconciliation of private and society’s rights. In other 

words, this thesis carries out a combination of formal and substantive analysis of the 

international patent law norms against the constitutional norms of Pancasila and the 1945 

Constitution.  

 

 
61 Interview with an official of the Ministry of Trade (Auxentius Yudhianto, 2 August 2019), transcript provided 
by the author. 
62 Same as above. 
63 See discussion of the second part of Chapter I. 
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The reason for this combined approach is two-fold. Firstly, the text of international patent law 

norms in isolation might not manifestly be inconsistent with the text of the constitutional 

provisions of Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution. However, if such patent law norms are 

implemented, they might create adverse consequences that are inconsistent with the 

constitutional requirements of Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution as interpretated by the 

Constitutional Court in judicial review cases. Consequently, a standalone textual or formal 

analysis will not by itself capture the full picture of the issues discussed in this thesis. The 

substantive analysis can better capture the issues in implementing international patent law 

norms and their impacts on the relationship between the inventor/patent owner and society and 

the operation of health security programme. The substantive analysis can also identify certain 

flexibilities that need to be implemented in domestic patent law to address adverse 

consequences of the international patent norms’ implementation. 

 

The second reason is that the state’s ability to address the adverse consequences of the 

implementation of international patent law norms depends on the treaty’s object and purpose. 

Some treaties’ provisions promote more protection for the private rights of inventors or patent 

owners than the rights of the society to receive health care.64 These protection-oriented 

provisions need to be framed by a statement of object and purpose that support the state’s 

efforts to reconcile the rights of the inventor/patent owner and the society.65 The formal or 

textual analysis of those norms must therefore be accompanied by substantive analysis of the 

impacts of the norms through consideration of the treaty’s object and purpose. 

 

2. The Positive Constitutionalism Theory 
 

This thesis applies a positive theory of constitutionalism as a lens to understand Indonesia’s 

constitutional principles. Nick Barber eloquently offers the concept of “positive 

constitutionalism” as an alternative to the conventional concept of constitutionalism that he 

refers to as “negative constitutionalism”.66 Negative constitutionalism focuses on the legal 

enforcement of constitutional limits on state power. In this regard, the state’s powers and its 

 
64 Two models of FTAs with strong patent protections, namely the TPP/CPTPP and EU-model FTA will be 
discussed in Chapter 4. 
65 Chapter 4 discusses the object and purpose of TPP/CPTPP and EU-model FTA that included the TRIPS 
Agreement’s objective and principles as well as some additional public regarding principles due to the result of 
negotiations.  
66 Barber, Constitutionalism, at 2. 
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institutions must be limited through the rule of law and enforced by judges in a judicial review 

process. On the other hand, positive models of constitutionalism focus on certain constitutional 

principles that form the state and its institutions to enable the state to achieve its main objective 

of advancing the well-being of its people.67 In this regard, the positive constitutionalism theory 

focuses on the substantive part of the constitutional principles. 

 

Barber draws inspiration for his theory from Charles McIlwain.68 McIlwain compared the 

principles of constitutionalism in their ancient and modern forms. Although McIlwain’s work 

can be considered part of the tradition of negative constitutionalism because it suggests 

limitations on government powers and opposes arbitrary government, Barber sees McIlwain’s 

work differently and argues that McIlwain offered a richer account of constitutionalism.69 

Barber argues that in addition to suggesting legal limitations on government powers, McIlwain 

also suggested a government and institutions that are controlled by and accountable to the 

people or a “government of the people, by the people, for the people”.70  

 

Barber’s own intellectual project is to develop the second part of McIlwain’s theory regarding 

how the government of the people, by the people and for the people is to be conducted as the 

basis of the positive constitutionalism theory.71 McIlwain’s account of the people as the source 

of the state’s authority is particularly relevant to Indonesia. Paragraph four of the preamble of 

the 1945 Constitution states that Indonesia shall be based on the “people’s sovereignty”.72 

Moreover, article 1(2) of the 1945 Constitution states that “the sovereignty is with the people 

and is conducted in accordance with the provisions of the Constitution”.73 As a result, 

McIlwain’s account as developed by Barber can explore this notion of people’s sovereignty 

more fully in the Indonesian constitutional tradition than the negative constitutionalism theory. 

 

 

 

 
67 At 10, 19. 
68 See Charles McIlwain Constitutionalism: Ancient and Modern (1st ed, The Lawbook Exchange Ltd, New 
Jersey, 2005) (“McIlwain, Constitutionalism: Ancient and Modern”). 
69 Barber, Constitutionalism, at 7. See McIlwain, Constitutionalism: Ancient and Modern, at 21. 
70 At 8 quoting Abraham Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address. See McIlwain, Constitutionalism: Ancient and Modern, 
Ch 5. 
71 At 8. 
72 The 1945 Constitution, para 4 of preamble. 
73 Art 1(2). 
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Offering the concept of “positive constitutionalism” does not mean that Barber considers the 

negative constitutionalism theory as false. However, he argues that this theory might be more 

limited in exploring the substance of constitutional principles that form a state and interrelation 

between these principles and the institutions that implement those principles.74  

 

This thesis applies Barber’s positive constitutional theory to engage in more empirical and 

substantive analysis of the Indonesian constitutional provisions that might not be completely 

captured by the negative constitutionalism theory. For instance, if the implementation of the 

international patent law norms is analysed by applying the negative constitutionalism theory 

the possible answer to the issue at hand might be that the implementation of international patent 

law norms is immediately constitutional because these patent norms do not obviously violate 

any provisions of Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution.  

 

However, this conclusion might be premature. Although, from its textual formulation, a patent 

law norm like “patent term extension” may not violate any constitutional provisions, 

substantively this provision can mean certain constitutional duties, like the state’s duty to 

provide health security, cannot be discharged effectively. For instance, if patent term extension 

delays the entry of generic medicines that will increase the deficits of the health security 

programme and as a result, will lead the programme to stop treating certain diseases or reduce 

the number of covered patients, this feature might not be constitutionally compliant. In this 

regard, the positive constitutionalism theory can explore the Indonesian constitutional 

principles more fully by focusing on the substantive aspects of these principles so the 

implementation of the international patent law norms can be analysed at a deeper and more 

empirical level. 

 

Another reason why the positive constitutionalism theory fits this thesis is because it focuses 

on the State’s objective to achieve the overall wellbeing of the people through the 

implementation of the constitutionalism principles. This objective fits perfectly with the 

ultimate goal of Indonesia as a state to achieve “social justice for all people of Indonesia” in 

the fifth principle of Pancasila.75 The negative constitutionalism framework might capture 

social justice as a constitutional objective of the state, but it does not explain how it can be 

 
74 Barber, Constitutionalism, at 1-2, 19. 
75 Pancasila, the fifth principle. It states “social justice for all people of Indonesia”. 
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achieved in light of contemporary challenges faced by Indonesia like demands under the FTAs 

to implement the TRIPS-plus patent standards. On the other hand, the principles of positive 

constitutionalism theory like sovereignty, rule of law, separation of powers and civil society 

can highlight the issues that might occur in the implementation of international patent law 

norms that might impede the achievement of the social justice for all people of Indonesia. 

 

3. Calibration of the Positive Constitutionalism Theory in the Indonesian Context 
 

Before delving into the aspects of positive constitutionalism theory, it is important to note 

several matters regarding the theory. Barber did not develop his theory by considering non-

Western constitutional tradition, such as Indonesia’s, so it does not highlight the uniqueness of 

the Indonesian constitutional tradition where individual rights shall also bear social functions 

and are directed for the collective good of the society. Barber organises the theory primarily by 

contrasting the British constitutional law tradition with its Continental European counterpart. 

The British constitutional tradition is unique in that it is not formulated in a single codified text 

like in many Continental European countries like Germany or the Netherlands.76 British 

constitutional principles can be found in statutes and unwritten rules like conventions.77 

Moreover, the British constitutional tradition does not rest on the importance of a 

Constitutional Court to carry out judicial review of the constitutionality of executive and 

legislative actions like in many Continental European countries. The Parliament or legislature 

is the state institution that should make and implement the constitutional norms as the 

representative of the people under the “Parliamentary supremacy” doctrine of the British 

Westminster system.78 Consequently, judges should not depart from the text of a statute or 

intention of the Parliament in carrying out judicial interpretation process.  

 

Although Barber organises his theory from the British and Continental European constitutional 

traditions, he has said that his theory can be implemented by any state in different ways subject 

to the local circumstances of the state and its constitutional history and tradition.79 Barber refers 

 
76 Dieter Grimm Constitutionalism: Past, Present, and Future (1st ed, Oxford University Press, United Kingdom, 
2016) at 12, 165 (“Grimm, Constitutionalism: Past, Present, and Future”). The Constitution of Germany is known 
as the “Basic Law” (Grundgesetz) while the Constitution of the Kingdom of the Netherlands is known as the 
“Grondwet voor het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden”. 
77 Nick Barber “The Constitutional State” in Martin Loughlin, John McCormick, and Neil Walker (eds) Oxford 
Constitutional Theory (1st ed, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2010) at 78-79. 
78 Barber, Constitutionalism, at 231, 233, 235. See also Dieter Grimm, Constitutionalism: Past, Present, and 
Future, at 12. 
79 At 219, 226 
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to this different implementation of constitutionalism principles as the “justified variation” in 

the application of the principles.80 This justified variation can be in the form of superficial 

variation or actual variation of the constitutionalism principles. A superficial variation is where 

a state may lack a principle but in practice it still meets the principle’s demands. For instance, 

a state may officially promote the centralisation of power that is inconsistent with the principle 

of subsidiarity, but in reality, it may allow considerable autonomy to their regions.  

 

The actual variation is where a state presents the constitutional principles differently than as 

set out in the positive constitutionalism theory, but these differences are caused by the local 

circumstances and needs of the community in that state.81 Considering that the positive 

constitutionalism theory appreciates local situation, history and condition, it is possible to apply 

the theory in Indonesia by adjusting it to the Indonesian constitutional setting, history, and 

tradition. It is therefore important to turn to the Indonesian constitutional setting where the 

positive constitutionalism will be applied, before exploring the principles that underly the 

theory and how they may be implemented in the Indonesian context. 

 

3.1. The Indonesian Constitutional-setting, History, and Tradition 
 

The Indonesian constitutional structure is influenced by the constitutional settings of the 

Continental European countries. This influence particularly makes sense given Indonesia was 

a former colony of the Netherlands. In this regard, Indonesia’s constitutional norms are codified 

in Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution. 

 

Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution are the most important legal norms that shape Indonesia’s 

constitutionalism. Both were prepared by the Investigating Committee for Preparatory Work 

for Indonesian Independence (Badan Penyelidik Usaha Persiapan Kemerdekaan Indonesia or 

“BPUPKI”) several months before the declaration of independence on 17 August 1945. The 

BPUPKI was formed by the Japanese colonial authority from several influential Indonesian 

leaders to start preparing for Indonesian independence, considering the rapid disintegration of 

Japan’s military position in the region.82 The Indonesian leaders who took part in BPUPKI 

 
80 At 227. 
81 At 229. 
82 Merle Ricklefs A History of Modern Indonesia since c. 1200 (3rd ed, Palgrave, Hampshire, 2001) at 258 
(“Ricklefs, History of Modern Indonesia”). 
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included Ir. Soekarno and Drs. Mohammad Hatta who then became the first President and Vice 

President. 

 

Soekarno introduced Pancasila in his speech before the BPUPKI session on 1 June 1945 and 

it was included as part of the preamble of the 1945 Constitution.83 Pancasila literally translates 

in English as the “five principles”. It was intended to become the “official philosophy of 

independent Indonesia”.84 These five principles are: (1) Belief in Almighty God (Ketuhanan 

Yang Maha Esa); (2) Just and Civilised Humanity (Kemanusiaan yang Adil dan Beradab); (3) 

The Unity of Indonesia (Persatuan Indonesia); (4) The People Guided by Wisdom Principle 

within the Deliberation of the Representatives (Kerakyatan yang Dipimpin oleh Hikmat 

Kebijaksanaan dalam Permusyawaratan/Perwakilan); and (5) Social Justice for all people of 

Indonesia (Keadilan Sosial Bagi Seluruh Rakyat Indonesia). Soekarno claimed that he did not 

create these principles, but instead “excavated” them from the values and traditions of the 

Indonesian people.85 

 

The 1945 Constitution is the commonly used term for Indonesia’s Constitution. It was enacted 

one day after Indonesia gained its independence on 17 August 1945.86 The 1945 Constitution 

was intended to serve as a provisional constitution, but it became permanent after the failure 

of the Constitution Committee or Konstituante to draft a permanent constitution for 

Indonesia.87 

Following the downfall of General Soeharto’s New Order regime in 1998, the 1945 

Constitution underwent four amendments between 1999 and 2002.88 These amendments were 

made to establish democracy within the Indonesian constitutional system89 and might be 

 
83 The formulation of Pancasila is set out in paragraph four of the preamble.  
84 Ricklefs, History of Modern Indonesia, at 258. 
85 Tim Lindsey and Simon Butt Indonesian Law (1st ed, Oxford University Press, 2018) at 10 (“Lindsey and Butt, 
Indonesian Law”). See also Danial Kelly “Pancasila Sakti: Sacred Authority of the Pancasila in Indonesian Law 
and Society” (2010) 13 Jurnal Yustika: Media Hukum dan Keadilan 201 at 207. 
86 Lindsey and Butt, Indonesian Law, at 3.  
87 At 5-8. During the short-lived federation system in 1949-1950 Indonesia implemented the Federal Constitution 
while between 1950 and 1959 Indonesia implemented the Interim Constitution of 1950. Indonesia decided to 
implement the 1945 Constitution again in 1959 based on the unilateral decree of President Soekarno. The decree 
was also meant to dissolve the Constitution Committee that was tasked to prepare the new constitution for 
Indonesia.  
88 At 8. General Soeharto was the second President of Indonesia who governed from 1967 to 1998. His 
authoritarian model of government was often referred to as the “New Order” regime.  
89 At 8. 
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considered to be the beginning of the constitutionalism movement.90 The first amendment in 

1999 shifted the President’s law-making power to the Parliament (Dewan Perwakilan 

Rakyat/DPR).91  

The second amendment in 2000 confirmed the rights of citizens, including rights to receive 

health services and social security, to have personal property and be protected from the 

expropriation of such property.92 The third amendment in 2001 established the Constitutional 

Court.93 The fourth amendment in 2002 added paragraphs (4) and (5) in article 33 that deals 

with the economic system.94 The fourth amendment also required the government to establish 

a social security system and adequate health service facilities.95 

 

3.2. Legal Status of Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution  
 

The four constitutional amendments did not touch the preamble where Pancasila is written. 

However, since the New Order regime of General Soeharto had used Pancasila to legitimise 

its authoritarian model of government by making a “guideline” on how to interpret and 

implement it to suit the regime’s objectives,96 the People’s Consultative Assembly (“MPR”)97 

in 1998 decided to revoke this guideline in 1998 and simply restated the status of Pancasila as 

the “state foundation … that must be implemented consistently”.98 The revocation of the 

“guideline” to interpret Pancasila has resulted in the absence of a legal instrument that can 

explain the meaning of Pancasila and its provisions. In the absence of this specified 

 
90 The “recalibration” of the distribution of powers between the President, Parliament and judiciary to establish 
check and balance between them to avoid the rise of another authoritarian government is consistent with the 
principle of constitutionalism. 
91 Lindsey and Butt, Indonesian Law, at 8.  
92 Constitutional Court of the Republic of Indonesia, Comprehensive Texts of Amendments to the 1945 
Constitution: Background, Process, and Discussion Results 1999-2002 Book I on Background, Process and 
Results of the 1945 Constitution Amendments (Naskah Komprehensif Perubahan Undang-Undang Dasar Negara 
Republik Indonesia Tahun 1945: Latar Belakang, Proses, Hasil Pembahasan 1999-2002, Buku I tentang Latar 
Belakang, Proses dan Hasil Perubahan UUD 1945) (2nd ed, Secretariat General of the Constitutional Court, 
Jakarta, 2010) (“Minutes of Constitutional Amendment, Book I”) at 855-856. See the 1945 Constitution, art 
28(H)(1), 28(H)(3) and 28(H)(4). 
93 At 870. See the 1945 Constitution art 24C(1)-(2).  
94 At 877. See the 1945 Constitution, art 33(4)-(5).  
95 Minutes of Constitutional Amendment, Book VII, at 761. See the 1945 Constitution, art 34(1)-(4). The 
government’s duty to establish a social security system is the foundation for the operations of the health security 
programme (Jaminan Kesehatan Nasional). 
96 See MPR Decree No.II/MPR/1978, dated 22 March 1978 on the Guideline to Adopt and Implement Pancasila. 
97 The People’s Consultative Assembly (Majelis Permusyawaratan Rakyat/MPR) is often considered as 
Indonesia’s upper house of the Parliament. 
98 MPR Decree No.XVIII/MPR/1998 on the Revocation of MPR Decree No.II/MPR/1978, dated 13 November 
1998 (“MPR Decree XVIII/1998”). 
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interpretation instrument, one has to rely on the existing statutory instruments and 

Constitutional Court’s interpretation of the principles within Pancasila. 

 

The Formation of Legislation Act 2011 that regulates legislation activities considers Pancasila 

as the “source of all sources of law”.99 The explanatory note to article 2 of the Act provides 

that this term means that Pancasila should become the state foundation, philosophy, and 

ideology so that the substance of all legislation should not contravene its values.  

 

The 1945 Constitution, as amended, is considered the basic law in Indonesia.100 That means it 

serves as the source of legal norms that must be observed by every legislative instrument within 

the hierarchy of laws in Indonesia.101 Article 7 of the Formation of Legislation Act 2011 

provides that the legislative instruments in Indonesia are set out as a form of hierarchy with the 

1945 Constitution as highest instrument in the hierarchy.102 The concept of hierarchy of laws, 

with the constitution as the highest law in the hierarchy, is common in Continental European 

constitutional traditions.103 However, the hierarchy of laws in Indonesia is unique considering 

it has Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution that are considered as the state foundation or 

philosophy and the basic law, respectively. In this case, which one is superior in the hierarchy?  

 

3.3. The Relationship between Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution 
 

The Formation of Legislation Act 2011 does not clarify the legal connection between Pancasila 

and the 1945 Constitution, especially which one should prevail in the event of inconsistency 

between them.  

 

Indonesian and international scholars have different opinions about the legal status of 

Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution. Some Indonesian scholars strongly argue that Pancasila 

is superior to the Constitution and therefore it should not be subject to constitutional 

amendments. For instance, Jimly Asshiddiqie, an Indonesian scholar who was also the first 

 
99 Law No.12 of 2011 as amended by Law No.15 of 2019 on the Formation of Legislation (the “Formation of 
Legislation Act 2011”), art 2. 
100 The Formation of Legislation Act 2011, art 3 and its explanatory note. 
101 Art 7. 
102 Art 7 further provides that in the hierarchy, the 1945 Constitution shall be followed by the MPR Decree, statutes 
(Law/Undang-Undang, a product of the Parliament with the joint approval of the President) or Government 
Regulation in Lieu of Law, Government Regulation, Presidential Regulation, Provincial Government Regulation, 
and Regency/City Regional Regulations. 
103 Grimm, Constitutionalism: Past, Present, and Future, at 200. 
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Chief Justice of the Constitutional Court, has argued that Pancasila as stated in the preamble 

should be considered as a “constitutional convention” that has a stronger legal position than 

the provisions of the Constitution.104 He also argues that Pancasila was not made part of the 

Constitution’s body of text so it could be excluded as a subject of constitutional amendment 

under article 37 of the Constitution.105 Asshiddiqie argues that the relationship between 

Pancasila and 1945 Constitution is inseparable like the “body and spirit”. Pancasila is the 

“spirit” of the 1945 Constitution, so no provisions of the Constitution can detract from its 

values. On the other hand, the values of Pancasila cannot be understood in isolation, without 

understanding its normative implementation in the 1945 Constitution.106 

 

International scholars have raised their concerns that, given the generality of its values, 

Pancasila should not be relied upon as the ultimate source of law in Indonesia, but the 1945 

Constitution should be the main source of law instead.  For instance, Lindsey and Butt have 

warned that the vagueness and malleability of Pancasila makes it unsuitable as the basis for a 

legal system since it cannot provide legal certainty and consistency.107 They specifically focus 

on the fact that Pancasila was used by Soekarno’s “Old Order” government108 and General 

Soeharto’s New Order government to legitimise their authoritarian leaderships. For Pancasila 

to be used effectively, they suggest it must be clearly articulated “in legal form, by a court or a 

legislature”, including in the provisions of the 1945 Constitution.109 

 

This thesis will not seek to resolve this controversy. Rather, the arguments serve to demonstrate 

the difficulty of theorising Pancasila, before suggesting that one way to understand Pancasila 

is by considering it as the binding preamble of the 1945 Constitution.  

 

 

 
104 Jimly Asshiddiqie “Cultivation of the Values of Pancasila and Norms of the 1945 Constitution – 
Membudayakan Nilai-Nilai Pancasila dan Kaedah-Kaedah Undang-Undang Dasar Negara RI Tahun 1945” A 
Paper Submitted in the 3rd Congress of Pancasila, Surabaya, 1 June 2011 (“Asshiddiqie, Cultivation of 
Pancasila”), at 5. 
105 Article 37 of the 1945 Constitution sets out the process to amend the “articles” of the Constitution, which 
according to Asshiddiqie shall exclude the Preamble.  
106 Asshiddiqie, Cultivation of Pancasila, at 5. 
107 Lindsey and Butt, Indonesian Law, at 10, 39. 
108 Soekarno’s period of government is commonly known as the “Old Order” government due to his centrality as 
Indonesia’s supreme leader that had led to his authoritarian leadership. See Tim Lindsey and Mas Achmad Santosa 
“the Trajectory of Law Reform in Indonesia: A Short Overview of Legal Systems and Change in Indonesia” in 
Tim Lindsey (ed) Indonesia Law and Society (2nd ed, the Federation Press, Sydney, 2008) 2 at 7-9.   
109 Lindsey and Butt, Indonesian Law, at 40. 
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3.4. Pancasila as a Binding Preamble of the 1945 Constitution 
 

A number of constitutional law scholars have paid close attention to the importance of 

preambles and their connection with constitutional texts. Voermans, Maarten and Cliteur 

observed that preambles are a common feature of many state constitutions. They understand 

preambles to be a form of “preliminary statements hanging over the body of the constitution 

explaining the reasons for adopting the constitution, its purpose or its justification”.110  

 

Although many legal scholars do not consider constitutional preambles as enforceable law or 

to have legal value at all, Voermans, Maarten and Cliteur demonstrate that this assumption is 

not entirely justified. They have observed that constitutional preambles can have legal 

functions in three situations.  

 

Firstly, they can act as “a source of directly enforceable rights” if the preamble text prescribes 

these fundamental rights or if the court declares the preamble text to be legally enforceable.111 

Secondly, the preamble shall have an interpretative function where it is “not considered to be 

an autonomous source of enforceable rights, but the rights can be derived from it in connection 

with the articled provisions of the constitution”. In this way a preamble sets out “the core values 

and principles upon which the constitution rests” and equips constitutional offices with a 

framework for interpretation of the constitutional text. Voermans, Maarten and Cliteur consider 

this interpretative role of a preamble can contribute to the concept of “unity of the constitution” 

where all articles of the constitution shall be read and interpreted as a whole. In this regard, a 

preamble provides higher constitutional values and principles in light of which all 

constitutional provisions must be read.112 Lastly, preambles can have determinative function 

where they act as “constitutional entrenchment”. This means “the values, principles and rights 

written down in the preamble may be deemed to have supreme legal value, in such a way that 

they exclude constitutional amendments that go against it”.113 

 
110 Wim Voermans, Maarten Stremler and Paul Cliteur Constitutional Preambles, A Comparative Analysis (1st 
ed, Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2017) at 14. 
111 At 94, 136. Voermans, Maarten and Cliteur provide example of the preamble of the French Constitution that 
had been considered by the Constitutional Council as legally binding because it refers to three other constitutional 
documents that established fundamental constitutional rights of the French people. 
112 At 94-95. 
113 At 94-95. 
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Applying this theory on constitutional preambles, the five values of Pancasila are not 

enforceable on their own as they are “bland” and “vague”, as Cribb has put it.114 Pancasila 

might be more appropriate to be considered as a preamble with an interpretative function. This 

is considering that many Indonesian legal scholars, Constitutional Court Judges and 

government officials consider Pancasila to have more authority than the Constitution.115 

Consequently, Pancasila can be considered to be a constitutional preamble with higher 

constitutional values and principles against which all provisions of the 1945 Constitution must 

be interpreted.  

 

With this understanding of Pancasila as a form of constitutional preamble with interpretative 

legal functions, the claims about Pancasila in the existing statutes and literature become 

clearer. From the interpretative function, the designations of Pancasila as the “state 

foundation” in the MPR Decree XVIII/1998 and as “source of all sources of law” in the 

Formation of Legislation Act 2011 indicate it is a preamble with higher constitutional values 

and principles against which all constitutional interpretations must be made. What Asshiddiqie 

has said about Pancasila as the “spirit” and the 1945 Constitution as the “body” of the 

constitutional norms is in line with the concept of “unity of the constitution” where the “vague” 

values and principles of Pancasila should be articulated in the provisions of the 1945 

Constitution, but these provisions should not be inconsistent with Pancasila. 

 

3.5. The Judicial Review Power of the Constitutional Court 
 

The third amendment in 2001 established Indonesia’s Constitutional Court. Dieter Grimm has 

said that constitutional adjudication through constitutional courts emerges from experiences 

with the totalitarian system in the 20th century.116 This was also what happened with Indonesia 

after the fall of the New Order regime. The Constitutional Court was established to ensure the 

constitutionality of the state’s actions. Barber’s positive constitutionalism theory acknowledges 

the complementary relationship between the court and legislature.117 Barber argues that in this 

 
114 Robert Cribb, “The Incredible Shrinking Pancasila: Nationalist Propaganda and the Missing Ideological 
Legacy of Suharto” in Thomas Reuter (ed), The Return to Constitutional Democracy in Indonesia (Monash Asia 
Institute 2010) 73 at 73. 
115 Lindsey and Butt, Indonesian Law, at 10. 
116 Grimm, Constitutionalism: Past, Present, and Future, at 200. 
117 Barber, Constitutionalism, at 226. 
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complementary relationship, the court and legislature “should make decisions that conform to 

the requirements of constitutionalism.”118 The existence of constitutional adjudication through 

the Constitutional Court is therefore not inconsistent with the positive constitutional theory. 

Rather, the Constitutional Court becomes the important state institution that interprets and 

upholds the implementation of the principles of constitutionalism in Indonesia. 

 

In interpreting and upholding the principles of constitutionalism the Constitutional Court has 

the authority to hear judicial review on the conformity of statutes (Undang-Undang) with the 

provisions of the 1945 Constitution.119 The Constitutional Court Act 2003 provides that judicial 

review applications that test consistency of statutes with the provisions of the 1945 Constitution 

can be conducted on the formal aspect, being whether the statute was formed in accordance 

with the procedures set out in the 1945 Constitution, or the material aspect of whether the 

substantive content of the statute meets the provisions of the 1945 Constitution.120   

 

If the Court finds that a certain paragraph, article, or part of a statute is inconsistent with the 

provisions of the 1945 Constitution it will declare that it has no binding legal force.121 If the 

Court finds that the formation of a statute does not fulfil the legal requirements of the 1945 

Constitution, it will declare such statute does not have binding legal force.122  

 

In practice some of the Court’s decisions have also stated that a statutory provision is 

considered as “conditionally constitutional”, namely the provision is considered constitutional 

if it follows the line of interpretation of the Court.123 The Court introduced the “conditionally 

constitutional” doctrine to respond to the limitation on the forms of decision that can be handed 

down by the Court under the Constitutional Court Act 2003. 

 

 

 
118 At 226. 
119 See the 1945 Constitution art 24C(1). See also the Constitutional Court Act 2003 (Law No.24 of 2003 as lastly 
amended by No.7 of 2020 on Constitutional Court), art 1(3). The other powers are to hear disputes in relation to 
authorities of institutions that are set out under the Constitution, hearing dissolution of political parties and hearing 
disputes on general election results, and to decide on the Parliament’s impeachment of a President and Vice 
President. 
120 Constitutional Court Act 2003, art 51A. 
121 Art 57(1). 
122 Art 57(2). 
123 Pramudya A Oktavinanda “Is the Conditionally Constitutional Doctrine Constitutional?” (2018) 1 ILRev 17 at 
20. A full discussion of the “conditionally constitutional” doctrine can be found in Oktavinanda’s piece. This 
thesis introduces this doctrine as one of the possible decisions of the Constitutional Court in judicial review cases. 
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4. The Principles of Constitutionalism under Positive Constitutionalism Theory 
 

Nick Barber introduces six principles of constitutionalism that are related to the formation of a 

state and its institutions: (a) sovereignty; (b) separation of powers; (c) rule of law; (d) civil 

society; (e) democracy; and (f) subsidiarity.124 The principle of sovereignty deals with claims 

of the state over its people and territory. Separation of powers requires the state powers to be 

divided between the legislature, executive and judiciary to enable checks and balances between 

them. These three branches of the state should work together to achieve the well-being of the 

people. The rule of law deals with legal and constitutional provisions that are needed to create 

a legal order. Civil society deals with interface between the public and the private and rules that 

govern relationships between them. The principle of democracy deals with how control of the 

state should be conducted by the people. The positive constitutionalism theory suggests 

democracy should be exercised as a form of representative democracy through the elected 

members of the Parliament. Finally, the principle of subsidiarity requires a decentralisation of 

the state’s powers to its regional areas so it “connects public decision-making to those who are 

affected by the outcome of those decisions”. 

 

There are four principles of constitutionalism that are particularly relevant as a lens to 

understand Indonesia’s constitutional principles. They are sovereignty, rule of law, separation 

of powers, and civil society. That does not mean the other two principles of democracy and 

subsidiarity are not important for Indonesia. The principle of democracy is more relevant to be 

implemented during the FTA negotiation, execution, and ratification processes. Democracy 

promotes the role of the Parliament as the representative of the people to scrutinise the 

international patent law norms by referring to analysis made using a certain theoretical 

framework such as the one developed in this thesis, before those norms are implemented in 

Indonesia. The principle of subsidiarity is not substantively related to this thesis although it is 

prescribed under the 1945 Constitution.125 Under the Regional Government Act 2014,126 the 

area of international relations such as the making of international treaties becomes the 

responsibility of the Central Government. 

 

 
124 Barber, Constitutionalism, at 19, 25, 52, 98, 121, 186-187. 
125 The principle of subsidiarity is set out in Chapter VI (regional governments). 
126 Law No.23 of 2014 on Regional Government, art 10(1) (the “Regional Government Act 2014”).  
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It is now appropriate to discuss more deeply the most relevant principles of sovereignty, rule 

of law, separation of powers, and civil society. 

 

4.1. Sovereignty 
 

The principle of sovereignty as developed by Barber is particularly useful in organising the 

theoretical framework of this thesis because it deals with internal and external aspects of the 

state sovereignty.127 Internal sovereignty means the ability of the state to claim authority over 

its people and those within its territory. External sovereignty means the state should maintain 

the capacity to make decisions to exercise control over its people and territory independently 

from any external control. 

 

Barber argues that sovereignty is the principle that must be present in all states. Barber observes 

four aspects of sovereignty.128 Firstly, sovereignty relates to the authority relationship between 

the state and its people, namely the “entitlement to tell others what they ought to do”. Secondly, 

sovereignty carries an implication of finality, namely “the decision is ultimate, and cannot be 

unpicked by another body”. It can only be challenged within the constitutional structure of the 

state. Thirdly, sovereignty concerns “the construction and operation of the state”. Lastly, 

sovereignty requires that authority is effective, namely it must be able to be implemented within 

the society. 

 

Barber observes the fact that, in relation to external sovereignty in practice, a state often 

receives external pressure from other states and international institutions to adopt certain 

obligations that place a great constraint on the state.129 This is particularly relevant in relation 

to demands for Indonesia to implement the more extensive patent law standards under an FTA 

that might constrain the state when performing its constitutional duties to its people.  

 

Barber argues that the principle of sovereignty does not preclude a state from signing 

international treaties. When a state signs an international treaty, it limits its sovereignty, but it 

does not lose such sovereignty.130 This way the state can advance the well-being of its people 

 
127 Barber, Constitutionalism, at 24-30. 
128 At 24-27. 
129 At 29-30, 32. 
130 Timothy Endicott “The Logic of Freedom and Power” in S Besson and J Tasioulas (eds) The Philosophy of 
International Law (1st ed, Oxford University Press, 2010). 
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by ensuring peace and facilitating trade. However, the decision to sign the treaty must be made 

by an institution that is controlled by citizens of the state.131  

 

The fourth aspect of sovereignty, that it must be effective, is essential for this thesis. State 

sovereignty requires a great deal of flexibility to be effective, specifically in making the 

international relationships. The effectiveness of state sovereignty heavily depends on a 

functioning legal order that is formed by the rule of law, and trust and respect from the civil 

society that becomes subject of such rule of law.132 Consequently, in making international 

relationships the state should retain the flexibility to make necessary adjustments in 

implementing the treaty provisions within its domestic legislation to preserve its national legal 

order. 

 

The essence of Soekarno’s speech that non-Western political and economic democracy can 

achieve social justice was more related to the principle of state’s sovereignty under the positive 

constitutionalism theory than to the principle of democracy. Soekarno’s speech is particularly 

in line with the principle of “people’s sovereignty” in the 1945 Constitution where the state is 

considered the manifestation of the people and state institutions are performing their 

constitutional duties for the overall well-being of the people.133 From the perspective of 

people’s sovereignty, Soekarno’s argument means that the state should have the full authority, 

as the representative of the people, to organise its political and economic system in a way that 

prioritises the collective interests of the society above individual interests so as to achieve the 

social justice or overall well-being of the Indonesian people. As discussed above, democracy 

relates to the exercise of the people’s control over the state through their elected members of 

the Parliament. In this regard, Soekarno’s speech can be understood as “political and economic 

sovereignty” from the perspective of positive constitutionalism theory. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
131 Barber, Constitutionalism, at 40. 
132 At 50, 137.  
133 The 1945 Constitution, para 4 of the preamble and art 1(2). 
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4.2. Rule of Law 
 

The principle of rule of law is a principle about law that is shaped by a connection between law 

and the state.134 This principle is the essential feature of a state’s legal order and its 

implementation varies between states depending on local circumstances. In the context of 

Indonesia, the principle of rule of law is implemented in the codified constitutional norms under 

Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution that forms the basis for all legal instruments in Indonesia 

under the hierarchy of laws. These instruments can be referred to as the source of legal order 

in Indonesia. 

 

Barber argues that the rule of law not only deals with the formality of legal provisions; it also 

deals with the substantive part of the law, namely its content.135 This substantive account 

includes specific rights such as property, economic, social, and human rights. The rule of law 

also informs judges in conducting the judicial interpretation process, which intersects with the 

constitutional principle of the separation of powers. In discussing Barber’s approach to the rule 

of law it is appropriate to briefly discuss the formal and substantive conceptions of the rule of 

law. 

 

Paul Craig usefully summarises the distinction between formal and substantive meanings of 

the rule of law.136 Formal conceptions address “the manner in which the law was promulgated 

(was it by a properly authorised person, in properly authorised manner, etc); the clarity of the 

ensuing norms (was it sufficiently clear … to enable a person to plan his or her life); and the 

temporal dimension of the enacted norm (was it prospective or retrospective, etc.)”. In other 

words, formal conceptions “are not concerned with whether the law was in that sense a good 

law or bad law, provided that the formal precepts of the rule of law were themselves met”.  

 

Substantive conceptions of the rule of law on the other hand, recognise that the rule of law 

should have its formal attributes, but it should also become the foundation of certain substantive 

rights. Consequently, a law can be considered as “good law” if it meets those substantive rights 

and as “bad law” if it does not do so. The substantive rule of law goes deeper in understanding 

the law than its formal counterpart. 

 
134 Barber, Constitutionalism, at 85-86, 116-118. 
135 At 116. 
136 Paul Craig “Formal and Substantive Conceptions of the Rule of Law” (1997) 3 PL 467 at 467-484 (“Craig, 
Rule of Law”). 
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The differentiation between formal and substantive conceptions does not mean that one 

approach is better than the other. Craig says the application of each approach depends on its 

context and circumstances. Proponents of the formal rule of law argue that law bound by its 

form gives more legal certainty and enables people to plan their lives; law’s substance belongs 

in the political realm, namely in the decisions of the Parliament as the representative of the 

people.137 Proponents of the substantive account of the rule of law on the other hand, focus on 

the fundamental rights of individuals and role of courts in adjudicating any violation of those 

fundamental rights.138 In this regard, the court should answer legal questions based on the “best 

theory of justice”, with the consequence that a legal instrument that was enacted through the 

proper legislative mechanism might be unjust if it violates certain fundamental rights of the 

citizens. 

 

Craig says it is possible to understand rule of law from both the formal and substantive 

perspectives, whereby the legislature enacts legislation that upholds the fundamental rights of 

citizens and the courts are basing their interpretations on that legislation to preserve citizens’ 

fundamental rights in carrying out judicial adjudications.139 

 

This thesis approaches the rule of law from both the formal and substantive perspectives, 

looking beyond how the law is formulated in legal instruments to also review whether the law’s 

formulation violates any fundamental rights of the citizens and if so, what are the adverse 

consequences of this violation. 

 

The rule of law is interrelated with the principle of sovereignty and separation of powers since 

the authority of the state is prescribed under the provisions of constitutional instruments and 

statutes that can be enforced by the courts.140 Barber argues that the rule of law requires the 

creation of conditions under which outsiders do not interfere with the citizens’ fundamental 

 
137 At 468-469. One proponent of formal rule of law is Joseph Raz. His formalist approach to law considers any 
law passed by the Parliament in correct legal manner and that is capable to guide a person’s conduct so they could 
plan their life would meet the rule of law’s requirements. See Joseph Raz “The Rule of Law and Its Virtue” (1977) 
93 LQR 195. 
138 At 477-479. Ronald Dworkin is one proponent of the substantive rule of law. He considers rule of law as a 
theory of law and adjudication. See generally, Ronald Dworkin Law’s Empire (1st ed, Cambridge University 
Press, Massachusetts, 1986).   
139 At 484. 
140 Barber, Constitutionalism, at 106. 
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rights.141 This is a powerful statement from Barber because there should be no party, either 

domestically or internationally, that can prevent the state from regulating the citizens’ 

constitutional rights and fulfilment of those rights. This way the state has the policy space to 

advance the overall well-being of its citizens. As a result, in negotiating international treaties 

the state should never cede its sovereignty to have flexibilities in tailoring its domestic 

regulations to protect the citizens’ rights and fulfil its constitutional duties. 

 

4.3. Separation of Powers 
 

One aspect of the separation of powers is crucial to the theoretical framework for this thesis: 

the central role of the judicial review decisions of the Constitutional Court as the source of 

interpretation of the constitutional norms under Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution. The 

Constitution provides a clear distribution of powers amongst the state institutions.142 The 

separation of powers also illustrates the uniqueness of Indonesian constitutionalism: even 

when democratically elected members of Parliament enact a statute, the statute can still be 

annulled by the Constitutional Court if it considers the statute is inconsistent with the norms of 

Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution.  

 

Indonesia’s constitutional struggles with colonialism and authoritarianism explain the central 

role of the Constitutional Court and the nature of the separation of powers in Indonesia. The 

Constitutional Court was established as the “guardian of the Constitution”143 to avoid the rise 

of authoritarian governments and arbitrary legislation by a capricious Parliament. The Court 

can be considered as the balancing power so the people can have direct access to justice if they 

consider their elected President and members of Parliament are acting inconsistently with the 

constitutional norms of Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution through the statutory instruments. 

 

The role of Constitutional Court is particularly relevant to the ratification of FTAs because 

members of the society can directly challenge the FTA ratification Act or the new Patents Act 

 
141 At 115. 
142 The separation of powers is set out in Chapter II (the People’s Consultative Assembly (MPR)), III 
(Governmental Powers), V (State Ministries), VII (Parliament), VIIA (Regional State Representatives/DPD), and 
IX (Judicature). 
143 Adnan Buyung Nasution “Towards Constitutional Democracy in Indonesia” (Inaugural Professorial Lecture, 
the University of Melbourne, October 2010) at 23. 
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that implements the FTA’s TRIPS-plus patent standards that they consider as inconsistent with 

the 1945 Constitution. Chapter 5 will discuss this issue further. 

 

4.4. Civil Society 

 

Barber’s principle of civil society is “the interface between the public and the private”.144 It 

deals with the interaction between the state and individuals and other non-state social 

institutions. Non-state social institutions can include businesses, families, religious 

associations and companies. Civil society exists where “the state and law, on the one hand, 

interact with the economic and social, on the other”.145  

 

Barber sees private groups as having three defining characteristics.146 Firstly, private groups 

do not normally claim the same scope of authority as the state. For instance, a company is 

authorised to set out terms and conditions for its employees, but not to regulate their private 

lives. Secondly, memberships of the groups are based on consent of the members, unlike the 

citizenship of a state that is normally gained from the moment a person is born. Lastly, the 

groups have a distinct purpose, in that they do not prioritise the achievement of the overall 

well-being of members but only a subset of them. For instance, corporations have the primary 

purpose of achieving the objectives of their shareholders instead of the well-being of the 

employees.  

 

Several private groups are relevant to this thesis: patent owners that consist of individual 

inventors and corporations that hold patents, generic medicine producers that produce and 

market the same medicines once the patent term has expired, participants in the health security 

programme, which consists of every Indonesian citizen and foreign citizens who are enrolled 

in the programme through their occupations, and non-governmental organisations (“NGO”) 

that focus on trade globalisation and health issues.147  

 

Barber observes the tensions amongst members of civil society given their differing objectives. 

The primary objective of patent owners is to have strong protection for their patents. This is 

 
144 Barber, Constitutionalism, at 121. 
145 At 121. 
146 At 123. 
147 See section 3.1 of this Chapter on the discussion regarding the health security programme’s participants. 
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contrary to the objective of generic producers that expects prompt entry of their products to the 

market. The participants of the health security programme expect that they can have 

comprehensive health care through the programme. The NGOs’ interests are for Indonesia to 

refuse to adopt extensive patent standards under the FTAs that can make medicines 

unaffordable and prevent access to health care. Despite these tensions, Barber considers that 

the state should consider members of civil society as “a necessary and beneficial counterpart to 

the public”.148 Barber highlights the important role of the state to mediate these tensions 

amongst members of civil society. He invokes the “invisible hand” theory that “the pursuit of 

self-interest within civil society combined to further the common good at the level of the state”. 

This means, “the objectives of members of civil society, taken as a whole, may, sometimes, be 

compatible with that of the state.”149  

 

In the context of this thesis, although patent owners, generic producers, health programme’s 

participants and NGOs seem to have differing objectives, their roles are complementary in 

nature. When patent owners and generic producers pursue their objectives, they provide both 

innovative medicines and affordable off-patent medicines to the health security programme. 

The programme’s participants will benefit because the programme can offer a combination of 

novel and alternative treatments to patients depending on their situations. The NGOs act as a 

balancing power in the civil society to scrutinise the possible implementation of international 

trade commitments that can create adverse consequences for members of civil society. As 

discussed in Chapter 5 these NGOs actively participate in providing inputs to the government 

in FTA negotiations. They are also active in submitting or considering the submission of 

judicial review applications against ratifications and implementations of international treaties 

that they consider as inconsistent with the 1945 Constitution. 

 

When the interests of one civil society member are more protected than the others, there might 

be adverse consequences for the interests of other members.150 Barber argues that if the 

potential losses caused by the invisible hand are serious, the state should intervene through 

policies and regulations to address these potential losses and reconcile the differing interests of 

 
148 At 122.  
149 At 133. Although Barber started off the civil society principle by using Hegel’s “invisible hand” theory, he 
applies the invisible hand theory quite differently from Hegel, whose application of the theory requires the state 
not to intervene in the conduct of civil society because any problem amongst the civil society members tends to 
be temporary in nature. See Georg Hegel Philosophy of Right (TM Knox (translator), Oxford University Press, 
Oxford, 1952). 
150 At 143. 
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civil society members. One example of a situation where the invisible hand causes serious 

potential losses is the rise of monopolies where one person gains near total control of an 

important product or service. The person can set a price that far exceeds the cost of the product 

or service. Although in some cases there are benefits to allow temporary monopolies by 

granting exclusive rights to incentivise innovation, as in the case of patents, the discussion in 

this section shows the importance of state’s role in continuously balancing these exclusive 

rights and the society’s access to the products under such rights. 

 

The civil society principle shows its interrelation with the principles of sovereignty and rule of 

law. To effectively regulate the relationship between civil society members, the state needs to 

have sovereignty to shape the form of its domestic law. In relation to patent law, the state’s 

sovereignty can be retained if the state has flexibilities and policy space to formulate the form 

of domestic patent law. 

 

Another important element of the principle of civil society is the requirement of “civility” as 

the substance of the relationship between civil society members. Civility means that civil 

society members interact reciprocally as “equal beings” based on trust that all parties in the 

relationships would observe the rule of law.151 Civility is enhanced when law is accepted and 

respected by civil society members. A well-accepted and respected rule of law creates legal 

order, since the law tends to be more stable and effective and enhances goodwill in civil society 

members it regulates.  

 

The theory of positive constitutionalism shows that the organisation of the principle of civil 

society in Indonesia that focuses on the reconciliation of the different interests between civil 

society members and is formed by the state’s sovereignty and the rule of law to achieve social 

justice for all people of Indonesia, is an achievable ideal.   

 

Before moving on to discuss the adaption of Barber’s “positive constitutionalism” approach in 

organising Indonesia’s constitutional principles into the thesis’ theoretical framework, it is 

appropriate to acknowledge a criticism of this approach. Stone and Weis question Barber’s 

universal application of six discrete principles to assess a state’s constitutionalism. They 

consider this is at odds with the reality that many states have not achieved the qualities required 

 
151 At 136-137. 
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by these principles.152 Stone and Weis argue that Barber’s commitment to “strong” positive 

constitutionalism to influence a shift from the negative conception of constitutionalism to those 

six substantive principles may limit his ability to provide a general theory of 

constitutionalism.153 They consider that the universal application of Barber’s approach to 

positive constitutionalism creates a tension with the “evident diversity in constitutional forms 

and features” of many states.154 

 

Despite this criticism, this section argues that Barber’s approach to positive constitutionalism 

is viable to be implemented by a state in different ways subject to the local circumstances of 

the state and its constitutional history and tradition.155 Different implementation of 

constitutionalism principles between states is referred to as the “justified variation” in the 

application of the principles according to Barber’s approach.156 This important argument from 

Barber’s theory seems absent from Stone and Weis’s critique. 

 

B. Relevant Constitutional Norms to Develop the Theoretical Framework  
 

By applying the positive constitutionalism theory, this section will discuss the provisions of 

Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution that are relevant to the focus of this thesis on international 

patent law norms, especially patents on medicines, and their impacts on Indonesia’s health 

security programme.   

 

These provisions can be categorised into two groups: property rights and economic rights, and 

the right to health as part of broader human rights. The constitutional provisions on property 

rights are relevant because international intellectual property rights conventions like the TRIPS 

Agreement consider intellectual property rights (IPR), including patents, as a form of private 

rights.157 The constitutional provisions in the economic sector are relevant because existing 

 
152 Adrienne Stone and Lael Weis “Positive and Negative Constitutionalism and the Limits of Universalism: A 
Review Essay” (OJLS) (forthcoming) at 18. 
153 At 15, 18. Stone and Weis consider Barber’s approach both from a “weak” and “strong” perspectives. A “weak” 
approach to positive constitutionalism “call[s] for greater attention to questions of effectiveness” of a state’s 
exercise of political power. A “strong” approach means advocating a complete shift of constitutionalism theory 
from its “negative” conception into the discrete six substantive principles and the achievement of the state’s well-
being.  
154 At 19. 
155 Barber, Constitutionalism, at 219, 226. 
156 At 227. 
157 Preamble, para 4. 
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literature indicates that “patents are economic in character”.158 Patent exclusive rights are 

granted based on economic justifications that this exclusivity is needed as an incentive to 

promote innovation.159 Constitutional provisions on the right to health are relevant given the 

focus of this thesis on patents on medicines and their impacts on Indonesia’s health security 

programme. 

 

1. Constitutional Provisions on Property Rights  
 

Article 28H(4) of the 1945 Constitution provides that “every person shall be entitled to own 

personal property and that property shall not be unlawfully expropriated by any person 

whatsoever.” The Constitution does not provide further elaboration of this right. Article 28H(4) 

is part of Chapter XA entitled “Human Rights”. Chapter XA was added in the second 

amendment to the Constitution in 2000. From the positive constitutionalism perspective, this 

right to own property can be considered as belonging to the substantive part of the rule of law 

that contains the basic rights of citizens. This right is formulated by the state to recognise the 

importance of individuals as members of the civil society to achieve prosperity that will further 

contribute to the achievement of social justice under the fifth principle of Pancasila.  

 

It is important to note that the concept of property rights under the 1945 Constitution is not the 

same as Western conceptions of property rights. The concept of property rights under Western 

legal traditions focuses on strong protection of individual rights. Landes and Posner explain 

the traditional meaning of a Western property right as “a legally enforceable power to exclude 

others from using a resource … and so with no need to make contracts with would-be users of 

the resource forbidding their use”.160 In this regard, neither the other members of civil society 

nor the state could interfere with a person’s property rights.161  

 

Indonesian property rights, on the other hand, are framed as part of the collective ownership of 

the society. The collective nature of ownership does not mean that private property rights are 

not recognised in Indonesia. As the following discussion of the Constitutional Court’s decisions 

 
158 Susy Frankel and Jessica Lai Patent Law and Policy (1st ed, LexisNexis, Wellington, 2017), at 7. See further 
discussions on patent law theories in Chapter 2. 
159 At 7. 
160 William Landes and Richard Posner The Economic Structure of Intellectual Property Law (1st ed, Harvard 
University Press, Massachusetts, 2003) at 12. 
161 Barber, Constitutionalism, at 140-141.  
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in the Objectionable Literature and Copyright Act cases162 demonstrates, the Indonesian 

concept of property rights means that private property rights should not only benefit the 

individual who owns the property, but should also have social functions that contribute to the 

overall well-being of the other members of the society. 

 

1.1. The Court’s Interpretation of the Citizens’ Right to Property under Article 28H(4) of 
the 1945 Constitution 

 

In the Objectionable Literature case the Constitutional Court discussed the citizen’s right to 

own private property under Article 28H(4) in the 2010 judicial review163 of the State Prosecutor 

Act 2004164 and the Confiscation of Unlawful Printed Materials Act 1963 (“the 1963 Act”).165 

In this case, the applicants argued that the State Prosecutor’s authority to “supervise” the 

circulation of printed materials in the State Prosecutor Act 2004,166 and the authority to 

“prohibit” the circulation of printed materials that are deemed to disrupt public order in the 

1963 Act,167 were inconsistent with article 28H(4) of the 1945 Constitution. The Constitutional 

Court partially held in favour of the applicants by declaring that the substance of the 1963 Act 

was inconsistent with article 28H(4) of the 1945 Constitution and shall have no legal binding 

effect.168 

 

The Court held that the Attorney General’s unilateral authority to prohibit and confiscate 

materials without the due process of law violated article 28H(4) because it was inconsistent 

with article 28D(1) of the 1945 Constitution.169 Article 28D(1) provides that “every person 

shall have the right of recognition, guarantees, protection and certainty before a just law, and 

of equal treatment before the law”.170 The Court considered that although article 28J(2) 

provides that “In exercising his/her rights and freedoms [including the right to own property], 

every person shall have the duty to accept the restrictions established by law”,171 such 

 
162 See discussions on these cases below. 
163 The Constitutional Court Decision No.6-13-20/PUU-VIII/2010 dated 13 October 2010 (the “Objectionable 
Literature Case”). 
164 Law No.16 of 2004 on State Prosecutor (the “State Prosecutor Act 2004”). 
165 Law No.4/PNPS/1963 on Confiscation on Printed Materials that Disrupt Public Order in conjunction with Law 
No.5 of 1969 on the Various Determination of the Presidential Decree and Presidential Regulation as Law (the 
“Confiscation of Unlawful Printed Materials Act 1963”).  
166 State Prosecutor Act 2004, art 30(3)(c). 
167 Confiscation of Unlawful Printed Materials Act 1963, art 1. 
168 At 247. 
169 At [3.13.1]. 
170 The 1945 Constitution, art 28D(1). 
171 Art 28J(2). 
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restrictions can only be made “for the sole purposes of guaranteeing the recognition and respect 

of the rights and freedoms of others and of satisfying just demands based upon considerations 

of morality, religious values, security and public order in a democratic society”.172 This means, 

that the Attorney General can only prohibit the circulation of printed materials and order 

confiscation of such materials by observing the due process of law, namely by obtaining a court 

order for the confiscation of these materials and followed by the investigation, prosecution and 

court processing of the person responsible for the making and distribution of such objectionable 

materials.173 

 

Saldi Isra, an Indonesian academic who is also one of the Constitutional Court’s judges, 

describes this decision as a form of the Court’s acknowledgement of the citizens’ human rights, 

including the right to own personal property.174 He argued that the Attorney General’s authority 

to prohibit and confiscate printed materials based only on an allegation that such materials 

might disrupt public order would lead to the abuse of power and violation of human rights.175 

He also argued that the Attorney General’s authority to prohibit printed materials cannot be 

considered a lawful limitation on freedom and human rights under article 28J(2), because such 

a limitation must be based on due process of law in accordance with article 28D(1).176 

 

The Court’s interpretation of article 28H(4) is consistent with Barber’s principle of rule of law. 

The citizens’ right to property is protected by the constitution and it cannot be expropriated 

without the due process of law. At the same time, the state maintains the sovereignty to 

prosecute or take legal action against a citizen for any unlawful use of their property or if the 

property is used in a way that is detrimental to the collective interests of the society. This 

constitutional guarantee of citizens’ property rights and the latitude of the state to enforce any 

unlawful or detrimental use of such property show the uniqueness of the Indonesian, compared 

to the Western, concept of property rights. The ability of the state to intervene in the exercise 

of property rights based on the rule of law to ensure the fulfilment of the rights’ social functions, 

and to avoid detrimental effects on the society, aims to create legal order in the relationship 

between members of civil society and achieve social justice under Pancasila.  

 
172 Art 28J(2). 
173 The Objectionable Literature Case Decision, at 243. 
174 Saldi Isra “Role of the Constitutional Court in the Strengthening of Human Rights in Indonesia-Peran 
Mahkamah Konstitusi dalam Penguatan Hak Asasi Manusia di Indonesia” (2014) 11 Jurnal Konstitusi 409 at 
423. 
175 At 423. 
176 At 423. 
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The Court’s decision in the Objectionable Literature Case is particularly relevant to patents. 

Based on this decision, the state is constitutionally required to intervene if the exercise of patent 

rights neglects the rights’ social functions and is detrimental to the society. State intervention 

must be based on the rule of law as set out in patent law and regulations. 

 

1.2. The Balance between Private and Public Interests in the Copyright Act Case 
 

The Constitutional Court’s decision in the Copyright Act case further confirms the Indonesian 

constitutional requirements to maintain the balance between private and society’s interests in 

the exercise of private property rights.177 Although this case was not about patent law,178 it is 

highly relevant to future judicial review cases in the intellectual property area, including patent 

law, because in its analysis the Court referred to the object and purpose of intellectual property 

rights as set out in articles 7 and 8 of the TRIPS Agreement that apply generally to all fields of 

intellectual property rights, including patents. 179  

 

The applicant argued that the state had violated his copyright in the form of idea for the 

structure of the social security programme (Jamsostek), which was the predecessor of the 

current health security programme and worker’s security programme.180 Article 51(1) of the 

Copyright Act 2014 allows the state to publish, distribute or communicate copyrighted material 

on the basis of national interest without the permission of the copyright holder provided that 

the state pays compensation to the copyright holder. The applicant requested the Court to hold 

article 51(1) was inconsistent with, among others, article 28H(4) of the Constitution that 

prohibits unlawful expropriation of private property. 

 

 
177 The Constitutional Court Decision No.52/PUU-XIII/2015, dated 3 March 2016 on Judicial Review on Law 
No.28 of 2014 on Copyright (the “Copyright Act Case”). 
178 Besides the Copyright Act Case, the Constitutional Court had also determined a judicial review application in 
the intellectual property rights area in the Trademark Act Case (in The Constitutional Court Decision 
No.118/PUU-VII/2009, dated 16 February 2010 on Judicial Review on Law No.15 of 2001 on Trademark (the 
“Trademark Act Case”). However, the case was about a refusal of trademark registration of a company due to the 
name had been used by another company. The Court did not discuss policy issues behind the Trademark Act and 
simply held that the case was not about the constitutionality of the Act but more on whether the implementation 
of the Act that should become the jurisdiction of the Commercial Court. 
179 The Copyright Act Case, at 16. See discussions in the third section of this Chapter regarding the importance of 
object and purpose of international treaties in the treaty interpretation process. 
180 The Copyright Act Case, at [3.5]. 
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In rejecting the application the Court considered that, although copyright is considered the 

exclusive right of the author, under article 33 of the Constitution copyright also has a social 

function.181 As discussed above, the term “social function” means that the property rights 

should not only benefit the person who owns the property but should also benefit the society. 

The Objectionable Literature Case decision showed that one way to realise this “social 

function” is by ensuring that the exercise of property rights would not be detrimental to the 

society.  Consequently, the Court held that copyright can be subject to certain limitations to 

uphold public or national interests.182 These limitations on a personal right accord with the 

Court’s decision in the Objectionable Literature Case where personal property can be subject 

to certain limitations stated in legislation, consistent with article 28J(2) of the Constitution.  

 

The Court held that these limitations were needed to maintain a balance between the exclusive 

right of the copyright holder and the society’s right to access the copyrighted material. 

However, these limitations must be implemented in a way that will not prejudice the copyright 

owner’s right to enjoy economic benefits from their creation, among other means by providing 

compensation to the author, such as that set out in article 51(1) of the Copyright Act 2014. The 

Court referred to the notion of “balance between advancement and national unity” in article 

33(4) of the Constitution as the basis for the need to set limitations on the author’s exclusive 

rights.183  

 

Most importantly for this thesis, the Court held that Indonesia is allowed to establish lawful 

limitations on the author’s exclusive rights because Indonesia had ratified the TRIPS 

Agreement and article 8.1 of the Agreement allows a country “to adopt measures necessary to 

protect public health and nutrition, and to promote the public interest in sector of vital 

importance to their socio-economic and technological development, provided that such 

measures are consistent with the provisions of the Agreement”.184  

 

The Court did not comment on whether the limitation imposed by the state on copyright in 

article 51(1) of the Copyrights Act 2014 was “consistent with the provisions of the TRIPS 

Agreement”.185 The implications of the Court’s reasoning in the Copyright Act Case in 

 
181 At [3.9]. 
182 At [3.9]. 
183 At [3.9]. 
184 At [3.9]. See the TRIPS Agreement, art 8.1. 
185 At [3.9].  
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analysing the constitutionality of the implementation of the TRIPS Agreement and TRIPS-plus 

patent standards will be set out in Chapters 3 and 4.  

 

In summary, the Copyright Act Case demonstrates that the Constitutional Court acknowledged 

the ratification of the TRIPS Agreement in the Indonesian legal system. From the perspective 

of positive constitutionalism, the Court considered that the TRIPS Agreement did not remove 

the state’s sovereignty because the Agreement had provided sufficient “flexibilities” for 

Indonesia to tailor its intellectual property laws to meet its legitimate public or national 

interests. However, discussions in Chapters 3 and 4 highlight that these “flexibilities” need to 

be consistent with the treaty’s provisions and consider the treaty’s objectives and principles. If 

the state cannot implement the flexibilities effectively it will create tensions with its 

sovereignty and can make the implemented patent standards to be unconstitutional. 

 

2. Constitutional Provisions on Economic Rights 
 

The constitutional provisions on economic rights are set out in article 33 of the 1945 

Constitution. Initially, article 33 consisted of three paragraphs. It was amended in the fourth 

amendment in 2002 to avoid the centralisation of economic activities within the state that had 

been misused by General Soeharto to unjustly enrich himself and his family.186 The amendment 

added paragraph four, which sets out the principle of “economic democracy”, and paragraph 

five, which requires further implementation of article 33 in the form of a statute. Until now, 

that statute has not been issued by the Parliament. The fourth amendment to the Constitution 

also removed the explanatory notes to article 33 from the 1945 Constitution,187 because they 

were not part of the original Constitution.188 Consequently, it is difficult to understand the 

meanings of the principles of article 33 and how they should be implemented. In the absence 

 
186 Vedi Hadiz “Capitalism, Oligarchic Power and the State in Indonesia” 8 Historical Materialism 119 at 128-
129. See also Simon Butt and Tim Lindsey The Constitution of Indonesia: A Contextual Analysis (1st ed, Hart 
Publishing Ltd, Oxford, 2012, at 169 (“Butt and Lindsey, the Constitution of Indonesia”).  
187 Denny Indrayana “Indonesian Constitutional Reform 1999-2002: An Evaluation of Constitution-Making in 
Transition” (PhD Dissertation, University of Melbourne, 2005) at 101, 237 (“Indrayana, Indonesian Constitutional 
Reform”). In the fourth amendment of the Constitution in 2002, the MPR declared that the 1945 Constitution shall 
consist of the preamble and the constitutional provisions. It means, the explanatory notes of the Constitution were 
not considered as part of the 1945 Constitution. 
188 At 101, 237. The explanatory notes were drafted by Soepomo, one member of the committee that prepared 
Indonesia’s independence in 1945 and not the product of the whole committee. Consequently, the notes’ 
legitimacy and binding force were questioned during the constitutional amendments. Indrayana explained that this 
approach to exclude the explanatory notes instead of rescinding them was taken because if the notes were 
rescinded it might cause certain parties to question this rescission considering the notes had been considered as 
not part of the original Constitution.  
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of the statute, the Constitutional Court’s interpretation of article 33 becomes the main source 

for understanding the principles listed in that article.  

 

2.1. The Economy as a Collective Endeavour under the Family Principle 
 

Article 33(1) of the 1945 Constitution provides that “the economy shall be organised as a 

collective endeavour based on the family principle”. The “family principle” means that “the 

prosperity of the society must become the priority not the prosperity of individuals”. Butt and 

Lindsey have referred to the principles of article 33(1) as the “people’s economy” or 

“Indonesian socialism”.189  

 

Since the meaning of article 33(1) is unclear, it is useful to refer to the explanatory notes to 

article 33190 because, although they had been “excluded” from the 1945 Constitution, the 

Constitutional Court still referred to them in several judicial review cases on the basis of 

carrying out “historical interpretation” of the meaning of certain constitutional provisions.191 

The explanatory note made the notion of “collective endeavour” the basis of the “economic 

democracy” principle where “the production activities are conducted ‘by all and for all’ under 

the ownership of the members of society”.192  The note concluded that the form of business 

that met the requirements of article 33(1) was cooperative, and private ownership was only 

possible in companies that are not controlling the people’s necessities of life.193  

 

2.2. State’s Control on Strategic Economic Sectors 
 

Article 33(2) of the 1945 Constitution provides that “branches of production that are important 

to the state, and that affect the people’s necessities of life, are to be controlled by the state”.194 

The Constitution does not provide clarity on which branches of production are considered to 

be “important” and affect the “people’s necessities of life”.  

 

The explanatory note to article 33 of the Constitution said the state must control those important 

branches of production that affect the people’s necessities of life to meet the principle of 

 
189 Butt and Lindsey, the Constitution of Indonesia, at 168-169. 
190 Indrayana, Indonesian Constitutional Reform at 101, 237.  
191 See for instance, the 2003 Electricity Act Case in the following paragraphs.  
192 Explanatory note to article 33 of the 1945 Constitution (not included as part of the 1945 Constitution in 2002).  
193 Same as above. 
194 The 1945 Constitution, art 33(2). 
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“economic democracy” as the foundation of the economic system where prosperity should be 

for all people of Indonesia. Moreover, state control is necessary because without it the control 

of production activities will be held by individuals who may oppress the people. Consequently, 

the explanatory note said that individuals can only control business entities that do not control 

the people’s necessities of life.195 This provision is particularly relevant to property rights as 

well. In this regard, the state should have control over property rights that are important and 

affect the people’s necessities of life like medicines. 

 

2.3. The Principle of Economic Democracy 
 

After the fourth amendment, the MPR added paragraph 4 that sets out the “modified” principle 

of “economic democracy” that differs from the term that was set out in the excluded 

explanatory notes. Article 33(4) provides that “the national economy is to be run on the basis 

of economic democracy, and the principles of togetherness, just efficiency, sustainability, 

environmentalism, and independence, maintaining a balance between advancement and 

national unity”. 

 

Indrayana observes the inclusion of the “economic democracy” principle and other principles 

in article 33(4), specifically the principles of “just efficiency” and “balance between 

advancement and national unity”, were intended to give flexibility for the government to face 

globalisation without abandoning its constitutional duties.196  

Asshidiqie argues that the inclusion of those principles was intended to recognise different 

types of economic relationships that are required for Indonesian development,197 including 

those that are based on profit-making and free competition principles, such as corporations’ 

activities. However, he is of the view that there should be a balance between the private and 

public interests. This balancing requirement is shown in the principle of “maintaining a balance 

between the national economic advancement and unity” and “just efficiency”, where the term 

“efficiency” must be read in conjunction with the previous term of “just” or “justice”.198 

 

 
195 Same as above. 
196 Indrayana, Indonesian Constitutional Reform, at 235. 
197 Jimly Asshiddiqie, Konstitusi Ekonomi (Economic Constitution), (1st ed, PT Kompas Media Nusantara, 
Jakarta, 2010) at 255. 
198 At 255. 
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2.4. The Court’s Interpretation of the Constitutional Principles in the Economic Sector in 
Article 33 of the 1945 Constitution 

 

In the 2003 Electricity Act Case the judicial review applicant argued that the privatisation of 

the electricity sector through the “unbundling” of the state’s electricity business into different 

types of activities and licences violated article 33(2) of the 1945 Constitution.199 The Court 

firstly ruled that article 33, which regulates the economic sector, was not a barrier to adopting 

free competition and market principles.200 However, the Court held that the state’s intervention 

in the economic system was required, specifically in the important branches of production that 

affect the people’s necessities of life like electricity.201 The state’s intervention should be 

realised in the form of control over the electricity sector consistent with article 33(2).202  

 

The government argued in the case that the state’s control over the economic sector should be 

implemented by regulating and supervising the sector. The regulatory function means that the 

state regulates the electricity sector in a way that can support a sustainable relationship between 

the electricity providers and the society.203 The supervisory function allows the state to monitor 

how the electricity supply is conducted to ensure that all members of the society are properly 

serviced.204 The government believed that the regulatory and supervisory functions in the 

economic sector were sufficient to meet the requirement of article 33(2). The government 

argued that they treated the economic sector as a collective unit of the people under the 

“collective endeavour under the family principle” in article 33(1),205 which in turn was based 

on the “people’s sovereignty” principle in paragraph four of the preamble and article 1(2) of 

the 1945 Constitution.206 The people’s sovereignty in the economic sector was implemented 

 
199 the Constitutional Court decision No.001-021-022/PUU-I/2003 regarding Judicial Review on Electricity Act 
No.20 of 2002 (the “2003 Electricity Act Case”). 
200 At 341. 
201 At 345. 
202 At 345. 
203 At 89. 
204 At 89. 
205 At 77-79. 
206 The 2003 Electricity Act Case, at 77. The full text of the preamble is as follows (the italicised text being the 
text of Pancasila): Whereas freedom is the inalienable right of all nations, colonialism must be abolished in this 
world as it is not in conformity with humanity and justice. … Subsequent thereto, to form a government of the 
state of Indonesia which shall protect all the people of Indonesia and their entire native land, and in order to 
improve the public welfare, to advance the intellectual life of the people and to contribute to the establishment of 
a world order based on freedom, abiding peace and social justice, the national independence of Indonesia shall be 
formulated into a Constitution that is formed within the state of the Republic of Indonesia under the people’s 
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by the “economic democracy” principle in article 33(4), namely the economy of the people, by 

the people and for the people.207  

 

The government’s argument means that the Indonesian economic system can involve different 

actors, including individuals, cooperatives, state-owned enterprises, partnerships and private 

corporations, but the society’s interests should be prioritised over individual interests.208 By 

treating the economic system as the collective unit of the people, and by having the ability to 

regulate and supervise the sector to ensure that the society’s interests were prioritised, the 

government argued that it could satisfy article 33(2) without having “direct control” in the form 

of share ownership. 

 

The Court accepted the government’s argument that the economic sector should be conducted 

under the people’s sovereignty principle as implemented by the economic democracy principle. 

However, the Court rejected the government’s argument that control over the sector can be 

realised only through regulatory and supervisory functions. The Court required the state to have 

direct control over the electricity sector through the state-owned companies.209 This direct 

control was not a form of totalitarian state power, but would enable the state to carry out its 

constitutional duty to achieve social justice for all the Indonesian people.210 The court said the 

achievement of social justice can be measured by the fulfilment of three matters, namely 

sufficient supply, equitable distribution, and affordability of the important commodities or 

resources.211 

 

Ten years later, in the 2013 Electricity Act Case,212 the Court heard a judicial review application 

under the Electricity Act 2009, which amended the 2002 Act that had been annulled by the 

Constitutional Court. In this case the applicant argued that the 2009 Act prioritised the central 

government enterprise and prevented local government’s enterprise and private companies 

 
sovereignty, which is based on belief in One Almighty God, just and civilised humanity, the unity of Indonesia, 
democracy guided by the inner wisdom of deliberations among representatives and the realisation of social justice 
for all of the people of Indonesia (emphasis added). Art 1(2) of the Constitution provides that “sovereignty shall 
be with the people and implemented based on the provisions of the Constitution.” 
207 At 77, 78. 
208 At 78. 
209 At 345. 
210 At 330. 
211 At 330. 
212 Constitutional Court decision No.9/PUU-XI/2013, dated 8 July 2013 regarding Judicial Review on Electricity 
Act No.30 of 2009 (the “2013 Electricity Act Case”). 
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from servicing their areas.213 The Court held that the Act did not violate the 1945 Constitution 

because the Act only gives priority to the central government’s state-owned enterprise to 

provide services in every area of service in Indonesia. If the company does not have the 

capacity to service that area, then the local government and private companies can service that 

area.214  

 

Based on the 2013 Electricity Act Case the relationship between the state and private sector in 

the management of strategic economic sectors is set out as complementary. The state has the 

constitutional duty to control strategic economic sectors through state-owned companies for 

the benefits of the citizens. However, in contrast to the 2003 decision that required the absolute 

ownership of state-owned enterprises over these strategic sectors, in the 2013 decision the 

Court admitted that state-owned companies might not be able to service certain areas of 

operation. In this case, the private actors can complement the role of the state to fulfil the state’s 

“constitutional duty” to achieve the overall well-being of the people. 

 

The Constitutional Court’s interpretations of economic rights are consistent with the 

interpretations of property rights. In judicial review cases involving property rights and 

economic rights the Court requires the state to play an active role in ensuring that the exercise 

of property and economic rights should meet their social functions as well. The active role of 

the state is required to maintain a balance between the private and public interests consistent 

with the principle of “balance between advancement and national unity” under article 33(4) of 

the 1945 Constitution. From the perspective of positive constitutionalism, the Constitutional 

Court’s interpretations showed the interrelation between the principles of sovereignty, rule of 

law, separation of powers and civil society that are directed to achieve the overall well-being 

of the people.  

 

The Court’s interpretations demonstrated that the constitutional provisions in property and 

economic rights are based on the principle of “people’s sovereignty” that is conducted by the 

state as the representative of the people. The state organises the property and economic systems 

through the rule of law by regulating the civil society to ensure that the private or individual 

interests can be reconciled with the public or society interests. The state should also retain the 

 
213 At [3.17.3]. 
214 At [3.17.4]. 
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sovereignty in the property and economic sectors by controlling strategic properties and 

economic sectors through its state-owned companies as complemented by the private sector as 

the partner of the state under the principle of civil society. The Court intervened to ensure that 

this “collaboration” between the state and members of the civil society will be sustainable in 

the achievement of social justice for all the Indonesian people. 

 

3. Constitutional Provisions on Health 
 

In relation to the right to receive health care, article 28H(1) provides that “every person shall 

have the right to live in physical and spiritual prosperity, to have a home and to enjoy a good 

and healthy environment, and shall have the right to receive health care.” The state’s duty in 

relation to the provision of health care is set out in article 34(3) whereby “The State shall have 

the obligation to provide sufficient health and public service facilities.” 

 

In relation to health security that is part of the social security programme,215 article 28H(3) 

provides that “every person shall have the right to social security in order to develop oneself 

fully as a dignified human being.” Further, article 34(2) provides that “The State shall develop 

a system of social security for all of the people and shall empower the weak and underprivileged 

in society in accordance with human dignity.” 

 

The Constitution does not further elaborate on these citizens’ rights to health and the state duty 

to provide health care through the health security programme. Again, one must rely on the 

interpretation of the Constitutional Court in judicial review cases.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
215 The social security programme consists of the health security programme (JKN) and the worker’s security 
programme that consists of the accident security, old age security, retirement security, death security and loss of 
work security. See Law No. No.40 of 2004 as lastly amended by Law No.11 of 2020 on National Social Security 
System (“National Social Security System Act 2004”), art 18.  
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3.1. The Court’s Interpretation on Constitutional Provisions in Health 
 

The Constitutional Court decisions in the BPJS Act Case,216 the Social Security Act Case217 

and Hospital Act Case218 shed light on the meaning of the citizen’s right to receive health care 

and social security in articles 28H(1) and (3) and how it relates to the state’s duty to provide 

social security programme and health facilities in articles 34(2) and (3).  

 

In the BPJS Act Case the applicant objected to the obligation of all citizens to participate in the 

health security programme because they must pay monthly premiums or otherwise they would 

not receive certain public services. The applicant argued that the programme should have been 

intended for those who cannot afford to pay the premium, while those who can afford to pay 

should enrol with private insurance providers instead.219 In the Social Security Act Case the 

applicant objected to the obligation to pay premiums because social security should be the 

state’s obligation to provide and should not be borne by the citizens.220 In the Hospital Act 

Case the applicant objected to the requirement that a private hospital should be in the form of 

special legal entity whose line of business must be dedicated to providing hospital services.221 

 

In the Social Security Act Case, the Court recorded the applicant’s argument that the right of a 

citizen to receive health care and social security can be considered not only as the citizen’s 

constitutional rights, but also their human rights.222 In the BPJS Act Case, the Court recorded 

the applicant’s argument that health is part of the people’s necessities of life.223 In the Hospital 

Act Case the Court held that the state shall have the constitutional duty to provide health 

facilities in line with article 34(3) to fulfil the citizen’s right to receive health care in article 

28H(1).224  

 

 
216 Constitutional Court Decision No 7/PUU-XVII/2019, dated 11 February 2019 on Judicial Review on Law 
No.24 of 2011 on BPJS (the “BPJS Act Case”). See also Decisions No.101/PUU-XIV/2016, dated 23 May 2017, 
No.119/PUU-XIII/2015, dated 28 July 2016, and No.138/PUU-XII/2014 on the same Act. 
217 Constitutional Court Decision No 51/PUU-IX/2011, dated 8 August 2012 on Judicial Review on Law No.40 
of 2004 on the National Social Security System (the “Social Security Act Case”). See also Decisions No.007/PUU-
III/2005, dated 31 August 2005 and No.50/PUU-VIII/2010, dated 21 November 2011 on the same Act. 
218 Constitutional Court Decision No 38/PUU-XI/2013, dated 12 August 2013 on Judicial Review on Law No.44 
of 2009 on Hospital (the “Hospital Act Case”). 
219 The BPJS Act Case, at 7-15. 
220 The Social Security Act Case, at [3.11]. 
221 The Hospital Act Case, at [3.16]. 
222 The Social Security Act Case, at 7. 
223 The BPJS Act Case, at 8. 
224 The Hospital Act Case, at [3.19]. 
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In all cases the Court acknowledged the practical limitation of the state to provide the social 

security and health facilities to all citizens. Therefore, the Court accepted that in the social 

security programme (including the health security programme) the state only covers the social 

security costs of the poorest citizens while the remaining citizens must pay their social security 

premiums.225 The state’s obligation to provide health facilities is also complemented by the 

private hospitals that operate both in non-profit and for-profit structures to ensure that all 

citizens can have access to health facilities.226  

 

From the perspective of positive constitutionalism, the Constitutional Court’s interpretation of 

the constitutional provisions on health show the same pattern of interrelation between the 

principles of sovereignty, rule of law, separation of powers and civil society. The right of 

citizens to health through the provision of the health security programme is analogous to the 

substantial part of the rule of law. The state shall retain the sovereignty to control, regulate, and 

supervise the health sector to fulfil the citizens’ rights within the constitutional legal order. The 

state’s duty to provide health services and health security programme is also complemented by 

members of the civil society that engage in the health services, including pharmaceutical 

companies, hospitals, clinics, and medical professionals so all citizens can have equitable 

access to health. This collaboration between the state and the civil society would be able to 

achieve the overall well-being of the citizens consistent with principle of social justice under 

Pancasila, as overseen by the courts through judicial review. 

 

4. Tensions Between the Constitutional Provisions on Property Right/Economic Rights 
and Health  

 

The constitutional provisions addressing property right/economic rights and health highlight a 

tension between private and public rights. On one hand, a citizen has the right to own property 

and commercially benefit from that property, but on the other hand there is a public right to 

health that must be protected. This tension is particularly noticeable in the operation of the 

health security programme, which is the focus of this thesis. 

 

 

 
225 The BPJS Act Case, at [3.12], the Social Security Act Case at [3.12]. 
226 The Hospital Act Case, at [3.19]. 
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4.1. The Mounting Deficits of the Indonesian Health Security Programme 
 

The health security programme (jaminan kesehatan nasional/JKN programme) was launched 

on 1 January 2014 and managed by the Health Social Security Implementing Institution or 

BPJS Kesehatan (“BPJS Health”).227 The programme is not a tax-financed public health 

insurance system as in some developed countries like Australia and New Zealand.228 The 

programme is financed by premiums paid by the participants or by the government for those 

participants who cannot afford to pay the premiums. 

Since its launch, the health security programme has been operating in deficit, because health 

costs have always been higher than premiums collected. In December 2019, the programme 

carried forward a deficit of IDR51 trillion (NZD5.1 billion).229 One cause of the high health 

costs is the rising costs of medicine. In one article, BPJS Health reported that expenditure on 

medicine was around 30%-40% of total health costs of IDR108.5 trillion (NZD10.9 billion) in 

2019, or around IDR32.6 trillion to IDR43.4 trillion (NZD3.3 billion to NZD4.3 billion).230 

Premium collection was also not optimal because of the reluctance of participants in the 

informal workers category to pay their premiums.231  

Given rising medicine costs the health security programme has been relying on the use of 

generic medicines.232 Generic medicines are copy products of originator medicines that are no 

longer protected by patents.233 By the end of 2020, it was expected that 77% of medicines used 

 
227 Law No.24 of 2011 on Social Security Implementing Institution (the Social Security Institution Act 2011), art 
5(2).a. 
228 BPJS Health, 2018 Programme Implementation Report, at 78. 
229 BPJS Health, 2019 Financial Statements. 
230 Dina Manafe “Hypertension and Diabetes Were Taking the Biggest Proportion of the JKN-KIS Medicine 
Budget” Berita Satu (online ed, Jakarta, 25 September 2019). The medicine portion of the health costs is difficult 
to identify considering Indonesia is applying the Indonesian Case Mix-Based Groups (INA-CBGs). With the INA-
CBGs system, all prospective healthcare costs (including medicines) have been included in the group of pre-
determined diagnosis and procedures with similar clinical characteristics. See Minister of Health Regulation 
No.27 of 2014 on Technical Guidelines of INA-CBGs system. Based on the interview with BPJS Health, the INA-
CBGs system is intended to make healthcare providers more efficient in spending their resources to treat patients. 
231 Informal workers category (PBPU/Peserta Bukan Penerima Upah) represents 24% of the total members of the 
programme. The remaining categories of the programme are: (a) the Premium Assistance Recipients (PBI-
Penerima Bantuan Iuran) whose premiums are covered by the state; (b) Salary Receivers Category (PPU/Pekerja 
Penerima Upah) whose premiums are jointly paid by the employer and employee based on certain proportion 
through monthly salary deductions; and non-employee participant (BP/Bukan Pekerja) like business owners and 
professionals who pay their own premiums. See Presidential Regulation No.82 of 2018 as lastly amended by 
No.64 of 2020 on Health Security (“PR 82/2018 as amended”). 
232 Interview with officials of BPJS Health (Auxentius Yudhianto, 3 September 2019), transcript provided by the 
author. 
233 World Health Organization “Medicine Glossary” 
<https://www.who.int/medicines/areas/access/NPrices_Glossary.pdf>. Generic medicines shall consist of 
branded and non-branded generics. Branded generics are generic medicines with specific brand names given by 
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in the public health system would be generic medicines, while the remaining 23% would be 

patented and originator medicines.234 

The medicines supplied to the health security programme must be procured by the government 

central procurement unit (“LKPP”) using the e-catalogue system.235 LKPP mostly procures 

generic medicines for use in the health security programme. All generic medicines procured by 

LKPP must undergo a tender process, considering there will be more than one provider of the 

same type of medicine.236 Patented medicines that are listed in the Indonesian formulary237 to 

be procured for the public health system will involve a private negotiation because the patent 

owner will be the exclusive provider of the medicine. The supply contract for a medicine to be 

listed in the e-catalogue will be given for two years.238  

When a medicine is no longer protected by patent, it will be substituted by a generic version 

through a tender process, unless the generic version of that medicine is not available. The 

interview with the pharmaceutical patent owner association revealed that the originator 

medicine producer is not allowed to participate in the tender process for an “off-patent 

medicine”. The originator medicine producers believe they should be able to participate in the 

tender process considering the quality of their products as the originator medicines.239 

  

 

 

 

 

 
the manufacturers to differentiate their products from the competitors’ products. The government does not control 
prices of branded generics. Non-branded generics are generic medicines that are labelled based on the international 
non-proprietary name (INN) without specific brand names. The government regulates the prices of these non-
branded generics (see Minister of Health Decree No. HK.02.02/MENKES/525/2015 on Generic Medicine Ceiling 
Retail Price). 
234 Raharni, Sudibyo Supardi and Ida Sari “Drug Independence and Availability in National Health Insurance 
(JKN) Era: Drug, Price and Production Policy (2018) 28 Media Litbangkes 219 at 222. 
235 Minister of Health Regulation No.5 of 2019 on Planning and Supply of Medicines based on Electronic 
Catalogue (“MOH Regulation No.5/2019”), art 4. 
236 Interview with officials of BPJS Health, 3 September 2019. 
237 The Indonesian formulary lists all medicines, patented and generics that should be supplied to the health 
security programme. See Minister of Health Regulation No. HK.02.02/MENKES/523/2015 as amended by No. 
HK.02.02/MENKES/137/2016 on the National Formulary. 
238 Interview with officials of BPJS Health, 3 September 2019. 
239 Interview with an official of the Indonesia Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Group (IPMG) (Auxentius 
Yudhianto, 4 September 2019), transcript provided by the author. 
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4.2. Tensions Between the Constitutional Provisions on Property/Economic and Health 
in the Health Security Programme  

 

From time-to-time Indonesia may participate in FTAs to expand its export markets, generate 

foreign investments, and improve the state of domestic economy. Some of these FTAs require 

Indonesia to implement the TRIPS-plus patent standards that are more extensive than the 

TRIPS Agreement standards as part of the concessions during the negotiation process.240 The 

TRIPS-plus patent standards might remove some flexibilities provided under the TRIPS 

Agreement. As discussed in Chapter 3, these flexibilities have been used by the government to 

“tailor” the patent law to support the prompt entry of generic medicines to supply the health 

security programme. 

 

Recalling the principle of civil society, Barber mentioned the tensions between members of 

civil society. Inventors and patent owners have interests in strong protection for their patents. 

Participants of the health security programme have the interest to access health services through 

the programme that currently depends on the supply of generic medicines from the generic 

producers to contain the programme’s deficits.  

 

Based on the principles of sovereignty, rule of law, and civil society it is for the state to reconcile 

these differing interests, if necessary through the courts as reflects the separation of powers. 

The state regulates the civil society through patent law that accommodates the interests of 

inventors or patent owners and participants of the health security programme. The state also 

manages and supervises the health sector to ensure that patent approvals and medicine 

marketing approvals can be issued promptly both for patented medicines and generic 

medicines. If patent protections are made stronger under the terms of an FTA, for instance, by 

allowing patent term extension, the inventors and patent owners will benefit from these 

stronger protections. However, there might be adverse consequences to the society, mainly the 

participants of the health security programme. The patent term extension will delay the entry 

of generic medicines to supply the health security programme. The late availability of generic 

medicines would increase the programme’s deficits. If the deficits are unsustainable the 

 
240 This thesis does not analyse the constitutionality of the government’s decisions to participate in FTAs with the 
TRIPS-plus patent standards. This thesis analyses the constitutionality of the implementation of international 
patent law norms.  
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programme might limit the coverage of the treatment or increase the premiums to cover the 

deficits. In any case the society’s access to health becomes compromised. 

 

Barber’s positive constitutionalism theory requires the state to address these potential adverse 

consequences to the society’s interests. But the state needs to do so systematically by applying 

the principles of sovereignty, rule of law, separation of powers, and civil society to the 

constitutional norms of Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution. One way to address these adverse 

consequences is through the “framework of reciprocity” as discussed in the next section. 

 

C. The Reconciliation of Private and Public Interests through the Framework of 
Reciprocity 

 

1. Development of the Framework of Reciprocity as the Thesis’ Theoretical Framework 
 

This Chapter has highlighted the constitutional provisions that are relevant in implementing 

the international patent law norms in Indonesia when viewed through the lens of the positive 

constitutionalism theory. The application of the principles of sovereignty, rule of law, civil 

society, and separation of powers to those constitutional provisions, as supported by the 

Constitutional Court’s interpretation in judicial review cases, highlights a strong 

interrelationship between these principles. That interrelationship is also informed by the 

uniqueness of the Indonesian Constitution.  

 

The state exercises sovereignty over its citizens and territory by having flexibility to shape the 

rules of patent law. Patent law rules set out the substantive rights and obligations of 

inventor/patent owners and users of patented inventions. The rules also set out how those rights 

and obligations are enforced. The patent law rules shape the harmonious relationship between 

members of the civil society. This harmonious relationship can be achieved if there is a 

reconciliation between rights and lawful limitations,241 and balance between the individual and 

society’s interests.242 Patent law rules aim to guarantee and protect the citizens’ rights, but these 

rights must have social as well as economic dimensions. When there is a tension between the 

individual and the society’s interests, the society’s interests should be prioritised. A member 

of civil society can apply to the Constitutional Court through a judicial review process to 

 
241 See the Objectionable Literature Case and Copyright Act Case. 
242 See the Copyright Act Case and the BPJS Act Case. 
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resolve these tensions by challenging the FTA ratification Act or the new patent statute that 

implements the patent standards within the framework of the 1945 Constitution. The 

reconciliation between the private and public interests creates a sustainable legal order. 

 

This interrelationship between sovereignty, rule of law, separation of powers and civil society 

in Indonesia in relation to patents creates civility in the relationship between members of civil 

society whereby they interact reciprocally based on trust that all parties in the relationship will 

observe the patent law rules. This mutually advantageous and sustainable relationship that can 

support the achievement of overall well-being of the people or social justice under Pancasila 

and the 1945 Constitution is referred to in this thesis as the “framework of reciprocity”. That 

principle provides a theoretical framework that will be applied through the “three stages of 

constitutionality test” to assess whether the implementation of the TRIPS Agreement and 

TRIPS-plus standards under certain FTAs could meet the constitutional requirements of 

Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution, specifically in relation to the supply of generic medicines 

to the health security programme.  

 

Under the “framework of reciprocity”, from the inventor/patent owner’s perspective, the 

inventor’s exclusive patent rights on the invention are acknowledged and protected under 

article 28H(4) of the Constitution. On the other hand, these exclusive rights can be subject to 

certain limitations under article 28J(2) to guarantee the fulfilment of the society’s rights, such 

as the rights to receive health care in article 28H(1). These limitations must not be arbitrary 

and must be formulated in the form of statutes or legislation to provide legal certainty to the 

exercise of these exclusive rights.243 If, for some reason, the inventor/patent owner considers 

that his or her interests are prejudiced by these limitations, they should have recourse to 

challenge these limitations in the court of law.244 Lastly, if the inventor cannot commercialise 

the invention due to the public interests’ considerations, the inventor should be properly 

compensated.245 

 

 

 
243 See the Objectionable Literature Case. 
244 See the Objectionable Literature Case and Copyright Act Case. 
245 See the Copyright Act Case. 
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From the society’s perspective, every member of the society should be able to enjoy their rights 

to receive health care under the health security programme.246 The state should ensure the 

fulfilment of this right by controlling the health sector as an important branch of production 

that controls the people’s necessities of life.247 The state’s control of the health sector can be 

conducted through the actual control of state-owned enterprises over public health facilities 

and medicine manufacturing facilities.248 State control can also be exerted in the form retaining 

sovereignty to have the required policy space and flexibilities to tailor the form of patent law 

to reconcile the inventor/patent owner’s exclusive rights with prompt access by the society to 

generic medicines under the health security programme.249 The member of society has rights 

of recourse to the courts for judicial review where they believe those competing interests have  

not been properly reconciled. These rights include the ability of a member of the society to 

challenge through a judicial review application, the ratification of an FTA that implements 

certain patent standards or new patent statute that implement such standards that are considered 

as inconsistent with the 1945 Constitution. 

 

2. Development of the Framework of Reciprocity into Three Stages of Constitutionality 
Test 

 

The “framework of reciprocity” is developed into three stages of a constitutionality test to 

analyse the constitutionality of the implementation of international patent law norms under the 

TRIPS Agreement and TRIPS-plus patent standards in Indonesia. 

 

Each stage consists of constitutional principles in property/economic rights and health as 

interpreted by the Constitutional Court in judicial review cases. These principles need to be 

weighed to determine whether the implemented patent standard can support the mutually 

advantageous and sustainable relationship, or reciprocity, between the inventor/patent owner 

and society and, therefore, can be implemented constitutionally. If in one stage it is not clear 

whether a patent standard can support the reciprocity between the inventor/patent owner and 

society, the test needs to be continued to the next stage. The third stage of the test will make an 

assessment of whether the standard could be implemented constitutionally in Indonesia. 

 
246 See the Social Security Act Case and BPJS Act Case. 
247 See the Social Security Act Case, BPJS Act Case, Hospital Act Case, Electricity Act Case and Copyright Act 
Case.  
248 See the BPJS Act Case, Hospital Act Case and Electricity Act Case. 
249 See the Copyright Act Case. 
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When applying the three-stage constitutionality test to the three selected TRIPS Agreement 

measures in Chapter 3 and three TRIPS-plus measures in Chapter 4 some content relating to 

the three stages of the test and to the intellectual property measures in each chapter has been 

repeated. The need to do this reflects a conscious trade-off between repetition and enabling the 

reader to follow the argument without needing to cross-reference to previous chapters. 

 

2.1. The First Stage: Substantive Rules in Patents 
 

The first stage will start by analysing whether a patent standard imposed by international 

treaties will have adverse consequences for the reconciliation of the inventor/patent owner and 

society’s interests. A specific focus is given to the impacts of the standard on the supply of 

generic medicines to the health security programme. 

 

Firstly, the text of a patent standard will be reviewed to understand the substance and scope of 

the rights. The test will highlight the benefits that the inventor will have from the standard. 

Then it will be assessed whether the standard brings social benefits to the society. The 

requirement for social benefits for the society is consistent with the Constitutional Court’s 

decision in the Copyright Act Case and 2003 Electricity Act Case. Then the test will see 

whether the standard brings adverse consequences for the society in terms of access to health 

services under the health security programme.  

 

If the standard only benefits the inventor without giving additional social benefits to the society 

and there are adverse consequences to the society, then its implementation can be considered 

as unconstitutional. In the situation where the existing patent law has been implemented 

constitutionally, a new patent standard could be implemented constitutionally if it does not 

bring adverse consequences to the society, even if it only benefits the inventor/patent owner, if 

the additional benefits to the inventor/patent owner do not diminish existing benefits of the 

society. This way, the approach still meets the constitutional requirement that there should be 

a balance between the interests of inventor/patent owner and society. This approach also gives 

latitude for the state to give additional incentive for innovation in a way that is not detrimental 

to society.  
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If the patent standard benefits the inventor/patent owner and society, and there are no adverse 

consequences for the society in terms of their access to the health security programme, then the 

standard’s implementation could be considered as constitutional. This is because the standard 

allows a reconciliation of the inventor and society’s interests consistent with the principle of 

“balance between advancement and national unity” under article 33(4) of the Constitution. 

 

If the standard provides additional benefits to the inventor and society, but there are adverse 

consequences for the society’s access to the health security programme, the next question needs 

to be asked: whether the benefits received by the society outweigh the adverse consequences. 

If they do, then the standard could be implemented constitutionally. However, if the adverse 

consequences outweigh the benefits received by the society, then the standard’s 

implementation would be considered unconstitutional under this constitutionality test. The 

constitutional principles in property/economic rights and health will be used in this weighing 

exercise.  

 

For instance, society could benefit from a patent standard if it gives the society access to the 

more innovative and effective medicines and health treatments. On the other hand, the standard 

could bring adverse consequences to society if it delays the entry of generic medicines into the 

health security programme that increases the programme’s deficits and causes it to reduce the 

participants’ health care coverages.250 In this situation, there is an indication that the adverse 

consequences of a patent standard’s implementation outweigh the benefits. 

 

If it is not clear whether or not the benefits received by the society outweigh the adverse 

consequences, then the test needs to be continued to the second stage. 

 

2.2. The Second Stage: Retention of State Sovereignty 
 

The second stage of the test analyses whether the patent standard could prevent the state from 

exercising its sovereignty to set out lawful limitations on patent exclusive rights, so as to 

reconcile the inventor and society’s rights and to address adverse effects on the health security 

 
250 A delay of entry of generic medicines is when their supposed date of entry after the patent expiration date 
becomes prolonged due to the implementation of the patent standard. It does not mean that generics can enter the 
market at any time during the patent validity date. 
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programme. In other words, the second stage of the test assesses the policy space and 

flexibilities for the state to tailor the form of patent law.  

 

The patent standard is inconsistent with the sovereignty of the state if it limits or removes the 

state’s policy space or flexibilities to regulate patent law to reconcile the inventor and society’s 

rights and to prevent adverse effects on the operation of the health security programme. 

 

From the first stage, it is unclear whether the benefits for the society from the patent standard 

outweigh its adverse consequences and vice versa. The second stage firstly assesses whether 

the patent standard comes with certain exceptions and implementation flexibilities. If there are 

exceptions and flexibilities, the patent standard needs to be implemented together with the 

exceptions and flexibilities to make it constitutional.  

 

If the patent standard does not provide exceptions and flexibilities, or limits or removes the 

existing flexibilities in patent law to reconcile the benefits and adverse consequences of a patent 

standard, the constitutionality test will consider whether there are means other than the patent 

standard that could achieve substantially the same result for the patent holder without limiting 

or removing the existing flexibilities.251 If these means are available, Indonesia should not 

accept the patent standard, but should propose to substitute the standard in the FTA negotiation 

with these alternative means as they can be implemented constitutionally. If there are no other 

means to substitute the standard or it will be difficult for the proposed alternative of the standard 

to be accepted by the other FTA parties, the standard’s implementation is considered as 

unconstitutional.  

 

If it is not clear whether Indonesia would still have that policy space and flexibility, the 

constitutionality test needs to be continued to the third stage. That is also necessary if the patent 

standard seems to allow Indonesia to use its policy space to tailor patent law, but when it 

“tailors” patent law to implement the standard in a way that can support the society’s rights to 

access the health security programme, there is a risk that Indonesia’s implementation of the 

standard might be considered as violating the treaty provision.  

 
251 For instance, Indonesia does not provide patent term extension as a form of implementation flexibility in its 
patent law. If Indonesia is required to implement patent term extension, and there is an alternative of improving 
the Patent Office and BPOM’s processing capacity to support prompt patent processing, then Indonesia should 
propose in the FTA negotiation to apply this flexibility instead of the patent term extension. 
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2.3. The Third Stage: Effective Exercise of State Sovereignty and Achievement of Social 
Justice 

 

The third stage of the test will analyse whether Indonesia’s sovereignty to tailor the form of 

patent law to reconcile the inventor and society’s rights and to prevent adverse effects on the 

health security programme could be exercised effectively. This third stage is conducted because 

it is not clear under the second stage whether Indonesia has the flexibilities to address adverse 

consequences of a patent standard or there is a risk that the implementation of those flexibilities 

will be considered by the other members of the treaty as violating the treaty provisions.  

 

In deciding whether Indonesia’s sovereignty can be exercised effectively under the 

international patent law standards, it is important to analyse the object and purpose of the 

international treaties that underlie the patent standards that Indonesia is being asked to 

implement. The treaties’ object and purpose for patents can be found in the intellectual property 

chapter of the treaties. These statements of object and purpose are important in carrying out the 

treaty interpretation process under the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties,252 article 

31(1) of which provides that “a treaty shall be interpreted in good faith in accordance with the 

ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its 

object and purpose.”  

 

If the treaty interpretation process shows that the implemented measure may be inconsistent 

with the ordinary meaning of the treaty provision read in light of its context, and the treaty’s 

object and purpose do not support the necessary flexibility for Indonesia to tailor its patent law 

when implementing the patent standard to ensure the sustainable operation of the health 

security programme, then the state’s sovereignty could not be exercised effectively. In this 

situation the patent standard’s implementation will be considered as unconstitutional under this 

constitutionality test. If interpretation in light of the object and purpose could support those 

flexibilities, then Indonesia’s sovereignty could be exercised effectively and therefore, the 

patent standard could be implemented with that flexibility in a constitutional manner. 

 

 
252 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, 1155 UNTS 331 (signed 23 May 1969) (“Vienna Convention”). 
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A treaty’s object and purpose could be determined as not supporting the state’s flexibilities if 

they do not acknowledge the mutually advantageous and sustainable relationship between the 

inventor and society in the patent system, but only acknowledge the strong protection of the 

inventor’s exclusive rights without a reciprocal contribution to the society’s rights. The 

requirement of strict adherence to the treaty’s provisions, and the absence from the treaty’s 

object and purpose of the ability of the state to regulate patent law to address public health 

issues and emergencies and access to medicines for all, would indicate that the patent standard 

could prevent the state’s sovereignty from being exercised effectively.    

 

If Indonesia can exercise its sovereignty effectively, that will support the achievement of the 

overall well-being of the people or the social justice for all people of Indonesia as demanded 

by the fifth principle of Pancasila. Based on the Constitutional Court’s decision in the 2003 

Electricity Act Case, the fulfilment of social justice can be measured by the sufficient supply, 

equitable distribution, and affordability of the important commodities or resources. In relation 

to medicine patents and the health security programme, social justice can be achieved if there 

is sufficient supply of generic medicines to the programme that enables the programme to 

distribute the medicines equitably amongst the citizens. The patented medicines complement 

the achievement of social justice by providing innovative medicines and treatments to the 

health security programme to cover new diseases and medical indications. The affordability of 

the generics would result in the sustainability of the programme’s budget and operation 

generally. 

  

D. Conclusion 
 

The discussion in this Chapter develops a theoretical framework on patent law from the 

constitutional principles of Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution that are often criticised as 

“bland” or “vague”. Barber’s positive constitutionalism theory is helpful in illuminating the 

constitutional principles of Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution that inform the theoretical 

framework. The objective of the theory to achieve the overall well-being of the people through 

the application of the constitutionalism principles is particularly consistent with the 

constitutional requirements of Pancasila for the state to achieve social justice for all people of 

Indonesia. 
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The application of the positive constitutionalism theory as informed by the constitutional 

principles of Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution has led to the development in this thesis of 

a “framework of reciprocity”. The “framework of reciprocity” can be summarised as a mutually 

advantageous and sustainable relationship between the inventor and society under Pancasila 

and the 1945 Constitution to achieve the social justice for all people of Indonesia. 

 

The three stages of constitutionality test developed from the “framework of reciprocity” will 

become the essential tool to assess the constitutionality of the implementation of international 

patent law standards under the TRIPS Agreement and FTAs that will be set out in Chapter 3 

and Chapter 4, respectively. 
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Chapter Two 

The Principle of Reciprocity and International Patent Law Theories 
 

  

The rules of arithmetic were created, invented, discovered many, many centuries 

ago in ancient civilizations in Persia, in Greece, in Egypt and later in the Great 

Islamic Empires. Europe was something of a late comer, actually, to mathematics. 

Many Europeans of course benefit from these profound discoveries in mathematics. 

Imagine if Europe had to pay licensing fees to these earlier societies. How would that 

have affected Europe’s development?253  

 

This question from Peter Drahos underpins the discussion about the development of patent law 

in this chapter. The early adopters of patent law, European nations, enjoyed significant 

economic growth during their industrialisation in the 17th to 19th century.254 Patents had 

successfully spurred innovations in many areas of technology. These new technologies in turn 

supported the industrial revolution in the United Kingdom and other areas of Europe.255   

 

However, granting temporary exclusive rights on fundamental public goods like medicines that 

meant some people could not afford them may seem to be inconsistent the constitutional 

requirement that a property right should have social functions, established in Chapter 1.256 Are 

patents really inconsistent with Indonesian constitutional norms? Can patents be implemented 

constitutionally in Indonesia? Can the “framework of reciprocity” that is built from the 

constitutional norms of Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution be used as a framework to 

understand and implement patent law in Indonesia? 

 

 
253 Peter Drahos “TRIPS: The Story of How Intellectual Property Became Linked to Trade” (22 October 2016) 
<www.triplecrisis.com>. 
254 Christine Macleod “Patents for invention: setting the stage for the British industrial revolution?” (2009) 18 
Empiria Revista de Metodología de Ciencias Sociales 37 at 37 (“Macleod, Patents for Invention”) discussing the 
important role of patents in British industrial revolution in the 18th and 19th century that was prompted by the 
issuance of the Statute of Monopolies in 1623. See also G Doorman “Patent Law in the Netherlands: Suspended 
in 1869 and Re-established in 1910” (1948) 30 J Pat Off Soc’y 225 at 225 (“G Doorman, Patent Law in the 
Netherlands”) discussing the role of patents in the development of the Netherlands in the 19th century. Indonesia 
was colonialised by the Netherlands since the early of 19th century before it was taken over by Japan in 1942 and 
gained its independence on 17 August 1945.  
255 Macleod, Patents for Invention, at 37, 39. 
256 See discussions of Chapter 1. 
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This Chapter will discuss these overarching questions in three parts. The first part will discuss 

the historical background of patent law and highlight the incentive rationale of inventions to 

justify the grant of temporary exclusive rights over inventions. That historical account shows 

that early patent laws were developed locally within national jurisdictions and adjusted to the 

local conditions of states and their development objectives.  

 

The sensitivity of patent law to local conditions led the incentive rationale to be complemented 

by a rationale of benefits to the society, including through the disclosure of the knowledge of 

the invention prior to the patent grant. The combination of an incentive for an inventor to invent 

and social functions of the inventions to the society became the foundation of the patent law 

theory of “social contract”.  

 

This historical context also explains the contrasting development of patent law in Europe with 

Indonesia. Because of its colonial history, followed by a Western-focused dictatorship, 

Indonesia never had the chance to consider the implementation of patent law in its domestic 

legal system that meets its constitutional uniqueness and development objectives. As a result, 

until after the fall of the New Order Regime, Indonesia missed the opportunity to tailor and use 

patent law to support its development and social objectives, specifically in supporting the 

generic medicine industries and the operation of the health security programme.  

 

The second part of this Chapter discusses the shift of patent law’s incentive and social 

foundations towards the pursuit of strong protections for inventions. This shift was due to the 

globalisation of international trade rules between countries, particularly under the TRIPS 

Agreement and free trade agreements (FTAs). The shift of patent law’s rationale towards strong 

protection for inventions has caused tensions with its incentive and social foundations.  

 

For Indonesia, the shift of patent law towards the “strong protection rationale” creates tensions 

between the interests of the inventor or patent owner and society specifically regarding the 

provisions of generic medicines to the health security programme. As argued in Chapter 1, if 

Indonesia is unable to tailor the implementation of international patent law norms to address 

these tensions in ways that accord with its constitutional requirements, the implemented patent 

law would be unconstitutional. Some scholars are critical of that version of social contract 

theory, and suggest a redefinition of the theory to strengthen patent law’s incentive and social 

foundations to support a state’s economic and social development.  
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The Chapter concludes that the form of patent law that is based on the incentive and social 

foundations is consistent with the “framework of reciprocity” derived from Indonesian 

constitutional norms. This kind of patent law requires a mutually advantageous and sustainable 

relationship between the inventor/patent owner and society to achieve the overall well-being 

or social justice for the Indonesian people. As a result, the “framework of reciprocity” and the 

three stages of constitutionality test developed in Chapter 1 could assist Indonesia to reconcile 

the tensions between the inventor/patent owner and society’s interests. That reconciliation 

connects patent law to its incentive and social foundations and would result in a constitutional 

implementation of international patent law norms in Indonesia.  

 

A. Justifying Patent Exclusive Right: Incentive for Innovation and the Social Contract 

 

1. Early Form of Patent Law: Territorial, Incentive-driven, and Socio Development-

oriented 

 

Ancient civilisations did not grant to individuals exclusive rights to knowledge and other 

intellectual creations. Knowledge was considered to be part of the public domain of society 

and was passed on from generation to generation.257  Modern societies, on the other hand, 

started to consider the importance of knowledge to development. The state needed to give 

certain incentives to the members of society in the form of exclusive rights on novel inventions 

produced by such members. The Venetian Patent Law of 1474 that was considered as the first 

modern patent statute operated by granting an exclusive right to an inventor to work on their 

invention for ten years.258  

 

Since then, the practice of granting exclusive rights and privileges to inventors was prevalent 

in the western and central Europe in the 16th and 17th century on a territorial basis.259 One of 

 
257 Ikechi Mgbeoji “The Juridical Origins of International Patent System: Towards a Historiography of the Role 
of Patents in Industrialization” (2003) 5 J Hist Int Law 403 at 407. 
258 Ulf Anderfelt International Patent-Legislation and Developing Countries (1st ed, Martinus Nijhof, the Hague, 
1971) at 3-4. 
259 Fritz Machlup and Edith Penrose “The Patent Controversy in the Nineteenth Century” (1950) X J Econ Hist I 
at 2. 
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the early patent statutes in Europe that influenced the development of contemporary patent law 

is the Statute of Monopolies 1623 in the United Kingdom.260  

 

1.1. Statute of Monopolies 1623  
 

The Statute of Monopolies was enacted to prevent the royal abuse of monopolies, which were 

granted as favours for loyal services to the English Crown.261 Section 6 of the Statute contains 

an exemption from this ban on monopolies for “true patents for inventions”.262 Section 6 

provides:263 

 

Provided also and be it declared and enacted, that any declaration, before-

mentioned, shall not extend to any letters patent and grants of privilege for the 

term of fourteen years, or under, hereafter to be made, of the sole working or 

making of any manner of new manufactures within this realm, to the true and 

first inventor and inventors of such manufactures, which others at the time of 

making such letters patent and grants shall not use, so as also they be not 

contrary to the law, nor mischievous to the state, by raising prices of 

commodities at home, or hurt of trade, or generally inconvenient. The said 

fourteen years to be accounted from the date of the first letters patent of grants 

of such privileges hereafter to be made, but that the same shall be of force as 

they should be, if this act had never been made, and none other. 

 

The key phrase “manner of new manufactures” in section 6 is still used to define the scope of 

invention in some jurisdictions with strong connections to the British patent system, like in 

New Zealand and Australia.264 The phrase “so as also they be not contrary to the law, nor 

mischievous to the state, by raising prices of commodities at home, or hurt of trade, or generally 

 
260 The Statute of Monopolies means the Act of the 21st year of the reign of King James the First, chapter 3, being 
“An Act concerning monopolies and dispensations with penal laws and the forfeiture thereof”. See the definition 
of the Statutes of Monopolies in s 5 of Patents Act 2013 (New Zealand). 
261 Susy Frankel and Jessica Lai Patent Law and Policy (1st ed, LexisNexis, Wellington, 2017) (“Frankel and Lai, 
Patent Law and Policy”), at 89.  
262 At 89.  
263 Statute of Monopolies 1623, s 6 (emphasis added). 
264 See Patents Act 2013 (New Zealand), s 14(a), Patents Act 1990 (Australia), s 18. Both Acts removed the word 
“new” from the “manner of new manufacture” because the novelty requirement has been set out as one of the 
patentability criteria in those Acts.  
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inconvenient” becomes the policy statement explaining the scope of “manner of new 

manufacture”.265 These policy statements in section 6 of the Statute of Monopolies 1623 are 

often referred to as the “section 6 provisos”.266 

The Statute was able to provide incentives to inventors to create useful inventions that could 

be used in supporting the state’s development. This supported the rise of inventive activities in 

the United Kingdom that led to the industrial revolution between the 18th and 19th century.267 

Despite the Statute’s focus on providing the necessary incentives to the inventors to invent, it 

also underscored the importance of social value of the invention to the society. The section 6 

provisos paid attention to the possible adverse consequences to the society of providing 

exclusive patent rights to the inventors. In this regard, the provisos set out a scrutiny mechanism 

in analysing the scope of patentable invention or “manner of manufacture” for the grant of 

patent exclusive rights in jurisdictions that adopt this patentable subject matter standard.268 The 

consideration of these provisos in granting patent exclusivity to certain inventions could 

address the potential adverse consequences of such patent exclusivity to achieve “public good” 

for society.269  

 

1.2. Paris Convention (1883) 

 

When states began to trade internationally there was a need for intellectual property protections 

to be provided not only in the product’s origin territory but also in the export-destination 

countries. Without that, copies of the product that were produced overseas without the 

intellectual property owner’s authorisation might seep through the border and sold in the 

exporter’s country at a much lower price than the product covered by intellectual property 

rights.270 

 
265 Frankel and Lai, Patent Law and Policy, at 91. 
266 At 91. 
267 Douglass North Structure and Change in Economic History (1 st ed, W W Norton & Company, New York, 
1981) at 164-166. 
268 See Frankel and Lai, Patent Law and Policy, Ch 4 where in New Zealand despite the section 6 provisos should 
have been used to analyse the scope of patentable invention, courts often refused to look at policy issues and 
consider these provisos. See Pharmaceutical Management Agency v Commissioner of Patents [2000] 2 NZLR 
529 (CA), a case regarding the use of Swiss-claim patenting in New Zealand. See discussions regarding Swiss-
claim patenting generally in Chapter 3.  
269 O Bracha Owning Ideas: A History of Anglo-American Intellectual Property (Harvard Law School, Cambridge, 
2005) <www.law.utexas.edu> at 47.  
270 Rochelle Dreyfuss and Susy Frankel “From Incentive to Commodity to Asset: How International Law is 
Reconceptualizing Intellectual Property” (2015) 36 Mich J Int’l L 557 at 561 (“Dreyfuss and Frankel, 
Reconceptualizing Intellectual Property”). 
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To respond to this problem the Paris Convention was signed in 1883.271 The Convention 

highlights the principle of “national treatment” where each contracting state must grant the 

same industrial property protection to nationals of other contracting states that it grants to its 

own nationals.272 The Convention was the first that set out the international substantive 

standards to industrial property rights, including patents.273 In relation to patents, the 

substantive standards include the “right of priority”: when a patent application filed in one of 

the contracting states, the applicant may, within 12 months apply for protection in any of the 

other contracting states.274 The subsequent applications will be considered as if they had been 

filed on the same day as the first application.275 Another important patent standard under the 

Convention is the standard that allows a contracting state to “grant compulsory licenses to 

prevent the abuses which might result from the exercise of the exclusive rights conferred by 

the patent, for example failure to work”.276  

 

Dreyfuss and Frankel consider that, although the Paris Convention set out the international 

patent law standards that must be implemented by its members, it still relied on the incentive 

foundation of intellectual property rights and social functions of the invention.277 In this regard, 

the Convention dealt with quantitative analysis of how much exclusivity was needed to 

incentivise innovation and how to balance the interests of the inventor and society, instead of 

focusing on the precise level of protection itself.278 This approach meant that patent law 

remained territorial, because it gave latitude to member states to tailor their patent laws to 

maintain a balance between the incentive for the inventor to invent and social functions of the 

 
271 Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property, 20 March 1883, 828 UNTS 305, as revised at 
Stockholm (14 July 1967, entered into force 16 April 1970) [“Paris Convention”]. 
272 Paris Convention, art 2. 
273 Art 1(2) of Paris Convention sets out the scope of industrial property rights, which include patents, utility 
models (simple patents), service marks, trade names, geographical indications, industrial designs, and the 
repression of unfair competition. Paris Convention’s substantive industrial property standards are not as extensive 
as the subsequent conventions such as the TRIPS Agreement. 
274 Art 4. 
275 Art 4. 
276 Art 5(2). A compulsory license may not be applied for before the expiration of a period of four years from the 
date of filing of the patent application or three years from the date of the grant of the patent, whichever period 
expires last. The license shall be refused if the patentee justifies their inaction by legitimate reasons (see art 5(4)). 
The issue of the grant of compulsory licenses for the failure to work had created many controversies. Art 27.1 of 
TRIPS Agreement that prohibits discriminations as to the place of invention, and whether products are imported 
or locally produced is considered to have “updated” art 5(2) of the Convention so importation should be considered 
as meeting the “working requirement” under art 5(2). However, one may interpret the inclusion of art 1-12 of the 
Convention by art 2 of the TRIPS Agreement to allow a country to require patent owners to work their patents in 
the host country’s territory (local working requirement). This thesis is not specifically discussing compulsory 
licensing issues but highlights this matter to set out some substantive patent standards under the Paris Convention. 
277 Dreyfuss and Frankel, Reconceptualizing Intellectual Property, at 558, 561. 
278 At 561-562. 
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invention for the society. Moreover, the Convention allowed a state that had become a member 

of the Convention during the 1967 Stockholm revision to reserve the application of articles 1 

to 12 that, among other matters, dealt with substantive patent standards, including the multi-

jurisdiction patent registration with priority rights and the grant of compulsory licenses for the 

failure to work,279 or articles 13 to 17 that dealt with procedural structures of the Convention,280 

and paragraph (1) of article 28 that dealt with dispute settlement resolutions through the 

International Court of Justice. These reservations, if used properly, could support a state’s 

industrialisation and development. 

 

2. The Missed Opportunities to Shape Patent Law in Indonesia 

 

Indonesia became a member of the Paris Convention through the Dutch colonial government. 

After its independence in 1945 and the transfer of sovereignty from the Dutch government on 

27 December 1949 it was not clear whether Indonesia still accepted the Paris Convention 

within its national legislation.281 The argument that Indonesia’s participation in the Convention 

was unclear seemed to be based on post-independence nationalist sentiments.282   

 

Indonesia finally ratified the Stockholm Revision of the Paris Convention in 1979.283 The 

ratification came with reservations to articles 1 to 12 that concerned the substantive industrial 

property rights standards, including patent standards such as the multi-jurisdiction patent 

registration with priority rights and the grant of compulsory licences for the failure to work.284 

Indonesia maintained those reservations until 1997.285 

 
279 Paris Convention, art 20(1)(b)(i). Other matters that are regulated in articles 1-12 include trademarks and 
industrial designs. 
280 Art 20(1)(b)(ii). 
281 Christoph Antons Intellectual Property Law in Indonesia (1st ed, Kluwer Law International, 2000) at 43-49 
(“Antons, Intellectual Property Law in Indonesia”). Antons highlights that due to post-independence sentiments, 
several Court decisions considered that Indonesia was not subject to the Paris Convention’s provisions.  
282 At 46. 
283 Presidential Regulation No.24 of 1979 on the Ratification of Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial 
Property and Convention Establishing the World Intellectual Property Organization.  
284 Article 20 of Paris Convention allows Indonesia as a party to the Convention to reserve certain articles of the 
Convention during the ratification process.  
285 Indonesia removed the reservations in 1997 through the Presidential Regulation No.15 of 1997. The removal 
was made after the ratification of the WTO Agreements (including the TRIPS Agreement) in 1994 through the 
WTO Ratification Act 1994 (Law No.7 of 1994 on the Ratification of the Agreement Establishing the World 
Trade Organization). 
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After independence Indonesia discontinued the colonial Patents Act286 by applying provisional 

registrations of inventions pending the adoption of a new Patents Act.287 The provisional 

registrations were implemented from 1953 until Indonesia enacted its first Patents Act in 

1989.288 The reservations to substantive provisions of the Paris Convention and the absence of 

a foreign-driven Patents Act until 1989 had given more than 40 years of opportunity for 

Indonesia to tailor the form of its local innovation policy to meet its development and social 

objectives. Unfortunately, Indonesia did not maximise this opportunity.  

 

After the discontinuation of the colonial Patents Act, Indonesia should have implemented its 

own Patents Act to meet some its development needs and support local industrial activities like 

in the experience of the British industrial revolution. However, it came under economic 

pressures from Western industrialised states, especially the United States to introduce a new 

patent law that provide strong protections to inventions as a prerequisite for sustainable 

investment climate in Indonesia.289 These pressures had led to the enactment of Patents Act 

1989 as Indonesia’s first post-colonial patent law. The Act contained provisions that mostly 

favoured the inventor or patent owner. For instance, it provided opportunity for the patent 

owner to apply for a two-year extension after the initial patent term expired, based on the 

reason, among others, that the revenue generated from the patent implementation had not 

covered the research and development costs of the patented invention.290 

 

The rise of the New Order regime from 1967 to 1998 seemed to have contributed to Indonesia’s 

failure in tailoring its patent law, as the regime was more focussed on pursuing their vested 

interests than preserving the state interests.291 Moreover, the regime had resorted to the liberal 

Western-style development since its early days based on the influence of the consortium of 

Western donors.292 The absence of a patent law that was tailored to development did not help 

 
286 Patents Act 1910 as amended (the Netherlands) as transferred to the Netherlands East Indies (Indonesia) in 
1911. Article 2 of the transitional provisions of the 1945 Constitution stated that all colonial statutes and 
regulations shall remain valid until they are substituted by the new ones. The Patents Act 1910 was considered as 
no longer applicable since it required patent examination to be conducted in the Netherlands. See Antons, 
Intellectual Property Law in Indonesia, at 134. 
287 See the Minister of Justice Announcement No.J.S.5/41/4 dated 12 August 1953. 
288 Patents Act 1989 (Law No.6 of 1989). 
289 Antons, Intellectual Property Law in Indonesia, at 134. 
290 Patents Act 1989, art 42. 
291 See the discussions of Chapter 1. 
292 Antons, Intellectual Property Law in Indonesia, at 30-32. Some industrial nations of the West that acted as 
donors for Indonesia formed the Inter-Governmental Group on Indonesia (IGGI) in the end of 1966 to arrange the 
terms and conditions of future credits. One of the commitments provided by Indonesia to IGGI was Indonesia’s 
support for a free market economy. 
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local innovations and industrial activities. Consequently, domestic industries during the New 

Order era were dominated by foreign-based industries.293 

 

The next amendments to the Patents Act came in 1997294 and 2001295 to implement Indonesia’s 

ratification of the TRIPS Agreement.296 These amendments covered the TRIPS Agreement’s 

minimum standard and procedural matters for patent registration without exploring its 

flexibilities such as the exclusion of a new use of an existing product or process from the 

patentable invention. Up to this point, Indonesia still had not maximised the patent law to 

support its development objectives. 

 

Finally, in 2016, Indonesia enacted another amendment to the Patents Act.297 This time 

Indonesia started implementing the TRIPS Agreement flexibilities that this thesis argues are 

necessary to support its development objectives. These amendments were in line with the 

suggestions from the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) in its 

2011 report on Development Dimensions of Intellectual Property in Indonesia: Access to 

Medicines, Transfer of Technology and Competition.298 The report was commissioned by the 

Indonesian government with the goal of using the Agreement’s flexibilities to improve access 

to medicines, transfer of technology, and competition.299 The Patents Act 2016 included 

provisions that prohibit second and subsequent use of a patent (new use patents),300 allowance 

for parallel importation of patented pharmaceutical products,301 a regulatory review exception 

for pharmaceutical products,302 and more detailed provisions on compulsory licensing.303 

 
293 At 32. 
294 Law No.13 of 1997 on Amendment to Law No.6 of 1989 on Patents (“Patents Act 1997”). 
295 Law No.14 of 2001 on Patents (“Patents Act 2001”). 
296 See Chapter 3 for discussions on the constitutionality of TRIPS Agreement standards’ implementation. 
297 Law No.13 of 2016 on Patents (Patents Act 2016). 
298 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), Report on Development Dimensions of 
Intellectual Property in Indonesia: Access to Medicines, Transfer of Technology and Competition, 
UNCTAD/DIAE/PCB/2011/6, 2011 (“UNCTAD IP Report”). 
299 UNCTAD IP Report, at vii. See further discussions on the UNCTAD IP Report in Chapter 3 on the TRIPS 
Agreement’s implementation in Indonesia. 
300 Patents Act 2016, s 4(f)(1) and (2). See further discussions on the exclusion of new use patents in Chapters 3 
and 4.  
301 Parallel import is an import of pharmaceutical products that have been protected by patents in Indonesia and 
those products have been validly marketed in another country, provided that the import fulfils requirements under 
the prevailing laws and regulations. See Patents Act 2016, s 167(a). 
302 Patents Act 2016, s 167(b). 
303 Compulsory licensing means a licence to carry out a patent that is given based on the Minister of Law and 
Human Rights’ Decision on the basis that: (a) a patent owner does not implement the patent in Indonesia within 
36 months after the grant of the patent; (b) the patent has been implemented in a way that is detrimental to the 
society; or (c) a patent that develops another patent that is owned by a party could not be implemented without 
using that party’s patent. 
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Despite the implementation of some of the UNCTAD’s recommendations in the Patents Act 

2016 Indonesian never analysed whether patent law’s implementation was consistent with the 

principles of Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution as the fundamental legal norms in Indonesia. 

Ideally, every foreign concept like a patent law must be tested against those principles before 

it is implemented. If patent law’s implementation is inconsistent with the principles of 

Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution, it will be ineffective in delivering the society’s needs and 

be at risk of judicial review. A proper analysis of the constitutionality of the patent law’s 

implementation would ensure that the required adjustments are made to patent law to conform 

to these fundamental norms. With those adjustments, Indonesia could maximise the potential 

for patent law to support its development and public health objectives and ensure its 

constitutionality. 

 

Chapter 1 has developed the “framework of reciprocity” as the theoretical framework of this 

thesis. This framework is developed from Indonesia’s constitutional principles and applied in 

this thesis through the three stages of constitutionality test to assess whether the implementation 

of international patent law norms would be considered constitutional.  

 

3. The “Framework of Reciprocity” and Patent Law’s Social Contract Theory 
 

This Chapter now argues that the “framework of reciprocity” is consistent with patent law’s 

foundation that focuses on providing incentives to inventor to invent and social contribution of 

the inventions to support a state’s development. As discussed, this foundation is shown in early 

patent statutes like the Statutes of Monopolies 1623 and early intellectual property conventions 

like the Paris Convention.  

 

The early form of patent law showed its reliance on the incentive theory. Landes and Posner 

argue that patent exclusivity can incentivise innovation and technological progress because 

patents can solve the difficulty that a producer may encounter “in trying to recover their fixed 

costs of research and development when the product or process that embodies a new invention 

is readily copiable”.304  

 
304 William Landes and Richard Posner The Economic Structure of Intellectual Property Law (1st ed, Harvard 
University Press, Massachusetts, 2003) at 294. 
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For example, a new medicine may require the developer to incur heavy costs of research and 

development before the medicine is ready for production.  If a competitor can copy the product 

without incurring the costs, they will have a cost advantage compared to the initial developer. 

This cost advantage may lead to a fall in the market price of the product to a point at which the 

developer cannot recover their research and development costs.305 Therefore, the grant of 

patent exclusivity can incentivise the developer to invest in research and development of new 

medicines as they can recoup their investments during the exclusivity period.306 The incentive 

theory is therefore, utilitarian in nature: it depends on the assumption that business would be 

both less able and less willing to invest in research and development without patent 

exclusivity.307  

 

Frankel and Lai argue that incentives should be “premised on local economic conditions, which 

will not be the same in all jurisdictions”.308 This means, there is no one-size-fits-all situation in 

applying the incentive theory and highlights the importance of territoriality in patent law and 

the need for it to be well calibrated “to create local incentives”.309 Any effort to apply the 

incentive theory without considering local economic conditions will result in an unbalanced 

patent law. To calibrate an effective patent law, Frankel and Lai argue that a country should be 

able to draw a line that reflects their policy goals and objectives.310  

 

Their approach is consistent with the early form of patent law in the Venetian Patent Law, 

Statute of Monopolies, and Paris Convention that did not only rely on the incentive theory. The 

law also required social contribution of the inventions to the society. 

 

The incentive justification for the patent grant is made whole by including the benefits that the 

society will get from the grant of patent exclusivity.311 These benefits include the disclosure of 

 
305 At 294. 
306 At 294. 
307 Frankel and Lai, Patent Law and Policy, at 14. 
308 At 9. 
309 At 9. 
310 At 13. Discussion of second part of this Chapter shows that the TRIPS Agreement can be used by a member 
to draw a line that reflects their policy goals and objectives.  
311 At 14. Discussion of the second part also highlights the ability of the TRIPS Agreement to be used to reclaim 
the social contract by reconnecting patent law to its incentive and social foundations. 
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the invention through the patent registration system,312 which will enable the society to learn 

from and develop the invention so they are ready to work on it once the patent term has expired. 

 

The combination of the grant of patent exclusivity by the society,313 and social functions of the 

invention in the form of disclosure of the invention by the inventor through patent registration, 

is what scholars refer to as patent law’s “social contract”.314 

 

Frankel and Lai consider that the two parts of the social contract represent the elements of 

private right and public good,315 and there should be a balance between these two elements so 

that protection of the inventions is not only for the benefit of the inventor, but also for the good 

of the society.316 

 

From the discussions above, the early form of patent law as reflected in the “social contract 

theory” relied on the incentive rationale and social functions of the inventions as its 

foundations. The social functions of the inventions are not limited to their disclosure to the 

society. Maskus has said that these functions include the supply of much needed domestic and 

global public goods, such as essential medicines to the society.317 The territorial application of 

patent law enabled the law to be adjusted to meet a country’s development and social objectives 

by reconciling the private right and public good elements of the law. 

 

4. Criticisms on the Social Contract Theory Due to Patent Law’s Shift of Focus 

 

4.1. Patents Should Have Social Functions 

 

Peter Drahos makes a number of criticisms of the justification of patent law as a social contract 

that focus on the use of patent exclusive rights as an inducement for an inventor to disclose the 

invention to the society.318 Firstly, the collective nature of invention means, even if one 

 
312 At 14. 
313 Peter Drahos The Global Governance of Knowledge: Patent Offices and Their Clients, (1st ed, Cambridge 
University Press, New York, 2010) at 33 (“Drahos, The Global Governance of Knowledge”). Drahos argues that 
for the purpose of the patent social contract, the patent office acts on society’s behalf. 
314 Frankel and Lai, Patent Law and Policy, at 14. 
315 At 17. 
316 At 18. 
317 Keith Maskus Private Rights and Public Problems: The Global Economics of Intellectual Property in the 21st 
Century (1st ed, Peterson Institute for International Economics, Washington DC, 2012) at 8, 15. 
318 Drahos, The Global Governance of Knowledge, at 27-29. 
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inventor does not disclose the invention, the same invention will eventually be disclosed by 

others who are working in the same area in parallel. Secondly, competitors will eventually find 

out about the secret around an invention through employee mobility or other means. Lastly, if 

disclosure was the aim “one would be better off without a patent system”. In the absence of 

patents “more emphasis would be placed on status/reputational rewards that came from 

inventors disclosing their achievement to the world at large” as indicated from the success of 

the open source software movement.  

 

Drahos’s criticisms come from the fact that the social contract theory’s focus has been too 

confined to the act of disclosure that will narrow what he considered as the rightful scope of a 

patent. He argues that the social contract’s focus on the act of disclosure has caused “patent 

gaming” activities by patent-owner corporations. These corporations arrange their patent 

disclosures during the registration process so they can still omit valuable information in relation 

to the invention from the society, which will make the invention unworkable for the society. 

 

Despite his criticisms, Drahos is still in favour of the social contract justification of patent law, 

but he suggests a “simpler version of the patent social contract”.319 In this version the act of 

disclosure is no longer the principal act of consideration. Instead, the society offers patent 

exclusivity in exchange for “the release of an invention of social value”.320 The focus on social 

value of the invention would alleviate the possibility of patent gaming activities because the 

inventors would strive to produce useful inventions for the society. 

 

4.2. Patents Should Be Understood as a System of Regulation 
 

Some scholars reject the application of social contract theory to patents altogether. Shubha 

Ghosh considers that the patent’s social contract is a metaphor that is “indeterminate and 

inadequate to understand patent law”.321 Ghosh argues that the notion of social contract relies 

on the use of patent law as incentives to resolve the prisoners’ dilemma: individuals will always 

choose to imitate innovations and never choose to innovate unilaterally due to the time and 

costs for innovation.322 If everyone imitates, there will be no innovation or the public will not 

 
319 At 30. 
320 At 30. 
321 Shubha Ghosh “Patents and the Regulatory State: Rethinking the Patent Bargain Metaphor After Eldred” 
(2004) 19 BTLJ 1315 at 1317, 1387 (“Ghosh, Patents and Regulatory State”). 
322 At 1331-1332, 1336, 1339. 
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have access to the invention since the inventor will keep the invention secret and license the 

invention privately to a third party. Ghosh says that the social contract metaphor tries to solve 

this dilemma by imagining a bargain that gives patent exclusivity to the inventor to exclude the 

imitators and in exchange, the inventor will disclose the invention so the society can learn from 

the invention. In other words, a patent is granted to prevent imitation during its term by creating 

strong property rights in inventions.  

 

Ghosh points out that the “metaphor” of patent law as a social contract fails to reconcile the 

intersection of patent law with other areas of law. Notably, in medicine and health Ghosh 

criticises the failure of the social contract justification to address the issue of global 

pharmaceutical pricing, including in the situation of certain epidemics like HIV/AIDS.323 

 

Due to the perceived failure of social contract theory, Ghosh suggests that patent law should 

be reformulated as “a system of regulation”, which focuses on the “assurance game”.324 In the 

assurance game, certainty of the rules provided by patent law will give assurance for the 

inventors to innovate, instead of to imitate. If the prisoners’ dilemma predicts that individuals 

will not cooperate, the assurance game suggests that cooperation is possible if individuals can 

be assured that others will reciprocate and cooperate as well. In this regard, patent law will 

create “a well-regulated marketplace that fosters reciprocal behaviour” that promotes openness 

and trust and encourages integrity in the market and other institutions. 

 

From his criticisms, Ghosh can be seen to share the same concern as Drahos towards the 

contemporary form of patent law. Both are criticising the social contract theory that has been 

too confined with the act of disclosures. Moreover, both are concerned with the continuous 

increase of protections given to inventions that might not produce optimal results in the 

relationship between the inventor and society. While Drahos is concerned with the declining 

social value of the inventions, Ghosh is concerned with the trap of relying on the increase of 

patent protections to incentivise innovation. If the solution to incentivise innovation is by 

increasing the level of patent protection, then a state would end up increasing its patent 

protection continuously to a level where patent law would create tensions with other policy 

areas including public health and competition. In other words, the continuous increases of 

 
323 At 1340.  
324 At 1335, 1338, 1349, 1352, 1372, 1377. 
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patent protection can result in tensions between the inventor/patent owner and society’s 

interests. 

 

By suggesting patent law as a system of regulation, Ghosh focuses on the “formalistic” aspect 

of patent law. He believes that if patent law can be arranged as a set of rules that give legal 

protections to inventions it will provide assurance for the inventors to invent and share the 

inventions to the society.  

 

However, Ghosh seems to disregard the importance of patent law’s substance in the formation 

of the patent regulation. For instance, the next section discusses the shift of patent law from its 

incentive and social foundations to providing strong protections for inventions as property 

rights. This shift takes place at the law’s substantive level. Ghosh misses the point that the 

substance of the patent regulation might constantly be changed due to the influence of external 

factors like FTAs that require a state to implement the more extensive patent standards. That 

is why Drahos criticises Ghosh’s approach by saying that the patent regulation theory “does 

not provide a justification for accepting the framework of obligations that the patent system 

creates and in relation to which trust and reciprocity are to evolve”.325 

 

Ghosh seems to develop his theory from the perspective of an inventor/patent owner. That is 

why he puts little emphasis on the society’s interests in the formation of patent regulation. The 

discussions in this chapter show that patent law traditionally involves the interactions between 

private rights of the inventor/patent owner and public good of the society. If Ghosh broadened 

his theory from just the perspectives of the inventor/patent owner and society, he might set out 

his theory differently to capture the assurance that the patent regulation could give to the 

society. In this regard, the society would also get assurance that by giving patent exclusivity to 

the inventor/patent owner they would receive inventions that bring social benefits for them to 

achieve the overall well-being of the society.  

 

Despite some shortcomings of Ghosh’s patent regulation theory, there are several points from 

his theory that are important to the focus of this thesis. Firstly, Ghosh’s concern that the 

over-reliance on the incentive foundation of patent law would result in a continuous increase 

of patent protections that could create tensions in the relationship between the inventor/patent 

 
325 Drahos, The Global Governance of Knowledge, at 28. 
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owner and society is perfectly valid. To reconcile these tensions, the social foundation of patent 

law needs to be adopted in forming the patent regulation. That reconciliation can be achieved 

if a state has policy space and flexibilities to tailor the form of patent law to meet its 

development objectives. 

 

Another point of particular relevance from Ghosh’s theory is his idea of the form of patent 

regulation that promotes reciprocity, openness and trust amongst the inventor and society. A 

patent regulation that promotes a reciprocal exchange of knowledge between the inventor and 

society that is conducted in an open and transparent manner would create trust amongst the 

inventor and society. This relationship between the inventor and society in Ghosh’s theory is 

consistent with the “framework of reciprocity” as the theoretical framework of this thesis that 

aims to achieve patent law that reflects a mutually advantageous and sustainable relationships 

between the inventor and society. 

 

B. The Shift from Incentives to Protection under Contemporary Patent Law 
 

1. TRIPS Agreement and the Shift of Incentive Rationale to Global Protection of Patents 
 

During the trade liberalisation era in the 20th century, inventors and patent owners from 

intellectual property exporting countries like the US and EU sought the same level of protection 

for their intellectual property rights in all parts of the world. When the World Intellectual 

Property Organization (WIPO) failed to update the Paris Convention to meet this growing 

demand, these inventors and patent owners turned their attention to the World Trade 

Organization (WTO).326 In that trade forum, the patent-owning corporations, led by the US 

corporations in partnership with EU and Japan’s corporations, lobbied their governments to 

include intellectual property rights on the agenda of the Uruguay round of trade negotiations 

that led to the establishment of the WTO.327 Their lobbies drafted the text of TRIPS Agreement 

and succeeded in having it adopted as part of the WTO Agreement.328  

 

 
326 Dreyfuss and Frankel, Reconceptualizing Intellectual Property, at 562. 
327 Peter Drahos and John Braithwaite Information Feudalism Who Owns the Knowledge Economy? (1st ed, 
Eartchscan Publications, London, 2002) at 12.  
328 At 12. 
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Since the TRIPS Agreement came into force, and subject to certain transitional periods for 

developing and least-developed country members,329 every WTO member must implement a 

level of patent protection that at least meets the TRIPS’ minimum standards of protection.330 

A member has the option to implement more extensive protection, which must remain 

consistent with the Agreement.331 On the other hand, the TRIPS Agreement provides some 

exclusions and exceptions to these minimum standards,332 as well as flexibilities for the 

members to implement the standards in their domestic laws while remaining consistent with 

the Agreement.333 

 

With the TRIPS Agreement the focus of patent law shifted from providing the necessary 

incentives to innovate and contributing to the social development of the society to providing 

the same minimum level of protection for the invention in every territory of the WTO member 

states. Dreyfuss and Frankel observe that this shift happened because the TRIPS Agreement 

progressively reconceptualises patents as trade commodities instead of innovation 

incentives.334 However, they also suggested that the implementation flexibilities provided by 

the Agreement’s provisions, as framed by its objectives and principles in the treaty 

interpretation process, can still reconnect patent law to its incentive and social foundations.335  

 

 

 

 

 
329 TRIPS Agreement, art 65 and 66. Developing countries were given a total of 5 years while least-developed 
countries were given a total of 10 years of transitional period to apply the TRIPS Agreement standards. The 
transitional period for the least-developed country members had been extended twice by the TRIPS Council on 
29 November 2005 and 11 June 2013, respectively with the latest extension period to be valid until 1 July 2021.  
See Decision of the Council for TRIPS of 29 November 2005 (IP/C/40) and dated 11 June 2013 (IP/C/64).  
330 The minimum standards of patent protection under the TRIPS Agreement will be discussed in Chapter 3. 
331 TRIPS Agreement, art 1.1. Art 1.1 makes clear that “Members may, but shall not be obliged to, implement in 
their law more extensive protection than is required by this Agreement provided that such protection does not 
contravene the provision of this Agreement.” See Susy Frankel “Challenging TRIPS-Plus Agreements: The 
Potential Utility of Non-Violation Disputes” (2009) 12 J Int Econ 1023 (“Frankel, Challenging TRIPS-Plus 
Agreements”) at 1032 highlighting the fact that the more extensive patent standards under FTAs do not necessarily 
mean to be consistent with the TRIPS Agreement standards. 
332 The exclusions and exceptions to patent exclusive rights under the TRIPS Agreement will be discussed in 
Chapter 3. 
333 Art 1.1 further provides that “Members shall be free to determine the appropriate method of implementing the 
provisions of this Agreement within their own legal system and practice.” The flexibilities implemented by 
Indonesia in its patent law will be discussed in Chapter 3.  
334 Dreyfuss and Frankel, Reconceptualizing Intellectual Property, at 559, 563. 
335 At 596. 
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1.1. Articles 7 and 8 That Connect Patent Law to Its Incentive and Social Foundations 
 

Although the foundation of patent law has progressively shifted from its incentive and social 

foundations to providing strong protection for inventions, the TRIPS Agreement standards still 

provide some policy space and flexibilities for a member state to adjust the standards to its 

local conditions and development objectives. Articles 7 and 8 as the objectives and principles 

of the Agreement336 framed the implementation of a member’s policy space and flexibilities in 

the treaty interpretation process. These articles set out factors that consider the private right 

and public good elements of intellectual property rights, including patents.  

 

Article 7, as the Agreement’s objectives, provides that:337  

 

The protection and enforcement of intellectual property rights should 

contribute to the promotion of technological innovation and to the transfer and 

dissemination of technology, to the mutual advantage of producers and users 

of technological knowledge and in a manner conducive to social and economic 

welfare, and to a balance of rights and obligations. 

 

Article 8 as the Agreement’s principles provides that:338 

 

1. Members may, in formulating or amending their laws and regulations, 

adopt measures necessary to protect public health and nutrition, and to 

promote the public interest in sectors of vital importance to their socio-

economic and technological development, provided that such measures are 

consistent with the provisions of [the TRIPS Agreement].  

 

2. Appropriate measures, provided they are consistent with the provisions of 

[the] Agreement, may be needed to prevent the abuse of intellectual 

property rights by right holders or the resort to practices which 

 
336 See discussions of the next section regarding Doha Declaration’s confirmation that articles 7 and 8 are the 
object and purpose of the Agreement under the Vienna Convention’s customary rule of treaty interpretation. 
Article 8 is entitled “Principles”.  
337 TRIPS Agreement, art 7 entitled “Objectives”. 
338 Art 8, entitled “Principles”. 
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unreasonably restrain trade or adversely affect the international transfer of 

technology. 

 

Articles 7 and 8 were proposed by a group of developing countries during the TRIPS 

Agreement negotiation to ensure that the strong protection of intellectual property rights would 

be balanced with their development objectives, including to protect public health.339 However, 

the final text of article 8 failed to fully accommodate their proposal, because it included the 

proviso that “such measures are consistent with the provisions of the Agreement”.340 This 

“consistency proviso” has created tensions in the application of certain public-regarding 

measures that implement the Agreement’s flexibilities, as discussed below. 

 

Notwithstanding the tensions created from the inclusion of the “consistency proviso”, articles 7 

and 8 reflect the TRIPS Agreement’s connection to patent law’s incentive and social 

foundations.341 If the Agreement’s provisions are interpreted by using its objectives and 

principles that reflect patent law’s incentive and social foundations, a country’s measure to 

promote public health, such as a measure to ensure the prompt entry of generic medicines to 

supply the health security programme, will be able to be understood more completely and not 

as a mere threat to property rights. Considering the importance of articles 7 and 8 in reflecting 

a reconciliation between private rights and public good in the patent system, Frankel and Lai 

have referred to these articles as the “TRIPS update, of the social contract”.342  

 

1.2. Consistency of Articles 7 and 8 with the “Framework of Reciprocity” 
 

The content of articles 7 and 8 that reflects patent law’s incentive and social foundations is 

consistent with this thesis’s “framework of reciprocity”. The objectives of the Agreement to 

achieve a mutual advantage of producers and users of technological knowledge in a manner 

conducive to social and economic welfare, and to a balance of rights and obligations, are 

consistent with the objective of the principle of reciprocity to achieve a mutually advantageous 

and sustainable relationship between the inventor and society.  

 
339 Daniel Gervais, the TRIPS Agreement: Drafting History and Analysis (4th ed Sweet and Maxwell, London, 
2012) (“Gervais, TRIPS Drafting History”) at 229 and 236. 
340 At 236. 
341 Susy Frankel “The WTO’s Application of the Customary Rules of Interpretation of Public International Law 
to Intellectual Property” (2014) 4 VUWLRP 2 at 43 (“Frankel, Customary Rules of Interpretation”). 
342 Frankel and Lai, Patent Law and Policy, at 18. 
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The mutual advantages and sustainable relationship between the inventor and society can be 

achieved if a state has policy space and flexibilities, as set out in article 8.1, to implement 

measures that protect public health, promote public interests in economic and technological 

developments and prevent the abuse of intellectual property rights.  

 

Articles 7 and 8 were referred to by the Constitutional Court in the Copyright Act Case’s 

decision.343 The Court considered the Agreement’s objectives and principles provided a 

latitude for Indonesia to maintain a balance between the interests of intellectual property 

owners and society by having flexibilities to set out lawful limitations to the exclusive rights 

to promote certain public interests.344 This balance of interests will meet the constitutional 

requirement for the state to maintain a “balance between advancement and national unity” as 

required under the article 33(4) of the 1945 Constitution.345 

 

2. Further Expansion of Patent Protections under Free Trade Agreements and the 

TRIPS-plus Patent Standards  

 

The patent-owning corporations were unsatisfied with the level of patent protection the TRIPS 

Agreement provided. After discussions to improve intellectual property protection reached a 

stalemate at the multilateral WTO forum, these corporations engineered another shift of forum 

through FTAs.346 Susan Sell describes this as an effort to secure the remaining five per cent of 

features that they could not secure under the TRIPS Agreement.347 This thesis refers to these 

additional features of patents as the “TRIPS-plus patent standards”. Dreyfuss and Frankel 

consider that the shift to FTAs to secure stronger protections for inventions has solidified the 

shift of focus of patent law from its innovation incentive and social foundations to providing 

strong protections to inventions.348 The stronger protection given to patents as property rights 

would diminish the policy space and flexibilities of a state to regulate in the public interest. 

 
343 The Constitutional Court Decision No.52/PUU-XIII/2015, dated 3 March 2016 on Judicial Review on Law 
No.28 of 2014 on Copyright at [3.9] (the “Copyright Act Case”). 
344 At [3.9]. 
345 See second part of Chapter 1.  
346 Dreyfuss and Frankel, Reconceptualizing Intellectual Property, at 566. 
347 Susan K Sell “TRIPS Was Never Enough: Vertical Forum Shifting, FTAS, ACTA, and TPP” (2011) 18 J Intell 
Prop L 447 at 449. 
348 Dreyfuss and Frankel, Reconceptualizing Intellectual Property, at 566. Dreyfuss and Frankel discuss FTAs’ 
investment chapters to further reconceptualise IP from “trade commodity” under the TRIPS Agreement as an 
“asset” under the investment chapter of the FTA. This reconceptualisation is beyond the scope of this thesis.  
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The interview with a trade negotiator at the Indonesian Ministry of Trade showed that 

Indonesia is still interested to participate in FTAs, despite the continuous increase in the patent 

law standards through such agreements.349 Indonesia needs to have international trade relations 

to secure export destinations for its products and not be left behind when competing with the 

fellow members of ASEAN.350 Another reason Indonesia gives for participating in FTAs is the 

ability to secure investments from the partner countries.351 

 

Currently, Indonesia is negotiating or stating its intention to participate in FTAs that propose 

even more comprehensive patent standards, namely the Indonesia-European Union 

Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement (Indonesia-EU CEPA)352 and the 

Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for the Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP).353 A 

more comprehensive discussion of these FTAs is set out in Chapter 4. 

 

There are many features of the TRIPS-plus patent standards. This thesis will focus on three 

such features, namely the obligation to protect new uses of an existing product or process (“new 

use patent”), patent term extension for any delay in the patent grant and medicine marketing 

approval process (“patent term extension”) and the data exclusivity protection in the medicine 

marketing approval process (“data exclusivity”). These features are relevant to medicine 

patents and their impacts on the access of generic medicines by the health security programme 

that is the focus of this thesis. 

 

 

 

 
349 Interview with a trade negotiator of the Ministry of Trade (Auxentius Yudhianto, 16 September 2019), 
transcript provided by the author.  
350 Same as above. ASEAN means Association of Southeast Asian Nations, that consists of Brunei Darussalam,  
Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao PDR,  Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam. 
351 Press release of the Ministry of Trade, dated 3 December 2019 on the 9th round of the Indonesia-European 
Union Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement (CEPA). The press release mentions Indonesia’s 
expectation of increased EU investments through the CEPA. 
352 See EU’s proposal for the intellectual property chapter < 
https://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2017/february/tradoc_155281.pdf>. 
353 See Shotaro Tani “Indonesia making preparations to join TPP  Nikkei Asian Review (Japan, 12 June 2018) 
<https://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/The-Future-of-Asia-2018/Indonesia-making-preparations-to-join-TPP> for 
Indonesia’s intention to accede to the CPTPP.  
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3. Tensions between the Inventor and Society’s Interests due to Patent Law’s Shift of 
Focus 

 

After the TRIPS Agreement came into force, many developing countries found it difficult to 

implement the Agreement’s standards and its flexibilities due to their lack of capacity 

compared to the developed country members of the WTO.354  This problem culminated in the 

global crisis of HIV/AIDS in the mid to late 1990s in relation to medicine patents. At that time, 

intellectual property exporting countries and developing countries had different understandings 

of the Agreement’s flexibilities. The former believed that the Agreement’s flexibilities should 

be consistent with the Agreement based on article 8.1. Moreover, these flexibilities should not 

be construed as allowing the curtailment of a patent owner’s rights. Developing countries 

argued that the TRIPS Agreement does not prevent countries from adopting measures to 

respond to public health situations, such as the HIV/AIDS and other epidemics, without the 

threat of legal or political challenge.355  

 

Two cases in South Africa and Brazil provide a clear illustration of these tensions.  

 

3.1. South Africa and Brazil’s Experiences With the Shift of Patent Law’s Foundation 
 

In 1998, the South African Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association and 39 multinational 

pharmaceutical manufacturers filed a lawsuit against the South African government alleging 

the Medicines and Related Substances Control Amendment Act No.90 of 1997 (the “MRSCA 

Act”) violated the TRIPS Agreement and the South African Constitution.356 The provisions of 

the MRSCA Act under challenge were the generic substitution of off-patent medicines, 

transparent pricing for all medicines and the parallel importation of patented medicines.357 This 

lawsuit was initially supported by the United States government by putting pressure on the 

South African government to repeal the MRSCA Act. Strong global pressures and criticism of 

the United States government and the plaintiffs led the plaintiffs to drop the lawsuit in April 

2001.358 

 
354 Carolyn Deere The Implementation Game: The TRIPS Agreement and the Global Politics of Intellectual 
Property Reform in Developing Countries (1st ed, Oxford University Press, 2009) at 3. 
355 Ellen ‘t Hoen “TRIPS, Pharmaceutical Patents and Access to Essential Medicines: A Long Way From Seattle 
to Doha” (2002) 3 Chic J Int Law 27 at 33, 41. 
356 At 30. See Pharmaceutical Manufacturers’ Association of South Africa v the President of the Republic of South 
Africa, Case No.4183/98 (filed 18 February 1998). 
357 At 30. 
358 At 31. 
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The issue in Brazil was related to the compulsory licensing regime under article 68 of the 

Brazilian Intellectual Property Law. The Law allows a patent to be used without the consent of 

the patent holder if, among other requirements, the patent owner does not meet the local 

working requirement, namely to work on the patent or use the patented process in Brazil after 

3 years from the patent grant.359 This provision was used in Brazil to supply low-cost 

HIV/AIDS antiretroviral medicines. Like Indonesia, Brazil has strong generic medicine 

industries that had successfully contained the price of HIV/AIDS treatment during the 

HIV/AIDS crisis. The United States initiated a dispute against Brazil at the WTO in relation to 

the local working requirement under article 68 of the Brazilian Law, claiming that the Law 

violated articles 27.1 and 28.1 of TRIPS Agreement.360 On 25 June 2001, the United States and 

Brazil jointly announced that the United States decided to withdraw the case based on a 

mutually agreed solution that Brazil would engage the United States government in discussion 

prior to applying the compulsory licensing mechanism in relation to the United States’ patent 

owners.361 

 

4. Doha Declaration on TRIPS Agreement and Public Health 
 

These issues in South Africa and Brazil generated intense pressures from developing countries 

on the TRIPS Council362 to clarify the use of the TRIPS Agreement flexibilities to meet their 

public health objectives. These pressures led to the adoption of the Doha Declaration on the 

TRIPS Agreement and Public Health at the fourth WTO ministerial conference in 2001 (“Doha 

Declaration”).363  

 

 
359 At 32. Law No.9,279 dated 14 May 1996. Article 68 contained a wide range of grounds to grant compulsory 
licenses after the lapse of 3 years as of the patent grant, including (1) the non-exploitation of the object of the 
patent within the Brazilian territory for failure to manufacture or incomplete manufacture of the product, or also 
failure to make full use of the patented process, except cases where this is not economically feasible, when 
importation shall be permitted; or (2) commercialisation that does not satisfy the needs of the market. 
360 At 33. See Request for the Establishment of a Panel by the United States, Brazil Measures Affecting Patent 
Protection, WTO Doc No. WT/DS199/3, dated 9 January 2001. Article 27.1 requires “patent to be available and 
patent rights enjoyable without discrimination as to the place of invention, the field of technology and whether 
products are imported or locally produced.” Art 28.1 provides the exclusive rights of a patentee, including to 
“prevent third parties not having the owner’s consent form the acts of: making, using, offering for sale, selling or 
importing [the patented] product.” 
361 At 33. See WT/DS199/4G/L/454 IP/D/23/Add.1, dated 19 July 2001. 
362 TRIPS Council is the WTO organ that oversees the implementation of the TRIPS Agreement. See Art IV.5 of 
the WTO Agreement. 
363 WTO Ministerial Conference, “Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health”, Fourth Session, 
Doha (WTO Doc. WT/MIN(01)/DEC/2, 2001-hereinafter the “Doha Declaration”). 
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Paragraph 1 of the Declaration reflects the concerns of the developing countries on public 

health problems like HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria and other epidemics. Paragraph 2 

acknowledges the role of the TRIPS Agreement to address these public health problems. In 

paragraph 3 the members recognise that intellectual property protection is important for the 

development of new medicines, but they also recognise the concern about its effect on prices. 

Paragraph 4 provides that the parties’ commitments to the Agreement do not and should not 

prevent a country from taking measures to protect public health. In this regard, the Agreement 

should be interpreted in a manner supportive of a member’s right to protect public health and 

to promote access to medicines for all. This paragraph also affirms the right of a country to 

fully use the Agreement’s flexibilities. Finally, paragraph 5 affirms the general rules of treaty 

interpretation under the Vienna Convention where each provision of the Agreement should be 

read in light of its object and purpose, in particular, its objectives and principles as set out in 

articles 7 and 8.364  

 

Paragraph 5 also confirms a country’s right “to determine what constitutes a national 

emergency or other circumstances of extreme urgency”.365 It provides that HIV/AIDS, 

tuberculosis, malaria and other epidemics can represent a national emergency or other 

circumstances of extreme urgency. 

 

The achievement of Doha Declaration highlights the importance of patent law being connected 

to its incentive and social foundations. These foundations are reflected in articles 7 and 8 as 

the objectives and principles of the Agreement as well as the implementation flexibilities. 

Under the Declaration, a country should be able to utilise the TRIPS Agreement flexibilities 

effectively to reconcile tensions between the interests of the inventor/patent owner and society.  

 

The Declaration’s acknowledgement of the importance of articles 7 and 8 as the object and 

purpose of the Agreement in the treaty interpretation process is also significant in defending 

the application of the Agreement’s flexibilities that might be considered as violating its 

provisions, as with the experiences of South Africa and Brazil.  

 

 
364 Doha Declaration, para 5.  
365 Para 5.  
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4.1. The Value of Doha Declaration in Reconciling the Tensions between the Inventor 
and Society 

 

Despite the Doha Declaration, the extent to which a WTO member could maximise the TRIPS 

Agreement flexibilities should not be overstated, considering the Declaration was related to the 

difficulty of developing and least-developed country members of the WTO to use the 

compulsory licensing mechanism under article 31 of the TRIPS Agreement in responding to 

public health emergencies.366  

 

Compulsory licensing is a process to use or manufacture a patented invention without the 

authorisation of the patent owner, including the use by the government or third parties 

authorised by the government in specific situations such as public health emergencies or to 

remedy anti-competitive behaviour of a patent owner.367 In the TRIPS Agreement’s negotiation 

the WTO members decided they should have the latitude to determine the grounds upon which 

such licences are granted, but they can only grant compulsory licenses if the requirements set 

out in article 31 are met.368  

 

One requirement in article 31(f) is for a product covered by a compulsory license to 

predominantly supply the domestic market of the member granting such license. This 

requirement has made it difficult for countries without manufacturing capabilities to use 

compulsory license mechanism to import medicines into their markets. To address this issue 

paragraph 6 of the Declaration provided the ability of WTO members with insufficient or no 

manufacturing capacity to maximise the compulsory licensing mechanism. Paragraph 6 of the 

Declaration had led to the WTO General Council Decision dated 30 October 2003 to provide 

a temporary waiver of article 31(f) of the Agreement that is often referred to as the “paragraph 

6 solution”.369 The paragraph 6 solution led to the protocol amending the TRIPS Agreement 

that included article 31bis and Annex to article 31bis to set out the compulsory licensing 

mechanism for a WTO member with insufficient or no manufacturing capability.370 

 

 
366 Doha Declaration, paras 1, 5(b)-(c) and 6. 
367 TRIPS Agreement, art 31. See also Gervais, TRIPS Drafting History, at 494. 
368 Gervais, TRIPS Drafting History, at 492. 
369 Implementation of paragraph 6 of the Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health, WT/L/540 
and Corr.1, 1 September 2003. 
370 Protocol Amending the TRIPS Agreement, WT/L/641, 6 December 2005. 
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The limited scope of the Doha Declaration means it might only be used to justify public health 

measures related to compulsory licensing. For public health measures that are not related to 

compulsory licensing, a WTO member needs to rely on the exceptions to patentability and 

patent exclusive rights in the FTA such as the ones provided in articles 27371 and 30372 of the 

TRIPS Agreement and flexibilities specifically provided under the Agreement.  

 

Although a state must continue to treat its ability to use the Agreement’s flexibilities cautiously, 

the value of Doha Declaration cannot be underestimated. The interpretative reference points of 

articles 7 and 8 reflect the incentive and social foundations of patent law that require a 

reconciliation of the interests of the inventor/patent owner and society, and do not treat patents 

purely as property rights that must be protected at all costs.  Effectively, if a public-regarding 

measure or flexibility is interpreted from the perspective of patent law as an incentive and 

social instrument, the measure will be viewed in a more holistic manner and the interpreter can 

decide more precisely whether the measure can properly reconcile the interests of the inventor 

and society. 

 

5. Interpretation of the TRIPS Agreement’s Objectives and Principles by the WTO 
Panels and Appellate Body 

 

Existing WTO Panels and Appellate Body reports can shed light on how the Agreement’s 

objectives and principles are interpreted. That information is important because the third stage 

of the reciprocity test analyses how a treaty’s flexibilities can be effectively implemented by 

considering its object and purpose.  

 

The panel reports on the Canada-Pharmaceuticals373 and Australia-Tobacco Plain 

Packaging374 disputes are particularly relevant to the interpretation of the TRIPS Agreement’s 

 
371 TRIPS Agreement, art 27 sets out the patentable subject matter and patentability criteria standard as well as 
some allowable exclusions to patentability. Discussion on these standards is set out in the second part of Chapter 
3. 
372 Article 30 of the Agreement sets out the three-step test for the accepted exceptions to a patent owner’s exclusive 
rights in article 28. Discussion on the three-step test under article 30 of the Agreement is also set out in the second 
part of Chapter 3. 
373 Canada-Patent Protection of Pharmaceutical Products (“Canada-Pharmaceuticals”), WT/DS114/R, 17 
March 2000 (Report of the Panel). 
374 Australia-Certain Measures Concerning Trademarks, Geographical Indications and Other Plain Packaging 
Requirements Applicable to Tobacco Products and Packaging (“Australia-Tobacco Plain Packaging”) 
WT/DS435/R, WT/DS441/R, WT/DS458/R, WT/DS467/R 28 June 2018 (Reports of the Panels) at [7.2606]. The 
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provisions in light of its objectives and principles in this thesis. The Canada-Pharmaceuticals 

dispute involved the regulatory review exception and medicine stockpiling exception that is 

discussed in relation to the implementation of the patent term standard and non-application of 

patent term extension in Chapter 4. The Australia-Tobacco Plain Packaging panel report is 

relevant since the report confirmed the importance of the Agreement’s objectives and 

principles in carrying out treaty interpretation process of every provision of the TRIPS 

Agreement. The treaty interpretation process under the general rule of treaty interpretation of 

the Vienna Convention is the key part in the third stage of the constitutionality test developed 

by this thesis. 

 

The panel in Canada Pharmaceuticals did not put as much weight on the Agreement’s 

objectives and principles as the panels in Australia-Tobacco Plain Packaging in interpreting 

the Agreement’s provisions. The Canada Pharmaceuticals Panel report was issued prior to the 

Doha Declaration, and shows the Panel’s reluctance to treat public health objectives as one of 

the Agreement’s principles in interpreting the Agreement’s provisions. By contrast, the Panel 

and Appellate Body in Australia-Tobacco Plain Packaging considered Doha Declaration and 

the Agreement’s objectives and principles in interpreting the Agreement’s provisions, 

presumably because the dispute took place after the Declaration.  

 

5.1. Insufficient Consideration of the TRIPS Agreement’s Objectives and Principles in 
Canada-Pharmaceuticals Panel Report 

 

In Canada Pharmaceuticals, the European Communities (EC) challenged the regulatory 

review exception in section 55.2(1)375 and medicine stockpiling exception in sections 55.2(2)376 

of the Canada Patent Act as inconsistent with the TRIPS Agreement.377 These exceptions are 

two matters that are not regulated by the TRIPS Agreement but they have to meet the 

 
reports consolidated four complaints into a single document. This dispute was finally determined by the WTO 
Appellate Body on 29 June 2020. 
375 S 55.2(1) of the Canadian Patent Act provides that “It is not and infringement of a patent for any person to 
make, construct, use or sell the patented invention solely for uses reasonably related to the development and 
submission of information required under any law of Canada, a province or a country other than Canada that 
regulates the manufacture, construction, use or sale of any product.”  
376 S 55.2(2) provides that “It is not an infringement of a patent for any person who makes, constructs, uses or 
sells a patented invention in accordance with subsection (1) to make, construct or use the invention, during the 
applicable period provided for by the regulations, for the manufacture and storage of articles intended for sale 
after the date on which the term of the patent expires.” 
377 Canada Pharmaceuticals Panel Report, at [4.1], [4.4]. S 55.2(2) was also challenged together with the 
Manufacturing and Storage of Patented Medicines Regulations (Food and Drug Regulations, part C.08). 
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requirements of article 30. Article 30 provides that exceptions to the patent exclusive right shall 

be based on a three-step test: first, these exceptions must be limited; second, they do not 

unreasonably conflict with a normal exploitation of the patent; and third, they do not 

unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the patent owner, taking account of the 

legitimate interests of third parties. 

 

The regulatory review exception allows a generic medicine producer to apply for a marketing 

approval of their medicine prior to the patent expiration of the originator medicine,378 but they 

will only be granted a marketing approval once the originator’s patent has expired. The 

medicine stockpiling exception allows a generic producer to produce certain quantity of 

medicines prior to the patent expiration of the originator medicine for marketing approval 

purposes and can only market them once the patent has expired. These two features were 

flexibilities implemented by Canada to ensure the prompt entry of generic medicines to the 

market. This prompt availability of generics can enhance competition in the market that can 

drive down medicine prices. 

 

The EC argued that Canada’s regulatory review exception system violated the patentee’s 

exclusive rights under article 28.1 of the TRIPS Agreement and did not mean the requirement 

of article 30 to be a “limited exception”, because the measure was “unlimited in quantity and 

extent” and could be submitted at any time during the patent term without the permission of 

the patent holder.379 The panel did not agree with the EC and upheld the regulatory review 

exception as satisfying all three conditions of Article 30, and thus was not inconsistent with 

Canada’s obligations under Article 28.1 of the TRIPS Agreement.380  

 

Regarding the stockpiling exception, the EC argued that the manufacturing and stockpiling of 

pharmaceutical products during the six months immediately prior to the expiry of the 20-year 

patent term were inconsistent with articles 28.1 and 33381 of the TRIPS Agreement because 

they meant that Canada only provided for 19 years and six months patent term, instead of 

20 years.382 The “lesser patent term” was also argued to be discriminatory towards 

 
378 This thesis uses the term ‘originator medicines’ to refer to innovative medicines that firstly receive patents and 
marketing approval from a country’s marketing approval authority.  
379 Canada Pharmaceuticals Panel Report, at [4.4].  
380 At [7.84]. A further discussion on the regulatory review exception in the Canada-Pharmaceuticals case will 
be set out in Chapter 3 when discussing the implementation of specific flexibilities under the TRIPS Agreement. 
381 Article 33 of the Agreement provides that patent term shall be 20 years counted from the filing date. 
382 Canada Pharmaceuticals Panel Report, at [4.2]. 
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pharmaceutical patent holders because it did not  apply to patent holders in other fields of 

technology, and was inconsistent with article 27.1 of the TRIPS Agreement.383 The Panel 

concluded that the stockpiling exception “cannot be considered a ‘limited exception’ within 

the meaning of Article 30 of the Agreement” because it violated both the making and using of 

exclusive rights, even if the products were not sold during the stockpiling period.384 The Panel’s 

decision effectively confirmed that a patent owner would have an additional de facto market 

exclusivity after their patent has expired because generic competitors would need some time to 

produce their medicines.  

 

Importantly for this thesis, in reaching this decision the Panel held that the objectives and 

principles of the Agreement “are statements that describe the balancing of goals that had 

already taken place in negotiating the final text of the TRIPS Agreement.”385 The Panel 

considered that the three-step test under article 30 of the Agreement showed that “the 

negotiators of the Agreement did not intend Article 30 to bring about what would be equivalent 

to a renegotiation of the basic balance of the Agreement”.386 In this regard, the Panel required 

the meaning of each of the three tests in article 30 to be examined where “both the goals and 

the limitations stated in Articles 7 and 8.1 must obviously borne in mind”.387  

 

The Panel’s consideration that the stockpiling exception was not a “limited” exception under 

article 30’s three-step test is questionable. The Panel did not fully consider the Agreement’s 

objectives and principles in deciding that the stockpiling exception had failed the first step of 

article 30 that the measure should be “limited”. Moreover, the Panel should have considered 

the second and third steps of article 30 as well, namely considering that the stockpiling 

exception did not unreasonably conflict with a normal exploitation of the patent and did not 

unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the patent owner, taking account of the 

legitimate interests of third parties. If the Panel had fully considered the Agreement’s 

objectives and principles as required under the general rules of treaty interpretation of the 

Vienna Convention, they would have completed the three-step test and noted the goal of this 

 
383 At [4.3]. 
384 At [7.36], [7.38]. Upon deciding that the stockpiling exception did not meet the first test in article 30, the panel 
did not consider the other aspects of the claims in relation to this measure towards the second and third tests of 
article 30 as well as articles 27.1 and 33. 
385 At [7.25]. 
386 At [7.26].  
387 At [7.26]. 
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exception was to uphold the public interest of third parties under the third limb of the test.388 

This exception was applied to ensure the prompt entry of generic medicines and remove the 

patent owner’s de facto exclusivity post-patent expiration. 

 

Although the Panel considered that Canada’s regulatory review exception had met the 

requirements of article 30, the Panel held that the exception in article 30 cannot be made limited 

by restricting it to one field of technology, such as pharmaceuticals, based on article 27.1 of 

the Agreement.389 Canada’s regulatory review exception in section 55.2(1) of the Canada 

Patent Act was not considered inconsistent with the non-discriminatory obligation under article 

27.1 because it was not specifically stated to apply to the pharmaceutical industry. 

 

Some commentators have criticised the panel’s findings on article 27 of the TRIPS Agreement. 

Dinwoodie and Dreyfuss, for instance, argue that the Panel’s interpretation might bring a risk 

that the ability of WTO members to tailor patent protection to reflect the differing concerns of 

different industries is circumscribed by the TRIPS Agreement.390 Without the ability to tailor 

the national patent law to meet a member’s development objectives the national law will tend 

to go in “a direction that favours the owners of intellectual property”.391  

 

They also criticised the panel’s finding to apply the “limited” exception in article 30 generally 

to all forms of technology that could cause a country to adopt exemptions that are “broader 

than necessary.”392 Although Dinwoodie and Dreyfuss think that the panel’s reasoning was 

wrong, they believe there is still “considerable room for tailoring” to create some level of 

differentiation and a country that defends an exception to patent rights as compliant with article 

27 “should be permitted to rebut a showing of disparate treatment by demonstrating a legitimate 

purpose”.393 

 
388 See Dreyfuss and Frankel’s criticisms on the Panel’s findings in Rochelle Dreyfuss “TRIPS and Essential 
Medicines: Must One Size Fit All? Making the WTO Responsive to the Global Health Crisis” (2009) New York 
University Public Law & Legal Theory Research Paper Series Working Paper No.09-44 at 62, Frankel, Customary 
Rules of Interpretation, at 21, and Dreyfuss and Frankel, Reconceptualizing Intellectual Property, at 564, 578. 
389 Canada Pharmaceuticals Panel Report, at [7.92]. Art 27.1 of the Agreement provides that “… patents should 
be available and patent rights enjoyable without discrimination as to the place of invention, the field of technology 
and whether products are imported or locally produced.” 
390 Graeme Dinwoodie and Rochelle Dreyfuss “Diversifying without Discriminating: Complying with the 
Mandates of the TRIPS Agreement” (2007) 13 Mich Telecomm Tech L Rev 445 at 448. See also Dreyfuss and 
Frankel, Reconceptualizing Intellectual Property, at 564. 
391 At 449. 
392 At 449. 
393 At 450, 452. 
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5.2. The Importance of Doha Declaration and TRIPS Agreement Objectives and 
Principles in Australia-Tobacco Plain Packaging Panel Report 

 

Since the Doha Declaration, WTO dispute settlement panels have been more “conscious of 

countervailing public interests” by interpreting TRIPS Agreement provisions in light of articles 

7 and 8 as the object and purpose of the Agreement.394  

 

The Australia-Tobacco Plain Packaging dispute involved complaints from Honduras, 

Dominican Republic, Cuba and Indonesia that alleged the Tobacco Plain Packaging (TPP) 

regime395 was inconsistent with Australia’s obligations under the GATT,396 TBT Agreement397 

and TRIPS Agreement.398 

 

Australia’s TPP regime requires tobacco product packaging to meet certain requirements to 

discourage people from smoking, including the use of drab dark brown colour for the packaging 

surfaces, large health warning texts and pictures, and prohibits the appearance of trademarks 

and marks on the packaging, save for the company and variant names.399 

 

One complaint alleged that the TPP regime was inconsistent with article 20 of the TRIPS 

Agreement. Article 20 requires that:  

 

the use of a trademark in the course of trade shall not be unjustifiably 

encumbered by special requirements, such as use with another trademark, use 

in a special form or use in a manner detrimental to its capability to distinguish 

the goods or services of one undertaking from those of other undertakings.   

 

 
394 Dreyfuss and Frankel, Reconceptualizing Intellectual Property, at 593. 
395 The TPP Regime refers to Tobacco Plan Packaging Act 2011 (Cth), Tobacco Plain Packaging Regulations 
2011 (Cth) as amended by the Tobacco Plain Packaging Regulation 2012 (No.1) (Cth); and Trade Marks 
Amendment (Tobacco Plain Packaging) Act 2011 (Cth). 
396 General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994, 15 April 1994, Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World 
Trade Organization, Annex 1A, 1867 UNTS 187. 
397 Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT), 15 April 1994, Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World 
Trade Organization, Annex 1A, 1868 UNTS 120.  
398 Given the focus of the research, this thesis is not discussing the aspects of the complainants’ claims under 
GATT and TBT Agreement. 
399 Australia-Tobacco Plain Packaging Panel Reports, at [2.23], [2.24], [2.32].  
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Although this complaint was related to trademarks, the Panel’s analysis on the importance of 

the objectives and principles of the TRIPS Agreement in articles 7 and 8 is relevant in 

interpreting the other provisions of the Agreement in future disputes, because articles 7 and 8 

are structural provisions of the Agreement that apply to all aspects of intellectual property 

rights, including patents.   

 

Australia contended that the TPP regime was not inconsistent with article 20 because it was 

justified to give effect to their obligations under articles 11 and 13 of the FCTC400 “to improve 

public health by reducing the use of, and exposure to, tobacco products”.401 Although the Panel 

ruled that the TPP regime did “amount to special requirements that encumber the use of a 

trademark in the course of trade”,402 it found that the complainants had failed to demonstrate 

that such encumbrance was unjustifiable.403 In finding the TPP regime was justifiable, the Panel 

referred to articles 7 and 8 of the TRIPS Agreement to provide the context for examining the 

regime. The Panel held that “[a]rticle 7 reflects the intention of establishing and maintaining a 

balance between the societal objectives mentioned therein”.404 Further, the principles of article 

8 “express the intention of the drafters of the TRIPS Agreement to preserve the ability for WTO 

Members to pursue certain legitimate societal interests”.405 The Panel identified public health 

as one of the recognised societal interests under article 8.406 

 

Next, the Panel referred to paragraph 5 of the Doha Declaration that invites the interpreter of 

the Agreement “to read each provision of the TRIPS Agreement in the light of the object and 

purpose of the Agreement as expressed, in particular, in its objectives and principles”.407 The 

Panel confirmed that “[a]rticles 7 and 8 have central relevance in establishing the objectives 

and principles that, according to the Doha Declaration, express the object and purpose of the 

TRIPS Agreement”.408  

 
400 WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC), done in Geneva, 21 May 2003, 2302 UNTS 166. 
Art 11 deals with packaging and labelling of tobacco products while art 13 deals with tobacco advertising, 
promotion and sponsorship. See also Guidelines for implementation Article 11 and 13 
<https://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/80510/9789241505185_eng.pdf;jsessionid=1E2E05998C802E
DDA2430B22F2C82E2C?sequence=1>.  
401 Australia-Tobacco Plain Packaging Panel Reports, at [7.2581], [7.2586] [7.2589]. 
402 At [7.2292]. 
403 At [7.2605]. 
404 At [7.2403].  
405 At [7.2404].  
406 At [7.2406]. 
407 At [7.2408]. Para 5(a) of Doha Declaration refers to the customary rules of interpretation of public international 
law as set out in the Vienna Convention. 
408 At [7.2408]. 
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Finally, the Panel considered paragraph 5 of the Doha Declaration was a “subsequent 

agreement” of WTO members within the meaning of Article 31.3(a) of the Vienna 

Convention.409 With this ruling, the Panel effectively confirmed the status of paragraph 5 of 

the Doha Declaration alongside articles 7 and 8 of the TRIPS Agreement as the key principles 

in the interpretation of the TRIPS Agreement provisions. The Panel also confirmed that the 

paragraph 5 of the Doha Declaration shall apply generally in the interpretation of each 

provision of the TRIPS Agreement, not only “in relation to measures taken for the protection 

of public health”.410  

 

The Panel’s ruling was upheld by the Appellate Body,411 which rejected Honduras’s claim that 

the Doha Declaration only applies to patents and medicines and should not be applied generally 

to other provisions of the Agreement.412 However, the Appellate Body did not confirm the 

Panel’s consideration of the Doha Declaration status as a “subsequent agreement” of the WTO 

members. The Appellate Body held that whether or not the Declaration can be considered a 

subsequent agreement of the WTO members, the application of the general rules of treaty 

interpretation requires the interpretation of the TRIPS Agreement provisions in light of its 

object and purpose, namely in articles 7 and 8.413 

 

One may view the Panel’s confirmation of the Doha Declaration as a subsequent agreement 

and the importance of articles 7 and 8 in the treaty interpretation process as simply a reiteration 

of something that is already clear under the Vienna Convention.414 However, given that past 

Panels, as in Canada-Pharmaceuticals, did not put much weight on the objectives and 

principles of the Agreement in interpreting its provisions, the Panel’s consideration in 

 
409 At [7.2409]. Vienna Convention, art 31.3(a). It provides that “[t]here shall be taken into account, together with 
the context: (a) Any subsequent agreement between the parties regarding the interpretation of the treaty or the 
application of its provisions.”  
410 At [7.2407], [7.2411].  
411 Australia-Tobacco Plain Packaging (Reports of the Appellate Body) (WT/DS435/AB/R and 
WT/DS435/AB/R/Add.1, WT/DS441/AB/R and WT/DS441/AB/R/Add.1)), dated 29 June 2020.  Indonesia and 
Cuba did not appeal the Panel Reports. 
412 At [6.656]-[6.659]. 
413 At [6.656]-[6.659].  
414 Susy Frankel “The WTO Application of ‘the Customary Rules of Interpretation of Public International Law’ 
to Intellectual Property” (2014) 4 VUWLRP 2, at 25 (“Frankel, Customary Rules of Interpretation”). The Doha 
Declaration is clearly a subsequent agreement as “a guide to interpretation by virtue of Article 31(3)(a) of the 
Vienna Convention. The Declaration was made to address the concerns that “a strict interpretation of Article 31 
of the TRIPS Agreement (that deals with compulsory licensing) might make medicines unavailable.”   
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Australia-Tobacco Plain Packaging is instrumental to inform subsequent panels to not 

disregard them.  

 

The second part of Chapter 3 discusses the interpretation of some implementation flexibilities 

that have been applied by Indonesia in implementing patent standards under the TRIPS 

Agreement. The third stage of the constitutionality test developed in this thesis will apply the 

general rule of treaty interpretation to analyse whether these flexibilities are consistent with the 

Agreement’s provisions and context and supported by its objectives and principles. The 

analysis will decide whether the TRIPS Agreement patent standards have been implemented 

constitutionally in Indonesia. 

 

6. Interpretation of TRIPS-plus Standards and Implementing the Flexibilities under the 
FTAs 

 

Chapter 4 will examine whether some FTAs sponsored by intellectual property exporting 

countries like the US and EU provide patent standards that are more extensive than the TRIPS 

Agreement. However, these FTAs also provide for some exceptions and implementing 

flexibilities to address different levels of development of its parties. 

 

These FTAs included the TRIPS Agreement’s objectives and principles as their starting points. 

In addition to the Agreement’s objectives and principles, the negotiation parties also agreed to 

the inclusion of some public regarding principles in the FTAs’ objectives and principles.415 

These public regarding principles, together with the TRIPS Agreement’s objectives and 

principles incorporated in the FTAs, enable these more extensive FTA patent provisions to be 

interpreted from the inventor/patent owner and the society’s interests.  

 

In implementing a TRIPS-plus standard, a party can utilise the exceptions and implementation 

flexibilities provided under the FTA provisions. They can also implement measures to address 

their development, social and public health objectives. However, these measures must be 

consistent with the FTA provisions due to the “consistency proviso” under the FTA’s 

principles. If there is any challenge to a measure, the general rule of treaty interpretation will 

require the measure to be analysed according to the ordinary meaning of the relevant patent 

 
415 See discussion of the TPP/CPTPP and EU-model FTA in Chapter 4. 
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provision of the FTA, in its context and in the light of its object and purpose as set out in the 

FTA’s objectives and principles.416 

 

The second part of Chapter 4 will discuss the interpretation of some implementation 

flexibilities that might be applied by Indonesia if it decides to participate in an FTA with the 

TRIPS-plus patent standards. The third stage of the constitutionality test will apply the general 

rule of treaty interpretation to analyse whether these flexibilities are consistent with the FTA 

provisions and context and supported by its objectives and principles. The analysis will indicate 

whether the FTA patent standard could be implemented constitutionally in Indonesia. 

 

C. Conclusions: The Application of “Framework of Reciprocity” to Reconnect Patent 
Law to Its Incentive and Social Foundations 

 

This Chapter argues that the initial form of patent law as shown in the Statute of Monopolies 

1623 and Paris Convention that focussed on providing the incentives for the inventors to 

innovate and the social contributions of the inventions to the society known as the “social 

contract theory” is consistent with the “framework of reciprocity” developed in this thesis. The 

“social contract theory” and “framework of reciprocity” aim to achieve patent law that reflects 

a mutually advantageous and sustainable relationship between the inventor/patent owner and 

society.   

 

The protection-oriented patent law that is globalised through international trade agreements, 

first through the TRIPS Agreement and more so through the TRIPS plus standard of FTAs, has 

created tensions with the “social contract theory” and “framework of reciprocity”, as it views 

patent law mainly from the perspective of the inventors or patent owners, without equally 

considers society’s interests. This protection-oriented patent law could eventually disconnect 

patent law from its incentive and social foundations and, if implemented in Indonesia without 

adjusting it to Indonesian constitutional norms, there is a risk that the law would become 

unconstitutional. 

 

 

 
416 Vienna Convention, art 31.1. 
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Despite the gradual shift of patent law from its incentive and social foundations, the TRIPS 

Agreement’s exceptions and flexibilities together with its objectives and principles still provide 

a “bridge” to reconnect patent law to these foundations. These objectives and principles 

acknowledge the importance of a balance between the interests of the inventor and society as 

well as the ability of a state to implement public regarding measures to address its development 

and social objectives. The Doha Declaration further underscores the importance of the 

Agreement’s objectives and principles in carrying out treaty interpretation. The WTO dispute 

resolution panels have also begun to acknowledge the importance of those objectives and 

principles in the interpretation of the Agreement’s provisions.  

 

The “consistency proviso” in article 8 that was intended to provide legal certainty to an inventor 

that their rights will not be diluted by a state’s measure could become the source of disputes 

between WTO members if the substantive patent provisions are interpreted in a stringent 

manner without fully considering the Agreement’s objectives and principles. The WTO Panel’s 

decision in Australia-Tobacco Plain Packaging showed that a consideration of the objectives 

and principles could hold a state measure “justifiable” even if it limits the intellectual property 

owner’s exclusive rights.  

 

The exceptions and flexibilities provided by the Agreement’s provisions as framed by its 

objectives and principles could therefore be viewed as key elements that enable the state to 

exercise its policy space and flexibilities more effectively within the parameters of the 

Agreement’s provisions.  

 

The objectives and principles of some FTAs that incorporated the TRIPS Agreement’s 

objectives and principles and some additional public regarding principles could also reconnect 

the implementation of the TRIPS-plus standards to patent law’s incentive and social 

foundations. 

 

The three stages of the constitutionality test developed from the “framework of reciprocity” 

will be able to assist in analysing the constitutionality of the implementation of the TRIPS 

Agreement standards in Chapter 3 and three features of TRIPS-plus patent standards in Chapter 

4. As set out in Chapter 1, the constitutionality of the implementation of the TRIPS Agreement 

and TRIPS-plus standards in Indonesia, with reference to Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution, 

requires these standards to be reconnected with their incentive and social foundations.  
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Under the “framework of reciprocity” developed in this thesis, patent law will meet these 

constitutional requirements if it reflects a balance between the private interests of the 

inventor/patent owner and the social interests of society consistent with the principle of 

“balance between advancement and national unity” in article 33(4) of the 1945 Constitution.417  

 

Patent law should also serve social functions by supporting the prompt supply and affordability 

of essential public goods like medicines.418 Further, patent law should support the state’s duties 

to provide a universal health care for the society through the health security programme.419 

Most importantly, patent law must be directed to achieve the overall well-being of the society 

or social justice for all people of Indonesia as the fifth principle of Pancasila.  

 

  

 
417 The Constitutional Court’s Decision in Copyright Act Case. 
418 The Constitutional Court’s Decision in Objectionable Literature Case and Electricity Act Case. 
419 The Constitutional Court’s Decision in BPJS Act Case and Hospital Act Case. 
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Chapter Three 

Constitutional Implementation of TRIPS Agreement Standards and Flexibilities 
 

 

The TRIPS Agreement had been controversial since it was put on the Uruguay 

Round agenda of negotiations by the United States’ negotiators. The 

Agreement had caused frequent amendments to the Patents Act in 1997 and 

2001 … . The patent standards of the Agreement have created significant 

impacts on the availability and affordability of medicines in Indonesia.420 

   

This excerpt from an interview with members of an Indonesian non-governmental organisation 

(NGO) that deals with trade globalisation issues confirms the tensions between the 

inventor/patent owner and society caused by the TRIPS Agreement standards in relation to the 

supply of essential medicines as discussed in Chapter 2. The respondent’s concern about the 

availability and affordability of medicines raises the question whether the implementation of 

the TRIPS Agreement standards have met the constitutional requirements of Pancasila and the 

1945 Constitution. 

 

Although the TRIPS Agreement has been in force for Indonesia for more than 20 years, 

Indonesia has never tested the constitutionality of its implementation with reference to those 

constitutional norms, in particular Indonesia’s public health objectives. This Chapter aims to 

redress that absence by applying the “three stages of constitutionality test” to the 

implementation of the TRIPS Agreement’s standards and flexibilities. 

 

This Chapter is divided into two parts. The first part discusses the basic structure of patent 

standards under the TRIPS Agreement,421  focusing on the most-favoured-nation (MFN), 

national treatment and non-discrimination obligations as the main rules of the Agreement. 

These principles require that all WTO members afford the same level of minimum standards 

of protection to inventors/patent owners. At the same time, the Agreement’s objectives and 

 
420 Interview with representatives of the Indonesia for Global Justice (IGJ) (Auxentius Andry Yudhianto, 9 July 
2019), transcript provided by the author. Uruguay Round was the 8th round of negotiation under the General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1947 that started in 1986 and completed in 1994 with the formation of the WTO. 
< https://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/fact5_e.htm>.  
421 This thesis does not discuss the enforcement mechanism of patent standards as set out in Part III of the 
Agreement as it focuses on the substantive patent standards and the constitutionality of their implementation in 
Indonesia. 
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principles enable the society’s interests to remain protected in every territory of the WTO 

members. 422  

 

The second part applies the three stages of a constitutionality test, which has been developed 

from the “framework of reciprocity” and provides the theoretical framework for this thesis, to 

the implementation of three patent standards and flexibilities under the Agreement.423 This 

theoretical framework is formed from the relevant principles of Pancasila and the 1945 

Constitution as Indonesia’s fundamental legal norms. As Chapter 2 argues, this framework 

shares the same characteristics as theories of international patent law that base its incentive and 

social foundations on achieving a mutually advantageous and sustainable relationship between 

the inventor and society. 

 

The test is firstly applied to the patentable subject matter and patentability criteria together with 

the exclusion of new use patents, and application of the specific inventive step criteria for 

medicines in section 4(f)(2) of the Patents Act 2016. Secondly, the test is applied to the 20-

year patent term standard that does not include patent-term extension, and the application of 

the regulatory review exception for medicine marketing approval, in the Patents Act 2016.424 

Lastly, the test is applied to the implementation of the data protection obligation for medicine 

marketing approval and the non-application of data exclusivity in the BPOM Medicine 

Registration Regulation.425  

 

The test concludes that the implementation of the TRIPS Agreement patent standards in 

Indonesia has been constitutional. This is because Indonesia has policy space and flexibilities 

to tailor its patent law to ensure that the inventor has the necessary incentives to invent, while 

the society can enjoy social benefits of the invention in the form of prompt access to more 

affordable generic medicines through the health security programme. This kind of 

implementation reflects patent law’s incentive and social foundations to reconcile the interests 

of inventor/patent owner and society. 

 

 
422 Except for certain LDC members of WTO who are exempted from applying the standards under the transitional 
provision in article 66 of the Agreement. See discussion of Chapter 2. 
423 See discussions of Chapter 1. 
424 Law No.13 of 2016 on Patents as amended by Law No.11 of 2020 concerning Omnibus Law on Jobs Creation 
(“Patents Act 2016”). 
425 Head of BPOM Regulation No.24 of 2017 on Procedures of Medicine Registration (“BPOM Medicine 
Registration Regulation”). 
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A. Basic Structure of the TRIPS Agreement Patent Standards 
 

1. National Treatment, Most-Favoured-Nation (MFN) and Non-discrimination 
Principles 

 

The TRIPS Agreement is based on two non-discrimination principles, namely the most 

favoured nation (MFN) treatment and national treatment. The MFN obligation requires that 

any intellectual property protection in the form of “advantage, favour, privilege or immunity 

granted by a Member to the nationals of any other country shall be accorded immediately and 

unconditionally to the nationals of all other members”.426 The national treatment principle 

requires a WTO member to “accord to the nationals of other Members treatment no less 

favourable than that it accords to its own nationals with regard to the protection of intellectual 

property”.427  

 

The term “protection” is defined as “matters affecting the availability, acquisition, scope, 

maintenance and enforcement of intellectual property rights as well as those matters affecting 

the use of intellectual property rights”.428 This definition is very comprehensive and shows the 

Agreement’s focus on providing strong protection to intellectual property rights, including 

patents.429 

 

With the application of the MFN and national treatment principles, a WTO member cannot 

discriminate against an inventor or patent owner in favour of its own nationals or nationals of 

another country. In relation to patents, the Agreement imposes another non-discrimination 

principle that patents “shall be available and patent rights enjoyable without discrimination as 

to the place of invention, the field of technology and whether products are imported or locally 

produced”.430 This non-discrimination provision on patents makes the scope of patent 

protections comprehensive.  

 

 

 
426 TRIPS Agreement, art 4.  
427 Art 3.1.  
428 Art 3.1. 
429 See discussion of Chapter 2 regarding the shift of patent law focus from its incentive and social foundations to 
providing strong protection on inventions under the TRIPS Agreement. 
430 TRIPS Agreement, art 27.1. 
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2. Minimum Standards, Exceptions and Flexibilities 
 

The TRIPS Agreement requires each WTO member to implement the minimum standards of 

patent law in its jurisdiction.431 Negotiations on minimum standards of intellectual property 

protections during the Uruguay Round were conducted because at that time, each participating 

country had different levels of intellectual property protection.432 The intellectual property 

exporting countries like the United States (US), members of the European Union (EU) and 

Japan already had strong protection, but it was much lower in some developing countries.433 

For instance, before the TRIPS Agreement, India did not provide patent protection on 

pharmaceutical products.434 

 

Although the Agreement requires a WTO member to implement minimum standards of patent 

law, it does not prevent members from implementing more extensive protections. However, 

such protections must remain consistent with the Agreement.435 On the other hand, the 

Agreement provides some flexibilities for a member to “determine the appropriate method of 

implementing the provisions of [the] Agreement within their own legal system and practice”.436 

Other members might challenge such implementation if it is considered insufficient or 

inconsistent with the Agreement.437  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
431 The actual minimum standards and the allowable exceptions to such standards will be discussed in the second 
part of this Chapter. 
432 Susy Frankel “The Legitimacy and Purpose of Intellectual Property Chapters in FTAs” in Ross Buckley, Vai 
Io Lo and Laurence Boulle (eds) Challenges to Multilateral Trade: the Impact of Bilateral, Preferential and 
Regional Trade Agreements (1st ed, Wolters Kluwer, the Netherlands, 2008) 185 at 191-192 (“Frankel, 
Legitimacy of IP Chapter”). 
433 At 192. 
434 Amy Kapczynski “Harmonization and Its Discontents: A Case Study of TRIPS Implementation in India’s 
Pharmaceutical Sector” (2009) 97 Cal L Rev 1571 at 1576 (“Kapczynski, Harmonization and Its Discontent”). 
435 TRIPS Agreement, art 1.1. Art 1.1 makes clear that “Members may, but shall not be obliged to, implement in 
their law more extensive protection than is required by this Agreement provided that such protection does not 
contravene the provision of this Agreement.”  
436 Art 1.1. 
437 Gervais, TRIPS Drafting History, at 175, 181.  
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3. Scope of Exclusive Rights and Limited Exceptions under the TRIPS Three-Step 
Test 

 

Article 28.1 provides that a patent shall confer the following exclusive rights on its owner:  

 

(a) where the subject matter of a patent is a product, to prevent third parties not having 

the owner’s consent from the acts of: making, using, offering for sale, selling, or 

importing for these purposes that product;  

(b) where the subject matter of a patent is a process, to prevent third parties not having 

the owner’s consent from the act of using the process, and from the acts of: using, 

offering for sale, selling, or importing at least the product obtained directly by that 

process.  

 

Moreover, the patent owner shall also have the right “to assign, or transfer by succession, the 

patent and to conclude licensing contracts”.438 

 

The Agreement allows a member to provide exceptions to the patent exclusive rights, provided 

that such exceptions meet the three-step test, namely they must be “limited” in nature and in 

scope, “do not unreasonably conflict with a normal exploitation of the patent” and “do not 

unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the patent owner, taking account the 

legitimate interests of third parties”.439 The Agreement does not provide examples of measures 

that will meet the test. Canada’s regulatory review exception is one measure that the WTO 

Panel in Canada-Pharmaceuticals found met the test because it was limited in scope and 

reach.440  

 

4. Indonesia’s Implementation of the TRIPS Agreement Standards  
 

As discussed in Chapter 2, Indonesia failed to use the post-independence momentum to tailor 

patent law to meet its development and social objectives. A similar failure to tailor patent law 

took place after ratification of the TRIPS Agreement in 1994.441 As a developing country, 

Indonesia was given a five-year period to implement TRIPS Agreement standards into its 

 
438 Art 28.2. 
439 Art 30.  
440 Canada-Patent Protection of Pharmaceutical Products (“Canada-Pharmaceuticals”), WT/DS114/R, 17 
March 2000 (Report of the Panel) at [7.92], [7.93]. See discussions of this case in Chapter 2. 
441 See Chapter 2. 
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domestic laws.442 Moreover, Indonesia, like all developing countries, was given an additional 

five-year period to delay applying patent protection to certain areas of technology that were 

not protectable on the effective date of the TRIPS Agreement.443 However, Indonesia did not 

take advantage of those transition periods and immediately amended the Patents Act in 1997 

to implement the Agreement’s standards.444  

 

After the general transition period had expired on 1 January 2000, Indonesia amended the 

Patents Act once again in 2001.445 This 2001 amendment still did not fully utilise the TRIPS 

flexibilities. For instance, the 2001 Act did not provide for a specific inventive step criterion in 

medicine products that granted patents to improvement of an existing medicine compound if 

the developed compound showed a meaningful increase in efficacy compared to its original 

form.446 This inventive step criterion would filter out trivial improvements of existing medicine 

compounds and grant patents only to high-quality improvements of existing compound. 

 

The Patents Act 2001 remained in place for another 15 years before being replaced by the 

Patents Act 2016.447 In July 2010, the Director General of Intellectual Property Rights (DGIPR) 

requested the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) to provide 

technical assistance to analyse the 2001 Act and recommend amendments to achieve three 

development objectives: universal health coverage and greater access to medicines, transfer of 

technology, and competition.448 UNCTAD’s recommendations became the genesis of the 2016 

amendment to the Patents Act that implemented more of the TRIPS Agreement’s flexibilities. 

Some of these flexibilities that are related to this thesis will be discussed in the second part of 

this Chapter. 

 

In implementing the Agreement’s standards Indonesia did not consider their constitutionality 

and their impacts on the supply of essential public goods like medicines. The academic papers 

supporting the Patents Act 2001 and Patents Act 2016 did not analyse the consistency of the 

 
442 TRIPS Agreement, art 65(1) and (2). This five-year transition period was effective until 1 January 2000. 
443 Art 65(4). This additional five-year transition period was effective until 1 January 2005.   
444Patents Act 1997 (Law No.13 of 1997). 
445 Patents Act 2001 (Law No. 14 of 2001). 
446 Considering Indonesia is a Civil Law Country, all rules on patents are codified in Patents Act and regulations 
and not developed through Court’s decisions. Moreover, the Courts are not adopting the “stare decisis” doctrine 
like in the Common Law countries as they are not bound to previous decisions.  
447 Law No.13 of 2016 as amended by Law No.11 of 2020 on Jobs Creation (Omnibus Law) (Patents Act 2016). 
448 UNCTAD, Report on Development Dimensions of Intellectual Property in Indonesia: Access to Medicines, 
Transfer of Technology and Competition, UNCTAD/DIAE/PCB/2011/6, 2011 (“UNCTAD IP Report”), at vii. 
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Agreement’s standards with the relevant provisions and principles of Pancasila and the 1945 

Constitution.449 The lack of this constitutionality analysis increased the risks that the 

Constitutional Court could annul the ratification and implementation of the international patent 

standards based on judicial review applications submitted by some members of society.450 

 

The amendment to the Patents Act 2016 under the Omnibus Act of Jobs Creation 2020 (the 

“Omnibus Act 2020”)451 was also based on an academic paper that set out a one-sided 

discussion of the benefits of the patent law amendment to provide more incentives for 

innovation without proper consideration of the society’s access to essential public goods like 

medicines.452 This incomplete consideration of the constitutional provisions led the academic 

paper to suggest inter alia, removing sections 4(f)(1) and (2) of Patents Act 2016 that exclude 

patents on new use of an existing product and new use of existing medicine substance without 

a meaningful increase in efficacy.453 The academic paper considered these provisions as 

disrupting  innovation activities in medicines and argued that their removal could “incentivise 

research and investment in research and development on discoveries or new uses of existing 

medicines”.454  

 

These provisions had been included to prevent “patent evergreening” practices that could 

prolong the term of patent protection without a meaningful social contribution to the society.455 

This suggestion did not make its way into the Omnibus Act 2020. Nevertheless, it shows the 

importance of making the constitutionality analysis in implementing international patent law 

norms, as it would enable the government to understand and appreciate the risks of 

implementing the international patent standards in a manner that is inconsistent with the 

constitutional requirements of Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution.  

 
449 An academic paper is a mandatory instrument to support the discussion and deliberation of a joint Bill of the 
Parliament and President. The academic paper contains full discussion and analysis of the positive and negative 
impacts of the statutory instrument on the society once enacted. See Law No.12 of 2011 as amended by Law 
No.15 of 2019 on Formation of Legislation (the “Formation of Legislation Act 2011”), art 43(3) and 44 as well 
as Annex I on the form of academic paper. Annex I of the Act provides that Chapter IV of the academic paper 
must discuss philosophical, sociological and legal foundation that are related to the enactment of a statute. 
However, only the values of Pancasila are required to be considered in this chapter, while the consistency analysis 
of the statute with the provisions of the 1945 Constitution is not made a mandatory part of the discussion. 
450 See Chapter 5. 
451 Law No.11 of 2020 on Job Creation (the “Omnibus Act 2020”). This Act focuses on reforms on business 
licencing, investment policy and labour matters by amending 78 Acts, including Patents Act 2016. 
452 Academic Paper on the Amendment to Patents Act 2016, December 2019. 
453 Sections 4(f)(1) and (2) of Patents Act 2016. Same as above, at 139. 
454 At 57. 
455 See second part of this Chapter. 
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B. TRIPS Agreement Standards, Exceptions and Flexibilities from the Perspective of 
the Principle of Reciprocity  

 

The patent law standards analysed in this part are patentable subject matter (scope of patentable 

invention), patentability criteria, patent term (duration) and protection on medicine marketing 

approval data and information. They have been chosen because of their relevance to the TRIPS-

plus patent standards discussed in Chapter 4, namely the new use patent, patent term extension 

and data exclusivity.456 In addition to analysing those standards as implemented in Indonesia’s 

current patent law, this part reviews the implementation flexibilities that accompany the 

standards. 

 

1. Patentable Subject Matter and Patentability Criteria 
 

Regarding the scope of invention that can be patented or patentable subject matter, the 

Agreement requires a country to provide patents “for any inventions whether products or 

processes, in all fields of technology”.457 These inventions must meet the patentability criteria 

that they are “new, involve an inventive step and are capable of industrial application”.458 The 

Agreement does not provide definitions of the patentability criteria of novelty, inventive step 

and industrial applicability, so it is up to the WTO members to define these criteria in their 

patent laws within the parameters of the TRIPS Agreement. 

 

Under the Patents Act 2016, an invention is new if “on the application acceptance date it does 

not form part of the prior art base”.459 Inventive step means that a claimed invention “is not 

obvious to a person skilled in the art, by considering the existing prior art base on the filing 

date or priority date of  patent application”.460 An invention is capable of industrial application 

if the invention “can be applied in an industry as set out in the patent application”.461 The 

explanatory note of the Patents Act 2016 explains that if the patent is related to a product, the 

 
456 See Chapter 2 and 4 for a detailed explanation of these TRIPS-plus patent standards. 
457 TRIPS Agreement, art 27.1. 
458 Art 27.1 as implemented by Patents Act 2016, s 3(1). Some countries like New Zealand uses the term “novel” 
instead of “new” in their patent law (See Patents Act 2013 (NZ), s 6). While the terms “inventive-step” and 
“capable of industrial application” may be deemed to be synonymous with the terms “non-obvious” and “useful”, 
respectively.  
459 Patents Act 2016, s 5(1). 
460 Patents Act 2016, s 7. A patent application can be filed individually in each jurisdiction of registration or 
simultaneously in several jurisdictions within 12 months from the filing date of the first patent application using 
the Paris Convention system or Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) system. All these applications will use the 
earliest filing date that is referred to as the ‘priority date’ as the date of the patent application.  
461 S 8. 
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product “must be able to be made repeatedly (mass-produced) with the same quality”.462 If the 

patent is related to a process, the process “must be able to be implemented in practice”.463 

 

The wide range of patentable subject matter can be subject to some exclusions as provided in 

the Agreement. A country can exclude an invention from patentability if that is “necessary to 

protect ordre public or morality, including to protect human, animal or plant life or health or 

to avoid serious prejudice to the environment”.464 Further, a member can exclude from 

patentability “diagnostic, therapeutic and surgical methods for the treatment of humans and 

animals” and “plants and animals other than micro-organisms, and essentially biological 

processes for the production of plants or animals other than non-biological and microbiological 

processes”.465 Indonesia implemented these exclusions to patentability in section 9 of the 

Patents Act 2016.466 

 

Interestingly, Indonesia had implemented patentable subject matter and patentability criteria 

standards that were the same as the Agreement’s standards in the Patents Act 1989, which was 

effective prior to the TRIPS Agreement.467 This was because the 1989 Act was enacted under 

pressure from the US Government to adopt their model of patent law.468 The 1989 Act even 

had similar exclusions from patentability to the TRIPS Agreement with only two additional 

exclusions to support Indonesia’s national interests.469 The Patents Act 1997 and the Patents 

Act 2001 removed the Indonesia-specific exclusions to patentability and brought the exclusions 

into line with the Agreement’s text.470  

 

The Patents Act 2016 introduced additional exclusions to patentability to support Indonesia’s 

national interests. The 2016 Act excludes aesthetic creation, scheme, rules and methods in 

 
462 Explanatory note of s 8. 
463 Same as above. 
464 Art 27.2. With the proviso that such exclusion is not made merely because the exploitation is prohibited by 
their law. 
465 Art 27.3. A member must provide the protection of plant varieties either by patents or an effective sui generis 
system or by any combination thereof. 
466 In addition to the exclusions as provided for under the Agreement, Indonesia added another exclusion of theory 
and method in science and mathematics. 
467 Patents Act 1989 (Law No.6 of 1989), s 2(1).  
468 See discussion of Chapter 2. 
469 Patents Act 1989, s 7. Patents Act 1989 excluded inventions on foods and drinks as well as new varieties of 
plants and animals. These exclusions of foods and drinks and new varieties of plants and animals were revoked 
under Patents Act 1997 that was enacted to implement the TRIPS Agreement’s provisions. 
470 Patents Act 1997, s 7 and Patents Act 2001, s 7. 
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mental activities, games and business, rules and methods that only consist of computer 

programs and presentation regarding certain information.471  

 

1.1. The Exclusion of New Use Patent and Application of Specific Inventive Step Criteria 
for Medicines in Patents Act 2016 

 

Another relevant exclusion to patentability is that patents will not be granted to “a discovery in 

the form of: (1) new use of existing or known products; and (2) new form of existing compound 

that does not create a meaningful increase in efficacy and there is a difference in the relevant 

chemical structure that has been identified from the existing compound”.472 

 

The exclusion of a new use of an existing product or “new use patent” from patentability under 

section 4(f)(1) exists because the Agreement does not require Indonesia to implement this 

feature in its patent law. A new use patent is granting a patent for an existing product or process 

that is found to have new uses distinct from its existing or known uses.473 For instance, if a 

material like Teflon that has been known to be used as the outer layer of rockets can have a 

new use as a non-stick layer of pots and pans,474 then this new use of Teflon could not be 

granted a patent under the Patents Act 2016. The reason is that the new use does not meet the 

“novelty” criterion for patentability. 

 

Under the patentability criteria the new use of an existing product or process might not pass 

the novelty criteria because the product or process has been existing or might have been 

patented before. The existing product or process could meet the patentability criteria and be 

granted a patent if it was improved or developed before being put to its new use.  

 

Some countries explicitly allow patents for new use of an existing product or process either if 

the product or process has been improved or developed or is merely used for a new purpose. 

The example of use of an existing product for a new purpose is a flu medicine that was initially 

patented with the active substance of about 475 to 500 milligrams of paracetamol and is 

subsequently found to have efficacy to treat mild to moderate pain with the same composition 

 
471 Patents Act 2016, s 14(a)-(e). 
472 S 14(f). 
473 Rebecca Eisenberg “The Problem of New Uses” (2005) 5 Yale J Health Poly L & Ethics 717 at 720 
(“Eisenberg, New Uses”). 
474 William Harris “10 New Uses for Old Inventions” <www.howtostuffworks.com>. 
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of paracetamol. If the existing composition of paracetamol is developed by combining it with 

125 to 200 milligrams of another pain relief compound like ibuprofen to create a more potent 

pain relief effect, then this new use of paracetamol involves certain improvement and 

development to enhance its efficacy. Before the Patents Act 2016 was enacted Indonesia used 

to grant patents for all new uses of existing products or process.475 This practice was 

discontinued due to the requirements of section 4(f)(1) and (2) of the Patents Act 2016.476 

 

Some other countries that do not explicitly allow new use patents and implement the exclusion 

of diagnostic, therapeutic and surgical methods for the treatment of humans or animals from 

patentability in their patent laws, for example New Zealand, in practice allow patents on 

developments or improvements of existing products or process. In the area of medicines, the 

process of obtaining a patent for a new use of an existing medicine compound is referred to as 

“Swiss claim patenting”.477 A Swiss claim patent is “the use of known compounds for the 

production of pharmaceutical compositions for the treatment of a particular medical 

condition”.478 In other words, the claimed invention is not on the method of treating humans, 

but on the manufacture of the medicament for the new use.479 By devising the patent claim this 

way, the invention can meet the novelty criteria and not be inconsistent with the exclusion of 

methods of medical treatment from patentability.480 

 

The second exclusion in section 4(f)(2) that is related to medicine compounds is unique because 

it does not exclude new use patents on existing medicine compounds per se. This section 

provides specific inventive step criteria for a new use of an existing medicine compound and 

allows patents on “a new form of an existing compound”. Most medicine patents are based on 

the incremental innovation or improvement of the existing medicine compounds.481 It is almost 

impossible for a pharmaceutical invention to concern a perfectly new compound. If all new 

uses of existing medicine compounds were excluded from patentability, then almost no 

 
475 Interview with a high-level official of the Directorate General of Intellectual Property Rights (Patent Office) 
(Auxentius Andry Yudhianto, 19 July 2019), transcript provided by the author. 
476 See further discussions on this matter below. 
477 Susy Frankel and Jessica Lai Patent Law and Policy (1st ed, LexisNexis, Wellington, 2017), at 128 (“Frankel 
and Lai, Patent Law and Policy”).  
478 At 129. Referring to Commissioner of Patents Practice Note 22 March 1990 (New Zealand). 
479 At 129.      
480 At 129. 
481 Alessandra Arcuri and Rosa Castro “How Innovative is Innovative Enough? Reflections on the Interpretation 
of Article 27 TRIPS from Novartis vs Union of India” (2008) 
<http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1159821> at 21 (“Arcuri and Castro, Innovative”). 
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medicines could be patented. If no medicines could be patented the law would be inconsistent 

with the Agreement.482 That is why under Patents Act 2016 a patent can be granted to a new 

form of an existing medicine compound that has a meaningful increase in efficacy and that has 

a difference in its chemical structure that cannot be identified from the existing compound. 

 

Based on section 4(f)(2) the patent application for a new use of an existing medicine compound 

in Indonesia does not need to be submitted in Swiss-claim form because the law permits new 

uses of an existing compound. However, in meeting the inventive step criteria the applicant 

needs to demonstrate that the new form of the existing compound provides a meaningful 

increase in efficacy and the chemical structure of the new compound cannot be predicted or 

identified from the existing compound.   

 

It is not easy to meet the threshold of section 4(f)(2). The explanatory note of section 4(f)(2) 

provides an example of a new use patent that can be granted to amoxycillin because it is more 

stable and provides more comprehensive anti-bacterial properties than ampicillin as the 

existing compound.483 In other words, amoxycillin can be granted a patent because it has a 

“meaningful increase in efficacy” compared to ampicillin and its chemical structure cannot be 

known or predicted from the chemical structure of ampicillin.484 The example provided by the 

law does not provide clear guidance in interpreting and applying section 4(f)(2). The absence 

of the Patent Office’s practice notes further exacerbates this issue, as discussed in the following 

section.485 

 

The exclusions from patentability of new use of existing products and new use of existing 

medicine compounds without a meaningful increase in efficacy were made to avoid “patent 

evergreening” practices. Patent evergreening is a practice of some patent owners who perform 

trivial improvements of their inventions just to obtain another patent on the improved part of 

the inventions to maintain their market exclusivity.486 UNCTAD suggested that the prevention 

of patent evergreening practice could support the prompt supply of affordable generic 

medicines into the public health system.487 The challenge for Indonesia is how to tailor its 

 
482 TRIPS Agreement, art 27(1). 
483 Patents Act 2016, explanatory note of s 4(f)(2). 
484 Same as above. The increase of efficacy of amoxycillin compared to ampicillin is caused by the different 
hydrogen and hydroxyl groups of atoms in amoxycillin. 
485 Interview with an official of the Patent Office, 19 July 2019. 
486 Frankel and Lai, Patent Law and Policy, at 27, 204. 
487 UNCTAD IP Report, at 8, 10. 
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patentable invention and patentability criteria so they meet the Agreement’s provisions and at 

the same time prevent the patent evergreening practice. The experience of India with 

section 3(d) of its Patents Act could assist Indonesia to overcome this challenge. 

 

1.2. Section 3(d) of the Indian Patents Act 
 

The exclusion by Indonesia of new use of existing medicine compounds without a meaningful 

increase in efficacy from patentability was based on the recommendation of UNCTAD, which 

drew on the example of Section 3(d) the Indian Patents Act.488 Section 3(d) sets out a definition 

of inventive step for some types of invention like pharmaceutical inventions.489 This section 

sets out the inventive step requirement for a new use of an existing compound by requiring an 

enhancement of the known efficacy of that compound. 

 

Section 3(d) of the Indian Patents Act had been challenged as inconsistent with the TRIPS 

Agreement in the Indian Courts in Novartis AG v the Union of India and Others (“Novartis v 

Union of India”).490 This dispute concerned the patent on the beta crystalline form of imatinib 

mesylate as the active compound of Novartis’ blockbuster leukaemia medicine called Glivec 

(or Gleevec in certain jurisdictions). Novartis improved imatinib mesylate as a new salt form 

of imatinib that was also patented by Novartis.  

 

Novartis’s application to patent beta crystalline version of imatinib mesylate in India was 

rejected by the Assistant Controller of the patent office, among others, for the lack of 

significantly enhanced efficacy in section 3(d) of the Patents Act.491 Novartis filed a claim in 

the Madras High Court to reverse the Assistant Controller’s order and declare section 3(d) of 

the Patents Act unconstitutional and violating the TRIPS Agreement.492  

 

 
488 At 8. See Patents Act 1970 (India), as amended by Patent Amendment Act, No.15 of 2005, 
art 3(d). This section sets out the inventive step requirement for a new use of an existing compound by requiring 
an enhancement of the known efficacy of that substance. 
489 Susy Frankel “Challenging TRIPS-Plus Agreements: The Potential Utility of Non-Violation Disputes” (2009) 
12 J Int Econ 1023 at 1053 (“Frankel, Challenging TRIPS-Plus”). 
490 Novartis AG v Union of India (2007) 4 MLJ 1153 (Madras High Court). See Shamnad Basheer and Prashant 
Reddy “Ducking” TRIPS in India: A Saga Involving Novartis and the Legality of Section 3(D) (2008) 20(2) Nat 
Law Sch India Rev 131 at 134 (“Basheer and Reddy, Ducking TRIPS in India”). 
491 Basheer and Reddy, Ducking TRIPS in India, at 134. 
492 At 134. 
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The High Court of Madras and the Intellectual Property Appellate Board (IPAB) that reviewed 

the Controller’s rejection of the patent decided against Novartis.493 The IPAB held that, while 

the beta crystalline version of imatinib mesylate is novel and inventive, it failed to meet the 

section 3(d) requirement that requires a “significantly enhanced efficacy”, which should mean 

a “therapeutic efficacy”.494 The Indian Supreme Court confirmed the High Court and IPAB 

decisions that Novartis had failed to demonstrate significant enhancement of the efficacy, in 

the form of a therapeutic efficacy of imatinib mesylate. 

 

The experience of India with section 3(d) of its Patents Act shows that the formulation of this 

section could be defended as consistent with article 27.1 of the TRIPS Agreement because, in 

the absence of a clear definition of inventive step criteria in the Agreement, a WTO member 

could define the criteria in their legislation. However, the narrow interpretation of the Indian 

Supreme Court that required this enhancement of known efficacy to be in the form of 

“therapeutic efficacy” is the tipping point that might cause this interpretation to be inconsistent 

with article 27.1 of the TRIPS Agreement.495 

 

Although the absence of a clear definition on patentability criteria in art 27.1 allows WTO 

members to decide their own definitions of inventive step criteria, a commentator suggests that 

“there must be limits to the autonomy that members have in defining inventive step. National 

definitions should presumably not be so demanding that nothing could be patentable, thus 

eliminating the scope of the TRIPS Agreement.”496 

 

This discussion of article 3(d) of the Indian Patents Act is useful when applying the three-stages 

of constitutionality test to the implementation of patentable subject matter and patentability 

criteria as well as the exclusions of new use patents and new use of existing medicine 

compound without a meaningful increase in efficacy in Patents Act 2016. 

 

 

 
493 William Bennett “Indian Pharmaceutical Patent Law and the Effects of Novartis AG v Union of India” (2014) 
13 Wash U Global Stud L Rev 535 at 547 (“Bennett, Indian Patent Law”). 
494 At 547. 
495 Bennett, Indian Patent Law, at 550. See also Basheer and Reddy, Ducking TRIPS in India, at 148. 
496 Frankel, Challenging TRIPS-Plus, at 1054. 
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1.3. Application of the Three Stages of Constitutionality Test to the Implementation of 
Patentable Subject Matter and Patentability Criteria in Patents Act 2016 

 

1.3.1. The First Stage: Impacts of the Patentable Subject Matter and Patentability Criteria 
Standards 

 

The first stage of the constitutionality test explores the impacts of the implementation of the 

TRIPS Agreement standards for patentable subject matter and patentability criteria on the 

relationship between the inventor/patent owner and society. The test will highlight the benefits 

that the inventor/patent owner would gain from those standards. Next, it will assess whether 

the TRIPS Agreement standards bring social benefits to society, which in the context of this 

thesis are measured from the standards’ contribution towards technological innovation and 

dissemination of knowledge in medicines. The TRIPS Agreement standards also bring social 

benefits to society if they do not prevent the prompt entry of generic medicines to supply the 

health security programme, which means that generics can immediately enter the market once 

the underlying patent of the originator medicine has expired and after they have secured 

marketing approvals. 

 

If the TRIPS Agreement standards benefit the patent owner and society, and there are no 

adverse consequences for the society in terms of their access to generic medicines under the 

health security programme, the standards can be considered constitutional. If the TRIPS 

Agreement standards only benefits the patent owner without giving social benefits to the 

society in terms of the society’s access to technological knowledge and delays the entry of 

generic medicines, then the standards are unconstitutional based on the framework of this 

thesis. If there are adverse consequences to society from implementing the new use patent, but 

there are also benefits to them from the standards, the benefits to society should outweigh the 

adverse consequences for the standard to be implemented constitutionally. The constitutional 

provisions in property, economic and health become the criteria for weighing the standards’ 

benefits and adverse consequences. If it is difficult to determine whether the benefits to society 

outweigh the adverse consequences, the test needs to be continued to the second stage. 

 

 

a. Patentable Subject Matter 
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As discussed above, Indonesia’s implementation of the patentable subject matter standard in 

the Patents Act 2016 has been consistent with article 27.1 of the TRIPS Agreement. Section 

1(1) of the Act defines “patent” as “exclusive rights provided by the state to an inventor for 

their invention in the field of technology to carry out the invention themselves or license it to 

a third party within certain period of time.” Article 1(2) of Act defines “invention” as “the 

inventor’s idea as implemented in … products or processes or improvement of those products 

or processes”.  Indonesia’s exclusions of certain inventions from patentability in section 9 of 

the Patents Act 2016 have also been consistent with article 27.3 of the Agreement.  

 

The wide scope of patentable invention in article 27.1 of the Agreement, as implemented in 

section 1(1) of Patents Act 2016, benefits the inventor by providing the necessary incentives 

for them to invent. This benefit to the inventor is further underscored by the non-discrimination 

principle in article 27.1 of the Agreement where the inventor/patent owner should be able to 

enjoy patent rights without discrimination as to “the place of invention, the field of technology 

and whether products are imported or locally produced”.497  

 

Regarding the social benefits to society, members of society can have access to knowledge 

regarding the invention from the patent application documents as published by the Patent 

Office. The experimental use exception in section 19(3) of the Patents Act 2016 allows 

researchers to carry out non-commercial experiments by using the invention.498 Once the patent 

term expires, these researchers have the option to commercialise the results of their 

experiments. In relation to medicines, by having many inventions in innovative medicines the 

generic medicine producers can make generic versions of these medicines and market them 

once the originator medicine’s patent term has expired.499 Regarding the impacts of the 

patentable subject matter standard on the society’s access to generic medicines, there is no 

indication that this standard would delay the entry of generic medicines once the original patent 

term has expired. This standard does not prevent a generic medicine from entering the market 

once the originator’s patent term has expired. 

 

 
497 TRIPS Agreement, art 27.1. 
498 Patents Act 2016, s 19(3).  This section provides that “for the purposes of education, research, experiment, or 
analysis, the prohibitions set out as a result of the patent exclusive rights … can be exempted from patent 
infringements provided that it does not prejudice paten owners’ reasonable interests and shall not be commercial 
in nature.” 
499 Originator medicine means an innovative medicine that firstly receive a patent and marketing approval from a 
country’s marketing approval authority. 
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b. Patentability Criteria  

 

Indonesia’s implementation of the patentability criteria in section 3(1) of the Patents Act 2016 

has also been consistent with article 27.1 of the Agreement. An invention can be granted a 

patent if it is “new, involves inventive step and capable of industrial application”.500 Moreover, 

the definition of the novelty, inventive step and industrial application criteria in sections 5-8 of 

the Patents Act 2016 could provide the incentives for the inventors to invent, since the criteria 

are measurable and achievable for the inventors. At the same time, the criteria allow Indonesia 

to scrutinise the inventions to ensure that patents are granted only to legitimate inventions that 

can meet the criteria. This way the patentability criteria could provide access to the society to 

the latest inventions in medicines and by the end of the patent term the generic versions of 

those medicines could promptly enter the market to supply the health security programme. 

 

From the analysis of the implementation of patentable subject matter and patentability criteria 

standards in the Patents Act 2016, the implementation of these standards provides a strong 

indication that they can be implemented constitutionally in Indonesia. However, as discussed 

in this section, the TRIPS Agreement’s patentable subject matter and patentability criteria 

standards might be used by certain patent owners to carry out “patent evergreening”. These 

patent owners might perform trivial improvements to their inventions to get new patents on the 

improved inventions. For instance, a flu medicine was initially patented with the active 

substance of about 250 milligrams of paracetamol for a single capsule to be used for the patient 

group of between 15 and 65 years old. The patent owner then applied for another patent for the 

same flu medicine with the same composition of paracetamol but in the form of liquid with the 

composition of 250 milligrams of paracetamol per 5 millilitres of liquid instead of capsule to 

be used for patient groups of between 3 and 14 years old.  

 

Under the patentable subject matter and patentability criteria standards in article 27.1 of the 

Agreement, as implemented in sections 1 and 3 of the Patents Act 2016, the patent owner could 

obtain a second patent on the liquid form of flu medicine if meeting the novelty, inventive step 

and industrial application criteria. Before the Patents Act 2016, the patent owners would 

prepare the patent application by using the “Swiss-claim” method.501 The patent application 

 
500 Patents Act 2016, s 3(1). 
501 Interview with the Patent Office, 19 July 2019. 
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would state the use of 250 mg paracetamol for the manufacture of liquid flu medicine to be 

used in the 3-year-old to 14-year-old patient group. With the Swiss-claim method the patent 

application could meet the patentability criteria and be eligible for a patent. 

 

Although patent evergreening might not prevent a generic producer from marketing medicines 

for uses that are no longer protected by patents, this practice can increase medicine prices for 

the “improved” portion of the invention. The trivial improvement on an existing medicine 

would not bring additional benefits to society, because it might not increase the efficacy of the 

existing medicine. Without a new patent on this “trivial” improvement generic producers could 

offer generic versions of the improved medicine at much lower costs. 

 

As discussed further in Chapter 4, the initial inventor/patent owner has the most incentives to 

develop the existing invention because they have patent exclusivity on the inventions.502 Unless 

the research is made for non-commercial purposes, the researcher must obtain a license from 

the patent owner. The field interview with an Indonesian university with a significant presence 

in innovation activities explained that local innovations are mostly based on development of 

existing products or processes that are no longer protected by patents.503 With patent 

evergreening the Indonesian inventors and researchers will have little incentive to improve the 

existing invention because the patent owners will have made incremental improvements on 

their inventions and patent those improvements.  

 

The first stage of the test indicates that the implementation of patentable subject matter and 

patentability criteria standards benefit the inventor/patent owner and society. However, there 

may also be adverse consequences for the society from the risk of “patent evergreening”. The 

implementation of these standards could be constitutional if the benefits for the society 

outweigh their adverse consequences. The constitutional principles in property/economic and 

health will be used as the measuring tool.  

 

The constitutional provisions in property/economic rights acknowledge patents as private 

property that must be protected by the state.504 However, the Constitutional Court decision in 

 
502 Rebecca Eisenberg “Patents and the Progress of Science: Exclusive Rights and Experimental Use” (1989) 56 
U Chi L Rev 1017 at 1043. See Chapter 5.   
503 Interview with a senior staff of the Bogor Agricultural Institute (IPB), (Auxentius Andry Yudhianto, 20 
September 2019), transcript provided by the author.  
504 1945 Constitution, art 28H(4). 
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the Copyright Act Case required a balance between the intellectual property owners and 

society’s interests consistent with the principle of “balance between advancement and national 

unity” in article 33(4) of the Constitution. Based on these property/economic principles, the 

adverse consequences of “patent evergreening” from the rising medicine costs for the improved 

medicines and lack of incentives for Indonesian inventors and researchers to improve existing 

inventions outweigh the benefits to society from the access to knowledge of the invention.  

 

The Constitution’s principles on the rights to health also impose a duty to the state to provide 

universal health care that is currently implemented through the health security programme.505 

The programme’s sustainability will be disrupted if there is a delay of entry of generic 

medicines to supply the programme. Since “patent evergreening” does not prevent a generic 

producer from marketing a generic version of the originator medicine that is no longer covered 

by patents, “patent evergreening” cannot be said to prevent the prompt entry of generic 

medicines in all cases and therefore prevent the state from providing universal health care.  

 

Considering the risk of “patent evergreening” to the implementation of the patentable subject 

matter and patentability criteria standards that could increase medicine prices and remove 

incentives for local inventors to innovate, there is an indication that the standards could not be 

implemented constitutionally. The adverse consequences for the society from “patent 

evergreening” might outweigh benefits that they receive from the standards’ implementation. 

In this case, the test needs to be continued to the second stage.   

 

1.3.2. Second Stage: Flexibilities to Respond to the Risk of “Patent Evergreening” 
 

The second stage of analysis will firstly see whether there are exceptions and flexibilities in 

implementing the TRIPS Agreement’s patentable subject matter and patentability criteria 

standards to respond to the risk of “patent evergreening”. These exceptions and flexibilities 

may be explicitly provided in the TRIPS Agreement’s text or originate from the absence of 

specific details in the Agreement’s provisions. If there are exceptions and flexibilities in 

implementing the standards that could respond to the patent evergreening, patentable subject 

matter and patentability criteria standards could be implemented constitutionally. However, if 

there are no exceptions and flexibilities that could respond to patent evergreening, the 

 
505 1945 Constitution, art 28H and 34(2). See also the BPJS Act Case and Social Security Act Case in Chapter 1. 
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framework developed in this thesis indicates that the standards could not be implemented 

constitutionally. The test needs to be continued to the third stage if there are exceptions and 

flexibilities to address patent evergreening, but these exceptions and flexibilities can be 

considered inconsistent with the TRIPS Agreement’s obligations.  

 

As discussed previously, Indonesia implemented sections 4(f)(1) and 4(f)(2) of the Patents Act 

2016 to respond to the risk of patent evergreening. Section 4(f)(1) deals with the exclusion of 

new use of an existing product from the scope of patentable invention. Section 4(f)(2) deals 

with specific inventive step criteria for medicines in the form of “meaningful increase in 

efficacy” and the “unknown difference in chemical structure” tests. The second stage of the 

constitutionality test explores these exceptions. 

 

a. Exclusion of New Use Patents from Patentability 

 

Regarding section 49(f)(1), since article 27.1 of the Agreement does not mention new use of 

an existing product (“new use patents”) as one scope of the patentable subject matter, 

effectively it is a member’s discretion if they want to provide new use patents in their patent 

law. Article 1.1 of the Agreement allows a member to provide a more extensive protection than 

the Agreement. Conversely, a member can also specifically exclude the new use patents in their 

patent law. Indonesia applied the latter approach by excluding a new use of an existing product 

from patentability in section 4(f)(1).  

 

Indonesian universities and research institutions have complained about the exclusion of new 

use patents from patentability in section 4(f)(1) of Patents Act 2016 as preventing their 

innovation activities. One respondent explained that local innovations are mostly based on 

development of existing products or processes.506  The respondent’s institution encouraged the 

staff to engage in innovation activities and patent their inventions. The institution could license 

the inventions to third parties to be commercially produced or license the inventions for free to 

certain members of the society who might need them, like farmers or fishermen.507 Around 

sixty percent of the license fees collected would be allocated to support further research and 

development and the remaining amount would be distributed to the inventors.508 The 

 
506 Interview with Bogor Agricultural Institute (IPB), 20 September 2019.  
507 Same as above. 
508 Same as above. 
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respondent hoped that the government would reconsider the exclusion of new use patents in 

section 4(f)(1). 

 

Apparently, the Indonesian Patent Office had interpreted the exclusion of new use patents in 

section 4(f)(1) broadly. The actual wording of this section only excludes a “mere new use” of 

an existing product. That means using an existing product for a new use without changing its 

form and substance. It does not mean a patent cannot be granted to a development of an existing 

product, since the term “invention” is defined in Patents Act 2016 to include “perfection” and 

“development of products and processes”.509 The policy goal of the exclusion of new use 

patents is to avoid patent evergreening where an existing patent owner could maintain their 

market exclusivity by finding a new use of their invention without carrying out significant 

research to develop the product. The broad interpretation of the Indonesian Patent Office 

disrupted the incentives for the Indonesian inventors to invent. This practice might also 

prejudice the society’s members like farmers, fishermen or patient groups who could not get 

the social value of the inventions.  

 

The analysis in this section shows that the exclusion of new use patents in section 4(f)(1) is 

consistent with article 27.1 of the TRIPS Agreement. However, the Patent Office mistakenly 

implemented section 4(f)(1) to the detriment of Indonesian inventors and researchers. If the 

Patent Office implements this article by excluding a mere new use of an existing product from 

patentability it can properly respond to the risk of patent evergreening that becomes the main 

objective of this provision. The absence of a patent examination directive or practice notes 

might have contributed to this issue.510 The Patent Office could address this issue by clarifying 

in the patent examination manual or practice notes that the improvement or development of 

existing product could be granted a patent if it meets the patentability criteria. Based on the 

second stage of the constitutionality test, Indonesia has the flexibility to address patent 

evergreening by excluding the mere new uses of an existing product from patentability. 

However, the Patent Office’s implementation of section 4(f)(1) could be considered as 

inconsistent with article 27.1 for disallowing legitimate inventions from patentability. 

 

 
509 Patents Act 2016, s 1(2). 
510 Interview with an official of the Patent Office, 19 July 2019. 
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b. Exclusion from Patentability of New Use of Existing Medicine Compounds without a 

Meaningful Increase in Efficacy  

 

Regarding section 4(f)(2), article 27.1 of the Agreement also does not provide the definitions 

of novelty, inventive step and industrial applicability as the patentability criteria. In the absence 

of these definitions Indonesia can define and provide the scope of these patentability criteria in 

its patent law. Section 4(f)(2) excludes the grant of patent for a new use of an existing 

compound that does not have a meaningful increase in efficacy and does not have a difference 

in chemical structure from the existing compound. Section 4(f)(2) can be considered a specific 

inventive step criterion for medicine compounds. The formulation of this article should have 

enabled the Patent Office to exclude incremental improvements on existing medicine 

compounds and therefore, properly respond to patent evergreening practices. That means the 

Patent Office would only grant patents on the improvement of an existing medicine compound 

if this improvement meets the “meaningful increase in efficacy” and the “unknown difference 

in chemical structure” tests of section 4(f)(2).  

 

The field interview with an official of the Indonesian Patent Office reveals that after the 

implementation of section 4(f)(2) of the Patents Act 2016, the medicine patent applications 

declined significantly.511 The patent applicants complained that they were having difficulties 

to meet the “meaningful increase in efficacy test” in section 4(f)(2).512 The Patent Office 

interpreted the term “efficacy” in this section to mean “therapeutic efficacy” of the medicine 

compound. That means, if a medicine compound was developed to have lesser side effects or 

could be absorbed more effectively within the human body than the existing medicine, this 

developed compound could not be granted a patent because it did not show an increase in the 

therapeutic efficacy of the developed compound.513 This is another example of a problem 

caused by the absence of the Patent Office’s patent examination directive or practice notes. At 

the time of field research the Patent Office had not issued such directive. 

 

The Patent Office’s interpretation that requires therapeutic efficacy for a development of an 

existing compound might make the inventive step threshold too high for the inventors, as in 

the example of the interpretation of the Indian Supreme Court on section 3(d) of the Indian 

 
511 Same as above. 
512 Same as above. 
513 Same as above. 
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Patents Act in Novartis v Union of India. The Patent Office should not have interpreted the 

term “meaningful increase in efficacy” in section 4(f)(2) to mean “therapeutic efficacy”, so 

non-therapeutic efficacy of the improved medicine, such as faster absorption effect or lesser 

side effects, should meet the inventive step criteria.  

 

Just like the analysis of section 4(f)(1), the application of specific inventive step criteria in 

section 4(f)(2) is consistent with article 27.1 of the TRIPS Agreement. The “meaningful 

increase in efficacy” and the “unknown difference in chemical structure” tests enable the Patent 

Office to grant patents on legitimate improvements on existing medicines while preventing 

patent evergreening activities. However, the Patent Office mistakenly implemented section 

4(f)(2) to the detriment of inventors/patent owners by requiring “therapeutic efficacy” as the 

inventive step criterion. This criterion could be considered as setting the inventive step 

threshold too high, which might mean that no medicine improvements could be patented. 

 

Based on the second stage of the test Indonesia has the flexibility to address patent evergreening 

by applying specific inventive step criteria in section 4(f)(2) with its “meaningful increase in 

efficacy” and the “unknown difference in chemical structure” tests. However, the Patent 

Office’s implementation of this section would reduce the incentives to improve existing 

inventions on medicines. Considering most inventions on medicines were improving existing 

inventions, the social contribution of the invention to the society might also be disrupted if no 

medicine invention can be patented.  

 

The second stage of the test shows that although the textual formulations of flexibilities in 

sections 4(f)(1) and (2) are not inconsistent with article 27.1 of the TRIPS Agreement, the 

Patent Office’s implementation of these provisions could cause the implementation of these 

sections to be considered as violating article 27.1. In this case, the test needs to be continued 

to the third stage. 
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1.3.3. The Third Stage: Whether the Flexibilities in Sections 4(f)(1) and (2) Can Be 
Effectively Implemented 

 

The third stage of the analysis considers whether Indonesia could effectively implement the 

exclusion of new use patents in section 4(f)(1), and the inventive step criteria in section 4(f)(2) 

of the Patents Act 2016 with its “meaningful increase in efficacy” and the “unknown difference 

in chemical structure” tests, given article 27.1 of the Agreement and in light of the TRIPS 

Agreement’s objectives and principles.514  

 

Article 31.1 of the Vienna Convention requires a treaty to be “interpreted in good faith in 

accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and 

in the light of its object and purpose”. The exclusion of new use patent in section 4(f)(1) and 

inventive step criteria under section 4(f)(2) of Patents Act 2016 will be analysed firstly by 

looking at the ordinary meaning of article 27.1. The implementation of the Patents Act’s 

sections then needs to be explored pursuant to Article 31.2 of the Vienna Convention in the 

context of article 27.1 of the TRIPS Agreement.515 Lastly, the implementation of these sections 

will be analysed by considering article 27.1 in the light of the Agreement’s objectives and 

principles as the treaty’s object and purpose.516  

 

If the analysis shows that Indonesia could implement sections 4(f)(1) and (2) effectively 

without violating article 27.1 of the Agreement, the patentable subject matter and patentability 

criteria standards could be implemented constitutionally together with the implementation 

flexibilities in sections 4(f)(1) and (2) of the Patents Act 2016. If the Patents Act sections’ 

implementation was considered inconsistent with article 27.1 of the Agreement in the light of 

 
514 See Chapter 2 regarding the discussions on the general rule of treaty interpretation under the Vienna 
Convention. 
515 Vienna Convention, art 31(2). This article provides that the treaty’s context shall comprise of: “(a) any 
agreement relating to the treaty which was made between all the parties in connexion with the conclusion of the 
treaty; (b) any instrument which was made by one or more parties in connexion with the conclusion of the treaty 
and accepted by the other parties as an instrument related to the treaty.” Art 31(3) considers together with treaty’s 
the context: “(a) any subsequent agreement between the parties regarding the interpretation of the treaty or the 
application of its provisions; (b) any subsequent practice in the application of the treaty which establishes the 
agreement of the parties regarding its interpretation; (c) Any relevant rules of international law applicable in the 
relations between the parties.” As part of the rule of treaty interpretation art 31(4) provides that “a special meaning 
shall be given to a term if it is established that the parties so intended. 
516 Since the TRIPS Agreement members did not give a special meaning to the terms set out in article 27.1 as 
referred to in article 31(4) of the Vienna Convention, the third stage of the test does not consider this provision in 
interpreting article 27.1. 
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the treaty’s objectives and principles, the patentable subject matter and patentability criteria 

standards could not be implemented constitutionally. 

 

Regarding the ordinary meaning of article 27.1 of the Agreement, Indonesia is not prohibited 

from excluding new use patents in section 4(f)(1) and setting out specific inventive step criteria, 

such as the one provided in section 4(f)(2) of Patents Act 2016. Consequently, a mere new use 

of an existing product is not eligible for a patent under section 4(f)(1) and every new use of an 

existing medicine compound must meet patentability criteria, including the “meaningful 

increase in efficacy” and the “unknown difference in chemical structure” tests in section 

4(f)(2). The textual formulations of sections 4(f)(1) and (2) are consistent with the ordinary 

meaning of article 27.1. 

 

The context of article 27.1 can be established, in part, from the Agreement’s preamble.517 The 

preamble effectively requires a balance between the protection of IP and public policy and 

development objectives of the Agreement’s members. Based on this context the exclusion of a 

mere new use of an existing product from patentability in section 4(f)(1) and the specific 

inventive step criteria for medicines in section 4(f)(2) of the Patents Act 2016 would be 

consistent with article 27.1 of the Agreement. The implemented flexibilities promote 

innovation by granting patents on legitimate new uses of existing products, but at the same 

time exclude trivial improvements of the existing inventions that could lead to patent 

evergreening. 

 

The Agreement’s objectives require the flexibility measures to “contribute to the promotion of 

technological innovation and to the transfer and dissemination of technology, to the mutual 

advantage of producers and users of technological knowledge and in a manner conducive to 

social and economic welfare, and to a balance of rights and obligations”.518 In this regard, the 

implemented flexibilities could be considered as meeting the Agreement’s objectives. The 

flexibilities could support the achievement of a mutually advantageous relationship between 

producers and users of technological knowledge that is conducive to social and economic 

welfare, and to a balance of rights and obligations.519  

 

 
517 Vienna Convention, art. 31(2). 
518 TRIPS Agreement, art 7. 
519 TRIPS Agreement, art 7. 
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The flexibilities in section 4(f)(1) and (2) are necessary to protect public health consistent with 

the Agreement’s principles in article 8.1.520 This measure is needed to avoid patent 

evergreening practices that could increase medicine prices. On the other hand, the Agreement’s 

principles also require the implemented flexibilities in sections 4(f)(1) and (2) to be consistent 

with article 27.1. As discussed previously, the textual formulations of these sections are 

consistent with article 27.1. However, the Patent Office’s implementation of these flexibilities 

could be considered as inconsistent with article 27.1 and the Agreement’s objectives and 

principles. The Patent Office’s implementation of section 4(f)(1) that excludes all 

improvements of an existing product from patentability, instead of excluding a mere new use 

of an existing product, has removed the incentives for Indonesian inventors to invent. 

Moreover, the Patent Office’s implementation of section 4(f)(2) that requires “therapeutic 

efficacy” as the inventive step criterion for medicines has set the inventive step threshold too 

high that it had reduced medicine patent applications after the Patents Act 2016 was enacted. 

The application of “therapeutic efficacy” requirement means that a new use of existing 

medicine compound will be denied a patent if it such new use cannot show a more therapeutic 

or healing effect compared to the previous use.  

 

1.3.4. Section Conclusion 
 

Based on the three stages of the constitutionality test, the patentable subject matter and 

patentability criteria standards under article 27.1 of the TRIPS Agreement could be 

implemented constitutionally together with the implementation flexibilities in sections 4(f)(1) 

and (2) of the Patents Act 2016. However, the Patent Office’s application of these flexibilities 

could make the implementation of article 27.1 unconstitutional because it removes the 

incentives for the inventors to invent as well as the social benefits of society to utilise and learn 

from the inventions.  

 

Article 27.1 of the TRIPS Agreement could still be implemented constitutionally if the Patent 

Office changed its approach and application of the implementation flexibilities. To be 

constitutional, implementation flexibilities should be interpreted as allowing patents on a 

legitimate improvement or development of an existing product or medicine compound. This 

 
520 Article 8.1 provides that “Members may, in formulating or amending their laws and regulations, adopt 
measures necessary to protect public health and nutrition, and to promote the public interest in sectors of vital 
importance to their socio-economic and technological development, provided that such measures are consistent 
with the provisions of this Agreement.” 
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approach would provide the necessary incentives for the inventors to invent but at the same 

time avoid patent evergreening practices. 

 

2. Twenty Years Patent Term Standard with the Non-Application of Patent Term 
Extension and Implementation of the Regulatory Review Exception 

 

Article 33 of the TRIPS Agreement requires Indonesia to grant patents for a period of 20 years 

counted from the filing date of the patent applications. Indonesia applied this requirement in 

section 22(1) of Patents Act 2016. Article 33 does not impose any obligation to extend a patent 

beyond 20 years. In the TRIPS Agreement negotiations, there had been efforts to include the 

possibility of extending the patent term for pharmaceutical products to compensate for delays 

in the marketing approval process.521 This proposal did not make its way into the final text of 

the TRIPS Agreement. The 20-year patent term was agreed during the TRIPS Agreement 

negotiation as it already took into account delays in issuing patents and granting marketing 

approvals for pharmaceutical products.522 If a country wants to extend a patent beyond 20 

years, they can do so voluntarily because article 1.1 allows a country to implement a more 

extensive patent protection, which may include applying a longer patent term.523  

 

Prior to the ratification of the TRIPS Agreement, Indonesia allowed a patent to be extended for 

a further two-year period after the 14-year patent term had ended.524 The reason for the 

extension was that the revenue generated from the patent implementation had not covered the 

research and development costs of the patented invention.525 

 

In implementing the TRIPS Agreement provisions in the Patents Act 1997, Indonesia removed 

the possibility of the patent term extension.526 This exclusion was maintained in the Patents 

Act 2016, because the increase of patent term from 14 years under the Patents Act 1989 to 20 

years under the 2016 Act has considered any delays that may occur in the patent application 

 
521 Gervais, TRIPS Drafting History, at 510. The marketing approval process is a process where the marketing 
approval authority (which is the Drugs and Foods Supervisory Agency or BPOM in Indonesia) reviews and 
approves a medicine based on its safety and efficacy information before it is distributed to the general public. 
522 Frankel and Lai, Patent Law and Policy, at 67. See also Gervais, TRIPS Drafting History, at 510.  
523 See Gervais, TRIPS Drafting History, at 510.  
524 Patents Act 1989, s 42. 
525 Patents Act 1989, s 42 and 43(1).b.1.  
526 Patents Act 1997, s 9(1). Patents Act 1997 abolished articles 42 and 43 of Patents Act 1989 that allowed the 
patent term extension.  
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process at the Patent Office and the medicine marketing approval process at the Drugs and 

Food Supervisory Agency (BPOM).527 

 

The issue of patent term is particularly important for medicines as, in addition to the time to 

process the patent application, medicines must also be approved by the marketing approval 

authority before they can enter the market. In many cases, the patent exclusivity period was 

significantly curtailed due to the lengthy patent processing and marketing approval process and 

their associated delays. That is why some countries have allowed for patent-term extensions to 

respond. For instance, the European Union provides for a supplementary protection certificate 

to extend the patent term for medicinal products.528 That certificate takes effect at the end of 

the basic patent term for a period equal to the period which elapsed between the date on which 

the application for a basic patent was lodged and the date of the first authorisation to place the 

product on the market, reduced by a period of five years.529 The duration of the certificate may 

not exceed five years from the effective date of the certificate.530 

 

Based on the interviews with the Patent Office and BPOM, these institutions have implemented 

measures to improve punctuality of the patent application and medicine marketing approval 

processes.531 For instance, both institutions have implemented an online application system. 

The Patent Office had also successfully cleared most patent application backlogs by increasing 

the examination target of the patent examiners from 25 applications to 150 applications a 

year.532 

 

With the increase of patent term from 14 years to 20 years and the improvements in patent 

processing and medicine marketing approval timelines, the patented medicines would have 

prompt market access and adequate exclusivity protection. However, the society’s access to 

generic medicines might be delayed if these generics could only start the marketing approval 

 
527 Interview with an official of the Patent Office, 19 July 2019. 
528 Council Regulation No.469/2009 of 6 May 2009 concerning the supplementary protection certificate for 
medicinal products, OJ L 152, 16 6 2009, p 1. 
529 Art 13.1. 
530 Art 13.2. 
531 Interview with an official of the Patent Office, 19 July 2019 and with an official of BPOM, 12 September 2019. 
532 Interview with an official of the Patent Office. At the beginning of 2018, there were 9,500 pending patent 
applications. In 2019 there were only 2,000 pending applications. The Patent Office applies “reward and 
punishment” scheme to the patent examiners. When the examiners can meet the target, they will get financial 
incentives. On the other hand, if they do not meet the target, they will have their performance allowances deducted. 
Although this policy can lead to a risk of low-quality examination results from the examiners, it successfully 
reduced the application backlogs. 
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once the originator’s patent has expired. It would take a while for a generic producer to prepare 

the marketing approval application. This situation would give the patent owner de facto 

additional protection for their invention beyond the 20-year term. 

 

To address this problem, in addition to the exclusion of patent term extension, Indonesia also 

applies the regulatory review exception in section 167(b) of Patents Act 2016. Section 167(b) 

provides that “the production of patented pharmaceutical products within five years prior to 

the patent expiration date for a marketing approval process that can only be distributed after 

the patent expiration date shall be excluded from criminal and civil infringement actions”. The 

exception allows a generic producer to produce generic version of the patented medicine within 

five years prior to the patent expiration date for marketing approval purposes, but only to 

market the medicine once the patent term has ended.  

 

Chapter 2 discussed the view of the WTO Panel in Canada-Pharmaceuticals that Canada’s 

regulatory review exception was a measure that met the three-step test under article 30 of the 

Agreement.533 On the first test, the Panel found that the regulatory review exception was a 

“limited exception” within the meaning of TRIPS Article 30 as long as the exception was 

“confined to conduct needed to comply with the requirements of the regulatory approval 

process.”534 The Panel went further, noting that without the regulatory review exception “the 

patent owner would be able to extend its period of market exclusivity, de facto”, between three 

and six-and-half years.535 On the second test, the Panel found that the regulatory review 

exception does not conflict with a normal exploitation of patents.536 On the third test, the Panel 

also found that the measure “did not prejudice ‘legitimate interests’ of affected patent owners 

within the meaning of Article 30”.537 

 

However, as discussed in Chapter 2, the Panel in Canada-Pharmaceuticals decided that a 

medicine stockpiling measure was inconsistent with article 30 because this measure was not 

“limited” in nature as required under the first limb of the test in article 30. This measure means 

that the generic producer could produce a large batch of medicines (stockpile medicines) during 

 
533 Canada Pharmaceuticals Panel Report, at [7.84]. 
534 At [7.45]. 
535 At [7.48]. The term of “de facto” extension was based on the estimation given by Canada on the time that is 
required by a generic producer to prepare and obtain their marketing approval. 
536 At [7.59]. Since there was no conflict, the panel did not consider whether the conflict would be “unreasonable” 
as per the second test. 
537 At [7.83]. 
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the patent term and start marketing their product once the patent term has expired. The Panel’s 

decision effectively means that the medicine stockpiling measure is not a permitted exception 

to patent exclusive rights under the TRIPS Agreement. 

 

2.1. The Application of the Three Stages of Constitutionality Test to the 20-year Patent 
Term, Exclusion of Patent Term Extension and Application of Regulatory Review 
Exception 

 

2.1.1. The First Stage: Impacts on the Incentive to Invent and Prompt Entry of Generic 
Medicines to the Health Security Programme 

 

The first stage of the constitutionality test explores the impacts of the implementation of the 

20-year patent term standard under article 33 of the TRIPS Agreement on the relationship 

between the inventor/patent owner and society. The test highlights the benefits that the 

inventor/patent owner would gain from the standards as well as the social benefits to society.  

 

If the standard’s implementation benefits the patent owner and society, and there are no adverse 

consequences for the society in terms of their access to generic medicines under the health 

security programme, the standard would be considered constitutional. If the standard only 

benefits the patent owner without giving social benefits to the society, it would be considered 

unconstitutional. If there would be adverse consequences to society but also benefits to them 

from the standard, the benefits to society should outweigh the adverse consequences for the 

standard to be implemented constitutionally. The constitutional provisions in property, 

economic and health provide the criteria for weighing the standard’s benefits and adverse 

consequences. If it is difficult to determine whether the benefits to society outweigh the adverse 

consequences, the test needs to be continued to the second stage. 

 

The application of the 20-year patent term in the Patents Act 2016 is consistent with article 33 

of the TRIPS Agreement. Indonesia’s decision to abolish the patent term extension in the 

Patents Act 1989 is also consistent with the Agreement, since the Agreement does not require 

a country to extend patent term beyond its 20-year term. 

 

The grant of a 20-year patent term would provide adequate incentives to the inventor to invent 

as this period would enable them to work on the invention and recoup the investments made in 
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research and development of the invention. The society would also benefit by having access to 

the latest inventions in medicines. 

 

From the first stage of the constitutionality test it can be concluded that the implementation of 

a 20-year patent term in the Patents Act 2016 could support the reconciliation of the interests 

of the inventor and society. The inventor would have the necessary incentives to invent and the 

society would have access to the knowledge regarding the invention and they could also have 

prompt access to generic medicines once the originator medicine’s patents expired. This 

provides a strong indication that the implementation of the 20-year patent term standard could 

be considered as constitutional. 

 

However, considering that generic medicines can only enter the market once the originator 

medicines’ patents have expired and they have obtained marketing approvals, the generic’s 

access might be delayed if they could only process marketing approvals after the patent 

expiration date. The delay of entry of generics would bring significant adverse consequences 

to society. Medicine prices would rise and increase the health security programme’s deficits. 

In the end, the society’s access to the programme might be disrupted. The delayed entry of 

generic medicines would be contrary to the constitutional provisions on property/economy that 

require the state to maintain a balance between the intellectual property owners’ and society’s 

interests. The disruption of the health security programme due to the delay of generics would 

also be contrary to the constitutional provisions in health that requires the state to provide 

universal health care through the programme. In this situation the society’s adverse 

consequences from the implementation of the 20-year patent term would outweigh their 

benefits.  

 

Without an implementation flexibility, the test would assess the implementation of the 20-year 

patent term as unconstitutional. For this reason, the test needs to be continued to the second 

stage.  
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2.1.2. The Second Stage: Whether Indonesia’s Non-application of Patent Term Extension 
and Regulatory Review Exception is Consistent with the TRIPS Agreement  

 

The second stage of analysis will firstly see whether there are exceptions and flexibilities in 

implementing the 20-year patent term in article 33 of the Agreement to support the prompt 

entry of generic medicines. If there are, the patent term standard could be implemented 

constitutionally. However, if there are no exceptions and flexibilities, this analysis indicates 

that the standard cannot be implemented constitutionally. The test needs to be continued to the 

third stage if there are exceptions and flexibilities, but they are implemented in a manner that 

can be considered inconsistent with the TRIPS Agreement’s obligations. 

 

The TRIPS Agreement does not provide specific exceptions or flexibilities related to the patent 

term and medicines that can support the prompt entry of generic medicines. In the absence of 

specific flexibilities, Indonesia implemented in article 22(2) of Patents Act 2016 that it does 

not provide patent term extension. In relation to medicines, as discussed, the medicine 

marketing approval process requires all medicines to demonstrate their safety and efficacy 

before entering the market. This requirement to demonstrate safety and efficacy might delay 

the generics’ entry if the generic applicants are only allowed to submit their application after 

the originator’s patent term has expired. The WTO Panel in Canada Pharmaceuticals had ruled 

that Canada’s regulatory review exception had met the test in article 30 of the Agreement as 

the acceptable limitation to the patent exclusive rights.538  

 

Based on the Panel’s decision in Canada Pharmaceuticals Indonesia had applied the regulatory 

review exception in section 167(b) of the Patents Act 2016. That exception enables a generic 

medicine producer to produce a small batch of medicines and start submitting marketing 

approval applications within five years prior to the originator’s patent expiration date. Once 

the patent term has expired the generic medicines will receive the marketing approval and the 

producers can start mass producing and distributing their products. This way the generic 

medicines could promptly enter the market to supply the health security programme. 

 

Based on the second stage of the constitutionality test, the implementation of the 20-year patent 

term together with the flexibilities of not providing patent term extension and the 

implementation of the regulatory review exception could support the prompt entry of generic 

 
538 See discussions of this section and Chapter 2 re. Canada-Pharmaceuticals. 
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medicines to the health security programme. These implementation flexibilities also are not 

inconsistent with article 33 of the Agreement that sets out patent term, article 28 that sets out 

the scope of patent exclusive rights and article 30 that sets out allowable limitations to patent 

exclusive rights based on the Panel’s decision in Canada-Pharmaceuticals.  

 

However, in relation to the regulatory review exception, the constitutionality test needs to be 

continued to the third stage because the formulation of the exception in article 167(b) of the 

Patents Act 2016 might be considered inconsistent with the TRIPS Agreement, based on the 

Panel’s decision in Canada-Pharmaceuticals. Although the Panel had ruled that Canada’s 

regulatory review exception was consistent with the Agreement, details in the Panel report are 

important. The formulation of article 167(b) of the Patents Act 2016 might not be consistent 

with all parts of the Panel’s ruling and therefore, might be considered to be inconsistent with 

the Agreement.  

 

2.1.3. The Third Stage: Whether the Regulatory Review Exception Can Be Effectively 
Implemented 

 

The third stage of the constitutionality test assesses whether Indonesia could effectively 

implement the regulatory review exception in section 167(b) of the Patents Act 2016, by 

applying the general rule of treaty interpretation under the Vienna Convention to the 

implementation of section 167(b) of the Patents Act 2016 towards article 28.1 and 30 of the 

Agreement and by considering the TRIPS Agreement’s objectives and principles.539  

 

Regarding the ordinary meaning of article 28.1 of the Agreement, the regulatory review 

exception could be considered inconsistent with the patent owner’s exclusive right to “prevent 

third parties not having the owner’s consent from the acts of: making, using, offering for sale, 

selling or importing [a product]”.540 If the invention is a process, the regulatory review 

exception could be considered  inconsistent with the patent owner’s exclusive right to “prevent 

third parties not having the owner’s consent from the acts of: using, offering for sale, selling, 

or importing for these purposes at least the product obtained directly by that process”.541  

 

 
539 See Chapter 2 regarding the discussions on the general rule of treaty interpretation under the Vienna 
Convention. 
540 TRIPS Agreement, art 28.1(a). 
541 Art 28.1(b). 
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The regulatory review exception then needs to be tested against article 30 of the Agreement. 

Based on article 30, an exception to patent exclusive rights must be limited, not unreasonably 

conflict with a normal exploitation of the patent, and not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate 

interests of the patent owner, taking account of the legitimate interests of third parties.  

 

Based on the interview with BPOM, the way Indonesia applies the regulatory review exception 

seems to be “limited” in nature and therefore, meets the first limb of article 30.542 A generic 

applicant is only allowed to produce a small batch of medicines for the purpose of obtaining 

marketing approval of their products. The production test needs to be made to ensure that the 

medicine can meet good manufacturing practices as one of the items measured in the marketing 

approval.543 Generic applicants are required to ensure that their production is limited and 

controlled solely for the marketing approval purposes and they must observe the patent status 

by signing an undertaking that their product can be recalled if there is any patent 

infringement.544 In other words, the application of the regulatory review exception in article 

167(b) does not prejudice the patent owners as the production of generics is conducted in a 

limited manner in the context of obtaining marketing approval and it prohibits a generic 

producer from stockpiling medicines prior to the patent expiration date of the originator 

medicine. This approach is consistent with the Panel’s decision in Canada-Pharmaceuticals. 

 

The application of article 167(b) of Patents Act 2016 could also be considered as meeting the 

second and third limbs of article 30. The application of the regulatory review exception does 

not prevent a patent owner from exploiting their patent rights and therefore, it does not 

unreasonably conflict with a normal exploitation of the patent. Moreover, the exception does 

not prejudice a patent owner’s legitimate interests to benefit from their patent and to have 

protection from commercial use of their inventions by other parties without their approval. The 

exception also considers the legitimate interests of third parties, namely users of generic 

medicines in the health security programme who will have prompt access to generics through 

the programme. 

 

However, there is a risk that the formulation of section 167(b) could be considered inconsistent 

with the TRIPS Agreement because the Panel in Canada-Pharmaceuticals required the “anti-

 
542 Interview with BPOM, 12 September 2019. 
543 Same as above. 
544 Same as above. 
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discrimination rule” of article 27.1 to be applied to exceptions under article 30.545 Section 

167(b) of the Patents Act 2016 mentions the measure is directed to the production of 

“pharmaceutical products”. One may argue that this measure is inconsistent with article 27.1 

of the Agreement because it singles out the pharmaceutical industry and is discriminatory 

towards other areas of technology. Based on the second stage of the analysis, there is a 

possibility that Indonesia’s implementation of the regulatory review exception in section 

167(b) of the Patents Act 2016 could be considered inconsistent with article 27.1 of the TRIPS 

Agreement. 

 

The context of articles 28.1 and 30 can be established from the Agreement’s preamble. The 

preamble effectively requires a balance between the protection of IP and public policy and 

development objectives of the Agreement’s members. Based on this context the regulatory 

review exception should be consistent with articles 28.1 and 30 of the Agreement. The 

exception does not conflict with patent owners’ exclusive rights and at the same time can 

support Indonesia’s public health objectives by ensuring the prompt entry of generics to the 

health security programme. 

 

From the treaty’s object and purpose as set out in its objectives and principles, the regulatory 

review exception could be considered as meeting the Agreement’s objectives. The exception 

could support the achievement of a mutually advantageous relationship between producers and 

users of technological knowledge that is conducive to social and economic welfare, and to a 

balance of rights and obligations.546  

 

The regulatory review exception is necessary to protect public health consistent with the 

Agreement’s principles in article 8.1. This measure is needed to avoid the delay of entry of 

affordable generic medicines to be used in the health security programme. Without the 

measure, the generic producers would have to wait until the patent term has expired before they 

start preparing the marketing approval. 

 

However, the Agreement’s principles require the regulatory review exception to be consistent 

with articles 28.1 and 30, respectively. As discussed, the exception should be consistent with 

 
545 Canada-Pharmaceuticals Panel Report, at [7.92], [7.93]. See discussion of Chapter 2.  
546 TRIPS Agreement, art 7. 
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articles 28.1 and 30. However, the formulation of section 167(b) that specifically refers to 

“pharmaceutical product” as the subject industry could be considered inconsistent with the non-

discrimination principle in article 27.1 based on the Panel’s decision in Canada-

Pharmaceuticals. 

 

2.1.4. Section Conclusion 
 

Based on the three stages of constitutionality test, the 20-year patent term standard in article 33 

of the Agreement could be implemented constitutionally together with the non-application of 

patent term extension in article 22(2) and regulatory review exception in article 167(b) of the 

Patents Act 2016. However, the risk that the formulation of article 167(b) could be considered 

inconsistent with the non-discrimination principle in article 27.1 of the Agreement for singling 

out the pharmaceutical industry could make the implementation of article 33 of the Agreement 

unconstitutional. 

 

Indonesia could address the risk of unconstitutional implementation of article 33 of the 

Agreement by amending section 167(b) to apply the regulatory review exception not 

specifically to pharmaceuticals or medicines, following the example of section 55.2(1) of the 

Canada Patent Act. Section 55.2(1) provides that: “It is not an infringement of a patent for any 

person to make, construct, use or sell the patented invention solely for uses reasonably related 

to the development and submission of information required under any law of Canada, a 

province or a country other than Canada that regulates the manufacture, construction, use or 

sale of any product.” The amendment to section 167(b) can make the implementation of article 

33 of the Agreement to be both constitutional and compliant with the Agreement’s provisions. 

 

 

3. Protection of Medicine Marketing Approval Data with Bio-Equivalency Testing 
Measures and the Non-Application of Data Exclusivity 

 

3.1. Protection of Medicine Marketing Approval Data in Article 39.3 of the Agreement 
 

Article 39.3 of the TRIPS Agreement requires Indonesia to protect undisclosed test or other 

data in relation to the marketing approval of pharmaceutical products that utilise new chemical 

entities “against unfair commercial use”. The protection is provided in relation to the marketing 
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approval of medicines and disclosure of such data, “except where necessary to protect the 

public, or unless steps are taken to ensure that the data are protected against unfair commercial 

use”. The undisclosed test or other data usually consists of clinical trial data and safety and 

efficacy information of the medicine.  

 

3.2. Data Exclusivity Obligation 
 

There are different interpretations of the obligation under article 39.3. Some intellectual 

property exporting and importing countries refer to this obligation as “data exclusivity”. Data 

exclusivity is the “right of the originator of pharmaceutical test data (clinical trials) to prevent 

reliance on such data by competitors wishing to obtain marketing approval for their own 

bioequivalent product”.547  

 

In the patent owners’ interpretation of data exclusivity, no party (including the marketing 

approval institution) could rely on the marketing approval data of the originator within the 

exclusivity period.548 In a data exclusivity regime, the generic medicine producers must 

produce their own safety and efficacy information.549 It is almost impossible for a generic 

medicine producer to do so. Independent clinical trials are very expensive. Moreover, repeating 

clinical trials on the same medicinal substance is arguably unethical.550  

 

Some developed countries have applied data exclusivity by providing a statutory period of 

protection of such data, even though article 39.3 of the TRIPS Agreement does not specify a 

period of protection. This statutory term of exclusivity came from the patent owners’ 

expectation that article 39.3 should be interpreted as providing for a “reasonable period of time” 

of protection that is not less than five years as of the marketing approval date of the originator 

medicine.551 For instance, New Zealand’s data exclusivity regime starts from when the data is 

 
547 Daniel Gervais “Patent Option” (2019) 20 NC JL & Tech 357 at 367 (“Gervais, Patent Option”). 
548 Gervais, TRIPS Drafting History, at 546.  
549 Interview with a representative of the Medicine Patent Owners’ Association - International Pharmaceutical 
Manufacturing Group (IPMG) (Auxentius Andry Yudhianto, 4 September 2019), transcript provided by the 
author. 
550 UNCTAD IP report, at 14. See also Gervais, Patent Option, at 367. 
551 Gervais, TRIPS Drafting History, at 546. This 5-year exclusivity period was taken from art 1711(6) of NAFTA 
(North American Free Trade Agreement), 32 ILM 289 and 605 (1993). 
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received and ends five years from the date of the marketing approval notification or refusal, as 

long as the notification is not received more than 5 years after the application date.552  

 

Data exclusivity is different from marketing exclusivity. In data exclusivity, a generic producer 

can still apply for a marketing approval of their product and sell it in the market if the originator 

patent has expired and they have produced their own safety and efficacy information.553 

Marketing exclusivity prohibits generic competitors from entering the market for certain period 

even if they carry out their own clinical trials to produce safety and efficacy information.554  In 

certain jurisdictions like the United States and European Union, marketing exclusivity is 

usually granted to compensate research in orphan medicines that would otherwise become 

economically non-viable.555 

 

3.3. Application of Data Confidentiality instead of Data Exclusivity in Indonesia 
 

A field interview with an official from BPOM revealed that Indonesia does not apply data 

exclusivity to provide for a specific term of protection of the marketing approval data.556 

BPOM interprets article 39.3 only to require a country to provide “data confidentiality” 

protection that will start from when the data is submitted and will be kept confidential from 

third parties.557 This information is in line with the BPOM Medicine Registration Regulation, 

which provides that the marketing approval registration document that includes clinical trial 

information is treated as confidential information that will only be used for evaluation purposes 

by BPOM.558  

 

Medicine marketing approval and data confidentiality protection are based on the BPOM 

Medicine Registration Regulation. To maintain the protection of data confidentiality, the 

generic applicants are requested to provide bioequivalence testing results in their dossier when 

 
552 Medicines Act 1981 (New Zealand), s 23A. If the notification or refusal is received more than five years after 
the application date, then the period of protection commences on the date the confidential data is received and 
ends within five years after the submission date. See Frankel and Lai, Patent Law and Policy, at 321. 
553 Gervais, Patent Option, at 367. 
554 At 369. 
555 At 369. An orphan medicine is intended to treat a rare disease or condition. For instance, the United States 
provides a 7-year market exclusivity for the production of an orphan medicine to treat a rare disease that is 
affecting fewer than 200,000 people in that country. See Orphan Drug Act Pub L No.97-414, 96 Stat 2049 (1983). 
556 Interview with an official of BPOM, 12 September 2019. 
557 Same as above.  
558 BPOM Medicine Registration Regulation, art 27(4). 
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they make generic medicine marketing approval applications.559 Bioequivalence testing is a 

test to demonstrate that the generic medicine has the equivalent safety and efficacy results as 

the originator medicine.560  

 

When granting generic medicine marketing approval, BPOM may compare the generic 

medicine’s bioequivalence test results with the originator’s information, without revealing the 

originator’s information to the generic producer.561 In practice, BPOM mostly relies on the 

generic’s bioequivalence test results without relying on the originator’s information since the 

generic applicant is the one who compared their product with the originator’s product that is 

available in the market.562 BPOM will only issue marketing approval to a generic competitor 

after the patent expiration of the originator’s medicine.563 

 

By implementing this approach, BPOM argues that they have fulfilled the obligation imposed 

by article 39.3. That is because they have maintained the confidentiality of the originator’s 

marketing approval information and their occasional practice to compare the generic 

applicant’s test information with the originator’s marketing approval information is justified as 

a “non-commercial use”.564  

 

This argument is at odds with the interpretation of the patent owners and some other countries 

of article 39.3. They say article 39.3 requires a WTO member to apply data exclusivity to their 

medicine marketing approval information by setting out the exclusivity term during which no 

party can use or even rely on the information during the exclusivity period.565 As discussed 

above, applying data exclusivity based on the patent owners’ interpretation would be 

problematic for generic producers because it would be almost impossible to produce the clinical 

trial information to support their marketing approval. Consequently, they would have to wait 

until the exclusivity term has ended before submitting the marketing approval. This practice 

would lead to a delay of entry of generic medicines into the market. 

 
559 BPOM Medicine Registration Regulation, art 21. 
560 Annex VII, para P9. See also the Head of BPOM Regulation No.HK.00.05.3.1818 dated 29 March 2005 on 
Guideline for Bioequivalence Testing (“BPOM Bioequivalence Guideline”), para 3.4. 
561 Interview with an official of BPOM, dated 12 September 2019. 
562 Same as above. 
563 See the Minister of Health Regulation No.1010/MENKES/PER/XI/2008, dated 3 November 2008 as amended 
by No.1120/MENKES/PER/XII/2008 on Medicine Registration, art 13.3 where a generic version of a medicine 
can only be distributed (obtains marketing approval) after the patent expiration of the innovator’s medicine. 
564 Interview with an official of BPOM, 12 September 2019. 
565 Gervais, TRIPS Drafting History, at 546. 
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The constitutionality of the implementation of article 39.3 of the Agreement in the form of 

“data confidentiality” protection by BPOM instead of “data exclusivity” will be analysed from 

the perspective of the “principle of reciprocity” by applying the three-stage constitutionality 

test. 

 

3.4. The Application of Three Stage Test to the Data Protection Standard 
 

3.4.1. The First Stage: The Impacts of Data Protection Standard 
 

The first stage of the constitutionality test explores the impacts of the implementation of the 

data protection standard under article 39.3 of the TRIPS Agreement on the relationship between 

the inventor/patent owner and society. The test will highlight the benefits that the 

inventor/patent owner would have from the standards as well as the social benefits to society.  

 

Under the test, the standard’s implementation benefits the patent owner and society, and there 

are no adverse consequences for the society in terms of their access to generic medicines under 

the health security programme, the standard would be considered constitutional. If the standard 

only benefits the patent owner without giving social benefits to the society, it would be 

considered unconstitutional. If there are adverse consequences to society, but there are also 

benefits to them from the standard, the benefits to society should outweigh the adverse 

consequences for the standard to be implemented. The constitutional provisions in property, 

economic and health become the weighing criteria of the standard’s benefits and adverse 

consequences. If it is difficult to determine whether the benefits to society outweigh the adverse 

consequences, the test needs to be continued to the second stage. 

 

In the first stage of analysis the wording of article 39.3 of the Agreement seems to generate 

two interpretations. The first interpretation adopted by most developed countries suggests that 

article 39.3 requires a country to apply data exclusivity protection to medicine marketing 

approval data. The second interpretation, as adopted by Indonesia, suggests that article 39.3 

requires a country to protect confidentiality of the marketing approval data without providing 

any exclusivity period. 
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Based on the field interview with the officials of BPOM and the Health Security Programme 

Implementing Institution (BPJS Health), the application of data confidentiality protection by 

BPOM has managed to ensure the prompt entry of generic medicines into the market 

particularly to supply the health security programme.566  

 

The official from BPOM explained that in the situation where there is a data exclusivity period 

for say, five years and the originator’s patent expired earlier than the exclusivity period, then 

the generics market access would get delayed. For instance, if a medicine exclusivity period 

runs until 1 August 2021 but the patent expires on 1 August 2020, a generic producer could 

only start their application on 2 August 2021 instead of on 1 August 2015 without the 

exclusivity period.567  

 

The BPOM official argued that the application of data confidentiality protection by BPOM can 

ensure the prompt entry of generic medicines to the market without compromising the 

confidentiality of the patent owner’s marketing approval data. This practice can reconcile the 

interests of the inventor or patent owner and the society because the patent owner will have 

their data protected and the society can have prompt access to the generic medicines under the 

health security programme. 

 

The first stage test shows that Indonesia’s implementation of article 39.3 of the Agreement 

through the “data confidentiality” protection under the BPOM Medicine Registration 

Regulation could ensure that patent owners and society benefit from the implementation of 

data protection obligation. However, if article 39.3 is interpreted to require data exclusivity, 

this interpretation would create significant adverse consequences for the society by delaying 

entry of generic medicines. The delay of entry of generics would increase medicine prices and 

increase the health security programme’s deficits. In the end, the society’s access to the 

programme might be disrupted. The delay of entry of generic medicines would be contrary to 

the constitutional provisions in property/economic that require the state to maintain a balance 

between the intellectual property owners and society’s interests. The disruption of the health 

security programme due to the delay of generics could be contrary to the state’s constitutional 

 
566 Interview with an official of Health Security Programme Implementing Institution (BPJS Health) (Auxentius 
Andry Yudhianto, 3 September 2019), transcript provided by the Author. 
567 Without the data exclusivity period a generic producer can start applying for marketing approval within five 
years prior to the patent expiration date as per article 167(b) of Patents Act 2016. 
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duty to provide universal health care, which it meets through the programme.  In this situation 

the adverse consequences to society from the implementation of the data protection standard 

outweigh their benefits if the standard is interpreted as providing data exclusivity.  

 

Without an implementation flexibility, this first stage of the constitutionality test concludes 

that the implementation of the data protection standard would be unconstitutional. The test 

therefore needs to be continued to the second stage. 

 

3.4.2. The Second Stage: Whether Indonesia could Implement Data Confidentiality 
Protection Instead of Data Exclusivity Protection 

 

The second stage of analysis will firstly see whether there are exceptions and flexibilities in 

implementing data protection standard in article 39.3 of the Agreement to support the prompt 

entry of generic medicines. If there are exceptions and flexibilities in implementing the 

standard that could support the prompt entry of generics, the data protection standard could be 

implemented constitutionally together with the exceptions and flexibilities. However, if there 

are no exceptions and flexibilities, the standard could not be implemented constitutionally. The 

constitutionality test would need to be continued to the third stage if there are exceptions and 

flexibilities, but they are implemented in a manner that could be considered inconsistent with 

the TRIPS Agreement’s obligations. 

 

Article 39.3 only requires a member to protect a product that utilises “new chemical entities”. 

The exact meaning of this term is unclear, so the practice of WTO members has been to 

consider a substance as a “new chemical entity” if “it has not been previously submitted for 

regulatory approval”.568 It also means that there is no obligation to protect data of a medicine 

that uses an existing chemical entity. Moreover, there is no obligation to protect data on 

biologics like vaccines, gene therapies and blood-related products. Biologics are medicines that 

are generally “composed of larger molecules, usually complex proteins, which are produced 

via biotechnological processes”.569 

 

 
568 Gervais, TRIPS Drafting History, at 544-545. 
569 Carlos Diaz “Delving into the Fog of Ambiguity: An Analysis of the Trans-Pacific Partnership’s Data 
Exclusivity Provisions and Their Implications for Access to Medicines in New Zealand” (2017) 48 VUWLR 1 at 
10 (“Diaz, Data Exclusivity”), at 10. See Chapter 4. 
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Indonesia has not taken advantage of the limits of the scope of article 39.3 in its patent law. 

Indonesia could consider setting out in its patent law to exclude data protection on medicines 

that use existing chemical entity and biologics. 

 

The implementation of data confidentiality protection and the approval of generics based on 

the bio-equivalency testing result would be a major point of contention with the patent owners. 

Article 21 of BPOM Medicine Registration Regulation allows the first generic applicant to 

submit marketing approval application within five years prior to the patent expiration date. The 

applicant must submit the status on the patent expiration date and the bio-equivalency test result 

in the application. BPOM will only issue marketing approval for the generic medicine once the 

patent term has expired. Although article 27(4) of BPOM Medicine Registration Regulation 

has stated that all medicine registration documents will be treated as confidential, the patent 

owners interpret article 39.3 as requiring Indonesia to provide data exclusivity protection. 

During the exclusivity period, a generic medicine producer should not rely on the fact that the 

originator medicine has obtained marketing approval and submit their application by 

demonstrating that their product is bio-equivalent to the originator.  

 

As discussed above, the negotiation history of the TRIPS Agreement does not indicate whether 

this article requires a member to apply data exclusivity.570 Some countries like Canada treat 

article 39.3 as allowing a generic producer to rely on the fact that a pharmaceutical product is 

approved and only needs to show the bioequivalence of their product in the marketing approval 

process. Canada views this practice as consistent with article 39.3 because this process cannot 

be considered as “use” under article 39.3.571 

 

Since article 39.3 of the TRIPS Agreement does not specifically require a country to provide 

data exclusivity in the sense that “commercial and non-commercial uses” are not permitted 

during the exclusivity period, then Indonesia’s practice under the BPOM Medicine Registration 

Regulation to apply data confidentiality protection should be consistent with article 39.3. 

Without the application of any “exclusivity period” the data confidentiality protection will 

commence when the patent owner submits their data for marketing approval and end 

concurrently with the patent term. The data confidentiality protection does not prevent BPOM 

 
570 Gervais, TRIPS Drafting History, at 546. 
571 At 545. See Bayer Inc v Canada [1999] 1 FC 553 (FCTD) as affirmed by 87 CPR (3d) 293 (FCA) (Bayer v 
Canada). 
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from approving generic applications based on the bioequivalence test results within the patent 

term, although the product can only be marketed after the patent has expired. 

 

The second stage of the constitutionality test shows that BPOM’s implementation of 

article 39.3 in the form of data confidentiality protection should be consistent with the TRIPS 

Agreement and therefore, constitutional. However, considering that this practice can still be 

considered by other WTO members as violating article 39.3, the test needs to be continued to 

the third stage. 

 

3.4.3. The Third Stage: Whether BPOM’s Data Confidentiality Protection Can Be 
Effectively Implemented 

 

The third stage of the constitutionality test will assess whether Indonesia could effectively 

implement the data confidentiality protection and the use of bio-equivalency testing in 

articles 21 and 27(4) of the BPOM Medicine Registration Regulation. by applying the general 

rule of treaty interpretation under the Vienna Convention with reference to article 39.3 of the 

Agreement and the TRIPS Agreement’s objectives and principles.572  

 

Regarding the ordinary meaning of article 39.3 of the Agreement, the data confidentiality 

protection standard and the use of bio-equivalency testing in BPOM Medicine Registration 

Regulation could be considered consistent with the obligation to protect the marketing approval 

data against unfair commercial use. Firstly, BPOM meets the obligation by protecting 

confidentiality of patent owners’ marketing approval data. Secondly, BPOM’s approval of 

generic medicines based on the bio-equivalency test result is not considered as “use” or 

“commercial use” under article 39.3. 

 

The preamble of the Agreement provides the context for interpreting article 39.3, which 

effectively requires a balance between the protection of IP and the public policy and 

development objectives of the Agreement’s members. Based on this context BPOM’s measures 

should be consistent with article 39.3 of the Agreement. The measures do not conflict with 

patent owners’ exclusive rights during the patent term and at the same time could support 

 
572 See Chapter 2 regarding the discussions on the general rule of treaty interpretation under the Vienna 
Convention. 
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Indonesia’s public health objectives by ensuring the prompt entry of generics to the health 

security programme. 

 

This is also consistent with the Agreement’s objectives in article 7, which require BPOM’s 

measures to “contribute to the promotion of technological innovation and to the transfer and 

dissemination of technology, to the mutual advantage of producers and users of technological 

knowledge and in a manner conducive to social and economic welfare, and to a balance of 

rights and obligations”.  

 

Furthermore, BPOM’s measures are necessary to protect public health consistent with the 

Agreement’s principles in article 8.1. These measures are needed to avoid the delay of entry of 

affordable generic medicines to be used in the health security programme. Without the 

measure, the generic producers would have to wait until the exclusivity period has ended before 

they start preparing the marketing approval.  

 

However, the Agreement’s principles also require BPOM’s measures to be consistent with 

article 39.3. It would be difficult for patent owners to establish that article 39.3 requires data 

exclusivity that prohibits a generic producer from carrying out a bioequivalence comparison 

and requires them to produce their own safety and efficacy information during the exclusivity 

period. 

 

3.4.4. Section Conclusion 
 

Based on the three-stage constitutionality test, the data protection standard in article 39.3 of the 

TRIPS Agreement could be implemented constitutionally together with flexibilities in the 

BPOM Medicine Registration Regulation. This kind of implementation could maintain the 

integrity of patent owners’ medicine marketing approval data, while also supporting the prompt 

entry of generic medicines to supply the health security programme. 
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C. Chapter Conclusions 
 

This Chapter elaborates the implementation of the TRIPS Agreement standards in Indonesia 

from the perspective of the “framework of reciprocity” that is developed from the Indonesian 

constitutional norms. The discussions highlight that, for Indonesia, the Agreement’s standards 

need to be implemented together with the exceptions and implementation flexibilities to meet 

its development and public health objectives.  

 

The implementation of the Agreement’s standards and flexibilities are framed by its objectives 

and principles under articles 7 and 8 to ensure a balance between the interests of the inventors 

or patent owners and the society or users of the invention. Paragraph 5 of the Doha Declaration 

requires interpretation of the provisions of the Agreement to consider the Agreement’s object 

and purpose as set out in its objectives and principles.573 The effective implementation of the 

Agreement’s standards and flexibilities would result in a constitutional patent law. 

 

The application of the three stages of constitutionality test on the three features of the TRIPS 

Agreement standards finds that Indonesia’s implementation of the Agreement’s standards of 

patentable subject matter and patentability criteria in article 27.1, 20-year patent term under 

article 33 and medicine marketing approval data protection obligation in article 39.3 have been 

constitutional. These standards did not prevent Indonesia from implementing them together 

with certain implementation flexibilities to address its development and public health 

objectives and make these standards’ implementation constitutional. With this finding the 

concerns of some civil society groups that the implementation of the TRIPS Agreement patent 

standards had disrupted the availability and affordability of medicines in Indonesia as set out 

in the beginning of this Chapter is not substantiated. If there have been disruptions to the 

availability and affordability of medicines in practice, these issues can be addressed by the 

government by using the implementation flexibilities under the Agreement. 

 

A constitutional patent law provides the necessary incentives for an inventor to innovate, while 

at the same time it can respond to public health objectives, like ensuring the prompt supply of 

generic medicines to the health security programme. The constitutional patent law could 

 
573 See Chapter 2. 
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support the achievement of social justice for all people of Indonesia as the constitutional 

objective of Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution.  

 

This Chapter also highlights several issues in the implementation of the Agreement’s standards 

and flexibilities. These issues could prevent the reconciliation of the interests of the inventor 

and society. Firstly, the exclusion of new use patents in section 4(f)(1) of Patents Act 2016 is 

interpreted broadly by the Patent Office to include development of existing products. This 

interpretation has disrupted local innovations that mostly develop existing products or 

processes. The Patent Office’s interpretation has caused patent law to be implemented in a way 

that can be considered as inconsistent with article 27.1 of the Agreement that requires a patent 

to be available for any inventions in all fields of technology that meet the patentability criteria. 

The Patent Office’s interpretation of section 4(f)(1) can make the implementation of article 

27.1 in Indonesia to be unconstitutional because it removes the incentives of domestic inventors 

to invent and prevents local community members from accessing the inventions. In this case, 

section 4(f)(1) can be applied in a more constitutional manner by excluding a mere new use of 

an existing product from patentability but allows the grant of patent on a legitimate 

improvement or development of an existing product. 

 

Secondly, the application of the “therapeutic efficacy” test by the Patent Office in 

implementing section 4(f)(2) can be considered as violating article 27.1 of the Agreement for 

setting the inventive step criteria too hight so no inventions can be patented. This application 

of section 4(f)(2) might cause the implementation of article 27.1 of the Agreement to be 

unconstitutional because it removes the incentives for the inventor to invent and prevent the 

society from accessing new inventions in medicines.  

 

Thirdly, the formulation of section 167(b) of the Patents Act 2016, which applies the regulatory 

review exception specifically to the pharmaceutical or medicine area, could be challenged by 

another WTO member as inconsistent with article 27.1 of the Agreement because an exception 

measure should be applied non-discriminately to other areas of technology as well. This risk 

of challenge could affect the effectiveness of the regulatory review exception measure. 

Indonesia should consider addressing this issue by applying the exception not specifically to 

the pharmaceutical or medicine sector in the next round of amendment to its patent law. This 

amendment can remove the potential inconsistency with article 27.1 of the Agreement and 

strengthen the constitutionality of the patent term standard’s implementation in Indonesia. 
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Lastly, there is a risk that the data confidentiality protection and the bio-equivalency testing 

measures in BPOM Medicine Registration Regulation could not be implemented effectively. 

This measure could be challenged by another WTO member who argues that Indonesia should 

provide data exclusivity under article 39.3 of the Agreement. The field interviews indicated 

that the application of data exclusivity would create significant delays of entry of generic 

medicines, even when Indonesia could limit application of data exclusivity to medicines that 

used new chemical entities and exclude biologics from the scope of exclusivity. Indonesia 

could argue that the data confidentiality protection and bio-equivalency testing measures are a 

form of flexibility that is consistent with the Agreement by relying on the legal arguments 

developed during the three-stage constitutionality test, which again shows the value of this 

exercise. 
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Chapter Four 

Constitutionality of TRIPS-plus Patent Standards’ Implementation 
 

 

 

Medicines could heal humans, but only humans who have access. If the 

TRIPS-plus patent standards are implemented in Indonesia, only rich 

people can access medicines. If this situation happens, it is a blatant 

violation of the people’s constitutional rights to health.574 

 

This excerpt from an interview with an Indonesian human rights lawyer demonstrates the 

genuine concern of some members of the society about the impacts of the more extensive patent 

standards under free trade agreements (FTAs) referred to as TRIPS-plus patent standards. This 

and other field interviews indicated that Indonesia should not implement the TRIPS-plus 

standards because they are detrimental to the people and unconstitutional.575 That is because 

these standards are said to cause a massive increase in medicine prices by delaying generic 

medicines’ entry into the market, and prevent the access of most Indonesian citizens to life- 

saving medicines because the health security programme’s budget might not cover the costs of 

patented medicines. However, the respondents did not provide measurable data and evidence 

to support their assertion. On the other hand, an interview with the pharmaceutical patent 

owners’ association indicated that TRIPS-plus standards are necessary to incentivise research 

on innovative medicines that would benefit Indonesia as well.576 

 

This Chapter will discuss whether the respondents’ assumptions are valid for Indonesia by 

applying the three stages of the constitutionality test to three features of the TRIPS-plus 

standards: new use patents, patent term extension, and data exclusivity. The aim is to provide 

evidence about the constitutionality of implementing the TRIPS-plus standards by considering 

the impacts of those standards on the supply of generic medicines to the health security 

programme. If the test concludes that the standards’ implementation is constitutional, that 

 
574 Interview with a Lawyer from the Indonesian Human Rights Committee for Social Justice (IHCS) (Auxentius 
Andry Yudhianto, 16 September 2019), transcript provided by the author. 
575 Interviews with IHCS (note 1 above) and Indonesia for Global Justice (IGJ), dated 9 July 2019. 
576 Interview with a representative of the Medicine Patent Owners’ Association – International Pharmaceutical 
Manufacturing Group (IPMG) (Auxentius Andry Yudhianto, 4 September 2019), transcript provided by the 
author. 
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means they can support the prompt entry of generics and sustainable operation of the 

programme. However, if the test concludes that the standards’ implementation does not satisfy 

the test for constitutionality, that means it would delay the entry of generics, increase the health 

security programme’s deficits and prevent the state from providing universal health care 

through the programme. 

 

The discussion is divided into two parts. The first part relates the emergence of the TRIPS-plus 

patent standards under FTAs to the dissatisfaction of some intellectual property exporting 

countries with the patent standards under the TRIPS Agreement. It also highlights the 

substantive patent provisions of the FTA that particularly focussed on providing stronger 

protections to inventions compared to the TRIPS Agreement. This part also underscores the 

importance of the FTA’s objectives and principles in the treaty interpretation process. In this 

regard, an FTA’s objectives and principles that acknowledge the TRIPS Agreement’s 

objectives and principles and other public-regarding principles would enable a more balanced 

interpretation of the FTA provisions. 

 

The second part of the Chapter discusses provisions for new use patents, patent term extension 

and data exclusivity under the TPP and EU-model FTA, which provide the benchmarks for the 

analysis in this Chapter. This part also applies the three stages of the constitutionality test to 

these three features of the TRIPS-plus patent standards as the basis to assess the respondents’ 

assumptions about the constitutionality of the TRIPS-plus patent standards. 

 

A. The Increase of Patent Standards under FTAs  
 

1. The Proliferation of TRIPS-plus Patent Standards under the FTAs Post-TRIPS 
Agreement 

 

As discussed in Chapter 2, patent owners in intellectual property exporting countries like the 

United States and the EU were not satisfied with the TRIPS Agreement’s outcome that had not 

fully secured their intended protections. These patent owners lobbied their countries to pursue 

more extensive patent protections through FTAs.577 

 

 
577 Susan Sell “TRIPS Was Never Enough: Vertical Forum Shifting, FTAs, ACTA, and TPP” (2011) 18 J Intell 
Prop L 447 at 448 (“Sell, TRIPS Was Never Enough”).  
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This “regime shifting”578 from the WTO to the FTA forum changed the overall balance that 

had been achieved under the TRIPS Agreement. The FTA chapters are more extensive than the 

WTO Agreements. In the negotiation process, the intellectual property chapter is often used as 

the token of concession requested by the intellectual property exporting countries from their 

counterparts to get favourable tariff concessions.579 Many developing countries vying for 

export market access to the developed country markets have often accepted the TRIPS-plus 

standards in return for lesser tariffs and preferential treatment of their export products.580 The 

expansion of FTAs has caused a proliferation of TRIPS-plus patent standards. Countries can 

agree to implement TRIPS-plus standards under the FTAs because article 1.1 of the TRIPS 

Agreement provides “that WTO members may, but shall not be obliged to, implement in their 

law more extensive protection than is required by the Agreement, provided that such protection 

does not contravene its provisions”.581  

 

The intellectual property (IP) chapters in the TPP and the EU’s proposal for the IP chapter 

under the EU-Indonesia Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement (the EU-Indonesia 

IP Chapter Proposal)582 have been chosen for analysis due to their relevance to Indonesia. In 

2015 Indonesia stated its intention to accede to the TPP and reiterated the intention in 2018 to 

accede to the successor agreement, the CPTPP.583 Although some IP provisions were 

suspended in the CTPPP after the United States’ withdrawal from the TPP, they can be restored 

with a consensus of the parties.584 The TPP is also relevant because, on various occasions, the 

United States and Indonesia have explored the opportunity to extend the Trade and Investment 

 
578 See Rochelle Dreyfuss and Susy Frankel “From Incentive to Commodity to Asset: How International Law is 
Reconceptualizing Intellectual Property” (2015) 36 Mich J Int’l L 557 at 566 (“Dreyfuss and Frankel, 
Reconceptualizing Intellectual Property”). 
579 Interview with a trade negotiator from the Ministry of Trade (Auxentius Andry Yudhianto, 26 September 
2019), transcript provided by the author. 
580 Same as above. See also Richard Smith, Carlos Correa and Cecilia Oh “Trade, TRIPS, and Pharmaceuticals” 
(2009) 373 Lancet 684 at 687. Smith, Correa and Oh highlights the efforts of the United States and EU to seek 
increased protection of intellectual property rights standards beyond the TRIPS Agreement. They requested 
developing countries to increase their IP protections “in exchange for trade concessions, particularly the promise 
of free access to markets for agricultural goods”. 
581 Art 1.1 of TRIPS Agreement provides that WTO members may, but shall not be obliged to, implement in their 
law more extensive protection than is required by the TRIPS Agreement, provided that such protection does not 
contravene the provisions of TRIPS Agreement. 
582 EU-Indonesia IP Chapter Proposal for the EU-Indonesia Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement 
(CEPA), dated as of 19 December 2016 < 
https://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2017/february/tradoc_155281.pdf>.  
583 Shotaro Tani “Indonesia making preparations to join TPP  Nikkei Asian Review (Japan, 12 June 2018) 
<https://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/The-Future-of-Asia-2018/Indonesia-making-preparations-to-join-TPP>. 
584 CPTPP, art 2 and Annex section, para 7. The suspended provisions are related to the patent-term extension and 
data exclusivity protection, while the agreement still maintains features of new use patents and the patent linkage 
(linking a patent registration with a medicine marketing approval process). 
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Framework Agreement (TIFA) they entered in 1996 to a complete trade agreement.585  The US 

Mexico Canada Agreement (USMCA)586 also indicates likely demands from the United States; 

where relevant, these are footnoted.  

 

The EU-Indonesia IP chapter proposal is relevant because the agreement is currently under 

negotiation.587 As a proposal from the EU, some of its provisions, such as the patent term 

extension or data exclusivity protection period, are still blank as they are subject to the 

negotiation outcome. To gain insights into what the EU might accept as a final text, this thesis 

will refer where appropriate to the EU FTA with Vietnam,588 which is the most recently 

concluded EU agreement with a developing country that is also a member of ASEAN. The 

term “EU-model FTA” is used in referring to the format of EU FTAs generally. 

 

2. The Importance of Flexibilities and Public-regarding Objectives and Principles 
in FTAs 

 

Every FTA that includes an IP chapter has its own rules that may differ from other FTAs. These 

differing rules are not only on the substantive IP standards but also the Chapter’s objectives 

and principles. Despite these differences, one common characteristic can be found in many 

FTA IP chapters sponsored by intellectual property exporting countries like the United States 

and EU: they provide more protections to patent owners than those afforded under the TRIPS 

Agreement. In the FTA negotiations the contracting parties other than the FTA sponsors often 

seek to negotiate certain implementation flexibilities. These flexibilities aim to enable the FTA 

parties to implement the patent standards in a way that could still meet their public health 

objectives. How these implementing flexibilities could impact on the new use patents, patent 

term extension and data exclusivity are set out in the second part of this Chapter.  

 

 
585 Memorandum of Understanding between the Government of the United States of America and the Government 
of the Republic Indonesia concerning the Establishment of the Council on Trade and Investment (signed on 16 
July 1996 entered into force on 16 July 1996) (“TIFA”). 
586 The United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (opened for signature 30 November 2018, entered into force 1 
July 2020 – “USMCA”), is a free trade agreement between the United States, Mexico and Canada that is intended 
to “modernise” the North American Free Trade Agreement (entered into force 1 January 1994 - “NAFTA”), 32 I 
L M 289 and 605 (1993). 
587 In December 2019, Indonesia and EU had concluded the 9th round of the negotiation of the FTA < 
https://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2020/january/tradoc_158573.pdf>. 
588 EU-Vietnam Trade and Investment Protection Agreement (signed on 30 June 2019, effective on 1 August 
2020) (EU-Vietnam FTA). 
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Other than implementing flexibilities, the FTA parties may also negotiate for the inclusion of 

more public-regarding principles in the IP Chapter’s objectives and principles. Chapter 1 

discusses that the interpretative mechanism under article 31.1 of the Vienna Convention 

requires a treaty to be “interpreted in good faith in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be 

given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its object and purpose”. 

Paragraph five of the Doha Declaration referred to the TRIPS Agreement’s objectives and 

principles as part of the treaty’s “object and purpose”.589 Considering that most of the FTA IP 

chapters are building on existing international IP conventions, including the TRIPS 

Agreement,590 the FTA IP Chapter’s objectives and principles can be considered as part of the 

FTA’s object and purpose for the purpose of treaty interpretation under the Vienna Convention. 

 

This part will focus on the importance of including public-regarding principles within FTA IP 

chapter’s objectives and principles. To avoid misunderstanding, a party cannot use the 

objectives and principles as standalone provisions to justify their measures. However, they can 

use these objectives and principles to shed light on the meanings of the patent standards in the 

context of certain measures that the party implements.  

 

The understanding of the FTA’s objectives and principles is also important because the third 

stage of the constitutionality test will analyse whether Indonesia can adopt certain 

implementation flexibilities of the FTA provisions effectively by considering the FTA’s 

objectives and principles. 

 

3. Interconnection between FTA and the TRIPS Agreement 
 

As noted above, most FTAs were developed based on existing international IP conventions, 

including the TRIPS Agreement. The interconnection with the TRIPS Agreement is evident in 

the EU-model FTA and TPP/CPTPP. Both FTAs refer to the TRIPS Agreement as their starting 

points. However, each has its way of setting out the relationship with the TRIPS Agreement. 

The EU-model FTA states that its provisions “complement and further specify” the parties’ 

rights and obligations under the TRIPS Agreement,591 but does not include the full text of 

 
589 See discussion of Chapter 2. 
590 For instance, the EU-model FTA refers itself as “complementing and specifying” the parties’ rights and 
obligations under the TRIPS Agreement. See further discussion on this matter below.  
591 EU-Vietnam FTA, art 12.2.1. See also the EU-Indonesia IP Chapter Proposal, art X.2. 
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articles 7 and 8 of the TRIPS Agreement as its objectives and principles. This approach means 

that unless the FTA provides otherwise, the TRIPS Agreement’s provisions including its 

objectives and principles shall apply to the FTA.  

 

Despite the “complementary” nature between the EU-model FTA and the TRIPS Agreement, 

the EU-Vietnam FTA added the full statement of article 7 of the Agreement as part of the 

treaty’s objectives.592 This addition was possibly to address Vietnam’s concern about the one-

sidedness of the standard objectives of the EU-model FTA.593 The standard objectives of the 

treaty, such as in the EU-Indonesia IP Chapter Proposal, might appear to be favouring patent 

owners. The standard objectives of the IP Chapter are to “(a) facilitate the production and 

commercialisation of innovative and creative products in each Party; and (b) achieve an 

adequate and effective level of protection and enforcement of intellectual property rights”.594  

 

The EU-Vietnam FTA also provides another public-regarding principle that the treaty is aimed 

to ensure an adequate and effective implementation of the existing IP treaty provisions and to 

achieve a “balance between the rights of intellectual property holders and the interest of the 

public”.595 This public regarding statement to maintain a balance is absent in EU’s standard IP 

Chapter proposal, such as the one offered to Indonesia. The inclusion of this statement in the 

EU-Vietnam FTA clearly resulted from negotiations between the parties. Indonesia might 

negotiate the same objectives and public-regarding principles as the EU-Vietnam FTA but 

there is no guarantee that the EU would agree to it. 

 

The TPP/CPTPP does not explicitly set out its relationship towards the TRIPS Agreement. 

However, it provides sections on “objectives” and “principles” with the same texts as the 

Agreement.596 The TPP/CPTPP also sets out an interpretative provision that reflects the patent 

owner and society’s interests. The inclusion of this interpretative provision also likely reflects 

some parties’ concerns on the extensiveness of the patent provisions under the treaty. Article 

18.4 of the TPP/CPTPP provides that: 

 
592 EU-Vietnam FTA, art 12.1.2. 
593 Art 12.2. Art 7 of the TRIPS Agreement provides that “the protection and enforcement of intellectual property 
rights should contribute to the promotion of technological innovation and to the transfer and dissemination of 
technology, to the mutual advantage of producers and users of technological knowledge and in a manner 
conducive to social and economic welfare, and to a balance of rights and obligations.”  
594 EU-Indonesia IP Chapter Proposal, art X.1. 
595 EU-Vietnam FTA, art 12.2.1. 
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Having regard to underlying public policy objectives of national systems, the Parties 

recognise the need to:  

(a) promote innovation and creativity;  

(b) facilitate the diffusion of information, knowledge, technology, culture and the arts; and  

(c) foster competition and open and efficient markets, 

through their respective intellectual property systems, while respecting the principles of 

transparency and due process, and taking into account the interests of relevant stakeholders, 

including right holders, service providers, users and the public.   

 

 

This interpretative provision implicitly recognises a party’s public policy objectives, such as to 

provide universal health care through the public health security programme. Moreover, the 

provision considers the stakeholders’ interests including patent owners, generic producers, 

patients and consumers.  

 

The examples of the EU-model FTA and TPP/CPTPP show the importance of including public-

regarding principles in the FTA’s objectives and principles. Although the FTA might declare 

that it complements the TRIPS Agreement or it includes the full statement of the TRIPS 

Agreement’s objectives and principles, some of the negotiating parties might not be satisfied 

that their public policy interests would be protected given the increase of patent protections 

under the TRIPS-plus standards. Just like the TRIPS Agreement, the FTA also requires a 

party’s public regarding measures to be consistent with its provisions.597 When the FTA 

increases patent standards to be more extensive than the TRIPS Agreement, the policy space 

and flexibilities of its parties might become more limited.  

 

In this situation the addition of more affirmative public-regarding principles, such as the goal 

to achieve a “balance between the rights of intellectual property holders and the interest of the 

 
597 See art 18.3.1 of TPP/CPTPP that sets out the agreement’s principles where “a Party may, in formulating or 
amending its laws and regulations, adopt measures necessary to protect public health and nutrition, and to promote 
the public interest … , provided that such measures are consistent with the provisions of this Chapter. The 
“complementary” nature of the EU-model FTA towards the TRIPS Agreement also means that the Agreement’s 
“consistency proviso” in its principles also applies to the EU-model FTA even when they are not written in the 
text. 
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public” in the EU-Vietnam FTA and the interpretative provision of the TPP/CPTPP that 

recognise a party’s public policy objectives and consideration of the stakeholders’ interests, 

could provide a framework of interpreting the FTA provisions that properly consider the patent 

owners and society interests. Without objectives and principles that acknowledge the 

inventor/patent owner and society’s interests the FTA provisions would be interpreted in the 

context of providing stronger protections to inventions, instead of the social benefits that the 

inventions can bring to society. 

 

These more “balanced” objectives and principles are working together with the FTA provisions 

and certain implementation flexibilities of the FTA provisions that will be discussed below. 

They provide latitude to an FTA party to implement the TRIPS-plus patent standards in a way 

that can still support their public policy objectives. 

  

The third stage of the constitutionality test will demonstrate the importance of the more 

“balanced” FTA objectives and principles and certain implementation flexibilities in 

interpreting the three features of the TRIPS-plus standards.  

  

4. FTA IP Chapter Objectives and Principles and Public Health 
 

The TPP/CPTPP and EU-Indonesia IP Chapter Proposal acknowledge the Doha Declaration 

on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health. Article 18.6 of TPP/CPTPP, with the heading of 

“understanding regarding certain public health matters”, affirms the parties’ commitment to 

the Doha Declaration that its provisions “do not and should not prevent a Party from taking 

measures to protect public health”. This article also affirms that the provisions of this Chapter 

“can and should be interpreted and implemented in a manner supportive of each Party’s right 

to protect public health and, in particular, to promote access to medicines for all”.  

 

The EU-Indonesia IP Chapter Proposal is more explicit in acknowledging the importance of 

the Declaration. It states that “in interpreting and implementing the rights and obligations under 

this Sub-Section, the Parties shall ensure consistency with the Doha Declaration”.598 

 

 
598 EU-Indonesia IP chapter proposal, art X.40 and EU-Vietnam FTA, art 12.39. The EU-Vietnam FTA uses the 
term “the Parties are entitled to rely upon this Declaration”. 
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These acknowledgements of a country’s right to take measures to protect public health and 

promote access to medicines for all as set out under the Doha Declaration seem promising. One 

might even be inclined to resort to the Declaration as a basis to justify all measures that address 

certain public health objectives and emergencies. However, as discussed in Chapter 2 the 

Declaration is not a “ticket to renegotiate the Agreement”599 or “formal amendment of the 

Agreement”.600 It specifically deals with the use of compulsory licensing under article 31 of 

the TRIPS Agreement in responding to public health emergencies.601  

 

Compulsory licensing is a process to use or manufacture a patented invention without the 

authorisation of the patent owner, including the use by the government or third parties 

authorised by the government in specific situations such as public health emergencies or to 

remedy anti-competitive behaviour of a patent owner.602 In the TRIPS Agreement’s negotiation 

the WTO members decided they should have the latitude to determine the grounds upon which 

such licences are granted, but they can only grant compulsory licenses if the requirements set 

out in article 31 are met.603 One criteria in article 31(f) requires a product covered by a 

compulsory license to predominantly supply the domestic market of the member granting such 

license. This requirement has made it difficult for countries without manufacturing capabilities 

to use the compulsory licensing mechanism to import medicines into their markets. 

 

To address this issue paragraph 6 of the Declaration provided the ability of WTO members 

with insufficient or no manufacturing capacity to maximise the compulsory licensing 

mechanism. Paragraph 6 led to the WTO General Council Decision dated 30 October 2003 to 

provide a temporary waiver of article 31(f) of the Agreement, which is often referred to as the 

“paragraph 6 solution”.604 The paragraph 6 solution led to the protocol amending the TRIPS 

Agreement that included article 31bis and Annex to article 31bis to set out the compulsory 

licensing mechanism for a WTO member with insufficient or no manufacturing capability.605 

 

 
599 Susy Frankel “Challenging TRIPS-Plus Agreements: The Potential Utility of Non-Violation Disputes” (2009) 
12 J Int Econ 1023 at 1047, 1065. 
600 Daniel Gervais, the TRIPS Agreement: Drafting History and Analysis (4th ed Sweet and Maxwell, London, 
2012) at 62-63 (“Gervais, TRIPS Drafting History”). 
601 Doha Declaration, paras 1, 5(b)-(c) and 6. 
602 TRIPS Agreement, art 31. See also Gervais, TRIPS Drafting History, at 494. 
603 Gervais, TRIPS Drafting History, at 492. 
604 Implementation of paragraph 6 of the Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health, WT/L/540 
and Corr.1, 1 September 2003. 
605 Protocol Amending the TRIPS Agreement, WT/L/641, 6 December 2005. 
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The limited scope of the Doha Declaration means it might only be used to justify public health 

measures related to compulsory licensing. For public health measures that are not related to 

compulsory licensing, an FTA party needs to rely on the exceptions to patentability and patent 

exclusive rights in the FTA, such as the ones provided in articles 27 and 30 of the TRIPS 

Agreement and flexibilities specifically provided under the treaty. In addition to these 

exceptions and flexibilities, the FTA party can apply the IP chapter’s objectives and principles 

as discussed in the previous section as the interpretative tool to interpret the FTA patent 

provisions when assessing whether a measure is consistent with the FTA obligations.606 

 

B. TRIPS Plus Patent Standards in Free Trade Agreements from the Perspective of the 
“Reciprocity Principle” 

 

This part discusses the application of the three stages of the constitutionality test developed in 

Chapter 1 to the three TRIPS-plus patent standards that are the focus of this thesis: the 

obligation to protect new use patents, patent term extension for any delay in the patent grant 

and medicine marketing approval process, and the data exclusivity protection in the medicine 

marketing approval process. This exercise aims to analyse whether the implementation of these 

three TRIPS-plus features can meet the constitutional requirements of Pancasila and the 1945 

Constitution. If the TRIPS-plus patent standards can be implemented constitutionally, it would 

result in a mutually advantageous and sustainable relationship between the inventor/patent 

owner and society that this thesis refers to as the “framework of reciprocity”.  

 

Like the application of the test to the TRIPS Agreement standards in Chapter 3, the application 

of the test in this Chapter focuses on the impacts of the TRIPS-plus features on the supply of 

generic medicines to the health security programme and the existing flexibilities that Indonesia 

has implemented in its patent law under the Patents Act 2016607 and the BPOM Medicine 

Registration Regulation.608 

 

 

 

 
606 See discussions of Chapter 3. 
607 Law No.13 of 2016 as amended by Law No.11 of 2020 on Jobs Creation (Omnibus Law) (Patents Act 2016). 
608 Head of BPOM Regulation No.24 of 2017 on Procedures of Medicine Registration (“BPOM Medicine 
Registration Regulation”). 
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1. The Application of Three Stages of Constitutionality Test to New Use Patents  
 

1.1. First Stage: Features and Impacts of New Use Patents 
 

The rule on the “new use patent” is only in the TPP. The EU-Indonesia IP Chapter Proposal 

(and EU-Vietnam FTA) does not provide for this feature. The first stage of the test explores 

the textual formulation of new use patents in TPP to understand the scope of these rights. The 

test will highlight the benefits that the inventor/patent owner will have from the standard 

compared to the existing protection provided under the Indonesian patent legislation.  

 

Next, it will be determined whether the new use patents bring social benefits to society. The 

social benefits in the context of this thesis are measured from the new use patents’ contribution 

towards technological innovation and dissemination of knowledge in medicines. The new use 

patents also bring social benefits to society if they do not prevent the prompt entry of generic 

medicines to supply the health security programme. The “prompt entry of generics medicines” 

means that the generics can immediately enter the market once the underlying patent of the 

originator medicine has expired and after they have secured marketing approvals. 

 

If the new use patents benefit the patent owner and society, and there are no adverse 

consequences for the society in terms of their access to generic medicines under the health 

security programme, the standard will be considered constitutional. If the standard only 

benefits the patent owner without giving social benefits to the society in terms of the society’s 

access to technological knowledge and delays the entry of generic medicines, then the standard 

is unconstitutional according to the framework of this thesis. If there are adverse consequences 

to society from implementing the new use patent, but there are also benefits to them from the 

standard, the benefits to society should outweigh the adverse consequences for the standard to 

be implemented constitutionally. The constitutional provisions in property, economic and 

health become the weighing criteria of the standard’s benefits and adverse consequences. If it 

is difficult to determine whether the benefits to society outweigh the adverse consequences, the 

test needs to be continued to the second stage. 
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1.1.1. Features of New Use Patents 
 

As discussed in Chapter 3, a new use patent means granting a patent for an existing product or 

process that is found to have new uses that are distinct from its existing or known uses.609 

Article 18.37(2) of the TPP provides that “patents are available for inventions claimed as at 

least one of the following: new uses of a known product, new methods of using a known 

product, or new processes of using a known product”.  

 

Because the TPP does not detail the meaning of these three different elements, this provision 

can lead to many interpretations. In relation to medicine patents, the new use patent allows a 

patent to be granted to every incremental advance of an existing medicine compound even if it 

does not increase the existing compound’s efficacy.610 As discussed in Chapter 3, that brings 

the risk of patent evergreening, where a patent owner can effectively patent the same product 

several times.611 

 

Viagra is a prominent example of a new-use patent in medicines. It is a well-known medicine 

to treat male erectile dysfunction. Its active substance, sildenafil citrate, was initially patented 

for treating cardiovascular disease.612 The clinical trial information showed that sildenafil 

citrate was also effective in treating male erectile dysfunction, which had been patented in 

many countries and gained Pfizer billion-dollar revenues from the sale of Viagra.613 More 

recent research showed sildenafil citrate could treat pulmonary hypertension disease 

effectively. This compound secured further patents that covered this indication.614 

 

Like regular patents, the new use patents are subject to the patentability criteria of novelty, 

inventive step and industrial applicability.615 However, one may argue that in relation to 

medicines this feature should allow patents to be granted for every “incremental advance in 

 
609 Rebecca Eisenberg “The Problem of New Uses” (2005) 5 Yale J Health Poly L & Ethics 717 at 720 
(“Eisenberg, New Uses”). 
610 Susy Frankel “The intellectual property chapter in the TPP” in CL Lim, Deborah Elms and Patrick Low (eds) 
the Trans Pacific Partnership: A Quest for a Twenty-first-Century Trade Agreement (1st ed, Cambridge 
University Press, United Kingdom, 2012) 157 at 166-167 (“Frankel, TPP IP Chapter”). 
611 At 166. See also discussions in Chapter 3 regarding patent evergreening. 
612 Yinliang Liu “The Tale of Viagra Patents: Comparative Studies of the Global Challenges in China and Other 
Countries” (2013) 18 J Intellect Prop Rights 523 at 523. 
613 At 523-525.  
614 Christopher Barnett and Roberto Machado “Sildenafil in the treatment of pulmonary hypertension” 2(4) Vasc 
Health Risk Manag 411 at 411. 
615 TPP, Art 18.37(1). 
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science and technology” even if such advances do not result in the enhancement of the known 

efficacy of the medicines.616 This interpretation effectively lowers the inventive step threshold 

that will result in an easier pathway of patenting incremental innovations.617  

 

New use patents are also subject to the allowable general exclusions from patentability 

namely:618 (a) exclusions that are necessary to protect ordre public or morality, including to 

protect human, animal or plant life or to avoid serious prejudice to nature or environment; (b) 

exclusion from the patenting of diagnostic, therapeutic and surgical methods for the treatment 

of humans or animals; (c) exclusion from the patenting of animals other than microorganisms, 

and essentially biological processes for the production of plants or animals, other than non-

biological and microbiological processes; and (d) exclusion from the patenting of plants other 

than microorganisms, although patents should be available at least for inventions that are 

derived from plants. The new use patents are also subject to exceptions to patent exclusive 

rights that meet the three-step test619 and can be subject to compulsory licensing.620 

 

New use patents on medicines can take many forms. For instance, a patent can be granted to a 

combination of an existing medicine compound with another substance that shows an increased 

efficacy compared to the previous product. Patents can also be granted to the medicine’s new 

dosage of administration or new methods of administration.621 For instance, research might 

show that a medicine can provide a more prolonged effect if administered in small doses or 

through an extended released tablet. Moreover, the research might show the medicine to be 

more effective if administered to certain patient groups. Those improvements on existing 

medicines can be considered as new uses of existing products that are eligible for patents.  

 

 

 

 
616 Susy Frankel, TPP IP Chapter, at 166. Frankel highlights the leaked draft text of TPP’s new use patents 
provision that required patents to be granted for every new use of an existing product even if the invention “does 
not result in the enhancement of the known efficacy of that product.” The quoted wording was not included in the 
final text of art 18.37(2).  
617 At 166. 
618 TPP, art 18.37(3) and (4). 
619 Art 18.40 that originates from art 30 of the TRIPS Agreement. 
620 Art 18.41, referring to the TRIPS Agreement, art 31.  
621 Susy Frankel and Jessica Lai Patent Law and Policy (LexisNexis, Wellington, 2017) (“Frankel and Lai, Patent 
Law and Policy”), See Ch 4 generally. 
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1.1.2. Whether New Use Patents Benefit and Incentivise Inventors 
 

The new use patent is a new right that is not mandatory under the TRIPS Agreement as the 

Agreement only set the minimum standards of patentable subject matter and patentability 

criteria. In the area of medicines, this right provides incentives to the inventor/patent owner 

that holds the first patent to develop their invention. They can do this by improving the existing 

medicine compound by applying the compound for new uses or applying new methods in using 

the compound or applying new processes in using the compound.  

 

The initial inventor/patent owner has the most incentives to innovate by developing the existing 

invention because they have patent exclusivity on the inventions.622 In this regard, patent 

owners still control further research on their inventions conducted by other parties that will be 

put to commercial use until their patent expires.623 Unless the research is made for non-

commercial purposes, the researcher must obtain a license from the patent owner.624 Patent 

owners also benefit from the result of the other party’s non-commercial research because they 

have the right to put it into commercial use within the patent term. Consequently, other parties 

including researchers and generic producers will have little incentive to improve the existing 

invention because they must obtain a license from the patent owner to commercialise their 

research. 

 

Chapter 3 gave a hypothetical example of a development of a medicine with paracetamol as its 

active substance.625 The patent owner can apply for several new use patents on this 

development. This illustration shows how new use patents could provide incentives for the 

existing inventor/patent owner to improve their invention. From one medicine compound the 

patent owner can obtain several other patents, which means new exclusive rights and new 

sources of revenue for them. As noted above, the new use patents might result in a lower 

 
622 Rebecca Eisenberg “Patents and the Progress of Science: Exclusive Rights and Experimental Use” (1989) 56 
U Chi L Rev 1017 at 1043. Eisenberg refers to Edmund Kitch’s prospect theory where the grant of patent 
exclusivity is not only intended to incentivise an inventor to invent, but also to develop existing inventions that 
show “new technological prospects”. See Edmund Kitch “The Nature and Function of the Patent System” (1977) 
20 J L & Econ 265 at 268-269.   
623 At 1043.  
624 The non-commercial research is part of the experimental use exception that in Indonesia is regulated under s 
19(3) of Patents Act 2016. This exception provides that “for the purposes of education, research, experiment, or 
analysis, the prohibitions set out as a result of the patent exclusive rights … can be exempted from patent 
infringements provided that it does not prejudice paten owners’ reasonable interests and shall not be commercial 
in nature.”  
625 See discussion of section 1.1. of Chapter 3 regarding an example of several new use options of an existing 
medicine compound. 
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inventive step threshold that makes it easier to patent owners to patent incremental innovations 

of their inventions.  

 

By providing the incentives to the existing inventor/patent owner to develop their invention 

ahead of all inventors, the new use patents could not be said to give the incentives to all 

inventors to invent. As discussed above, patent owners still benefit from and have control over 

research that improves their inventions until the expiration of their patents. Moreover, based 

on the field research discussed in Chapter 3, many Indonesian inventors are patenting their 

improvements on inventions whose patent terms had expired and become part of the public 

domain.626 The local inventors would not be able to develop and patent the improvement of 

existing inventions if the patent owners are still patenting the incremental advances of their 

inventions under the new use patents. Consequently, the new use patents cannot provide the 

incentives to all inventors to invent and could disrupt local innovations by preventing 

Indonesian inventors from developing off-patent inventions. 

 

1.1.3. Whether the New Use Patents Benefit the Society 
 

Following the assessment of the inventors’ benefits, it is necessary to analyse whether such 

right benefits the society or whether it would delay access to generic medicines and create 

adverse effects on the operations of the health security programme. The proponents of the new 

use patent would argue that this feature would benefit society by developing existing medicine 

compounds that would make existing treatments more effective. Moreover, the society would 

have knowledge regarding the improvement of existing inventions, and they would be ready to 

commercialise them when the patent term has ended. 

 

Chapter 3 has discussed how new use patents can result in evergreening effects where trivial 

modifications are made to the existing medicines or medicine compounds by the patent owner 

to obtain additional patents to develop such medicines. Those evergreening effects would likely 

delay the entry of generic medicines to supply the market.627 This delay would be detrimental 

to society because medicine costs would rise due to the absence of generic competition in the 

 
626 Interview with a senior staff of the Bogor Agricultural Institute (IPB), (Auxentius Andry Yudhianto, 20 
September 2019), transcript provided by the author. 
627 Olasupo Owoeye, Olugbenga Olatunji and Bukola Faturoti “Patents and the Trans-Pacific Partnership: How 
TPP-style Intellectual Property Standards may Exacerbate the Access to Medicines Problem in the East African 
Community” 33 Int’l Trade Journal 197 at 206. 
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market. Rising costs would exacerbate the health security programme’s deficits that might limit 

society’s access to the programme.628  

 

One may argue that the feature benefits the society because it does not prevent a generic 

producer from marketing the generic version of the medicine for the “old unpatented use”.629 

It means the new use patent will only cover the improvement of the existing medicine while 

the generic producer can promptly market their product once the patent term of the existing 

medicine has expired.  

 

For instance, a medicine that contains paracetamol has been patented to treat flu and fever. 

Further research shows that it has a new efficacy as a pain-relieving agent. A new use patent is 

granted for the use of paracetamol for the manufacture of a medicament to treat pain.630 Once 

the original patent on paracetamol that covered the treatment of flu and fever expired, the 

generic producer can start selling their products after obtaining the marketing approval from 

BPOM. 

 

Overall, the first stage of analysis indicates that the new use patent could benefit the initial 

inventor or patent owner by providing additional exclusive rights for the new uses of existing 

medicine compounds. This feature might also be detrimental to society by creating the 

evergreening effect, delaying the entry of generics, and increasing medicines’ costs. However, 

stopping the analysis at this stage and deciding that this feature is unconstitutional might be 

premature. 

 

The first stage shows that the new use patents also bring social benefits to society. This feature 

incentivises new research on improvement of existing inventions that can provide the more 

effective medicines to the society. Indonesian inventors also have the incentives to develop off-

patent inventions into new use inventions that can benefit the society. Lastly, if a generic 

producer can still market the old unpatented medicines this feature might not delay the access 

of generic medicines to supply the health security programme and not prejudice the society’s 

interests.  

 
628 The current trend where many major pharmaceutical companies also own generic medicine producers may 
cause further scarcity of generic medicines in the market. These pharmaceutical companies may prioritise 
marketing the originator medicines instead of the more affordable generic alternatives.  
629 Eisenberg, New Uses, at 725. 
630 See discussion on the “Swiss claim” patenting in the next section. 
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It is also not clear whether the benefits to the society from the implementation of new use 

patents outweigh the adverse consequences that they suffer. The constitutional provisions in 

property/economic rights acknowledge new use patents as private property that must be 

protected by the state. However, there must be a balance between the patent owners and 

society’s interests. Based on the constitutional principles in health, the state has the obligation 

to provide universal health care through the health security programme. In this regard, the 

benefits for the society from new use patents can be said to outweigh the adverse consequences 

and therefore, there is a balance in the patent owner and society’s interests if the new use patents 

do not cause the delay of entry of generic medicines to supply the health security programme. 

Since the new use patents do not prevent the entry of generics for the “old unpatented use”, 

there is a strong indication that the benefits for the society outweigh their adverse 

consequences. 

 

However, new use patents still bring the risk of patent evergreening that removes the incentives 

for local inventors to innovate. This feature can also increase medicine costs for the patenting 

of trivial improvements of existing medicines that should have been able to be covered by 

generics if those improvements are not protected by patents. In this regard, the analysis needs 

to be continued to the second stage. 

 

1.2. The Second Stage: Exceptions and Flexibilities in Implementing New Use Patents  
 

The second stage of analysis will firstly see whether there are exceptions and flexibilities in 

implementing new use patents in the FTA text. The test will also analyse whether the new use 

patents limit or remove Indonesia’s flexibilities to tailor the patentable subject matter and 

patentability criteria in its patent law to support the health security programme’s operations. If 

there are exceptions and flexibilities in implementing new use patents in the FTA text, the test 

will analyse whether these exceptions and flexibilities can achieve the same result as or 

complementary to the existing flexibilities that have been implemented in patent law. If they 

achieve the same result as the existing flexibilities, Indonesia can maintain the existing 

flexibilities in its patent law. If they are complementary to the existing flexibilities, Indonesia 

can implement these FTA exceptions and flexibilities together with the existing flexibilities. 
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If there are no exceptions and flexibilities in the FTA text and the patent standard limits or 

removes the existing flexibilities in patent legislation, the test will see whether there are other 

means than the standard that can achieve substantially the same result without limiting or 

removing the existing flexibilities.  

 

If no other means are available, the test will see whether the state will still have policy space 

or flexibilities to address the adverse consequences the standard causes to its patent law to 

support the prompt entry of generic medicines to the health security programme. If the state 

has the flexibilities to tailor its patent law to address these adverse consequences, then the 

standard must be implemented together with the flexibilities to be constitutional. However, if 

the state does not have flexibilities to tailor its patent law to address these adverse 

consequences, the standard is unconstitutional under the framework of this thesis. 

 

Article 18.37(1) allows a party to define the inventive step criteria in its patent law.631 

Moreover, article 18.37(2) of the TPP allows a party to implement at least one of the three new 

use patents. In this regard, Indonesia can implement either mere new use of an existing product, 

a new method of using an existing product or a new process of using an existing product based 

on its domestic situation. Since the TPP allows Indonesia to implement one of the three features 

of new use patents, Indonesia can maintain the exclusion in section 4(f)(1) of the Patents Act 

2016. This section excludes a mere new use of an existing product from patentability. However, 

Indonesia needs to allow patents on either a new method of using an existing product or a new 

process of using an existing product in its patent law.  

 

The exclusion of mere new uses of existing or known products from the patentable subject 

matter in section 4(f)(1) is maintained to avoid the evergreening practices where an invention 

can be patented for its second and subsequent uses by the same patent owner to maintain their 

market exclusivity.632 This exclusion under the Patents Act does not mean that the 

 
631 TPP/CPTPP, art 18.37(1). This section provides “…, each Party shall make patents available for any invention, 
whether a product or process, in all fields of technology, provided that the invention is new, involves an inventive 
step and is capable of industrial application.” In relation to the inventive step criterion, the explanatory note of art 
18.37(1) provides that “[i]n determinations regarding inventive step, or non-obviousness, each party shall consider 
whether the claimed invention would have been obvious to a person skilled, or having ordinary skill in the art, 
having regard to the prior art.”  
632 The academic paper of Patents Act Amendment Bill 2013 ed, at 37 where one of the identified shortcomings 
from the implementation of the TRIPS Agreement provisions is the absence of exclusion of new uses of existing 
invention from patentability. This statement is repeated in the general explanatory note of Patents Act 2016 where 
the amendments made in the Act, including the exclusion of the new use patent were made to preserve Indonesia’s 
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improvement of an existing invention cannot qualify for a patent. As discussed in Chapter 3, 

the provision of section 4(f)(1) is worded to exclude only mere new uses of an existing 

invention, namely merely using an existing product for a new purpose without developing or 

improving it.633  

 

The ability of a state to define inventive step criteria under article 18.37(1) of the TPP and the 

general statement of new use patents in article 18.37(2) means that Indonesia can apply one 

feature of the new use patents together with the inventive step criteria for medicines in section 

4(f)(2) of the Patents Act 2016. This section provides that any new use of existing medicine 

compound would need to have “a meaningful increase in efficacy” and “has an unknown 

difference in its chemical structure that cannot be identified from its compound”. For instance, 

if Indonesia chooses to allow patents on a new method of using an existing product, the patent 

applicant must also meet the “meaningful increase in efficacy” and the “unknown difference 

in chemical structure” tests in section 4(f)(2). The application of one feature of new use patents 

together with the specific inventive step criteria in section 4(f)(2) enables Indonesia to grant 

patents to legitimate inventions and exclude trivial evergreening inventions. This practice can 

support the prompt entry of generic medicines to supply the health security programme. 

 

For instance, a medicine with paracetamol as its active substance used to treat the common 

cold cannot be granted another patent for treating pain under the Patents Act 2016. However, 

if such a medicine is developed by adding ibuprofen as its complementary substance that is 

working in combination to treat pain, this development could be able to obtain a patent. In that 

case, the developed compound can be granted a patent when it meets the patentability criteria 

of section 4(f)(2) that it has “a meaningful increase in efficacy” and “has an unknown 

difference in its chemical structure that cannot be identified from its compound”.   

 

The second stage of the constitutionality test considers what these flexibilities mean for 

Indonesia’s ability to maintain its existing patent standards. The obligation to adopt the new 

use patents does not remove the implemented flexibility in section 4(f)(1) of the Patents Act 

 
national interests without violating its international obligations, which confirms that Indonesia was implementing 
the TRIPS Agreement’s flexibilities more extensively in Patents Act 2016 among others, by excluding the mere 
new use patent from patentability. 
633 Patents Act 2016, the explanatory note of art 4(f)(1). It defines the term “existing or known product” as 
equipment, goods, machinery, composition, formula, method, utilisation, compound and system, either that are 
still protected by patents or that have become public domain. 
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2016 that excludes mere new uses of existing products from patentability. However, Indonesia 

needs to amend its patent law to allow a new use patent either on a new method of using an 

existing product or a new process of using an existing product.  

 

Further, new use patents might not require Indonesia to remove the inventive step criteria in 

section 4(f)(2) for new uses of existing medicine compounds. However, the feature of new use 

patents might have lowered the inventive step threshold. A patent applicant might expect 

patents to be granted for every incremental improvement of existing medicine compounds even 

if there is no known efficacy from such improvement. In this regard, patent owners might 

consider the application of the “meaningful increase in efficacy” and “unknown difference in 

chemical substance” tests in section 4(f)(2) as limiting the new use patents by increasing the 

inventive step threshold and, therefore, violating the FTA. 

 

Moreover, the feature of new use patents provides a flexibility for Indonesia to apply only one 

of its three features. This flexibility is complementary to or can be implemented together with 

the existing flexibilities that had been implemented in sections 4(f)(1) and 4(f)(2) of the Patents 

Act 2016.  

 

If the Patent Office can effectively implement section 4(f)(2) in examining new use patent 

applications of existing medicine compounds to exclude any trivial improvement of the 

compounds and grant patents on legitimate improvements that increase efficacies of those 

compounds and with unknown differences of chemical substances of the improved compounds, 

then the new use patents would not delay the access of generic medicines to the market. The 

society could benefit from the availability of more innovative medicines in the market, and 

they could still access the generic versions of the unpatented medicines through the health 

security programme.  

 

However, there is a possibility that the other FTA party might consider that the “meaningful 

increase in efficacy” and the “unknown difference in chemical structure” tests in section 4(f)(2) 

violate the obligation in article 18.37(1) and (2) by setting the inventive step criteria too high 

so no new uses of an existing medicine can be patented. This analysis therefore needs to be 

continued to the third stage to analyse whether Indonesia can effectively maintain the existing 

flexibilities in section 4(f)(2) by considering the FTA’s objectives and principles.  
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1.3. The Third Stage: Whether the Flexibilities to Tailor Patentability Criteria could be 
Effectively Implemented 

 

The third stage of the constitutionality test will assess whether Indonesia could implement 

effectively section 4(f)(2) that sets out specific inventive step criteria for medicines, and 

whether that could be defended as not violating the obligation to implement the patentability 

criteria standard in article 18.37(1) and the obligation to provide new-use patents in article 

18.37(2) of the TPP by considering the treaty’s objectives and principles. Article 31.1 of the 

Vienna Convention requires a treaty to be “interpreted in good faith in accordance with the 

ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its 

object and purpose”. If the analysis shows that Indonesia could implement section 4(f)(2) 

effectively, the new use patents could be implemented constitutionally in Indonesia. On the 

other hand, if Indonesia could not effectively implement section 4(f)(2), the new use patents 

could not be implemented constitutionally. 

 

Regarding the ordinary meaning of article 18.37(1), the TPP/CPTPP does not prohibit 

Indonesia to define its inventive step criterion to include the “meaningful increase in efficacy” 

and the “unknown difference in chemical structure” tests in section 4(f)(2). Article 18.37(2), 

the TPP/CPTPP also does not prohibit Indonesia from setting out specific inventive step 

criteria, such as that provided in section 4(f)(2) of Patents Act 2016. Consequently, every new 

use of an existing product must meet patentability criteria, including the “meaningful increase 

in efficacy” and the “unknown difference in chemical structure” tests in section 4(f)(2).  

 

In relation to the context of article 18.37, TPP IP chapter’s interpretation provision in 

article 18.4 can be considered as an agreement between the parties in connection with the 

conclusion of the treaty or subsequent agreement regarding the interpretation of the treaty as 

referred to in articles 31(2)(a) and 31(3)(a) of the Vienna Convention, respectively.634 The 

TPP’s interpretation provision in article 18.4 acknowledges a party’s public policy objectives 

in the promotion of innovation, dissemination of knowledge and technology and fostering of 

competition and open and efficient market. Article 18.4 also considers the stakeholders’ 

interests including patent owners, service providers, users and the public. Based on this 

 
634 Although article 18.4 of TPP is provided in the TPP text and not “subsequent” to the agreement, it can be 
argued that as a specific interpretative provision the TPP parties intended this provision to be used in interpreting 
the treaty’s provisions. 
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interpretation provision the inventive step criteria in section 4(f)(2) of Patents Act 2016 should 

be consistent with article 18.37(1) and (2) of TPP because it promotes innovation by granting 

patents on legitimate new uses of existing products. Moreover, this inventive step criteria is 

important for Indonesia’s public health objectives. It prevents patent evergreening practices 

that can delay the entry of generic medicines and increase the health security programme’s 

deficits.  

 

The interpretation of article 18.37(1) and (2) in its context also shows that the inventive step 

criteria in section 4(f)(2) of Patents Act 2016 consider the stakeholders’ interests. The criteria 

consider the patent owners’ interests by allowing them to patent new uses of existing products 

that can meet the patentability criteria, including article 4(f)(2). The criteria also consider 

generic medicine producers’ interests by preventing patent evergreening practices that can 

delay market entry of generic medicines. The prompt entry of generics also benefits the 

consumers and patients who can access these medicines through the health security 

programme. 

 

The object and purpose as set out in the Chapter’s objectives and principles require the new 

use patents to “contribute to the promotion of technological innovation and to the transfer and 

dissemination of technology, to the mutual advantage of producers and users of technological 

knowledge and in a manner conducive to social and economic welfare, and to a balance of 

rights and obligations”.635 The TPP’s principles require the inventive step criteria in section 

4(f)(2) of Patents Act 2016 to be consistent with article 18.37(1) and (2). Article 18.37(1) 

allows Indonesia to define the inventive step criteria, which can include the specific criterion 

for medicine in section 4(f)(2). Moreover, 18.37(2) only requires a party to implement one of 

the three features of new use patents. It also does not prohibit a party from tailoring its inventive 

step criteria. Consequently, the inventive step criteria in section 4(f)(2) can also be considered 

as consistent with the TPP’s objectives and principles. 

 

Although the application of general rules of treaty interpretation looks promising for Indonesia, 

there is a risk that an FTA party may consider section 4(f)(2) as stifling innovation by setting 

the inventive step criteria too high so the number of medicine patents that can be granted will 

be severely limited. Moreover, they could also argue that section 4(f)(2) makes it very hard to 

 
635 TPP art 18.2. 
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enter the Indonesian market. Therefore, an FTA party could consider section 4(f)(2) to be 

inconsistent with the open and efficient market principles in article 18.4 of the TPP or as not 

contributing to the promotion of technological innovation as per the objective in article 18.2. 

 

Based on the interpretation of the new use patents under article 18.37(1) and (2) of TPP by 

using the general rule of treaty interpretation in the third stage of constitutionality test, it could 

be concluded that the inventive step criteria in section 4(f)(2) of Patents Act 2016 are consistent 

with article 18.37(1) and (2) of TPP. However, considering the risk that this provision could 

be considered as setting the inventive step threshold too high and therefore violating article 

18.37(1) and (2), Indonesia needs to ensure that any FTA text that adopts the new use patents, 

like the TPP, explicitly mentions section 4(f)(2) as the allowed flexibility. By including section 

4(f)(2) in the FTA text Indonesia could implement new use patents in its patent law in a 

constitutional manner. 

  

1.4. Section Conclusion 
 

The three stages of the constitutionality test suggest that the new use patents could be 

implemented constitutionally in Indonesia by meeting certain requirements. The first stage of 

the test show that this feature provides incentives for the initial patent owners to improve their 

inventions and for Indonesian inventors to improve off-patent inventions. The society would 

benefit from the improvement of existing inventions in medicines by having access to the more 

effective medicines through the health security programme. There are risks that new use patents 

could lead to patent evergreening practices that removes the incentives for local inventors to 

innovate and increase medicine prices for the “improved medicines”, although this feature 

would not prevent the entry of generic medicines for the “old unpatented use”. Considering the 

risk of patent evergreening that removes the incentives to invent and reduce the society’s 

benefits, the test needs to be continued to the second stage. 

 

The second stage of the test highlights the importance for Indonesia of applying certain 

implementation flexibilities to address these adverse consequences. Firstly, article 18.37(2) of 

the TPP allows Indonesia to implement only one of the three features of new use patents. 

Secondly, the “meaningful increase in efficacy” and the “unknown difference in chemical 

structure” tests in section 4(f)(2) of the Patents Act 2016 can be considered as the inventive 

step criteria for medicines that meet the TPP’s standards of patentability criteria in article 
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18.37(1). These flexibilities would allow the Patent Office to exclude trivial evergreening 

inventions and grant patents only to legitimate new use inventions. If the Patent Office could 

prevent patent evergreening practices, the local inventors would have incentives to improve 

off-patent inventions and the generic version of the off-patent portion of the invention could 

promptly enter the market. Considering there is a risk that the inventive step criteria for 

medicines in section 4(f)(2) can be considered as inconsistent with article 18.37(1) and (2) of 

the TPP for setting the inventive step threshold too high, the test needs to be continued to the 

third stage. 

 

The third stage of the test shows that, based on the general rule of treaty interpretation of the 

Vienna Convention, the inventive step criteria in section 4(f)(2) of the Patents Act 2016 is 

consistent with article 18.37(2) of the TPP. It means that the new use patents could be 

implemented constitutionally in Indonesia if implemented together with the flexibility to 

implement only one feature of new use patents as set out in article 18.37(2) and the inventive 

step criteria in section 4(f)(2) of Patents Act 2016. However, considering the risk that 

section 4(f)(2) might be considered as setting the inventive step threshold too high and 

therefore, stifling innovations, Indonesia would need to explicitly address this section in the 

FTA text.  

 

2. The Application of Three Stages of Constitutionality Test to Patent Term 
Extension 

 

2.1. The First Stage: Features and Impacts of Patent Term Extension 
 

The first stage of the test explores the textual formulation of patent term extension in 

TPP/CPTPP and EU-model FTA to understand the scope of the rights. The test will highlight 

the benefits that the inventor/patent owner will gain from the standard and whether it brings 

social benefits to society. If the standard benefits the inventor and society and there are no 

adverse consequences for the society in terms of their access to generic medicines under the 

health security programme, then the standard is considered as constitutional based on the 

framework of this thesis. If the standard only benefits the inventor without giving social 

benefits to society, then it is unconstitutional. If there are adverse consequences to society from 

the implementation of the standard, it may still be constitutional if the benefits to the society 
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outweigh the adverse consequences. The constitutional principles in property/economics and 

health will be used as the weighing tool.  

 

2.1.1. Features of the Patent Term Extension 
 

There are two types of patent term extensions covered under the FTAs. The first type is for 

unreasonable delays in patent processing, while the second one is for unreasonable delays in 

medicine marketing approval. The TPP required both patent-term extension types,636 although 

that was suspended in the CPTPP, while the EU-Indonesia Proposal requires extension only 

for delays in medicine marketing approval.637  

 

The TPP uses the term “patent term adjustment”,638 while the EU-Indonesia Proposal uses the 

term “patent term extension”.639 Although these FTAs provide that the adjustment or extension 

will only be granted if there are “unreasonable” or “unnecessary” delays in the patent 

processing or medicine marketing approval, the meaning a party gives these terms might be 

disputed.  

 

a. Delays in Issuing Patents 

 

In relation to patent processing, the TPP defines “unreasonable delay” as “delay in the issuance 

of a patent of more than five years from the date of filing of the application in the territory of 

the Party, or three years after a request for examination of the application has been made, 

whichever is later.”640 The term “unreasonable delay” shall exclude: (a) periods of time that do 

not occur during the processing, being the initial administrative processing and administrative 

processing at the time of grant, or periods of time that do not occur during the examination of 

the patent application by the granting authority; (b) periods of time that are not directly 

attributable to the granting authority, being delays that are outside the direction or control of 

the granting authority; and (c) periods of time that are attributable to the patent applicant.641  

 

 
636 See TPP, art 18.46 and18.48. 
637 EU-Indonesia Proposal, art X.41. 
638 TPP, art 18.46 and18.48. 
639 EU-Indonesia Proposal, art X.41. 
640 TPP, art 18.46(4). 
641 TPP, art 18.46(4). 
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b. Delays in Marketing Approval 

 

The EU-Indonesia IP Chapter Proposal defines the term “unreasonable delay” as including “at 

least a delay of more than two years in the first response to the applicant following the date of 

filing the application for marketing authorisation.” This term does not include any delays that 

are “attributable to the applicant or any period that is out of control of the marketing 

authorisation authority”.642 The maximum patent-term extension for any delays in medicine 

marketing approval under the EU-Vietnam FTA is two years.643  

 

 Patent term extension or adjustment feature is a feature that is not mandated under the TRIPS 

Agreement. That Agreement only provides that the term of patent protection is twenty years 

counted from the filing date without mentioning the possibility of any term extension or 

adjustment.644 

 

2.1.2. Whether Patent Term Extensions Are Reasonable for the Inventor 
 

Applying the first stage of the test, extending the patent term through the term’s adjustment 

between two and five years seems reasonable from the inventor or patent owner’s perspective. 

The rule would compensate them for any unreasonable delays in the patent processing and 

medicine marketing approval so they can maximise the patent exclusivity period.  

 

Based on the interview with the medicine patent owners’ association, they consider patent term 

extension to be a feature that brings fairness to their interests.645 The feature only compensates 

for delays in the patent application and medicine marketing approval processes so they can 

fully maximise the 20-year patent term and recoup their investments. The extension is only 

provided if the delay is “unreasonable” and is not due to the patent applicant’s fault. Not all 

delays entitled a patent owner to the patent term extension. The respondent explained that it 

requires billion-dollar investments to bring medicine into the market where a significant 

amount of those costs came from the clinical trial stage.646 Moreover, it takes between eight 

 
642 EU-Indonesia Proposal, art X.41. See also EU-Vietnam FTA, art 12.40(2). 
643 EU-Vietnam FTA, art 12.40(2). 
644 TRIPS Agreement, art 33. 
645 Interview with a representative of the Medicine Patent Owners’ Association - International Pharmaceutical 
Manufacturing Group (IPMG) (Auxentius Andry Yudhianto, 4 September 2019), transcript provided by the 
author. 
646 Same as above. 
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and twelve years as of the patent filing date until a patent owner can bring medicine into the 

market. That leaves the patent owner between twelve and eight years to recoup the investments 

in the patent term’s remainder. If this remaining patent term is further curtailed by delays in 

the patent application and marketing approval processes, they might not recoup their 

investments at all.647  

 

When confronted with the fact that the twenty-year patent term had considered delays in the 

patent application and marketing approval, the respondent believed that the facts stated 

otherwise. In medicine patents, the patent owner must also apply for marketing approval to put 

the products on the market, so the twenty-year term is insufficient to cover delays in the patent 

application and marketing approval process. Therefore, the respondent viewed that for 

medicine patents, the twenty-year patent term would only work if applied together with the 

patent term extension to cover delays in patent application and medicine marketing approval 

processes.648 

 

2.1.3. Whether the Patent Term Extension Benefits the Society 
 

The patent term extension will delay generic medicines' entry into the market because generics 

will have to wait until the extended period ends before they can enter the market. Based on the 

interview with the Indonesian Drugs and Foods Supervisory Agency (BPOM), in 2019 they 

could promptly process around 72 per cent of medicine marketing approval for new 

medicines.649 Prompt processing means the approval is granted within 300 business days. 

Depending on the definition of “unreasonable delay” in the FTA, around 28 percent of 

medicines approved beyond the statutory timeline could be subject to the patent term 

extension.650 The interview with the Patent Office also revealed that in 2019 there were around 

2,000 pending patent applications that were in line to be reviewed.651 Assuming the rate of 

delay at the Patent Office where the patent has not been issued after more than five years is 

about the same as BPOM, being around 30 per cent of the total of pending applications, 

approximately 600 patents might be subject to patent term extension.652  

 
647 Same as above. 
648 Same as above. 
649 Interview with an official of the Indonesian Drugs and Foods Supervisory Agency (BPOM), (Auxentius Andry 
Yudhianto, 12 September 2019), transcript provided by the author. 
650 Interview with BPOM, 12 September 2019. 
651 Interview with the Patent Office, 19 July 2019. 
652 Same as above. 
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Based on the interviews with the generic medicine manufacturers, they believed that the patent 

term extension would be detrimental to their interests.653 This feature would delay the entry of 

their products to supply the market, including the health security programme. This delay of 

entry of generics would be detrimental to the sustainability of the health security programme 

because according to the Ministry of Health and Health Security Programme Implementing 

Institutions (BPJS Health), around 70 per cent of medicines used in the programme are generic 

medicines.654 Moreover, between 33 and 44 per cent of the programme’s budgets were 

allocated to medicines’ costs.655 

 

The adverse effects of the implementation of the patent term adjustment would be more 

significant in the TPP-model FTA than the EU-model FTA, due to the difference in the 

maximum time limit that could be compensated to the patent owners. Under the EU-model 

FTA, generic medicines would experience between two and five years of delay due to the patent 

term extension for delays in the medicine marketing approval. Under the TPP-model FTA, the 

market entry delay of such generics might be longer since there is no limit on the maximum 

period for which the patent owner could be compensated for delays in the patent processing 

and medicine marketing approval.656 For instance, if a patent owner filed a patent application 

on 1 January 2005, obtained the patent on 1 January 2012, applied for marketing approval on 

1 January 2013 and secured it on 1 January 2019, then assuming all delays were attributable to 

the Patent Office and BPOM, the patent owner would get either a two-year657 or five-year 

extension658 under the EU-model FTA. However, under the TPP-model FTA they would have 

 
653 Interview with a Director of the largest private-owned generic medicine producer (Auxentius Andry Yudhianto, 
15 August 2019), transcript provided by the author. Interview with a Senior Manager of a generic medicine 
producer (Auxentius Andry Yudhianto, 15 August 2019), transcript provided by the author. These two generic 
medicine companies are on the top three of the largest Indonesian medicine manufacturers for year 2019 that 
together held 11.4% market share of the medicine industry. Both companies are not owned by multinational 
pharmaceutical companies. See <www.farmasiindustri.com>. 
654 Interview with an official of the Ministry of Health (Auxentius Andry Yudhianto, 26 July 2019), transcript 
provided by the author. Interview with the officials of the BPJS Health (Auxentius Andry Yudhianto, 3 September 
2019), transcript provided by the author. 
655 Interview with an official of the Ministry of Health, 26 July 2019. 
656 Different from TPP, USMCA sets out a limit of five years adjustment for delays in the marketing approval 
process (see art 20.46(3)). 
657 EU-Vietnam FTA, art 12.40(2). It provides that any delay is the grant of marketing approval beyond two years 
after the application date. In this case, the delay was two years.  
658EU-Vietnam FTA, art 12.40(3). This article provides another alternative formula of patent term extension where 
it is the period between the patent filing date and the marketing approval date reduced by five years with a limit 
of a maximum of five years of extension. In this case, the provided extension is five years although the actual total 
delay is nine years.  
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a two-year adjustment for the delay in patent processing659 and another four-year adjustment 

for the delay in the marketing approval.660 

 

Based on this analysis, the first stage of the test shows that the patent term extension might 

seem reasonable for the patent owners. The interview with patent owners highlighted that for 

medicine patents, the patent term extension is important because in addition to patent 

application they must also secure marketing approval. Unreasonable delays in granting patents 

and marketing approvals would make it hard for them to recoup the massive investments in 

developing a medicine. 

 

On the other hand, this feature is detrimental to society because it delays access of generic 

medicines to supply the health security programme. The unavailability of generic medicines 

would prevent the Health Security Programme from choosing the lowest possible prices for the 

medicines or getting the originators to lower their prices.661 This would increase the 

programme’s costs and widen the deficits and limit society’s access to the programme if the 

programme’s coverages were reduced. Based on the constitutional provision on 

property/economic rights, the patent term extensions might be needed to preserve the integrity 

of patent owners’ exclusive rights under article 28H(4) of the 1945 Constitution. However, this 

feature might prevent the achievement of a balance between the patent owners and society’s 

interests as required by article 33(4) and The Copyright Act Case. This is because based on the 

constitutional principles in health in articles 28H(1), 34(2) and (3) this feature could prevent 

the state from providing universal health care under the health security programme by delaying 

the entry of generics into the programme.  

 

Considering there are strong cases for and against patent term extensions, the first stage of the 

test could not indicate the feature’s constitutionality. In this regard, the test needs to be 

continued to the second stage.  

 

 
659 TPP, art 18.46. A patent is considered delayed if it is granted beyond five years from the filing date. In this 
case, the total delay is two years. 
660 Although the TPP does not explain when a marketing approval is considered as delayed, it is widely accepted 
that a process of more than two years is considered as “delayed”. In this case, the total delay is four years. 
661 Interview with BPJS Health, 3 September 2019. During a tender to supply medicines to the programme, 
originator’s medicines will be chosen if they are the only one who supplies the medicine due to the patent. But 
once the patent term expires and the generic version is available, the tender will usually be won by the generic 
medicine producers as they are offering lower prices than the originator. 
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2.2. The Second Stage: Exceptions and Flexibilities in Implementing Patent Term 
Extensions 

 

The second stage of analysis analyses certain exceptions and flexibilities provided in the FTA 

texts, as well as existing flexibilities that have been implemented by Indonesia in its patent law 

in relation to patent term extensions.  

 

The test will also see whether patent term extensions limit or remove Indonesia’s flexibilities 

to tailor its patent law to support the operations of the health security programme. If the patent 

standard does limit or remove the existing flexibilities, the test will consider whether there are 

other means than the standard that could achieve substantially the same result without limiting 

or removing the existing flexibilities to be suggested as an alternative measure in the FTA 

negotiation.  

 

If no other means are available, the test will see whether the state would still have policy space 

or flexibilities to address the adverse consequences caused by the standard in its patent law to 

ensure the prompt entry of generic medicines to the health security programme. If the state has 

the flexibilities to tailor its patent law to address these adverse consequences, then the standard 

must be implemented using the flexibilities to be constitutional. However, if the state does not 

have flexibilities to tailor its patent law to address these adverse consequences, then the 

standard’s implementation would be considered unconstitutional. 

 

2.2.1. Exceptions and Flexibilities in Patent Processing Delays 
 

The TPP does not provide a limit on the maximum period that can be compensated to the patent 

owner due to this delay in patent processing. In this case, Indonesia could set out in its patent 

law the maximum period of extensions that could be granted without significantly delaying 

entry of generic medicines to the market. Based on several independent patent searches on the 

Indonesian patent register662 delays in patent processing were ranging between one and six 

years.663 Indonesia could choose the minimum time in the spectrum and provide in its patent 

law that the maximum extension that can be provided for any delay in patent processing is one 

year. 

 
662 <www.pdki-indonesia.dgip.go.id>. 
663 Based on art 18.46(4) of the TPP a patent process is delayed if it is issued more than five years from the date 
of filing of the application, or three years after a request for examination. 
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2.2.2. Exceptions and Flexibilities in Medicine Marketing Approvals 
 

Under the EU-model FTA a party also has the option to apply an extension not exceeding five 

years based on the period which elapsed between the filing date of the patent and the date of 

the first marketing approval, minus five years.664 For instance, a patent was submitted on 

5 January 2010 and the marketing approval was issued on 5 January 2021. The period which 

elapsed between the filing date of the patent and the marketing approval date, minus five years, 

was six years but the maximum patent term extension that could be granted is only five years. 

If the patent initially expires on 5 January 2030 then based on the five-year extension the patent 

expiration date would become 5 January 2035.   

 

The period could also be extended for another six months for medicines “for which paediatric 

studies have been carried out and the results of those studies are reflected in the product 

information”.665 

 

For medicine marketing approval, the TPP allows a country to apply the extension either on 

the pharmaceutical product or alternatively, pharmaceutical substance.666 The EU-Indonesia 

Proposal does not mention this option, so it might also possible for Indonesia to apply the 

extension either on the product or substance in its patent law.   

 

The TPP allows for conditions and limitations in granting the patent term adjustment due to 

delays in the marketing approval process. These conditions and limitations include: (i) limiting 

the adjustment of the patent term to a single adjustment for each pharmaceutical product that 

has been granted marketing approval; (ii) requiring the adjustment to be based on the first 

marketing approval granted to the pharmaceutical product in the host country; and (iii) limiting 

the period of the adjustment to a maximum of 5 years.667 

 

With these exceptions and flexibilities in implementing patent term extensions under the TPP 

or EU-model FTA, Indonesia could limit the scope of extensions so they would not apply in 

all situations. For instance, Indonesia could set out in its patent law that:  

 
664 EU-Vietnam FTA, art 12.40 (3). See also EU-Indonesia Proposal, art X.41(2). 
665 EU-Vietnam FTA, art 12.40 (3). See also EU-Indonesia Proposal, art X.41(4). 
666 TPP, art 18.48(2). 
667 TPP, art 18.48(2) with the details of such conditions and limitations as set out in USMCA, art 20.46(3). 
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(a) patent term extensions in relation to delays in patent processing are limited to 1 year;  

(b) patent term extensions in relation to delays in marketing approval process are limited in the 

following manner:  

(i) the extension is only applied to medicine substance; 

(ii) limiting the adjustment of the patent term to a single adjustment for each 

pharmaceutical product that has been granted marketing approval;  

(iii) requiring the adjustment to be based on the first marketing approval; and  

(iv) limiting the period of the adjustment to a maximum of 5 years. 

 

2.2.3. Existing Flexibilities in Patent Law 
 

Article 33 of the TRIPS Agreement provides that patent term should be no less than twenty 

years as of its filing date. Indonesia has provided for this twenty-year term in section 22(1) 

without the ability to extend it.668 Chapter 2 explained that there is no obligation to extend the 

patent term for delays in patent processing and medicine marketing approval. The 20-year 

patent term in article 33 has considered these delays.669 The patent term extension would 

effectively remove Indonesia's flexibility not to apply patent term extensions beyond twenty 

years. 

 

The next question is whether there are other means to enable the patent owners to maximise 

their effective patent term without removing the flexibility not to provide patent term extension. 

The exploration of these means is important because there are other alternatives to provide 

inventors/patent owners with prompt processing of their patents and medicine marketing 

approvals than extending the patent term. As discussed in Chapter 3, based on the interviews 

with the Patent Office and BPOM, these institutions have implemented measures such as 

implementing an online application system and deployed more patent and medicine examiners 

to improve punctuality of the patent application and medicine marketing approval processes.670 

With these measures, the Patent Office and BPOM managed to clear most patent application 

backlogs.671 Regarding patent applications at the beginning of 2018, there were 9,500 pending 

patent applications. With the new measures in 2019, there were only 2,000 pending 

 
668 Patents Act 2016, s 22(1) for the 20-year term and para (2) for the inability to get an extension. 
669 See discussions of Chapter 2. 
670 Interview with an official of the Patent Office, 19 July 2019 and with an official of BPOM, 12 September 2019. 
671 Interview with an official of the Patent Office, 19 July 2019.  
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applications.672 For medicine marketing approval BPOM has managed to complete 72 per cent 

application within the 300 business days timeframe.673 

 

Indonesia might use the improvement of Patent Office and BPOM's capacity and internal 

process as the basis for arguing that patent term extension is unnecessary in FTA negotiations. 

Indonesia might argue that the 20-year patent term that has considered delays in patent 

processing and marketing approval process and the improvement of patent processing and 

medicine marketing approval capacities should remove the need for patent term extensions. 

The choice of not providing the patent term extension and improving the capacity of the patent 

office and BPOM would support the achievement of a mutually advantageous and sustainable 

relationship between the inventor/patent owner and the society. The patent owner would have 

their patent application and marketing approval processed promptly while the society could 

have prompt access to generic medicines through the health security programme. 

 

Although Indonesia could argue in FTA negotiations that patent term extensions are 

unnecessary the other FTA parties will most likely disagree with such argument and still 

require Indonesia to implement patent term extensions. They might argue that if Indonesia 

promptly processes patent applications and medicine marketing approvals then it does not need 

to concern about patent term extensions. This feature will only be applicable if there are 

“unreasonable delays” of the Patent Office or BPOM. Although this statement seems to have 

its merits, the fact that Indonesia still does not have the required capacity to promptly process 

patent applications and medicine marketing approvals would require Indonesia to provide 

extensions to a significant number of patents.  

 

2.2.4. Defining “Unreasonable Delays” 
 

In addition to the other flexibilities provided in the FTA text, another alternative flexibility for 

Indonesia in implementing the patent term extension standard from the formulation of the FTA 

text would be to define the meaning of “unreasonable delays” and provide limitations on the 

use of patent term extensions. As discussed above, article 18.46(4) of the TPP provides that a 

Party may exclude from the determination of such delays periods of time that do not occur 

during the patent processing as well as delays that are outside the direction or control of the 

 
672 Same as above. 
673 Interview with BPOM, 12 September 2019. 
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granting authority and delays that are attributable to the patent applicant.674 Indonesia could 

clearly define in its patent law delays that are “outside the control” or “not attributable” to the 

Patent Office and BPOM and delays that are “attributable to the patent applicant or marketing 

approval applicant”. For instance, Indonesia could set out in its patent law that delays caused 

by the lack of processing resources and personnel of the Patent Office and BPOM are 

considered to be delays that are outside the control of the Patent Office and BPOM and 

therefore are not considered “unreasonable delays” that lead to patent term extensions. This 

inclusion is in line with the field research as the main issue that caused delays in patent and 

medicine marketing approval processes. 

 

In the situation where Indonesia could only implement the flexibilities provided under the FTA 

text to address adverse consequences of the patent term extensions, these flexibilities might not 

be sufficient to support the prompt entry of generic medicines to supply the health security 

programme. The second stage of the test indicates that the implementation of patent term 

extension would be unconstitutional by removing the existing flexibility of applying the 20-

year patent term without providing patent term extensions. However, since Indonesia would 

still have flexibilities under the FTA to implement patent term extensions that could suit its 

public health objectives, the test needs to be continued to the third stage. 

 

2.3. The Third Stage: Whether the Flexibilities can be Justified 
 

The third stage will test whether Indonesia could specify in its patent law that delays that are 

caused by the lack of processing resources and personnel of the Patent Office and BPOM are 

considered to be outside the control of the Patent Office and BPOM and therefore could be 

excluded from the definition of “unreasonable delays”.  This flexibility will be tested by 

applying the general rule of treaty interpretation to the provisions of patent term extensions in 

the TPP/CPTPP and EU-model FTA. If the analysis shows that Indonesia can implement this 

flexibility effectively, the patent term extension could be implemented constitutionally in 

Indonesia because the FTA has acknowledged that is the main issue that causes delays in patent 

processing and medicine marketing approval. On the other hand, if Indonesia could not 

effectively implement this flexibility, the patent term extensions could not be implemented 

constitutionally. 

 
674 See EU-Vietnam FTA, art 12.40(2) regarding the exclusion of delays that are not attributable to the Marketing 
Approval Authority. 
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Regarding the ordinary meaning of articles 18.46(4) of TPP and 12.40(2) of EU-Vietnam FTA, 

these articles do not prohibit Indonesia from defining the term “unreasonable delays” in its 

patent law. Consequently, Indonesia could set out in its patent law that delays that are caused 

by the lack of processing resources and personnel of the Patent Office and BPOM are 

considered as delays that are outside the control of the Patent Office and BPOM and therefore, 

are not considered as “unreasonable delays”.  

 

In relation to the context of article 18.46(4) of TPP, the IP chapter’s interpretation provision in 

article 18.4 acknowledges a party’s public policy objectives in the promotion of innovation, 

dissemination of knowledge and technology and fostering of competition and open and 

efficient markets. Article 18.4 also considers the stakeholders’ interests including patent 

owners, service providers, users and the public. Articles 18.46(4) of TPP and 12.40(2) of EU-

Vietnam FTA also need to be interpreted in light of each agreement’s objectives, which require 

a patent feature to “contribute to the promotion of technological innovation and to the transfer 

and dissemination of technology, to the mutual advantage of producers and users of 

technological knowledge and in a manner conducive to social and economic welfare, and to a 

balance of rights and obligations”.675 The definition of “unreasonable delays” enables patent 

term extensions to be provided only if the delays are caused by the Patent Office and BPOM’s 

substantive performances and not related to their lack of resources and personnel. However, 

this definition could also be considered as inconsistent with the treaty’s objectives as it does 

not consider the patent owners’ interests in obtaining extensions for delays that are not caused 

by them. 

 

The TPP and EU-model FTA principles676 require a measure to protect public health to be 

consistent with the treaty provisions. The definition of “unreasonable delays” could be 

considered as consistent with articles 18.46(4) of TPP and 12.40(2) of EU-Vietnam FTA 

because both FTAs allow a party to exclude delays that are outside the control or not 

attributable to the Patent Office and marketing approval authority from the definition of 

“unreasonable delays”. In Indonesia’s situation, the issue of lack of resources and personnel is 

the main issue that is typical to the status of Indonesia as a developing country with a resources 

 
675 TPP art 18.2. EU-Vietnam FTA, art 12.2. 
676 EU-model FTA principles are the same with the TRIPS Agreement due to the “complementary” nature of it 
towards the Agreement.  
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gap compared to developed countries. The acknowledgement of this “gap” would put Indonesia 

in an equal position with the developed country-parties of the treaty. However, there is a risk 

that the other FTA party may consider this definition of “unreasonable delays” as making the 

obligation to provide patent term extensions in articles 18.46(4) of TPP and 12.40(2) of EU-

Vietnam FTA ineffective and therefore, inconsistent with these articles.  

 

Applying the general rule of treaty interpretation to articles 18.46(4) of TPP and 12.40(2) of 

EU-Vietnam FTA, a measure to define “unreasonable delays” in patent law could be 

considered consistent with the treaty provisions regarding patent term extensions. However, 

there is a risk that the other FTA parties may dispute this, because it removes the main reason 

for delays in Indonesia from the grounds for patent term extensions. 

 

Because the alternative flexibility of defining the term “unreasonable delays” in patent law 

might be considered inconsistent with the treaty obligations, the constitutionality test indicates 

that this flexibility could not be implemented effectively in Indonesia.  

 

2.4. Section Conclusion 
 

Applying the three stages of the constitutionality test to the obligation to provide patent term 

extensions concludes that this obligation cannot be implemented constitutionally in Indonesia. 

This standard removes existing flexibilities in patent law for applying the 20-year patent term 

without any patent term extension. The flexibilities provided under the FTA texts are both 

inadequate and ineffective in relation to Indonesia’s domestic situation to support the prompt 

entry of generic medicines. The standard could be implemented constitutionally if Indonesia 

could implement the flexibilities to address adverse consequences of this standard, including 

the setting out the definition of “unreasonable delays” in its patent law to exclude the Patent 

Office and BPOM’s lack of resources and personnel issues from the scope of the definition. 

 

The TRIPS Agreement’s negotiating history has shown that the 20-year patent term in 

article 33 was adopted by considering the possible delays in the patent application and 

medicine marketing approval processes.677 Therefore, this feature should not be treated as 

mandatory for a country. That is why the TRIPS Agreement does not require a member to apply 

 
677 See discussion of Chapter 3. 
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patent term extension in their patent law and leaves them the discretion to do so considering 

their domestic circumstances. As discussed in Chapter 3, the WTO Panel’s decision in Canada-

Pharmaceuticals reiterated this point that the implementation of patent term extensions should 

be at the members’ discretion.  

 

Indonesia's domestic situation at the time of the field research showed that it was not feasible 

for Indonesia to adopt patent term extensions in its patent law. The field interviews indicated 

that the patent term extension might delay generic medicines' access into the market. In the 

situation where the health security programme primarily relies on generic medicines to sustain 

the programme, any delay of entry of generic medicines would be financially catastrophic for 

the programme. The soaring deficits might cause the programme to limit the programme’s 

coverage. If this happens, the society’s access to the programme would be adversely affected. 

Consequently, the implementation of the patent term extension in Indonesia would become 

unconstitutional.  

 

3. The Application of Three Stages of Constitutionality Test to Data Exclusivity  
 

3.1. First Stage: Features and Impacts of Data Exclusivity 
 

As before, the first stage of the test explores the textual formulation of data exclusivity in 

TPP/CPTPP and EU-model FTA to understand the scope of the rights. The test will highlight 

the benefits that the inventor will gain from the standard and whether it brings social benefits 

to society. If the standard benefits the inventor and society and there are no adverse 

consequences for the society in terms of their access to generic medicines under the health 

security programme, then the standard is considered as constitutional. If the standard only 

benefits the inventor without giving social benefits to society, then it has the potential to be 

unconstitutional. If there are adverse consequences to society from implementing the standard, 

it may still be considered constitutional if the benefits to society outweigh the adverse 

consequences. The constitutional provisions in property/economic and health will be used in 

the weighing exercise.  
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3.1.1. Features of Data Exclusivity 
 

Data exclusivity is a TRIPS-plus feature that has created particular controversy. As discussed 

in chapter 3, there are different views on data exclusivity protection. The patent owners and 

patent exporting countries consider that article 39.3 of the TRIPS Agreement requires a country 

to provide data exclusivity protection.678 If that were correct, no parties (including the 

marketing approval authority) could rely on the patent owner’s safety and efficacy information 

in approving the generic medicine application for certain period (which in the patent owner’s 

view should not be less than five years).679  

 

In the field research, BPOM argued that article 39.3 does not require data exclusivity 

protection, but requires a country to protect confidentiality of patent owner’s marketing 

approval data.680 BPOM argued that they had implemented this obligation under the BPOM 

Medicine Registration Regulation.681  

 

3.1.2. Data Exclusivity under the TPP and EU-Indonesia Proposal 
 

The TPP provides two types of data exclusivity: first, data exclusivity on chemical or small 

molecule medicines and second, data exclusivity on biologics.682 Chemical medicines consist 

of “a homogenous array of small-molecules, with well-defined physical structures, usually 

manufactured in the laboratory”.683 Both types of data exclusivity provisions were suspended 

in the CPTPP. 

 

Biologics are medicines that are generally “composed of larger molecules, usually complex 

proteins, which are produced via biotechnological processes”.684 Some examples of biologic 

 
678 Gervais, TRIPS Drafting History, at 546. Article 39.3 of the TRIPS Agreement requires a member to protect 
“undisclosed test or other data in relation to the marketing approval of pharmaceutical …, which utilise new 
chemical entities “against unfair commercial use” in relation to the marketing approval of medicines and 
disclosure of such data, “except where necessary to protect the public, or unless steps are taken to ensure that the 
data are protected against unfair commercial use.” 
679 At 546. 
680 Interview with BPOM, 12 September 2019. 
681 Same as above. See BPOM Medicine Registration Regulation, art 27(4). 
682 TPP, art 18.52 regarding data exclusivity protection on biologics. 
683 Carlos Diaz “Delving into the Fog of Ambiguity: An Analysis of the Trans-Pacific Partnership’s Data 
Exclusivity Provisions and Their Implications for Access to Medicines in New Zealand” (2017) 48 VUWLR 1 at 
10 (“Diaz, Data Exclusivity”) quoting Vincent Roth “Will FDA Data Exclusivity Make Biologic Patents Passe?” 
(2013) Santa Clara Computer & High Tech L J 249 at 255 (“Roth, Biologic Patents”). 
684 At 10 quoting Carolyn Castagna “Therapeutic Monoclonal Antibodies: The Dilemma of Delivering Affordable 
Biologics to Patients While Continuing to Incentivise Innovation” (2009) 82 Temple L Rev 1071 at 1072-1073. 
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medicines include vaccines, gene therapies or blood therapies.685 If chemical medicines are 

“chemically synthesised and their structure is known”, biologics are “complex mixtures that 

are not easily identified or characterised”.686 In this section the small-molecule medicines will 

be referred to as “chemical medicines” while biologic medicines will be referred to as 

“biologics” to differentiate them clearly. 

 

Biologics receive special attention and additional protection in the TPP by having a more 

extended data exclusivity protection period than chemical medicines.687 The development of 

biologics requires a significant amount of investment for research and clinical trials. For 

instance, the costs of developing biologics have reached more than USD 1 billion.688 Moreover, 

it is not easy to create the generic version of biologics that is called as “biosimilars”.  

 

The fundamental difference between chemical medicine and biologics is in their respective 

structure. Because it is easier to discern the structure of chemical medicines, this results in the 

more straightforward pathway of entry for generic medicines by showing bio-equivalency with 

the originator medicines. With biologics, it is not easy to show bio-equivalency of a biosimilar 

medicine with the originator as biologics are “highly sensitive to their manufacturing process”, 

which leads to the unpredictability in their final structure.689  

 

Consequently, the mere demonstration of bioequivalence between a biosimilar medicine and 

its reference product might not be sufficient to grant marketing approval.690 Some clinical and 

non-clinical studies may be required to support a biosimilar’s marketing approval, which may 

include risk-management plans and post-marketing safety monitoring.691 This complexity in 

producing biosimilar medicines can make the development of biosimilars very time consuming 

 
685 The United States Food and Drug Administration “What are “Biologics” Questions and Answers” 
<https://www.fda.gov/about-fda/center-biologics-evaluation-and-research-cber/what-are-biologics-questions-
and-answers>. 
686 Same as above. 
687 TPP, art 18.51 requires a country to provide a minimum of eight years of data exclusivity protection on 
biologics, compared to the five-year protection on conventional medicines. Article 18.52(3) also includes a 
proviso that the member countries would review the period of exclusivity within 10 years from the date of entry 
of the agreement to provide “effective incentives” for the development of new pharmaceutical products that are 
or contain biologics (with a contrary statement that the review is also intended to facilitate the timely availability 
of follow-on biosimilars, which is a generic version of biologics). 
688 Diaz, Data Exclusivity, at 16. 
689 At 13, quoting Vincent Roth, Biologic Patents, at 275.  
690 At 12-14. 
691 At 14. These additional studies and measures to support a biosimilar’s marketing approval are implemented by 
Medsafe in New Zealand. Indonesia applies a similar process to New Zealand in approving biosimilars under the 
Head of BPOM Regulation No.17 of 2015 on Guideline for the Assessment of Biosimilar Products.  
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and expensive. One research estimates that biosimilar medicine's development takes eight to 

ten years at the cost of USD 100-200 million.692 Those complications and high costs have 

become natural barriers to entry of biosimilar medicines. The obligation to provide data 

exclusivity on biologics might expand the barriers even further, although it might also give the 

appropriate reward for the patent owner from the massive investments in developing the 

biologics.  

 

3.1.3. Data Exclusivity on Chemical Medicines 
 

Three situations require a country to provide protection for data exclusivity on medicines under 

the TPP. Firstly, a country is required to protect the undisclosed test and other data of a new 

pharmaceutical product concerning the safety and efficacy of the product by prohibiting a third 

party from marketing the same or similar product without the consent of the product owner 

who submitted such information based on: (i) that information; or (ii) the marketing approval 

granted to the person that submitted such information for at least five years.693 A 

pharmaceutical product is “similar” to a previously approved pharmaceutical product if the 

marketing approval of the product, or the applicant’s request for such approval, is based upon 

the undisclosed test or other data concerning the safety and efficacy of the previously approved 

pharmaceutical product, or the prior approval of that previously approved product.694  

 

This provision means that a generic medicine producer could not rely on the originator’s 

marketing approval information or the marketing approval granted to the originator to submit 

their marketing approval application. Under this provision, within the five-year exclusivity 

period a generic producer is unable to demonstrate the equivalency of their product with the 

originator by relying on the fact that the originator’s product has been granted a marketing 

approval and by carrying out bio-equivalency testing to compare their product with the 

originator’s product that can be found in the market. 

 

Secondly, it applies to a country that allows, as a condition of granting marketing approval for 

a new pharmaceutical product, the submission of evidence of prior marketing approval of the 

 
692 Diaz, Data Exclusivity, at 20, quoting Sumanth Kambhammettu “The European Biosimilars Market: Trends 
and Key Success Factors” <www.obbec.com>. While the development of a generic chemical medicine will only 
take three to five years with a cost of USD1-5 million. 
693 TPP, art 18.50(1)(a). 
694 TPP, art 18.50(1)(a). 
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product in another country. This country shall prohibit third parties, without the consent of the 

product owner, from marketing the same or a similar product based on evidence relating to 

prior marketing approval in the other country for at least five years from the date of marketing 

approval of the new pharmaceutical product in the territory of that country.695 

 

Lastly, unless a country has provided data exclusivity protection for eight years, they must 

provide data exclusivity protection: (a) for a period of at least three years with respect to new 

clinical information submitted as required in support of a marketing approval of a previously 

approved pharmaceutical product covering a new indication, new formulation or new method 

of administration;696 or (b) for a period of at least five years to new pharmaceutical products 

that contain a chemical entity that has not been previously approved in that country. A country 

may choose to protect only the undisclosed test or other data concerning the safety and efficacy 

relating to the chemical entity that has not been previously approved.697  

 

The data exclusivity that covers a new indication, new formulation or new method of 

administration as set out in article 18.50(2)(a) of the TPP is intended to provide additional 

protection for new uses of existing medicines compounds that can be protected by new use 

patents or without a patent. For instance, flu medicine can be redeveloped to treat a new 

indication of migraine. Without considering whether this redevelopment can be granted a 

new-use patent, the producer can have a three-year data exclusivity protection that covers this 

new indication.698 The EU-Indonesia Proposal also requires a country to provide an additional 

data exclusivity period if, during several years after obtaining the authorisation, the 

authorisation holder obtains an authorisation for one or more new therapeutic indications which 

are considered of significant clinical benefit in comparison with existing therapies.699 

 

The EU-Indonesia Proposal only provides a data exclusivity obligation on chemical medicines. 

It is more straight forward than the TPP and states that the data exclusivity obligation is directed 

to (a) prohibit the marketing approval institution from relying on the originator’s safety and 

efficacy information in approving a generic application;700 and (b) requiring a generic applicant 

 
695 TPP, art 18.50(1)(b). 
696 TPP, art 18.50(2)(a). 
697 TPP, art 18.50(2)(b).  
698 This rule is not included in the USMCA. 
699 EU-Indonesia IP chapter proposal, art X.44(4). 
700 EU-Indonesia IP chapter proposal, art X.44(2). The section states that “each Party shall ensure that for a period 
of […] from the first marketing authorisation in the Party concerned, the public body responsible for the granting 
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to produce their own safety and efficacy information to support their marketing approval 

application or use the originator’s information with their prior consent.701 The EU-model FTA 

requires a country to provide data exclusivity protection for not less than five years from the 

originator medicine’s marketing approval date.702  

 

3.1.4. Data Exclusivity on Biologics 
 

Concerning the data exclusivity on new biologics, article 18.51 of the TPP provides that a 

country shall provide data exclusivity protection to, at a minimum, a product that is, or contains, 

a protein produced using biotechnology processes for use in human beings for the prevention, 

treatment, or cure of a disease or condition. In this regard, a country shall either: (a) with respect 

to the first marketing approval in the host country of a new pharmaceutical product that is or 

contains a biologic,
 
provide effective market protection through the implementation of data 

exclusivity protection for a period of at least eight years from the date of first marketing 

approval of that product in that host country; or, alternatively, (b) with respect to the first 

marketing approval in a host country of a new pharmaceutical product that is or contains a 

biologic, provide effective market protection: (i) through the implementation of data 

exclusivity protection, for a period of at least five years from the date of first marketing 

approval of that product in that host country, (ii) through other measures, and (iii) recognising 

that market circumstances also contribute to effective market protection to deliver a 

comparable outcome in the market.703  

 

 

 

 
of a marketing authorisation will not take into account confidential business information or the results of pre-
clinical tests or clinical trials provided in the first marketing authorisation application and subsequently submitted 
by a person or entity, whether public or private, in support of another application to place a medicinal product on 
the market without the explicit consent of the person or entity who submitted such data, unless international 
agreements recognised by both Parties provide otherwise.” 
701 EU-Indonesia IP chapter proposal, art X.44(3). This section provides that “during a […] year period, starting 
from the date of grant of the first marketing authorisation in the Party concerned, a marketing authorisation granted 
for any subsequent application based on the results of pre-clinical tests or of clinical trials provided in the first 
marketing authorisation will not permit placing a medicinal product on the market, unless the subsequent applicant 
submits his own results of pre-clinical tests or of clinical trials (or results of pre-clinical tests or of clinical trials 
used with the consent of the party which had provided this information) meeting the same requirements as the 
first applicant. Products not complying with the requirements set out in this paragraph shall not be allowed on the 
market.” 
702 EU-Vietnam FTA, art 12.41(3). 
703 TPP, art 18.51(1). 
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3.1.5. Whether Data Exclusivity Benefits the Inventor 
 

Discussions above show that in some cases, data exclusivity would benefit inventors or patent 

owners as it protects their clinical trial and other marketing approval data between two and five 

years for chemical medicines and eight years for biologics. During this exclusivity period, no 

parties could rely on the clinical trial and marketing approval data in submitting or approving 

the generic and biosimilar medicine applications. The data exclusivity protection would 

incentivise medicine patent owners to invest in medicine research and development and clinical 

trial process.704 

 

Diaz observes that data exclusivity has little practical effect if it runs concurrently with the 

patent term. The exclusivity period would end before the patent term expiration and generic or 

biosimilar applicants could only market their products after the patent expiration date 

anyway.705 However, he notes that this feature provides high commercial value if the patent is 

invalidated since data exclusivity is not affected by the patent invalidation.706 For instance, a 

medicine with a patent protection that runs until 1 January 2022 would also have obtained 

marketing approval with data exclusivity that runs until 1 January 2024. If the patent was 

invalidated on 1 January 2021, the medicine would still have data exclusivity protection until 

1 January 2024. During this exclusivity period the marketing approval authority could not 

approve a generic version of that medicine unless the applicant provides their own safety and 

efficacy information. 

 

BPOM explained during an interview that there are two other situations where data exclusivity 

would benefit inventors or patent owners. The first one is when data exclusivity is given for a 

new indication that could affect market access for generic medicines that covers the initial and 

new indications. For instance, the patent on flu medicine is valid from 2005 to 2025. When the 

first marketing approval was granted in 2010, and the data exclusivity was valid for five years, 

then the exclusivity period ended in 2015. When the originator submits further clinical trial 

information covering a new indication of the medicine to treat pain and receives new marketing 

approval in 2024 with a five-year exclusivity, the second data exclusivity would run until 2029. 

This second data exclusivity might delay the generic medicine both for the initial and new 

 
704 Eisenberg, New Uses, at 725.  
705 Diaz, Data Exclusivity, at 5. 
706 At 5. 
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indications because the originator’s information for the new indication would predominantly 

consist of the same information as the initial indication with some variations for the new 

indication.707 

 

The second situation is where the originator medicine’s marketing approval is granted slightly 

before the end of the patent term. For instance, a patent for medicine X is valid from 2005 to 

2025. When the marketing approval is applied in 2023 and granted in 2024, and the data 

exclusivity is valid for five years, then the exclusivity period could end in 2029, or four years 

after the patent expiration in 2025. In this situation, the data exclusivity would delay the market 

access for generic medicine until 2029.708 

 

In the situation where the originator medicine’s patent is invalidated, or there is a new clinical 

trial submitted to cover a new indication, or if the marketing approval is granted slightly before 

the patent expiration date, the data exclusivity would benefit the inventor or patent owner. This 

feature would delay generic or biosimilar competition for several years after the patent term 

has expired. 

 

In the field interview, the medicine patent owners’ association argued that data exclusivity is 

an essential feature for them due to the massive investments to develop and bring a medicine 

into the market.709 They viewed this feature as fair because it does not prevent a generic 

producer from submitting their product’s marketing approval based on their own clinical trial 

information. It would be unfair to the patent owner if the generic producer could rely on the 

fact that the originator’s product has been approved and demonstrates the bio-equivalency of 

their product with the originator’s product.710 

 

 

 

 

 
707 Interview with BPOM, 12 September 2019. This illustration assumes that the first marketing approval 
information is kept confidential together with the second information that covers the new indication. 
708 Same as above. This example was provided by the interviewee as an illustration of the issues that Indonesia 
might face when implementing the data exclusivity considering at present Indonesia has not implemented data 
exclusivity protection. 
709 Interview with IPMG, 4 September 2019. 
710 Same as above. 
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3.1.6. Whether Data Exclusivity Benefits the Society 
 

Patent owners might argue that society would benefit from this feature because it would bring 

many innovative medicines to the market. Patent owners are willing to invest more into 

research and development of new chemical medicines and biologics and clinical trials because 

they have certainty that they would have exclusivity on their clinical trial data. 

 

On the other hand, this feature would delay the entry of generics and biosimilars and raise 

medicine prices. The health security programme would have to continue procuring the 

high-cost chemical medicines and biologics for several years after their patents have expired 

because they still have data exclusivity protection. The wait would be even longer if such 

medicines receive patent term extension on top of data exclusivity. If data exclusivity affects 

many medicines procured under the programme, the impacts would be significant for the 

already struggling programme. From this perspective, data exclusivity would be detrimental to 

society. 

 

In the interview with a generic medicine producer they argued that the data exclusivity would 

delay the entry of their products into the market.711 It would also be impossible for them to 

carry out their own clinical trials to support marketing approval due to the massive costs of this 

process.712  

 

The effect of data exclusivity on raising medicine prices was one reason the USMCA excluded 

data exclusivity protection on biologics.713 Even the United States, which vigorously promotes 

strong protection of intellectual property rights, had concerns about the impacts of data 

exclusivity protection on the price of biologics.714 The exclusion of data exclusivity on 

biologics became a condition of the Congressional approval for the USMCA.715 This feature 

was viewed as limiting the Congress’ flexibilities “to adjust the biologics exclusivity period” 

and “locking the [United States] into policies that keep cancer and other drug prices high”.716 

 
711 Interview with a Director of the generic medicine producer, 15 August 2019. 
712 Same as above. 
713 John E Osborn “Biologics lose protection as US-Canada-Mexico trade agreement moves forward” (20 
December 2019) <www.statnews.com>. 
714 Same as above. 
715 Same as above. 
716 Letter from Members of the United States House of Representatives to the United States Trade Representative, 
11 July 2019. 
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The first stage of the test shows that data exclusivity extends the protection of article 39.3 of 

the TRIPS Agreement by providing a statutory exclusivity period to the inventor or patent 

owner’s clinical trial data and other marketing approval information. Under the test, this feature 

benefits and provides necessary incentives to inventors and patent owners to invest in research 

and development and clinical trials of new medicines. On the other hand, there are differing 

views on whether this feature would be detrimental to society. In this case, the analysis needs 

to be continued to the second stage. 

 

3.2. The Second Stage: Flexibilities in Implementing Data Exclusivity  
 

The second stage of analysis assesses whether the FTA text provides certain exceptions 

flexibilities in implementing data exclusivity and whether data exclusivity limits or removes 

Indonesia’s flexibilities to tailor its patent law to support the prompt entry of generics into the 

health security programme. If it does so, the test will consider whether the FTA’s flexibilities 

can substitute or complement the existing flexibilities or there are other means that can achieve 

substantially the same result as the standard without limiting or removing the existing 

flexibilities.  

 

The FTA texts under the TPP/CPTPP and EU-model FTA do not provide many flexibilities in 

implementing data exclusivity protection. As discussed above, Indonesia could protect either 

the safety or efficacy information of the medicine.717 Indonesia could also choose to protect 

only the undisclosed test or other data relating to the chemical entity that has not been 

previously approved.718 This flexibility is the same formulation as article 39.3 of the TRIPS 

Agreement where the protection is provided only to medicines that used “new chemical 

entities”. 

 

Indonesia’s marketing approval authority (BPOM) protects the confidentiality of patent 

owner’s data and not disclosing it to the generic applicants.719 The generic applicants are 

requested to submit their bioequivalence test result to show that their products are equivalent 

to the patent owner’s medicine. In preparing these tests, a generic applicant compares their 

 
717 TPP, art 18.50(1)(a). 
718 TPP, art 18.50(2)(b).  
719 This is implemented under the BPOM Medicine Registration Regulation, art 27(4). 
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product with the originator medicine available in the market. They also research public 

information like medical journals and BPOM’s prior approval of the originator medicine and 

the medicine’s indication as published in BPOM’s gazette and website.720  BPOM considers  

that this practice is consistent with the TRIPS Agreement since the generic producers do not 

have access to the patent owner’s data kept confidential by BPOM. Moreover, this practice of 

approving the generic or biosimilar applications based on the bioequivalence testing is not a 

form of “commercial use” under article 39.3 of the TRIPS Agreement.721 

 

BPOM argues that their practice of relying on the bio-equivalence test result does not amount 

to “commercial use” under article 39.3 of the Agreement because it is supported by the World 

Health Organization (WHO) recommendation. Annex 7 of WHO’s Technical Report Series 

992 states that:722  

 

Direct demonstration of therapeutic equivalence through a comparative clinical 

trial is rarely a practical choice as these trials tend to be insensitive to differences 

in formulation and usually require a very large number of patients. Further, such 

studies in humans can be financially daunting, are often unnecessary  and may 

be unethical. For these reasons the science of bioequivalence testing has been 

developed over the past 50 years. According to the tenets of this science, 

therapeutic equivalence can be assured when the multisource product is both 

pharmaceutically equivalent and bioequivalent. 

 

With the application of new data exclusivity protections, Indonesia would need to amend its 

patent law and the related regulations, including the BPOM Medicine Registration Regulation 

to include this feature. Indonesia would not be able to maintain its current practice of applying 

data confidentiality protection and instead provide between two and five years of data 

exclusivity for chemical medicines and eight years for biologics. During the exclusivity period, 

BPOM could no longer approve generic and biosimilar medicines based on the bioequivalence 

testing comparison with the originator medicines. If generic and biosimilar producers want to 

submit marketing approval applications during the exclusivity period, they would have to carry 

 
720 Interview with BPOM dated 12 September 2019. 
721 Same as above. 
722 World Health Organization Technical Report Series 992 “WHO Expert Committee on Specifications for 
Pharmaceutical Preparations” (49th ed, Italy, 2015), Annex 7. 
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out their own clinical trial tests. As discussed, it is almost impossible for them to provide 

clinical trial data as it is very costly. Consequently, they would need to wait until the exclusivity 

period expires before submitting their application. 

 

The ability of generic producers to rely on the originator’s marketing approval and to carry out 

bio-equivalency testing to support their marketing approval application is the other alternative 

that could ensure the protection of the patent owner’s data without delaying the entry of generic 

medicines. The third stage of the test will analyse whether this alternative is consistent with the 

demands of the data exclusivity protection as set out under the TPP and EU-model FTA. 

  

The second stage of the constitutionality test shows that the data exclusivity protection would 

remove Indonesia’s flexibility to apply data confidentiality instead of data exclusivity in the 

medicine marketing approval process. This feature might also remove the flexibility of 

applying the bioequivalence-based marketing approval in approving generic and biosimilar 

medicines.  

 

However, one might argue that if all data exclusivity for medicines runs concurrently with their 

patent terms, this feature will not delay the entry of generics and biosimilars. Indonesia could 

still maintain its current practice of approving generics and biosimilars based on the 

bioequivalence test comparison after the exclusivity period expires, which would always be 

before the patent expiration date. That means generic and biosimilar applicants would only be 

barred from comparing their products to the originator’s products (by using the bioequivalence 

test result) and from relying on the originator’s data and information during the exclusivity 

period. Once the exclusivity period ends, these applicants could submit their applications for 

BPOM’s approval and market their products upon expiration of the patent. To assess whether 

Indonesia can maintain the flexibility of approving medicines based on the bio-equivalency 

test results the analysis needs to be continued to the third stage. 
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3.3. The Third Stage: Whether the Flexibility to Apply Bioequivalence-based Marketing 
Approval can be Effectively Implemented 

 

The third stage of the constitutionality test analyses whether the provisions that allow for 

flexibility to apply bioequivalence-based marketing approval could be effectively implemented 

by considering the ordinary meanings of those provisions in context and in light of the treaty’s 

object and purpose as set out in its objectives and principles.  

 

Regarding the ordinary meaning of article 18.50 of TPP, this article does not prohibit BPOM 

from issuing medicine marketing approval based on the bio-equivalency test result. However, 

the EU-Indonesia IP Chapter Proposal states more clearly that the marketing approval authority 

should “not permit placing a medicinal product on the market, unless the subsequent applicant 

submits his own results of pre-clinical tests or of clinical trials … [and] meeting the same 

requirements as the first applicant”.723 Under article X.44 of the EU-Indonesia IP Chapter 

Proposal, BPOM is prohibited from approving an application based on the bio-equivalency test 

result and the generic applicant must submit their own safety and efficacy information. The 

TPP/CPTPP also prohibits an applicant from relying on the previous marketing approval 

granted to the person who initially submitted the safety and efficacy information.724 

 

Consequently, from the ordinary meanings of articles 18.51 of TPP and X.44 of EU-Indonesia 

IP Chapter Proposal, Indonesia could not maintain the process of approving generic medicines 

based on: (a) the fact that the originator medicine has obtained a marketing approval; and (b) 

the bio-equivalency test results of such medicine.  

 

In relation to the context of articles 18.51 of TPP and X.44 of EU-Indonesia IP Chapter 

Proposal, TPP IP chapter’s interpretation provision in article 18.4 acknowledges a party’s 

public policy objectives in the promotion of innovation, dissemination of knowledge and 

technology and fostering of competition and open and efficient market. Article 18.4 also 

considers the stakeholders’ interests including patent owners, service providers, users and the 

public. Based on this interpretation provision Indonesia could argue that the flexibility to 

approve generic applications based on the bio-equivalency test result meets the patent owners 

and society’s interests. Patent owners’ would have their confidential safety and efficacy 

 
723 EU-Indonesia IP Chapter Proposal, art X.44. 
724 See TPP, art 18.51(1)(a).  
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information protected while generic applicants need to demonstrate bioequivalence of their 

products with the originator’s medicines. However, patent owners could also argue that since 

this flexibility is inconsistent with the ordinary meanings of articles 18.51 of TPP and X.44 of 

EU-Indonesia IP Chapter Proposal the interpretation provision must be used consistently with 

this “ordinary meaning”. The flexibility measure should be considered as inconsistent with the 

treaty provisions.   

 

From the treaty’s object and purpose as set out in its objectives and principles,725 Indonesia 

could argue that the flexibility to approve generic applications based on the bio-equivalency 

test result should be consistent with the treaty’s objectives. Indonesia could argue that the 

flexibility measure can contribute to “the promotion of technological innovation to the mutual 

advantage of producers and users of such technology”.726 This measure is also implemented in 

a manner that is “conducive to social and economic welfare, and to a balance of rights and 

obligations.”727  

 

However, the TPP and EU-model FTA principles728 require a measure to be consistent with 

the treaty provisions. The flexibility to approve generic applications based on the bio-

equivalency test result has been assessed as inconsistent with the ordinary meanings of articles 

18.51 of TPP and X.44 of EU-Indonesia IP Chapter Proposal. Consequently, the flexibility 

measure could be considered inconsistent with the treaty’s principles. 

 

Based on the third stage of the test, the flexibility to approve generic applications based on the 

bio-equivalency test result could not be implemented effectively in Indonesia, and therefore 

could be considered inconsistent with the treaty obligations, as well as its objectives and 

principles. In other words, this thesis’ framework indicates that the obligation to provide data 

exclusivity protection could not be implemented constitutionally in Indonesia because it could 

not support the achievement of a mutually advantageous and sustainable relationship between 

the inventor/patent owner and society. 

 

 
725 TPP, art 18.2. EU-Vietnam FTA, art 12.1(2). 
726 Same as above. 
727 Same as above. 
728 EU-model FTA principles are the same with art 8 of the TRIPS Agreement given their “complementary” 
nature.  
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The argument that Indonesia could still maintain the process of approving generics and 

biosimilars based on their bioequivalence test results after the exclusivity period ends would 

only be true if the exclusivity and patent periods run concurrently. However, there will be cases 

where the exclusivity period would run beyond the patent term or when the medicine is not 

protected by a patent but only with data exclusivity (for instance, if the patent is invalidated). 

In this situation, BPOM could not approve these generics and biosimilars based on the 

bioequivalence test result until after the exclusivity period expires. In circumstances where the 

exclusivity period goes beyond the patent term or when a medicine was only protected by data 

exclusivity, the flexibility to apply the bioequivalence-based marketing approval could not be 

effectively implemented. 

 

3.4. Section Conclusion 
 

The application of this thesis’s constitutionality test to data exclusivity concludes that the 

implementation of this feature in Indonesia would be unconstitutional. The obligation to 

implement data exclusivity under the TPP and EU-model FTA with a specific prohibition of 

relying on the originator’s marketing approval and with the obligation for a generic producer 

to produce their own clinical trial data would limit Indonesia’s policy space and flexibilities to 

tailor its patent law to ensure the prompt entry of generics and biosimilars into the health 

security programme. 

 

Although the impacts of data exclusivity might not be material if it runs concurrently with the 

patent term, this feature’s impacts would be significant if the exclusivity term runs beyond the 

patent term. If the exclusivity term is beyond the patent term, a generic producer would need 

to wait until the exclusivity period has lapsed before they could start submitting their marketing 

approval application. This situation would delay the entry of generics and biosimilars into the 

market. 
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C. Chapter Conclusion: TRIPS-plus Standards Need to be Accompanied by 
Implementation Flexibilities 

 

The application of the three-stage constitutionality test developed in this thesis to the three 

features of the TRIPS-plus standards of new use patents, patent term extensions and data 

exclusivity concludes that the implementation of these features would be considered 

unconstitutional. Indonesia could implement these features constitutionally if it could secure 

specific exceptions and flexibilities in the FTA texts to implement certain alternative measures 

in its patent law to substitute the TRIPS-plus standards or address these standards’ adverse 

consequences.  

 

Without the policy space and implementation flexibilities, the TRIPS-plus standards would 

prevent the achievement of a mutually advantageous and sustainable relationship between the 

inventor and society as required under the constitutional provisions of Pancasila and the 1945 

Constitution. The inventor might be the only one to benefit from the implementation of the 

standards at the expense of the society. More specifically, the implementation of the standards 

could delay the entry of generic and biosimilar medicines, increase the medicine prices and the 

health programme’s deficits. Eventually, the implementation of these standards would limit the 

society’s access to the health security programme.  

 

If this happens, it would violate the constitutional requirements for every citizen to have access 

to health care under the 1945 Constitution and prevents the achievement of social justice for 

all people of Indonesia under Pancasila. This result would be consistent with the observation 

of the human rights lawyer quoted at the beginning of this Chapter. To implement the standards 

constitutionally, Indonesia needs to have certain implementation flexibilities.  

 

In relation to the new use patents, Indonesia needs to be able to maintain the inventive step 

criteria in section 4(f)(2) of Patents Act 2016 that apply the “meaningful increase in efficacy” 

and the “unknown difference in chemical structure” tests. These criteria can support the Patent 

Office to exclude evergreening inventions and grant new use patents to legitimate inventions 

that can provide social benefits to society. 

 

In relation to the patent term extensions, Indonesia needs to be able to secure a specific 

exception in the FTA text that excludes the lack of resources and personnel of Patent Office 
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and BPOM from the definition of “unreasonable delays” that can lead to patent term extensions. 

This exception acknowledges Indonesia’s position as a developing country that is still 

struggling to provide effective patent and medicine marketing approval processing.  

 

Lastly, in relation to data exclusivity protection, Indonesia needs to be able to maintain the 

flexibility of approving generic medicine applications based on the bioequivalence test results. 

This practice has been acknowledged by the WHO as the international best practices of 

approving generic medicines and biosimilars. This practice also ensures the integrity of patent 

owners’ marketing approval data while at the same time supports the prompt entry of generic 

medicines to supply the health security programme. 

 

The application of the three stages of constitutionality test also shows that the inclusion of the 

TRIPS Agreement’s objectives and principles and other public regarding principles in the 

FTA’s objectives and principles and interpretative provisions is helpful in the application of 

general rule of treaty interpretation. These public-regarding principles can support a measure 

to be interpreted from the perspectives of patent owners and society. However, the “consistency 

proviso” of the FTA’s principles that require the measure to be consistent with the FTA’s 

provisions significantly reduced Indonesia’s policy space and flexibilities. The FTA provisions 

in the TPP/CPTPP and EU-model FTA were drafted with a significant level of detail. These 

provisions do not provide many flexibilities for the FTA parties and in some cases, they will 

also remove existing flexibilities that have been implemented by a party in its patent law. 

 

It may be tempting for developing countries like Indonesia to implement all features of 

TRIPS-plus standards and rely on the Doha Declaration to support its public regarding 

measures that might be inconsistent with the FTA provisions. The acknowledgement of the 

Doha Declaration in the FTA text should not be misunderstood as the basis to justify all public 

regarding measures that are inconsistent with the FTA provisions, as the Declaration can only 

be used in compulsory licensing matters, not as allowing exceptions to the FTA provisions. 
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Chapter Five: 

Conclusions: The Importance of Constitutionality Test on Patent Law’s Implementation 
to Indonesia 

 

If we do not take advantage of FTAs, we can get nothing. There are no benefits 

that come naturally to Indonesia. International trade is about competition 

between countries. If we come to the negotiation table with the “take it or leave 

it” attitude without proper justification, the other countries will pressure us to 

provide our commitments. If we say that we cannot make any commitments, 

then we do not need to participate in any FTA at all. If Indonesia cooperates 

with other countries, there must be “give and take”.729 

This statement from one of the Indonesian lead trade negotiators indicates the Indonesian 

government’s approach towards FTAs. The government believes that Indonesia needs to 

participate in FTAs to win tariff concessions and market access to developed countries. The 

government also believes that by participating in these FTAs, it is natural to have trade-offs. If 

Indonesia obtains certain benefits, the other FTA parties expect Indonesia to provide something 

in return. These seemingly natural interactions between countries may become contentious if 

the other FTA parties request Indonesia to increase patent protections in its patent law in return 

for more tariff concessions.  

The field interview with the government’s trade analyst showed that the implementation of the 

TRIPS Agreement standards was not supported by a robust and independent constitutionality 

analysis.730 Moreover, a decision to adopt the TRIPS-plus patent standards would not be 

supported by a constitutionality analysis, either. The absence of this analysis leaves a gap in 

Indonesia’s treaty-making process, potentially endangers the health care system and exposes 

the government to a legal challenge for violating the Constitution. 

This Chapter begins with a brief review of the theoretical framework, based on the adaptation 

of positive constitutionalism theory to Pancasila and the Indonesian 1945 Constitution 

 
729 Interview with a trade negotiator from the Ministry of Trade (Auxentius Andry Yudhianto, 26 September 
2019), transcript provided by the author. 
730 Interview with an official of the Ministry of Trade’s research division (Auxentius Andry Yudhianto, 2 August 
2019), transcript provided by the author. 
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developed in Chapter 1 and intellectual property theories of social contract and regulation 

developed in Chapter 2. The common themes of balance between private and public interests 

or between the inventor and society across these theories informed the development of a 

“framework of reciprocity”. That framework in turn informed the three stages of 

constitutionality test through which the potential constitutionality of intellectual property 

measures’ implementation in FTAs can be assessed.  

The results of applying that test to the TRIPS Agreement and TRIPS-plus provisions in FTAs 

conducted in Chapters 3 and 4 are then reviewed, which highlight the potential risks of the 

latter to the health system and the constitutionality of the implementation of those provisions 

in the absence of effective safeguards. The final sections of the Chapter address the legal 

obligations of the Indonesian government when negotiating, adopting and implementing FTAs. 

This discussion examines the uncertainty in the statutory framework in light of the 

Constitutional Court decision in November 2018 in a judicial review of the International Treaty 

Act 2000, and the absence from any stage of the treaty-making process of any consideration of 

the consistency of an FTA with the constitutional requirements of Pancasila and the 1945 

Constitution.  As a result, important public policy rights and responsibilities, such as the health 

care system, may be jeopardised,  and the government may face the prospect of further judicial 

review.  

The thesis concludes by highlighting the need for the Indonesian government to perform a 

constitutionality analysis of the TRIPS-plus patent standards’ implementation before 

participating in any FTA that may require Indonesia to implement such standards. This Chapter 

also highlights the policy and legal risks of implementing patent standards that are inconsistent 

with the constitutional requirements of Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution. 

1. The Correlation of Constitutionality Analysis and Patent Law Theories 

The discussion in Chapter 1 highlights the importance of a state acting constitutionally. The 

positive constitutionalism framework advocated by Nick Barber shows that if a state acts 

according to the substantive principles of constitutionalism that he identified it can achieve the 

well-being of the people as the objective of the state. 

For Indonesia, it is important for the government to act in accordance with the constitutional 

principles of Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution as the fundamental legal norms of the state. 
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Compliance with these fundamental norms should enable the state to achieve social justice for 

all people of Indonesia as required under the fifth principle of Pancasila. Based on articles 28H, 

33 and 34 of the 1945 Constitution the government as the representative of the state has the 

constitutional duty to protect private property (including intellectual property rights like 

patents), provide universal health care through the health security programme and maintain a 

balance between the private and public interests in the economic system. 

The theoretical framework developed in Chapters 1 and 2 argues that the Indonesian 

constitutional requirements under Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution and the patent law 

theories have a common goal of achieving a mutually advantageous and sustainable 

relationship between the inventor and society to achieve the overall well-being or social justice 

for all people of Indonesia.  

This argument is developed in Chapter 1 by adapting Barber’s positive constitutional theory 

approach to the Indonesian Constitutional requirements on property, health and economics. 

That analysis provides the basis for a “framework of reciprocity”.  

Chapter 2 argues that intellectual property theory supports a similar principle. The initial form 

of patent law theories arose from domestic state practices in Western Europe. Patent law was 

used as a domestic policy tool to incentivise innovation activities that produced various 

inventions that brought social benefits to the society. The combination of the incentives to 

invent and social benefits to the society provided what some scholars describe as the “social 

contract” foundation of patent law. The “social contract” understanding of patent law became 

one of the most influential patent law theories given its complete consideration of the inventor 

and society’s interests. 

The “framework of reciprocity” and patent law theories share their focus on the reconciliation 

of private and public interests to achieve the overall well-being of the society. This finding 

indicates that patent law that reflects its incentive and social foundations can be implemented 

constitutionally in Indonesia.  

However, the contemporary form of international patent law has shifted away from the law’s 

incentive and social foundations. Contemporary international patent law focuses on providing 

strong protections for inventions. Chapter 2 discusses how the proliferation of FTAs has 

strongly contributed to this shift of focus, where patent owners who were dissatisfied with the 
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TRIPS Agreement’s results persuaded their governments to pursue more protections for their 

inventions through the FTAs. 

This protection-oriented patent law may create tensions with Indonesian constitutional 

requirements when it is implemented domestically. Specific research on the intersection of 

Indonesian constitutional law and international patent law, such as conducted in this thesis, 

provides a good foundation to critique the proliferation of TRIPS-plus standards under the FTA 

that otherwise might be seen as a normal process in international cooperation.  

The “framework of reciprocity” and its application in the three stages of constitutionality test 

provides a means to assess whether a patent standard can be implemented constitutionally in 

Indonesia. The test can identify whether the standard only favours the inventor without 

providing corresponding benefits to society. The test can also identify ways that need to be 

pursued by the government to implement the standard constitutionally. In other words, the 

application of “framework of reciprocity” and the three stages of constitutionality test in 

Indonesia can reconnect patent law to its incentive and social foundations in this TRIPS-plus 

era. 

Drawing on the idea that the framework of reciprocity can be common to the Constitution and 

the social contract form of patent law, the thesis has developed a three-stage constitutionality 

test to assess the implementation of international patent law standards from international 

treaties like the TRIPS Agreement and FTAs against Pancasila and the 1945 Indonesian 

Constitution. 

For Indonesia, the constitutionality test shows that patent law needs to be implemented by 

considering both the incentive for the inventor to invent and social functions of the invention 

to the society. It broadens the focus of patent law from providing the strongest protection to 

inventions to considering how patent law can mutually benefit both the inventor and society. 

Without the consideration of the inventor and society’s interests, the constitutionality test 

identifies that patent law would be detrimental to the operation of the health security 

programme. Equally, strong patent protections without enough policy space and flexibilities 

would delay access of generic medicines to supply the programme. The programme’s financial 

deficits will rise, and the universal health care access of the society would be jeopardised.  
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The application of the three-stage constitutionality test to the implementation of TRIPS 

Agreement standards and flexibilities in Chapter 3 and to the three features of TRIPS-plus 

standards in Chapter 4 highlights different levels of concern about constitutionality between 

these standards. The first stage of the test deals with the textual formulation of a patent standard. 

The test identifies whether the standard provides the necessary incentives to the inventor to 

invent and whether it provides social benefits to society. It also identifies whether the standard 

might bring adverse consequences to society by preventing the fulfilment of the constitutional 

requirements for the state to maintain a balance of the inventor/patent owner and society’s 

interests and to provide universal health care through the health security programme. 

The second stage of the test focuses on whether the treaty provision provides exceptions and 

implementation flexibilities and whether it limits or removes existing flexibilities that have 

been implemented in patent law to address certain public policy and health objectives. The 

third stage analyses whether Indonesia can apply certain exceptions or implementation 

flexibilities effectively in its patent law. In this stage, the exception or flexibility measure is 

interpreted by applying the general rule of treaty interpretation of the Vienna Convention, being 

the ordinary meaning of the treaty’s provision in its context and in light of its object and 

purpose as set out in the treaty’s objectives and principles. Indonesia can implement the patent 

standard effectively if the interpretation of the standard and any exceptions and flexibilities 

support the achievement of a mutually advantageous and sustainable relationship between the 

inventor/patent owner and society, consistent with the “framework of reciprocity”. 

A composite table summarising the constitutionality analysis of the TRIPS Agreement and 

three features of TRIPS-plus patent standards from Chapters 3 and 4 is set out in Appendix A. 

1. Constitutionality of the TRIPS Agreement Patent Standards’ Implementation 

 

Based on the test, the TRIPS Agreement patent standards raise fewer concerns about 

constitutionality than the three features of the TRIPS-plus standards. The TRIPS Agreement’s 

provisions still provide ample policy space and flexibilities for Indonesia to tailor its patent law 

in implementing the Agreement’s standards. 

The absence of definitions of patentability criteria in the Agreement enables Indonesia to set 

out the definitions and threshold of novelty, inventive step and industrial applicability in its 
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patent law. The criteria can be set in a way that provide sufficient incentives for the inventor 

to invent and enable the society to benefit from the invention. The “meaningful increase in 

efficacy” and “unknown difference in chemical structure” tests as the inventive step criteria for 

medicines as set out in section 4(f)(2) of Patents Act 2016 enable Indonesia to prevent the 

“patent evergreening” practice that could otherwise prolong patent owners’ market exclusivity 

without providing adequate social benefits to the society.  

The 20-year patent term in article 33 of the TRIPS Agreement without the requirement to grant 

patent term extension provides more certainty to generic medicine producers in preparing their 

marketing approval applications so generic medicines can promptly enter the market to supply 

the health security programme. 

Lastly, the formulation of article 39.3 of the Agreement does not specifically require Indonesia 

to provide a certain period of data exclusivity, which enables it to tailor its medicine marketing 

approval process. The BPOM Medicine Registration Regulation protects confidentiality of 

patent owner’s marketing approval data from any third party as required under article 39.3 of 

the Agreement. In approving generic medicine marketing approval applications BPOM 

requires a generic producer to carry out a bio-equivalency test on its product. BPOM approves 

the generic application based on the bio-equivalency test result so the confidentiality of patent 

owner’s marketing approval data remains strongly protected. 

The flexibilities provided by the TRIPS Agreement’s standards are framed by the objectives 

and principles set out in articles 7 and 8. These objectives and principles recognise the 

importance of creating mutually advantageous and sustainable relationships between the 

inventor or intellectual property owner and society. The Agreement’s objectives and principles 

would support the interpretation of the Agreement’s flexibilities to allow their implementation 

in a way that considers the inventor and society’s interests. 

The TRIPS Agreement standards that have been implemented in the Patents Act 2016 and 

BPOM Medicine Registration Regulation can support the prompt entry of generic medicines 

to supply the health security programme. The prompt entry of generics enables the government 

to maintain the sustainability of the health security programme’s budget. Consequently, the 

Agreement’s standards together with the implementation flexibilities can support the 

government to perform its constitutional duties to provide universal health care under the health 
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security programme. The overall assessment of the test in relation to the TRIPS Agreement 

standards is that the Agreement’s standards can be implemented constitutionally in Indonesia. 

2. Constitutionality of the TRIPS-plus Patent Standards’ Implementation 
 

On the other hand, the application of the constitutionality test to the TRIPS-plus standards of 

“new use patents”, “patent term extensions” and “data exclusivity” reveals that the 

implementation of these standards could be considered unconstitutional based on the 

“reciprocity framework” developed by this thesis. 

The new use patent standard requires Indonesia to grant patents on either a new use of an 

existing product, new method of using an existing product or new process of using an existing 

product. Although Indonesia still has flexibilities to implement new use patents by tailoring its 

patentable subject matter and patentability criteria, the second and third stages of the 

constitutionality test show that these flexibilities might not be implemented effectively. 

Indonesia might be prevented from applying the existing inventive step criteria for medicines 

that require a new use of an existing medicine compound to meet the “meaningful increase in 

efficacy” and “unknown difference in chemical structure” tests. Patent owners might consider 

these tests to be setting the inventive step threshold too high so no new uses of existing 

medicine compounds could be patented. Without criteria such as the “meaningful increase in 

efficacy” and “unknown difference in chemical structure” tests, the risk of “patent 

evergreening” becomes imminent.  

The patent term extensions standard requires Indonesia to extend the patent term for any delays 

in the issuance of patents or medicine marketing approvals. The three stages of the 

constitutionality test shows that this standard effectively removes the flexibility of not applying 

patent term extensions as currently set out in section 22(2) of the Patents Act 2016. Although 

the extension is only provided if the delay is attributable to the Patent Office or BPOM, 

information provided in the field interviews731 identified that around 30 per cent of patent and 

medicine marketing approval applications were delayed due to infrastructure and human 

resources issues, despite various efforts to improve the processing timeline. If Indonesia applies 

patent term extensions, market access to generic medicines would be delayed. 

 
731 Interviews with Patent Office, dated 19 July 2019 and with BPOM, dated 3 September 2019. 
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The three stages of constitutionality test shows that the data exclusivity standard removes the 

existing flexibility applied in the BPOM Medicine Registration Regulation. Data exclusivity 

requires Indonesia to provide between 5 and 8 years of exclusivity for a patent owner’s 

medicine marketing approval data. During this exclusivity period a generic producer cannot 

submit their marketing approval application by relying on the fact that the originator medicine 

has been granted marketing approval and based on the bio-equivalency test result. The generic 

producer will have to produce their own clinical trial information if they want to submit the 

marketing approval within the exclusivity period. The field interviews indicated that it is almost 

impossible, and could be unethical, for a generic producer to produce their own clinical trial 

information.732 The data exclusivity standard would cause a significant delay to the entry of 

generic medicines to supply the health security programme. 

The application of the three stages of constitutionality test to the three features of TRIPS-plus 

patent standards shows that the implementation of these standards would reduce the policy 

space and flexibilities of the state to tailor its patent law to ensure the prompt entry of generic 

medicines to the health security programme. The government would need to secure specific 

exceptions in the FTA if it wanted to ensure the prompt entry of generics. Without these 

exceptions, the standards would delay the entry of generics to the programme, which would 

increase the programme’s financial deficits and pose a threat to the programme’s sustainability.  

Based on the framework of this thesis, the implementation of the three features of TRIPS-plus 

standards could effectively prevent the government from discharging its constitutional duty to 

provide universal health care under the health security programme and to maintain a balance 

between the interests of the inventor or patent owner and society. The overall assessment of 

the three TRIPS-plus patent standards is that the implementation of those standards without 

specific exceptions to address Indonesia’s development and public health objectives could be 

challenged in the Constitutional Court as unconstitutional. 

 
 

 
732 See discussions of Chapter 4. Clinical trial has been known as the most expensive part of medicine 
development. 
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3. The risks of Indonesia’s Failure to Consider the Constitutionality of Patent Law’s 
Implementation 

Discussions in Chapter 3 and 4 revealed that Indonesia has not seriously considered the 

constitutionality of the implementation of international patent law standards under the TRIPS 

Agreement and TRIPS-plus standards under FTAs. Academic papers supporting the 

amendments to the Patents Act to implement the TRIPS Agreement and TRIPS-plus standards 

did not have a dedicated section on the constitutionality of those standards’ implementation. 

Moreover, those academic papers were prepared after the treaties had been negotiated and 

signed. It would be difficult for the government to change the outcome of the negotiation if the 

academic papers identified some problematic constitutional issues in the implementation of the 

international patent law standards. 

An interview with the trade analyst of the Ministry of Trade also confirmed that the research 

paper supporting every FTA negotiation and ratification does not have a specific section on the 

constitutionality of the international patent law standards’ implementation.733 That paper takes 

the form of a costs and benefits economic analysis of Indonesia’s participation in an FTA. The 

same paper is updated to reflect the final text of the FTA and presented to the Parliament to 

support the treaty’s ratification. The absence of a constitutionality analysis from the research 

paper could lead the government to adopt patent standards that are unconstitutional when 

implemented in Indonesia. Moreover, the research paper is unable to provide comprehensive 

information to the Parliament in scrutinising the FTA provisions before making decisions 

whether or not Indonesia should ratify the FTA. 

3.1. The Importance of a Constitutionality Analysis under the International Treaty Act 
Case  

The constitutional implications of this gap in Indonesia’s treaty-making process are evident in 

the International Treaty Act Case that was decided by the Constitutional Court in 2018. 

In the International Treaty Act Case,734 Indonesia for Global Justice (IGJ) and Indonesia 

Human Rights Committee for Social Justice (IHCS) (two non-government organisations 

interviewed for this thesis) filed a judicial review application to review the constitutionality of 

 
733 Interview with an official of the Ministry of Trade’s research division, 2 August 2019. 
734 Constitutional Court Decision No.13/PUU-XVI/2018, dated 22 November 2018 regarding Judicial Review on 
Law No.24 of 2000 on International Treaty (the International Treaty Act Case). 
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the International Treaty Act 2000.735 The Act sets out domestic formalities that must be 

complied with by the government when signing international treaties.  

The judicial review applicants requested that the Constitutional Court review articles 2 and 10 

of the Act, among other provisions. Article 10 sets out the list of international treaties that must 

be ratified by the Parliament through the issuance of an Act of Parliament (Law or Undang-

Undang). These treaties are those that relate to politics and state defence, delineation of state 

borders, state sovereignty, human rights and environment, formation of new legal norms, and 

overseas loans or grants.736 Article 11 of the Act states that international treaties other than 

those set out in article 10 are to be ratified by the President through Presidential Regulations. 

The applicants argued that article 10 of the Act violates article 11(2) of the 1945 Constitution. 

Article 11(2) requires the government to obtain the Parliament’s approval when participating 

in international treaties that cause “extensive and fundamental impacts on the people’s lives 

that is related to the state financial burden, and/or that requires an amendment or formation of 

Act of Parliament (Law).”737 

In the applicants’ view, article 10 of the International Treaty Act 2000 should not limit the 

types of international treaties that must be approved by the Parliament,738 because article 11(2) 

of the Constitution requires the government to obtain the Parliament’s approval for other types 

of treaties that meet the criteria of the article. The applicants gave the example of FTAs as 

international treaties that create extensive and fundamental impacts on the people’s lives and 

relate to state’s financial burdens, but are not listed in article 10 of the International Treaty 

Act.739  

The Court sided with applicants and held that article 10 is unconstitutional if it is interpreted 

as only requiring the Parliament’s approvals for the treaties listed in this article.740 That 

decision means that if there are treaties that are not mentioned in article 10, but they cause 

extensive and fundamental impacts to people’s lives, they must be approved by the Parliament 

as well. 

 
735 Law No.24 of 2000 on International Treaty (the International Treaty Act 2000). 
736 Art 10. 
737737 The 1945 Constitution, art 11(2). 
738 The International Treaty Act Case Decision, at 248. 
739 At 6, 13. 
740 At 263-264, 266. This decision is in the category of “conditionally constitutional” decisions. See Chapter 1. 
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The applicants argued that article 2 of the Act is also inconsistent with article 11(2) of the 

Constitution. Article 2 requires the government to consult the Parliament in the making and 

ratification of international treaties that involve public interests. The applicants considered that 

article 2 of the Act reduces the obligation of the government to obtain the Parliament’s approval 

under article 11(2) to just “consulting the Parliament”.   

The Court did not consider that article 2 of the Act violated article 11(2) of the Constitution.741 

However, the Court held that the consultation process referred to in article 2 is very important 

to enable the Parliament to decide whether the treaty creates extensive and fundamental impacts 

on the society as set out in article 11(2) of the Constitution and therefore is of the kind that 

requires approval by the Parliament through an Act of Parliament.742 Based on the consultation 

process, the Parliament can also decide that the treaty can be ratified by the government by 

issuing a Presidential Regulation if it does not meet the criteria of article 11(2) of the 

Constitution.  

Further, the court said the result of consultation provides guidance for the government in 

negotiating international treaties.743 Article 5(2) and (3) of the International Treaty Act 2000 

provides that the guidance for negotiations is prepared by the Minister who sponsors 

Indonesia’s participation in a treaty and must be approved by the Minister of Foreign Affairs. 

The guidance must contain the background of the matters that will be addressed by the treaty, 

analysis of the political, legal and other matters that affect Indonesia’s national interests and 

Indonesia’s positions, and suggestions and adjustments that can be provided to achieve an 

agreement with the other treaty parties.744  

The Court’s decision in this case highlighted two matters. Firstly, any treaty that creates 

extensive and fundamental impacts on the society that is related to state financial burdens, 

and/or requires an amendment or issuance of Act of Parliament, must be approved by the 

Parliament even if the treaty’s scope is not listed in article 10 of the International Treaty Act 

2000. This means that an FTA with TRIPS-plus patent standards must be approved by the 

Parliament, because based on the analysis in this thesis, the standards might have fundamental 

 
741 At 259. 
742 At 259. 
743 At 259. 
744 At 260. See also the International Treaty Act 2000, art 5(2) and (3). 
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impacts on the society in the form of adverse consequences for the operation of the health 

security programme. 

Secondly, the Court highlighted the importance of consultation with the Parliament before the 

government enters a treaty negotiation. In relation to FTAs, in that consultation process the 

government should provide the Parliament with its initial analysis of the FTA. Based on article 

5(2) and (3) of the Act, the analysis should consist of the political, legal and other matters that 

affect Indonesia’s national interests. Although the Court does not mention a constitutionality 

analysis as part of the negotiation guidance, considering that Pancasila and the 1945 

Constitution are the state’s fundamental legal norms, they should be part of the “legal analysis” 

of the guidance.  

Such a constitutionality analysis would assist the government to demonstrate to the Parliament 

during the consultation process whether the treaty provisions would prevent the government 

from discharging its constitutional duties. In relation to patents, the constitutionality analysis 

would identify the possible inconsistencies between the FTA provisions and the government’s 

constitutional duties to protect inventions as private properties, provide universal health care 

under the health security programme and maintain a balance between the interests of the 

inventors or patent owners and society, and the consequential risk of a constitutional challenge. 

The analysis would also identify policy space and flexibilities that need to be obtained by the 

government in the negotiation process to ensure that they can discharge their constitutional 

duties effectively. 

The Parliament would provide recommendations in response to the analysis submitted by the 

government. The analysis together with the Parliament’s recommendations would become the 

negotiation guidance that the government must follow to preserve Indonesia’s national 

interests. Since the consultation is conducted prior to the start of negotiation, the guidance 

would need to be constantly updated based on the progress of the negotiation. The Court also 

acknowledged the possibility of the government involving direct public participation by 

providing their submissions to the government regarding the possible impacts of the treaty on 

their well-being.745 However, the Court did not state how these submissions might be made 

part of the negotiation guidance. In this regard, the government has the flexibility to choose the 

 
745 At 172. 
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means to integrate the public submissions in the making and updating of the negotiation 

guidance. 

The government must also update the Parliament on the progress of the negotiation until the 

treaty is signed and ratified. The Parliament would use the treaty analysis prepared and updated 

by the government as the basis to approve or ratify the treaty. The Parliament also has the 

option not to ratify the treaty if the final text of the treaty is inconsistent with the negotiation 

guidance and the Parliament’s recommendations. The Parliament cannot ratify the treaty if the 

implementation of the treaty provisions is considered as unconstitutional by preventing the 

government from discharging its constitutional duties to the society. Including the 

constitutionality analysis as part of the guidance would assist the Parliament in making the 

assessment of whether Indonesia should ratify the treaty. 

3.2. Inconsistency of Trade Act 2014 with the Court’s Decision in the International 
Treaty Act Case 

The Court’s decision in the International Treaty Act Case has made the International Treaty 

Act 2000 consistent with the 1945 Constitution. The Court also improved the treaty-making 

process in the Act to be more democratic by confirming the importance of the consultation 

process between the government and Parliament and opening the possibility of direct public 

involvement in the process. Considering the Court’s decision in this case was a “conditional” 

decision where article 10 of International Treaty Act 2000 will be considered as 

unconstitutional if it is interpreted as only the types of treaties mentioned in this article need to 

be approved by the Parliament.746  For this “conditional” decision the government has the 

option to implement the Court’s findings by amending the International Treaty Act 2000 or not 

amending the Act but needs to follow the Court’s findings in the treaty-making process.  

In 2014 the President and Parliament passed the Trade Act 2014.747 A section of this Act 

governs the domestic formalities for negotiation and ratification of FTAs.748 Unfortunately, 

these formalities may be inconsistent with article 11(2) of the Constitution and the 

Constitutional Court’s decision in the International Treaty Act Case. Following the enactment 

of the Trade Act 2014, the government should have followed the requirements of both the 

International Treaty Act 2000 and the Trade Act 2014 when negotiating and ratifying FTAs. 

 
746 See types of the Constitutional Court’s decisions in Chapter 1. 
747 Law No.7 of 2014 on Trade (Trade Act 2014). 
748 Chapter XII, art 82-87. 
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However, the government seems to treat the Trade Act 2014 as the exclusive regulation that 

governs FTA negotiation and ratification. 

Article 83 of the Trade Act 2014 provides that the government “may” consult the Parliament 

in negotiating FTAs. This provision is inconsistent with article 2 of International Treaty Act 

2000 that requires the government to consult the Parliament in entering international treaties 

regarding matters that concern public interests. Moreover, the Constitutional Court’s decision 

in the International Treaty Act Case emphasised the importance of the consultation process 

prior to the commencement of the treaty negotiation.  

Under article 84 of the Trade Act 2014 the Parliament must decide whether or not it needs to 

approve the treaty. If the Parliament decides that it needs to approve an Agreement it has until 

the next sitting period to approve and ratify the FTA.749 The government must send the 

Agreement text to the Parliament at the latest within 90 working days after its signing date.750 

If the Parliament does not respond within 60 working days after receiving the FTA text from 

the government, the government can decide whether the Parliament’s approval is required.751  

Article 84 of Trade Act 2014 is also potentially inconsistent with article 11(2) of the 

Constitution. If the FTA causes extensive and fundamental impacts on the society that relate to 

the state’s financial burdens and/or requires an amendment to or issuance of a new Act of 

Parliament, the FTA needs to be approved by the Parliament and cannot be ratified by the 

government. That is why the Parliament’s decision on whether they should approve the FTA, 

or it can be ratified by the government, should not be limited by the 60 working-day time frame. 

The consequences of the Parliament’s failure to respond within the time frame might cause the 

government to ratify an FTA even when the FTA has extensive and fundamental impacts on 

the society and should have been subject to approval by the Parliament. Article 84 of Trade 

Act 2014 would undermine checks and balances mechanism established by article 11(2) of the 

Constitution that was tested by the Constitutional Court in the International Treaty Act Case. 

These concerns about Parliament’s decision on ratifying an FTA would not be an issue if the 

Trade Act 2014 had followed the consultation process under article 2 of the International Treaty 

Act 2000. In that case, the government would have begun the consultation process with the 

 
749 Trade Act 2014, art 84(5). 
750 Art 84(1). 
751 Art 84(4). 
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Parliament prior to the commencement of the FTA negotiation. The government and 

Parliament could then identify from the outset whether the Parliament’s approval was required.  

Presidential Regulation No. 71 of 2020,752 which implements the FTA ratification process 

under the Trade Act 2014, continues the inconsistency of the FTA ratification with regard to 

article 11(2) of the Constitution and the International Treaty Act 2000. PR 71/2020 defines an 

international trade agreement as “an agreement with certain form and name as regulated under 

the international law that is made in writing and creates rights and obligations in public law to 

increase market access and to protect and secure national interests.”753 Article 2(2) of PR 

71/2020 provides that other international trade agreements that do not fall under the definition 

of article 1(1) will be ratified based on the provisions of the International Treaty Act 2000. 

Article 2(2) of PR 71/2020 effectively provides a statement that the treaty-making process 

under the International Treaty Act 2000 should not apply to most FTAs.754 Instead of treating 

the International Treaty Act 2000 as the general law and the Trade Act 2014 as the more 

specific law that governs FTAs, PR 71/2020 states that there are two regimes of treaty-making 

process. One applies to FTAs and the other applies to non-FTA or FTAs that do not fall under 

the definition of “international trade agreements” in PR 71/2020. Given the recent issuance of 

this regulation there has not been any example of an FTA that the government considers as not 

within the definition of “international trade agreements”. 

PR 71/2020 mostly reiterates the FTA treaty-making process under articles 82 to 84 of Trade 

Act 2014. One notable difference is when the Parliament does not confirm in 60 working days 

whether it needs to ratify an FTA or the agreement can be ratified by the government, the 

government cannot immediately decide to ratify the FTA itself. The ministry that sponsors the 

FTA must hold a coordination meeting with the Minister of Foreign Affairs and other relevant 

ministers to decide whether the Parliament’s approval is still required.755 The result of such a 

coordination meeting will be submitted to the President for his approval.756 Based on the 

President’s approval the Minister who sponsors the FTA prepares the ratification Bill (if the 

 
752 Presidential Regulation No.71 of 2020 on Procedures of Ratification of International Trade Agreements (PR 
71/2020). 
753 Art 1(1). 
754 One can also interpret art 2(2) as not requiring the Parliament’s approval in most chapters in an FTA that are 
not dealing market access pursuant to the definition of “international trade agreement” in art 1(1). 
755 Art 6(2). 
756 Art 6(4). 
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meeting decides the FTA needs to be approved by the Parliament) or draft Presidential 

Regulation (if the meeting decides the FTA can be ratified by a Presidential Regulation).757 

The issuance of PR 71/2020 further reduces the democratic value of the FTA treaty-making 

process. The Trade Act 2014 and PR 71/2020 undermine the importance of the early 

consultation process between the government and Parliament in the International Treaty Act 

2000 that were underscored by the Constitutional Court as the main feature of the Indonesian 

treaty-making process in the International Treaty Act Case. This early consultation with the 

Parliament that produces the negotiation guidance, and includes a constitutionality analysis 

section, would provide better protection for Indonesia’s national interests. 

Further, PR 71/2020 requires the government to provide the strength, weakness, opportunity, 

and threat (SWOT) analysis and other analysis, including the FTA prognosis to accompany the 

submission of the FTA text to the Parliament so it can decide the mode of ratification within 

the 60 working-day time frame.758 However, the effectiveness of that analysis is questionable 

since it is provided after the FTA has been signed.759  PR 71/2020 also does not mention the 

possibility of direct public participation in the making of the FTA analysis. Without an early 

consultation with the Parliament the government is not obliged to provide a comprehensive 

analysis of the FTA before it commences the negotiation process. Moreover, the government 

will not have the Parliament’s recommendation that becomes part of the negotiation guidance. 

The submission of the analysis at the ratification stage of the FTA also reduces the opportunity 

for direct public participation in providing their submissions to the government.  

The government needs to address the FTA ratification issue under the Trade Act 2014 and PR 

71/2020 to make it consistent with the International Treaty Act 2000 and the Constitutional 

Court’s decision in the International Treaty Act Case. Certain members of the public might 

 
757 Art 7. 
758 The regulation does not explain the meaning of the FTA “prognosis”. The government implements this term 
in relation to the economic effects of the FTA on Indonesia in terms of the increase of the goods and service 
exports See <https://pressrelease.kontan.co.id/release/raker-kemendag-dpr-ri-bahas-rencana-pengesahan-
ratifikasi-tiga-perjanjian-perdagangan-internasional?page=all> regarding the plan to ratify several bilateral trade 
agreements that included the prognosis on the increase of Indonesia’s goods and services exports to the counterpart 
countries. 
759 Art 2(5). 
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challenge the FTA ratification under the Trade Act 2014 through a judicial review if the 

government fails to address this issue.760 

3.3. The Need for Change 

In conclusion, there is a risk that Indonesia will implement patent laws that are unconstitutional 

if it does not have access to a constitutionality analysis when negotiating FTAs. These 

unconstitutional standards would create adverse consequences for the operation of the health 

security programme. The government would also violate its constitutional duty to provide a 

universal health care under the programme and to maintain a balance of the patent owners and 

society’s interests. 

By applying the three stages of constitutionality test, this thesis has shown that the 

implementation of the three features of the TRIPS-plus standards might bring a risk of judicial 

review. Certain members of the public can file judicial review applications against the FTA 

ratification Act or against the amendment to the Patents Act that implements the TRIPS-plus 

standards. Some non-governmental organisations like IGJ and IHCS indicated in interviews 

that they already plan to submit a judicial review against the FTA ratification Act if Indonesia 

implements TRIPS-plus standards that they consider create adverse consequences for the 

operation of the health security programme.761 

The government has not given serious consideration to the possibility of judicial review against 

the FTA ratification. In the interview with the government’s trade negotiator the respondent 

viewed the risk of judicial review as inevitable for the government,762 noting that the judicial 

review application is a constitutional right of every citizen so the government cannot prevent 

it from happening. Despite that risk, the government’s approach towards FTAs is to pursue 

participation in as many FTAs as possible. Indonesia could not afford to be left behind in the 

competition to gain market access to important export destinations. This approach has made 

Indonesia vulnerable to the adoption of unconstitutional patent law standards as a trade-off for 

obtaining market access for its exports.  

 
760 Interview with a Lawyer from the Indonesian Human Rights Committee for Social Justice (IHCS) (Auxentius 
Andry Yudhianto, 16 September 2019), transcript provided by the author. The respondent has considered 
submitting a judicial review application against the Trade Act 2014 for its consistency with article 11(2) of the 
Constitution. 
761 Interview with IGJ dated 9 July 2019 and IHCS, dated 16 September 2019. 
762 Interview with the Indonesian Trade Negotiator, dated 26 September 2019. 
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Making the constitutionality analysis developed in this thesis part of the negotiation guidance 

and ratification documents could assist the government to justify its actions. The government 

can demonstrate to the Court that they have considered the constitutionality of the 

implementation of the TRIPS-plus standards in the analysis paper on which it is consulted with 

the Parliament. Moreover, the government could argue that it has taken all the steps 

recommended by the paper to ensure a constitutional implementation of the standards. 

If the government properly analyses the constitutionality of the TRIPS-plus patent standards’ 

implementation, they can make a well-informed decision. The government can decide more 

precisely whether they should agree to the standards. The government can also seek to identify 

ways to implement the standards that can meet the constitutional requirements of Pancasila 

and the 1945 Constitution. If the government performs this constitutionality analysis, they can 

reduce the risk of having a judicial review challenge. Alternatively, if there is a judicial review 

challenge against the FTA ratification or the Patents Act amendment whose adoption was 

supported by a constitutionality review, the government can better defend its decision in the 

Court proceedings.  

If the government cannot obtain the implementation flexibilities and signs the FTA anyway, 

the Parliament can play its role as the people’s representative to refuse ratification of the FTA 

based on the constitutionality analysis. If for some reasons the Parliament also proceeds with 

ratification of the FTA, members of the society can challenge this ratification to the 

Constitutional Court. The Constitutional Court has the authority to annul the FTA ratification 

Act or the new patent law that implements the international patent law norms if the Court holds 

that the FTA ratification or the implemented international patent law norms are inconsistent 

with the provisions of Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution. That sequence of deliberations 

would ensure fidelity to Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution, consistent with the principles of 

sovereignty, rule of law, separation of powers and civil society that are the foundation stones 

identified by the theory of positive constitutionalism.   
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Annex A 
Summary of the Constitutionality Analysis on the TRIPS Agreement and Three Features of TRIPS-plus Patent Standards 

 
Measure First Stage:  

A review of the textual formulation of 
a patent standard to identify the 
incentive to the inventor, social 
benefits and adverse consequences to 
society  

Second Stage: 
Whether the patent standard allows 
certain implementation flexibilities or 
whether it limits or removes existing 
flexibilities 

Third Stage: 
Whether the implementation flexibilities 
can be implemented effectively by 
considering the treaty’s object and 
purpose as set out in its objectives and 
principles 

 
TRIPS 
AGREEMENT 
(Chapter 3) 
 

   

 
Patentable subject 
matter and 
patentability criteria 

 
The patentable subject matter 
standard and exclusions from 
patentability in article 27.1 of the 
Agreement mutually benefit the 
inventor and society.  

 
The absence of definitions on 
patentability criteria of novelty, 
inventive step and industrial 
applicability in article 27.1 of the 
Agreement allows Indonesia to 
define them in patent law for the 
mutual benefits of the inventor and 
society. 
 

 
The Agreement provides flexibilities 
for Indonesia to respond to the risk of 
“patent evergreening” by setting out 
its scope of patentable subject matter, 
including to exclude new uses of 
existing products or processes from 
patentability. 

 
The Agreement also provides 
flexibilities for Indonesia to apply the 
“meaningful increase in efficacy” and 
“unknown difference in chemical 
structure” tests in section 4(f)(2) of 
Patents Act 2016 as the inventive step 
criteria for medicines. 
 

 
The patentable subject matter and 
patentability criteria standards can be 
implemented constitutionally. 
 
The Agreement’s objectives and principles 
support the effective implementation of the 
patentable subject matter standard that 
excludes new uses of existing products 
from patentability.  
 
However, the Patent Office needs to adjust 
the implementation of this exclusion to 
exclude patents only on “mere new uses” 
of existing products, but allow patents on 
the improvement of existing products to 
incentivise local innovations. 
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The scope of patentable subject 
matter and patentability criteria in 
the Agreement provides the 
necessary incentives to the inventor 
to invent and can support the prompt 
entry of generics to the health 
security programme. 
 
Considering the risk of “patent 
evergreening” the test needs to be 
continued to the second stage. 

Considering these flexibilities might 
be interpreted as inconsistent with 
article 27.1 of the TRIPS Agreement, 
the test needs to be continued to the 
third stage. 
 

 
The Agreement’s objectives and principles 
support the effective implementation of the 
“meaningful increase in efficacy” and 
“unknown difference in chemical 
structure” tests in section 4(f)(2) of Patents 
Act 2016 as the inventive step criteria for 
medicines. However, the Patent Office 
needs to adjust the implementation of these 
criteria by allowing the “non-therapeutic” 
and “therapeutic” efficacy to meet the 
“meaningful increase in efficacy” test not 
just “therapeutic” efficacy in the current 
application of the test. 
 

 
20-year Patent term 
and no patent term 
extension 

 
The 20-year patent term in article 33 
of the Agreement without the 
obligation to provide patent term 
extension mutually benefits the 
inventor and society because it has 
considered delays in the issuance of 
patents and medicine marketing 
approvals. 
 
Considering that generic medicine’s 
entry will be delayed if they have to 
wait until the originator medicine’s 
patent term ends before submitting 
their marketing approval, there needs 
to be flexibility to address this 

 
The Agreement provides flexibilities 
to Indonesia for not applying patent 
term extension. 

 
Indonesia has the flexibilities to 
improve the processing timeline and 
performance of its patent and medicine 
marketing approval authorities. 
 
Indonesia has implemented regulatory 
review exception in art 167(b) of 
Patents Act 2016 to allow early 
processing of generic medicine 
marketing approval. Since art 167(b) 
specifically refers to “pharmaceutical 
product” it could be considered as 

 
The implementation of the 20-year patent 
standard in art 33 of the TRIPS Agreement 
and non-application of patent term 
extension is constitutional. 
 
The Agreement’s objectives and principles 
support Indonesia not applying patent term 
extension.  
 
Formulation of art 167(b) of Patents Act 
2016 on regulatory review exception needs 
to be adjusted so it does not specifically 
refer to “pharmaceutical product” to make 
it consistent with art 27.1 of the TRIPS 
Agreement. 
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matter. The test needs to be 
continued to the second stage. 

 

“discriminatory” towards other areas 
of technology and inconsistent with art 
27.1. The test needs to be continued to 
the third stage.  

 

 
Data confidentiality 
instead of data 
exclusivity protection 

 
The textual formulation of article 
39(3) of the Agreement and its 
negotiation history show that this 
provision can be interpreted as 
allowing Indonesia to protect the 
confidentiality of patent owner’s 
medicine marketing approval data 
and approve generic medicine’s 
application by using the bio-
equivalency test result. 

 
This way the patent owner’ data 
remains protected and the society can 
get prompt access to generic 
medicines through the health security 
programme. 
 
Since there is a risk that art. 39.3 of 
the Agreement requires data 
exclusivity, the test needs to be 
continued to the second stage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Agreement provides flexibilities 
for Indonesia not to apply data 
exclusivity protection. 

 
Indonesia should be able to continue 
the current practice in the BPOM 
Medicine Registration Regulation to 
protect confidentiality of patent 
owner’s data and approve generic 
medicines based on the bio-
equivalency test result. 
 
Since there is a risk that the data 
confidentiality protection and 
bioequivalence-based marketing 
approval might be considered as 
inconsistent with art 39.3 of the 
Agreement, the test to be continued to 
the third stage.  
 

 
Bioequivalence-based marketing approval 
and data confidentiality protection in 
articles 21 and 27(4) of the BPOM 
Medicine Registration Regulation are 
consistent with art 39.3 of the Agreement. 
 
The Agreement’s objectives and principles 
support these flexibilities. Art. 39.3 can be 
implemented constitutionally in Indonesia 
together with the identified flexibilities. 
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TRIPS-PLUS FTAs 
(Chapter 4) 
 

   

 
New use patents 
(only in TPP) 

 
The obligation to apply new use 
patents allows Indonesia to choose 
patenting either a new use of an 
existing product, a new process of 
using an existing product or a new 
method of using an existing product. 
Indonesia can choose a feature that 
can support its domestic innovations. 
The field interview showed that 
domestic innovations are mostly 
used to empower local community 
members. 

 
The formulation of new use patents 
in the FTA does not prevent 
Indonesia from tailoring its 
patentability criteria to prevent 
patent evergreening practices 
(prolonging the exclusive rights by 
making trivial improvements on an 
existing invention). 
 
Considering the risk of patent 
evergreening still exists, the test 
needs to be continued to the second 
stage. 
 

 
Indonesia still has the flexibility to 
maintain the exclusion of new use 
patent in section 4(f)(1) of Patents Act 
2016 and implement the “meaningful 
increase in efficacy” and “unknown 
difference in chemical structure” tests 
in section 4(f)(2) of Patents Act 2016 
as the inventive step criteria for 
medicines. 

 
However, there is a risk that a patent 
owner might challenge article 4(f)(2) 
as preventing all new uses of an 
existing product for setting the 
inventive step criteria too high. The 
test needs to be continued to the third 
stage. 

 
Based on the general rule of treaty 
interpretation, the “meaningful increase in 
efficacy” and “unknown difference in 
chemical structure” tests as the inventive 
step criteria for medicines in section 
4(f)(2) of Patents Act 2016 are consistent 
with article 18.37(2) of the TPP and 
supported by the treaty’s objectives and 
principles that combine the TRIPS 
Agreement objectives and principles with 
additional public regarding principles.  
 
That means the new use patents could be 
implemented constitutionally in Indonesia 
if implemented together with the flexibility 
to implement only one feature of new use 
patents as set out in article 18.37(2) of the 
TPP and the inventive step criteria in 
section 4(f)(2) of Patents Act 2016. 
However, considering the risk that section 
4(f)(2) might be considered as setting the 
inventive step threshold too high and 
therefore, stifling innovations, Indonesia 
needs to explicitly address these inventive 
step criteria in the FTA text.  
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Patent term extension  
The obligation to provide patent term 
extensions benefits the inventor but 
would delay access to generic 
medicines by the health security 
programme. 

 
Based on the field research around 
30% of patent applications and 
medicine marketing approvals would 
be subject to patent term extensions. 
 
This delay to accessing generics 
would exacerbate the programme’s 
financial deficits and threaten its 
sustainability. 
 
Considering the major adverse 
consequences to society, the test 
needs to be continued to the second 
stage. 

 
Indonesia would no longer have the 
flexibility not to apply patent term 
extensions. 
 
Indonesia could only apply 
requirements and limitations on when 
a patent owner was eligible for a 
patent term extension. Indonesia could 
also try to provide a specific definition 
of “unreasonable delays” that excludes 
the lack of processing resources and 
personnel of the Patent Office and 
BPOM from the scope of 
“unreasonable delays”. Patent owners 
might challenge these requirements, 
limitations and definition as being 
inconsistent with the FTA provisions. 
Considering the risk of inconsistency 
with the FTA provisions, the test 
needs to be continued to the third 
stage. 
 
 

 
Under the general rule of treaty 
interpretation, a specific definition of 
“unreasonable delays” that excludes the 
lack of processing resources and personnel 
of the Patent Office and BPOM from the 
scope of “unreasonable delays” could be 
inconsistent with the ordinary meaning of 
the treaty provisions that require a state to 
provide patent term extension.  
 
The FTA’s objectives and principles could 
not support this specific definition of 
“unreasonable delays” if it was 
inconsistent with the FTA provisions.  
 
 
The patent term extension standard cannot 
be implemented constitutionally in 
Indonesia. The standard could be 
implemented constitutionally if Indonesia 
could implement the flexibilities to address 
adverse consequences of this standard, for 
instance, to define the term “unreasonable 
delays” in its patent law to exclude the 
Patent Office and BPOM’s lack of 
resources and personnel issue from the 
scope of the definition. However, it will be 
considered as inconsistent with the FTA 
provisions. 
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Data exclusivity 

 
The obligation to provide data 
exclusivity protection benefits the 
inventor but would delay access to 
generic medicines by the health 
security programme. 

 
Data exclusivity would be provided 
either for 5 or 8 years after the 
originator medicine receives its 
marketing approval. In a situation 
where the originator’s marketing 
approval was granted near the end or 
after the expiration of the patent 
term, the market access of generic 
medicines would be delayed 
significantly. 

 
This delay of access to generics 
would exacerbate the programme’s 
financial deficits and threat its 
sustainability. 
 
Considering the major adverse 
consequences to society, the test 
needs to be continued to the second 
stage. 

 
Indonesia would no longer have the 
flexibility to apply data confidentiality 
protection and approve generic 
medicines based on the bio-
equivalency test results as set out in 
the BPOM Medicine Registration 
Regulation. 

 
Indonesia could only apply 
requirements and limitations on data 
exclusivity. Patent owners might also 
challenge these requirements and 
limitations as being inconsistent with 
the FTA provisions. 
 
Considering the risk of inconsistency 
with the FTA provisions, the test 
needs to be continued to the third 
stage. 
 

 
Under the general rule of treaty 
interpretation, the flexibility to approve 
generic medicines through bioequivalence 
comparison with the originator medicine 
would be inconsistent with the ordinary 
meaning of the treaty provisions that 
specifically require a generic producer to 
submit their own medicine safety and 
efficacy information state to provide patent 
term extension in the EU-model FTA. 
Although the TPP does not specifically 
require a generic producer to submit their 
own safety and efficacy information, it 
prohibits a party from relying on the 
originator’s marketing approval and its 
supporting information. 
 
The FTA’s objectives and principles could 
not support this bioequivalence-based 
marketing approval if it was inconsistent 
with the FTA provisions. 
 
The implementation of this feature in 
Indonesia would be unconstitutional, based 
on this thesis’ framework. The obligation 
to implement data exclusivity under the 
TPP and EU-model FTA with a specific 
prohibition of relying on the originator’s 
marketing approval and with the obligation 
for a generic producer to produce their 
own clinical trial data would limit 
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Indonesia’s policy space and flexibilities to 
tailor its patent law to ensure the prompt 
entry of generics and biosimilars into the 
health security programme. 
 
Although the impacts of data exclusivity 
might not be material if it runs concurrently 
with the patent term, this feature's impacts 
would be significant if the exclusivity term 
runs beyond the patent term. If the 
exclusivity term was beyond the patent 
term, a generic producer would need to wait 
until the exclusivity period lapsed before 
they could start submitting their marketing 
approval application. This situation would 
delay the entry of generics and biosimilars 
into the market. 
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Appendix I 
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A. Government Institutions 

1. Directorate of Patent (Patent Office), interviewed on 19 July 2019 

2. Ministry of Health, interviewed on 26 July 2019 

3. Ministry of Trade (Research Department), interviewed on 2 August 2019 

4. Government lawyer/expert witness in Constitutional Court proceedings, interviewed on 

2 September 2019 

5. Health Security Programme Administrator (BPJS Kesehatan), interviewed on 3 

September 2019 

6. Indonesian Drugs and Food Supervisory Agency (BPOM), interviewed on 12 

September 2019 

7. Ministry of Trade (Trade Negotiator), interviewed on 16 September 2019 

 

B. Civil Society Group (NGO) 

1. Indonesia for Global Justice (IGJ), interviewed on 9 July 2019 

2. Indonesian Human Rights Committee for Social Justice (IHCS), interviewed on 16 

September 2019 

 

C. Patent Owners 

1. Former Director of Pfizer Indonesia, interviewed on 8 August 2019 

2. International Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Group (IPMG), interviewed on 4 

September 2019 

 

D. Generic Medicine Producers 

1. PT Kalbe Farma, Tbk (Generic medicine manufacturer), interviewed on 15 August 

2019 

2. PT Ferron Pharmaceutical Indonesia (Generic medicine manufacturer), interviewed on 

15 August 2019 
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F. University/Research Institution 
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Level 6, Building 810  
1-11 Short Street, Auckland, 1010,  

New Zealand  
+64 9 373 7599 ext. 85971 

The University of Auckland  
Private Bag 92019  

Auckland, New Zealand 

Appendix II 

Participant Information Sheet 
 

 

Project title: Indonesia's Patent Law at a Crossroads: Can Indonesia Retain the Reciprocity 

between the Inventor and Society in the TRIPS-plus Era? 

 

Name of Principal Investigator/Supervisor: Professor Jane Kelsey 

 

Name of Student Researcher(s): Auxentius Andry Yudhianto 

 

My name is Auxentius Andry Yudhianto (Andry). I am a Doctoral student from Indonesia who 

is currently studying at the Faculty of Law of the University of Auckland, New Zealand. My 

study is under the supervision of Professor Jane Kelsey and Dr. Edward Willis from the 

University of Auckland and Professor Susy Frankel from the Victoria University of 

Wellington. They are distinguished lecturers and academics in New Zealand whose research is 

focussed on international law, constitutional law, and intellectual property law. 

 

As a matter of background, my research is conducted to analyse two issues. Firstly, the research 

will analyse the impacts of the application of patent standards that are more extensive than the 

World Trade Organization’s Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property 

Rights (“TRIPS Agreement”). These more extensive standards are referred to as the “TRIPS-

plus patent standards”. Secondly, the research will analyse whether the principle of 

“reciprocity”, which refers to a mutuality or a balance between the inventor and the society’s 

interests as reflected in patent law can frame a guideline for the Indonesian government that is 

consistent with the constitutional obligations under Pancasila and the Constitution, when 
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Indonesia is negotiating free trade agreements that could require the country to apply the 

TRIPS-plus patent standards. The research will also explore the risks if the government fails to 

follow this guideline in the negotiation process. 

 

You are selected to be a respondent in this research because of your extensive experience in 

the [patent system/medicine marketing approval/free trade agreement negotiations/health 

system/national health security system (BPJS Kesehatan)/patented medicine/generic 

medicines] area. Please note that your participation in this research is voluntary. You can 

discontinue participation in this research at any time that you deem appropriate. Your employer 

has given assurance that your participation or non-participation will not affect your 

employment or your relationship with the organisation. 

 

Project Procedures  

The research will be conducted through interviews with relevant stakeholders in Indonesia who 

are competent in their fields and experienced in the Indonesian patent system, medicine 

marketing approval, free trade agreement negotiations, health system, national health security 

system (BPJS Kesehatan), and patented and generic medicines. This research will also collect 

documents from the interviewed participants that are not publicly available as online resources. 

These documents will include Ministerial reports, statistics on patents and health assessment 

analysis. 

 

Data storage/retention/destruction/future use  

The data obtained from the interview and data collection processes will be stored in a secured 

facility in the University of Auckland in a portable document (Pdf) format. The data will be 

stored for a period of six years, after which it will be securely destroyed.  

 

The interview process will involve audio recording by the researcher. The interview 

participants could request for the recording device to be disabled at any time during the 

interview process, if deemed necessary. The audio recording will be transcribed and translated 

by the researcher and the participants will be given the opportunity to review the interview 

transcript. 
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Right to Withdraw from Participation and Commercially-Sensitive Information 

The interview participants shall have the right to withdraw from participation at any time 

without giving a reason. Participants can also withdraw their data from the research up to the 

period of six months from the completion of their interviews. The participants are asked not to 

discuss any commercially-sensitive information. If the participants realise that they have 

inadvertently disclosed commercially-sensitive information, they must immediately inform the 

researcher and the researcher will omit this information from the audio recording and the 

transcript. 

 

Confidentiality of the Participant’s Identity 

 

This research will maintain confidentiality of each participant’s identity. In this regard, the 

thesis and other documents that are related to the research will refer to these participants from 

their general description in their institutions. This process will avoid the identity of the 

interview participants being identified by any third parties. Despite the researcher’s best efforts 

in preserving the confidentiality of a participant’s identity, there is no absolute guarantee that 

confidentiality will be maintained as the participant’s identity may be identified from her or his 

comments. 

 

Based on the information provided in this Participant Information Sheet (PIS), I hope that you 

could participate in this research and becoming an interview participant. If you have any 

queries with regard to this PIS, please do not hesitate to contact me, my supervisor, or the Head 

of Department as indicated below: 

 

1. Researcher: Auxentius Andry Yudhianto 

Address:  Level 6, Building 810, 1-11 Short Street, Auckland, 1010, New Zealand 

Phone:+64 9 373 7599 ext. 85971 

Local phone number in Indonesia: +62 811 93 1301 

e-mail: ayud506@aucklanduni.ac.nz  

 

2. Principal Researcher (Supervisor): Professor Jane Kelsey 

Address: 17 Eden Crescent, Building 803, Auckland, 1010, New Zealand 

Phone: +64 9 923 8006 

e-mail: j.kelsey@auckland.ac.nz  
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3. Head of Department: Professor Penelope Mathew 

Address: Building 801, Level 4, Room 404, 9 Eden Crescent, Auckland, 1010, New 

Zealand 

Phone: +64 9 923 8027 

e-mail: lawdean@auckland.ac.nz  

 

 For any concerns regarding ethical issues you may contact the Chair, the University of 

Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee, at the University of Auckland Research 

Office, Private Bag 92019, Auckland 1142. Telephone +64 9 373-7599 ext. 83711.  

Email: ro-ethics@auckland.ac.nz   

 

Approved by the University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee on 4 April 

2019 for three years. Reference Number 022753. 
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Appendix III 

Interview Questions: Government Institutions 
 

Regarding The Free Trade Agreement Negotiation 

1. Can you explain about your role in the FTA negotiation process? How do you liaise with 

other government ministries in the negotiation process?  

 Given that there are several agencies involved with intellectual property, especially 

medicines, what is the process of liaising with them and who has responsibility for the 

final decision in negotiations? 

2. What is your approach in the FTA negotiation process?  

 Are you considering consistency of the FTA provisions with the provisions of 

Pancasila and the 1945 Constitution as the fundamental legal norms in Indonesia? 

3. Can you tell me about your view in relation to the difference of bargaining power for 

Indonesia when it is negotiating new FTA like the RCEP and accession to an existing FTA 

like the TPP? What if Indonesia is asked for more concessions as a pre-condition of 

acceding into the CPTPP? 

4. Do you have any process in place to understand the impacts of the FTA provisions, 

including the more extensive patent standards on Indonesia?  

 Several countries have a process to produce their national interests’ analysis, which 

involves submissions from members of the society. Do you think it is helpful for 

Indonesia to adopt this mechanism in the FTA negotiation process to consider the 

stakeholders’ inputs and ensure consistency of the FTA provisions with Pancasila and 

the 1945 Constitution? 

 If you think it’s a good idea, how would you suggest it be done? 

5. There have been suggestions, including from the former World Health Organization’s 

Director General, Dr. Margaret Chan and the United Nations’ High Level Panel on Access 

to Medicines  for states to make a specific public health impact analysis to ensure that the 

increased patent standards are not adversely affecting public health situation of a state 

before entering into commitments under an FTA. What is your view on this 

recommendation? 
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6. Most FTA negotiations, including on the intellectual property chapter are conducted in 

secret under the terms of a confidentiality arrangement or an unwritten understanding. Do 

you think that it will be difficult to understand the impacts of the FTA/intellectual property 

chapter if the negotiation is conducted in secret?  

 Do you think that the government will have difficulty to justify the outcome of the 

negotiation if the negotiation is conducted in secret?  

 What are the government’s efforts to provide transparency of the negotiation process 

to the public? 

7. When the public thinks that the intellectual property chapter in an FTA that has been signed 

by the government does not represent their interests or may have adverse effects on their 

interests, they can file a judicial review application to the Constitutional Court to have the 

FTA ratification Act, or the amended Patents Act annulled by the Court. What is your view 

on this matter? 

8. In November 2018 the Constitutional Court issued a ruling that clarifies certain provision 

of Law No.24 of 2000 on International Treaties to emphasise that international treaties, 

including FTAs that have wide impacts for the society, should be consulted with and 

approved by the Parliament. What is your view about this ruling?  

 Will it change the current practice in the FTA negotiation and ratification? 

Regarding Indonesia’s Public Health Policy 

1.  Has there been any policy to prioritise generic medicine over patented medicine or vice 

versa in the public health sector? 

2. What is your view on the relationship between patent law and the health security 

programme?  

3. Can you tell me about the government’s health and medicine policy to ensure the 

availability of medicines and affordability of the medicines’ prices to support the health 

security programme’s operational and financial sustainability? 

4. How do you think Indonesia should balance the interests of the medicine patent owners 

who requires strong protection of their patents and the society who require affordable 

medicines in the health security programme?  

Regarding Medicine Marketing Approval Process  

1. Have there been any major improvements in the medicine marketing approval process in 

the last five years in relation to BPOM’s performance and resources/infrastructure that can 

improve the promptness of the approval process? 
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2. Can you tell me about how the medicine marketing approval process works, specifically in 

relation to the protection of the marketing approval information of patented medicines 

(such as the clinical trial and safety and efficacy information)?  

 When can a generic medicine applicant use the patented medicine’s marketing approval 

information in their marketing approval application?  

 Does BPOM rely on the patented medicine’s marketing approval information in 

approving a generic medicine’s marketing approval application? 

3. How long does it take for a medicine marketing approval process to be conducted?  

 If there is any delay, what are the main reasons for this delay? 

4. What are the factors that BPOM considers in granting a medicine or biologics product’s 

marketing approval?  

 Do you think that factors like the access to affordable medicines and availability of 

medicines for the health security programme are relevant and important in BPOM’s 

decision-making process? 

 

Regarding The TRIPS-plus Patent Standard under the Free Trade Agreements 

1. Some of the contemporary FTAs like the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPP) or 

Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement (RCEP) include more 

extensive patent standards than the World Trade Organization’s Agreement on Trade-

related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS Agreement) standard that is 

currently applied by Indonesia. These standards include a patent on the new use, process 

or method of using an existing product (“new use patent”), patent-term extension for any 

delay in the patent processing and medicine marketing approval process (“patent-term 

extension”), and data exclusivity protection for medicine and biologics marketing approval 

process (“data exclusivity”). What do you think about these more extensive patent 

standards?  

 What do you think of their impacts on Indonesia and health security programme and 

what are your experiences in negotiating these standards?  

 Do you think Indonesia should adopt these standards?  

 Have you considered whether these provisions are consistent with Pancasila and the 

1945 Constitution? 

2. Some of the key intellectual property standards under the TPP have been suspended in the 

Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for the Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP), 
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although they may be reactivated in the future. Can you tell me about Indonesia’s strategy, 

if it is negotiating an accession to the CPTPP to ensure that these suspended provisions are 

not reactivated?   

3. The intellectual property chapter in the FTA between Indonesia and the European Free 

Trade Area (EFTA) that was signed in December 2018 does not include the more extensive 

patent standards. Can you tell me about this outcome and the dynamics of the negotiation?  

 Was there any impact assessment analysis made regarding the impacts of this more 

extensive patent standards to Indonesia? 
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Appendix IV 

Interview Questions: Civil Society Organisations (Non-Governmental Organisations) 
 

Regarding Free Trade Agreement Negotiation 

1.  Can you explain about the role of your organisation in the FTA negotiation process? 

2. What is your view on the government’s performance in the FTA negotiations, specifically 

on the transparency and conduct of the negotiation? What are your suggestions to the 

government in relation to the negotiation process? 

 You mentioned in the judicial review application process that Indonesia needs a 

process called the National Interests Analysis prior to any participation in an FTA. 

How would this NIA process work from your perspective? 

 Currently, there are several models of NIA process, namely: (a) NIA that is 

conducted prior to the commencement of an FTA negotiation; (b) NIA that is 

conducted in the midst of an FTA negotiation; and (c) NIA that is conducted after 

the signing of an FTA but prior to ratification of the FTA. Which model do you 

think will be suitable for Indonesia? 

 In terms of the methodology for the NIA, currently there are some of them that are 

in place such as the methodology that is applied in EU’s Sustainability Impact 

Assessment, WHO health impacts analysis and the Australian Productivity 

Commission Trade Assistance Review. Which methodology do you think will be 

suitable for Indonesia’s NIA?  

3. Can you tell me about your observation on the difference between the Trans-Pacific 

Partnership Agreement (TPP) or Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership 

Agreement (RCEP) negotiation process?  

 What do you think that Indonesia should do if it decides to join these FTAs? 

4. In November 2018, IGJ successfully submitted a judicial review application to the 

Constitutional Court to clarify certain meaning of Law No.24 of 2000 on International 

Treaties. How do you think the outcome of this judicial review benefit the Indonesian 

people in the FTA ratification process? 

5. When the public thinks that the intellectual property chapter in an FTA that has been signed 

by the government does not represent their interests or may have adverse effects on their 

interests, they can file a judicial review application to the Constitutional Court to have the 
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FTA ratification Act, or the amended Patents Act annulled by the Court. What is your view 

on this matter? 

Regarding The TRIPS-plus Patent Standard under the Free Trade Agreements 

6. Some of the contemporary FTAs like the TPP or RCEP include more extensive patent 

standards than the World Trade Organization’s Agreement on Trade-related Aspects of 

Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS Agreement) standard that is currently applied by 

Indonesia. These standards include a patent on the new use, process or method of using an 

existing product (“new use patent”), patent-term extension for any delay in the patent 

processing and medicine marketing approval process (“patent-term extension”), and data 

exclusivity protection for medicine and biologics marketing approval process (“data 

exclusivity”). What do you think about these more extensive patent standards?  

 Do you think these standards can promote more innovation?  

 What do you think of their impacts on Indonesia and health security programme?  

 Do you think Indonesia should adopt these standards? 
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Appendix V 

Interview Questions: Patent Owners’ Representatives 
Regarding Health and Patent Policy 

1. What do you think about the Government’s health priorities in supporting the national 

pharmaceutical industry that could support the national health security programme as set 

out in the Minister of Health Regulation No.17 of 2017 on Action Plan for the Development 

of Pharmaceutical and Medical Device Industry?  

 How do you think a patented medicine manufacturer should support these priorities? 

2. Have you ever been involved in providing submissions to the government in relation to 

specific health policies or amendment of patent law or negotiation of a free trade 

agreement? 

3. In your experience, what do you think is the proper balance between the interests of the 

inventor/patent owner and the society?  

 Do you think the current Patents Act (Law No.13 of 2016) has reflected that balance?  

 What changes, if any would you make to achieve a better balance?  

 Do you think that Indonesia needs to increase the Act’s coverage and patent protection 

to enhance innovation? 

Regarding The TRIPS-plus Patent Standard under the Free Trade Agreements 

4. Some of the contemporary FTAs like the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPP) or 

Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement (RCEP) include more 

extensive patent standards than the World Trade Organization’s Agreement on Trade-

related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS Agreement) standard that is 

currently applied by Indonesia. These standards include a patent on the new use, process 

or method of using an existing product (“new use patent”), patent-term extension for any 

delay in the patent processing and medicine marketing approval process (“patent-term 

extension”), and data exclusivity protection for medicine and biologics marketing approval 

process (“data exclusivity”). What do you think about these more extensive patent 

standards?  

 Do you think these standards can promote more innovation?  

 What do you think of their impacts on Indonesia and health security programme?  

 Do you think Indonesia should adopt these standards? 
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Appendix VI 

Interview Questions: Generic Producers’ Representatives 
Health and Patent Policy 

1. What do you think are the factors that can assist the development of generic medicine 

industry?  

 Do you think the roles of patent law, government’s public health policy, and medicine 

marketing approval process are important in the development of generic medicine 

industry? 

2. What do you think about the features of the current Patents Act (Law No.13 of 2016)?  

 Do you think that Indonesia needs to amend the Act to support the generic medicine 

industry? 

3. What is your view about the relationship between patented and generic medicine in 

Indonesia?  

 Do you think it is possible to achieve a reciprocal or mutual relationship between 

patented and generic medicine manufacturers? 

4. Has your company involved in providing submissions to the government in relation to 

specific health policies or amendment of patent law or negotiation of a free trade 

agreement? 

5. What do you think about the statement that stronger and more extensive patent protection 

is required to promote more innovation in the medicine sector? 

The TRIPS-plus Patent Standard under the Free Trade Agreements 

6. Some of the contemporary FTAs like the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPP) or 

Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement (RCEP) include more 

extensive patent standards than the World Trade Organization’s Agreement on Trade-

related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS Agreement) standard that is 

currently applied by Indonesia. These standards include a patent on the new use, process 

or method of using an existing product (“new use patent”), patent-term extension for any 

delay in the patent processing and medicine marketing approval process (“patent-term 

extension”), and data exclusivity protection for medicine and biologics marketing approval 

process (“data exclusivity”). What do you think about these more extensive patent 

standards?  

 What do you think of their impacts on the availability of generic medicines?  

 Do you think Indonesia should adopt these standards? 
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 There have been suggestions, including from the former World Health Organization’s 

Director General, Dr. Margaret Chan and the United Nations’ High Level Panel on 

Access to Medicines  for states to make a specific public health impact analysis to 

ensure that the increased patent standards are not adversely affecting public health 

situation of a state before entering into commitments under an FTA. What is your view 

on this recommendation? 
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Appendix VII 

Interview Questions: University/Research Institution 
 

A. Regarding Research and Development Activities at IPB University 

1. What do you think about research and development activities by universities in Indonesia 
in general and at IPB University in particular? 

2. For research at IPB University, in the last 10 years, how many of the research results have 
successfully obtained patent registration? 
 Is any of the research related to medicines? 
 In conducting research, do researchers build on existing findings or create new research 

from an early stage? 
 What is the purpose of registering a patent for an invention that results from research 

conducted at your institution? 
3. In Article 19(3) of our current Patent Law, Law No.13 of 2016, there are exceptions to 

being able to develop a product and process that is still in the patent period for research and 
development purposes. To what extent has this exemption been used in the your Institution? 

4. In Article 4 (f) of the Patent Law, an invention is in the form of a new use for an existing 
or already known product and / or a new form of an existing compound which does not 
produce a significant increase in efficacy and there are differences in the related chemical 
structure that are already known from compound is not a patented invention. What do you 
think about this provision? Is it true that this provision hinders the innovation that is about 
to be patented in Indonesia? 

B. Regarding the TRIPS-plus Patent Standard under the Free Trade Agreement 

5. Have you heard about the extended patent law feature (TRIPS-plus) which is called a patent 
on new uses for a pre-existing product or process. With this feature, a party can develop an 
existing product or process and use it for new purposes. For example, a party that develops 
a hypertension medicine can get a new patent for the development of a hypertension 
medicine substance for the treatment of other diseases such as Alzheimer's. 
 What do you think about this feature 
 Do you think this feature can hinder access to generic medicine? 
 Does Indonesia need to implement this feature? 

 

6. Have you heard of the extended patent law feature (TRIPS-plus) called “patent term 
adjustment” as adopted in several free trade agreements such as the Trans-Pacific 
Partnership Agreement (TPP)? With this feature, the patent owner for a medicinal or 
biological product will have an additional patent period if there is a delay in the patent 
approval process and BPOM registration / marketing to compensate the patent owner for 
the delay in the form of an additional patent period. 
 What do you think about this feature? 
 Can this feature support innovation activities in Indonesia? 
 Do you think that you should implement this feature? 
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7. Have you heard of another feature of the TRIPS-plus patent law called "data exclusivity 
protection for pharmaceuticals and biological products"? This feature provides protection 
for drug efficacy and safety data in the drug registration process at BPOM for 5-8 years 
before the data can be referred to or used by generic drug manufacturers. 
 What do you think about this feature? 
 Do you think that Indonesia should implement this feature? 

 

C. Regarding the Free Trade Agreement Negotiation 

8. Do you think that stakeholders related to the implementation of Intellectual Property Rights 
in Indonesia, such as your institution, need to be asked for their input regarding the 
negotiation of the Free Trade Agreement? 
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Appendix VIII 

Interview Questions: Patent Attorney 
 

Regarding Patent Law and Process 

1. Can you tell me about your role in carrying out patent application or registration? 

2. What do you think about the features of the current Patents Act (Law No.13 of 2016)?  

 Do you think that Indonesia needs to increase the Act’s coverage and patent protection 

to enhance innovation? 

Regarding the TRIPS-plus Patent Standard under the Free Trade Agreements 

3. Some of the contemporary FTAs like the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPP) or 

Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement (RCEP) include more 

extensive patent standards than the World Trade Organization’s Agreement on Trade-

related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS Agreement) standard that is 

currently applied by Indonesia. These standards include a patent on the new use, process 

or method of using an existing product (“new use patent”), patent-term extension for any 

delay in the patent processing and medicine marketing approval process (“patent-term 

extension”), and data exclusivity protection for medicine and biologics marketing approval 

process (“data exclusivity”). What do you think about these more extensive patent 

standards?  

 Do you think these standards can promote more innovation?  

 What do you think of their impacts on Indonesia and health security programme?  

 Do you think Indonesia should adopt these standards? 

Regarding Free Trade Agreement Negotiation 

4. Have you been involved in providing submissions to the government in relation to specific 

health policies or amendment of patent law or negotiation of a free trade agreement? 

5. What is your view on the idea to make a national interests analysis, that involves public 

submissions to consider the impacts of the increased patent standards prior to any 

participation in a free trade agreement? 

When the public thinks that the intellectual property chapter in an FTA that has been signed 

by the government does not represent their interests or may have adverse effects on their 

interests, they can file a judicial review application to the Constitutional Court to have the 

FTA ratification Act, or the amended Patents Act annulled by the Court. What is your view 

on this matter? 


